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This report
This report has been prepared by Local Dialogue Ltd.
This report describes the consultation undertaken by Lambeth Council
around five options for the regeneration of Cressingham Gardens.
It has been prepared by Local Dialogue and sets out:
•
•

What consultation activity was undertaken by Lambeth Council; and,
The feedback received from residents of the estate.

It summarises the feedback received from residents in the body of this
report and full feedback is included in the appendices.
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Executive Summary
Between 20 January 2016 and 4 March 2016 Lambeth Council sought
feedback from residents on five options for the regeneration of the
Cressingham Gardens Estate. The consultation detailed in this report
followed an earlier round of consultation on the future of the estate which
was subject to a judicial review that overturned the Council’s Cabinet
decision.
This consultation exercise was undertaken to enable residents to provide
their views on each of the five options for regeneration, which include:
Option 1: Refurbishing existing homes to Lambeth Housing Standard. The 6
void properties on Crosby Walk would be brought back into use, but no new
homes would be created.
Option 2: Lambeth Housing Standard and new homes through infill
development This option would see 19 properties in part of Crosby Walk
demolished (including the 6 void properties) and replaced with 38 new
homes. The remaining properties would need to be refurbished under the
Lambeth Housing Standard programme as per Option 1. 38 new properties
would replace the 19 which would be demolished. This means the estate
would gain 19 new homes.
Option 3: Partial redevelopment (low intervention). This option would see
31 properties on Crosby Walk and along Papworth Way demolished
(including the 6 voids properties) and replaced with 51 new homes. The
remaining properties would be returned to the Lambeth Housing Standard
programme as per Option 1. 51 new properties would replace the 31 which
would be demolished. This means the estate would gain 20 new homes.
Option 4: Partial redevelopment (higher intervention). This option would
see 120 properties on the northern end of the estate demolished (including
the 6 void properties) and replaced with 193 new homes. The remaining
properties would be returned to the Lambeth Housing Standard as per
Option 1. 193 new properties would replace the 120 which would be
demolished. This means the estate would gain 73 new homes.
Option 5: This option would see all 306 properties demolished and replaced
with at least 464 new homes. 464 new properties replace the 306 that are
demolished. This means the estate would gain 158 new homes.
It was also the Council’s objective to bring certainty to residents regarding
the future of the estate.
What consultation took place?
The consultation is explained in greater detail in this report but the
consultation was made up of:
6

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Three separate exhibition events at which residents could view
materials as well meet the team and ask them questions;
Two workshops on the ‘Green Retrofitting’, including discussing the
‘People’s Plan’;
Two workshops on the financial viability of each of the 5 options the
Council was consulting on;
A workshop with tenants considering the impact on tenants if
redevelopment of their homes were to take place;
A comprehensive programme of letters, newsletters and updates to
residents;
A hub website which provided information about options for
regeneration and upcoming events;
Door knocking exercises to help raise awareness of the consultation;
A rolling question and answer document.

What was the feedback?
In summary:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

27 hardcopy feedback forms were supplied;
23 online feedback forms were submitted;
16 emails were received 3 from tenants, 12 from residents and 1 from
another party;
62 attendees participated in the launch exhibition event on 20th
January 2016;
19 attendees participated in the Saturday drop-in exhibition event
23rd January 2016;
17 attendees participated in the Feedback exhibition on 25th
February 2016;
2 homeowners residents attended the Green Retrofitting workshop on
26th January 2016;
3 council tenants and 2 homeowners attended the Green Retrofitting
workshop on 16th February 2016;
2 residents and 1 non-resident leaseholder attended the Viability
workshop on 28th January 2016;
3 council tenants and 5 homeowners attended the Viability workshop
on 18th February 2016; and,
8 council tenants attended the Tenants Workshop on 11th February
2016.

As shown in the graph below, those who provided completed feedback forms
have:
•

Indicated a preference for refurbishment of the estate over
redevelopment.
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Chart 1: Overall preference for refurbishment and redevelopment amongst
respondents
When examining views on each of the options, those who responded to
consultation have indicated support for and opposition to the options for a
number of reasons. The levels of indicated support and opposition are
summarised in the graph below.
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Chart 2: Overall indication of support for options amongst respondents
In order of indicated support, the Options can be ranked in this order:
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•

•
•
•

Option 1 most support indicated - Reasons for supporting this option
include keeping the estate community together and not requiring
homes to be redeveloped;
Option 2 - Reasons for supporting this option including that it avoids
the redevelopment of the entire estate and provides new homes;
Option 5 - Reasons for supporting this option include that it address
the current condition of the buildings and delivers new homes;
Option 3 and 4 least support indicated - Reasons for supporting this
option include the provision of new homes and the need to not build
housing.

In order of indicated opposition, the Options can be ranked in this order:
• Option 4 most opposition indicated - Reasons for opposing this option
include that it would divide the estate with some residents' homes
redeveloped and others not;
• Option 3 - Reasons for opposing this option include it not being
financially viable;
• Option 5 - Reasons for opposing this option include that it would
require the entire estate to be redeveloped;
• Option 2 - Reasons for opposing this option include that it would not
provide enough new homes;
• Option 1 least opposition indicated - Reasons for opposing this option
include that it does not represent value for money and refurbishment
would not address the condition of homes.

Outside of submitted feedback forms, residents have also raised a number
of points with Lambeth Council’s Regeneration Team. These included
emails, letters and discussions.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The desire for a decision to be made and certainty given to residents
about the future of the estate;
The view that consultation and views of residents were irrelevant as,
in their view, the Council had ‘made its own mind up’
A lack of willingness to participate given time invested in the first
round of consultation;
From secure tenants there was concern around the loss of secure
tenancies if their home was redeveloped and they were provided with
an assured tenancy;
From homeowners there was concerns around the buy-back process
and how this would be implemented;
Requests to receive financial information that is commercially
sensitive and the Council is therefore unable to release;
Questions about Homes for Lambeth and how it will be run.

It should be noted that a significant number of comments and points were
raised by two resident leaseholders. These points were recorded and
responded to by Lambeth Council in the Final Q&A document (Appendix 43).
9

In summary the Council has:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Explained the financial context to each of the five regeneration
options and the decision to recommend Option 5;
Explained that the situation the Housing Revenue Account finds itself
in places a significant constraint on the deliverability of options;
Made it clear that it cannot provide unredacted cost information as
this is commercially sensitive information - the information and
reports that were provided to support viability discussions are
provided in Appendices 43:13 to 43: 27;
Set out how assured tenancies measure against secure tenancies and
explained that only those moving to a home provided by Homes for
Lambeth will be given an assured tenancy;
Provided clarity to homeowners interested in buy-back around when
discussions can be resumed;
That those who wish to remain on the estate after development has
taken place can do so;
Explained that, while Homes for Lambeth is set up as a company, it
will be 100% owned by the Council and surpluses will be used by the
Council to support additional funding into things like more and better
homes;
Explained that it is seeking to make a decision so that residents can
be given certainty over their future.

As mentioned a rolling Question and Answer document was produced. This
was used by the Council to respond to points raised by residents. The final
version of this document has been circulated to all residents.
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Local Dialogue
Local Dialogue is an award winning stakeholder engagement consultancy.
We are members of the consultation institute and work across England and
Wales to engage with communities affected by changes to the built
environment and development.
We were appointed by Lambeth Council assist in the delivery of renewed
consultation on the regeneration of Cressingham Gardens. Our role
included:
•
•
•
•

Preparing and delivering consultation materials with Lambeth Council
Officers;
Processing the feedback received from residents of the estate so that
it can be presented to the Council;
Facilitating exhibition events and workshops for residents;
Publishing this Consultation Report.
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The regeneration of Cressingham Gardens
Introduction
This section of the report sets out the context to the consultation including:
• A summary of Lambeth Council's goals; and,
• A description of regeneration options for the estate.
Lambeth Council's goal to provide more and better homes
Lambeth Council is addressing the housing crisis facing the Borough. This
includes enhancing the quality of existing social homes through the Lambeth
Housing Standard (LHS) Programme and increasing the supply of additional
new homes through the Estate Regeneration Programme.
The Council began the process of consulting residents over the future of the
Cressingham Gardens Estate in 2012. This led to the exploration of five
options, which ranged from full refurbishment to full redevelopment. A
decision was taken by Lambeth Council’s Cabinet in March 2015 to reject
the options, which were primarily reliant on refurbishment (options 1 to 3).
A second decision was taken by Lambeth Council’s Cabinet in July 2015 to
redevelop the entire estate (option 5). Following a judicial review brought
by a resident, a High Court ruling found that the process Lambeth Council
followed to reach those decisions was unlawful. As a consequence of this,
consultation was resumed on the five options.
The options
There were five options for the future of the estate, each proposed a
different level of intervention and works. In summary, these were:
Option 1:
Refurbishing the existing homes to Lambeth Housing Standard in
Cressingham Gardens would be refurbished to Lambeth Housing Standard.
The 6 void properties on Crosby Walk would be brought back into use, but
no new homes would be created.
Option 2:
The existing homes in Cressingham Gardens moved be refurbished to
Lambeth Housing Standard and new homes through infill development. This
option would see 19 properties in part of Crosby Walk demolished (including
the 6 void properties) and replaced with 38 new homes. This means the
estate would gain 19 new homes.
Option 3:
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Partial redevelopment (low intervention). This option would see 31
properties on Crosby Walk and along Papworth Way demolished (including
the 6 voids properties) and replaced with 51 new homes. The remaining
properties would be returned to the Lambeth Housing Standard programme
as per Option 1. 51 new properties would replace the 31, which would be
demolished. This means the estate would gain 20 new homes.
Option 4:
Partial redevelopment (higher intervention). This option would see 120
properties on the northern end of the estate demolished (including the 6
void properties) and replaced with 193 new homes. The remaining
properties would be returned to the Lambeth Housing Standard as per
Option 1. 193 new properties would replace the 120, which would be
demolished. This means the estate would gain 73 new homes.
Option 5:
This option would see all 306 properties demolished and replaced with at
least 464 new homes. 464 new properties replace the 306 that are
demolished. This means the estate would gain 158 new homes.
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Consultation activity
Introduction
This section of the report sets out the context to the consultation including:
•
•
•

The goal and purpose of consultation with residents;
The outcome and impact of a judicial review on the process;
How this consultation relates to the earlier consultation undertaken.

Goal and purpose
The goal of consultation was to seek the views of residents living on the
estate on the five options for its regeneration.
This consultation exercise followed a previous consultation and a Cabinet
decision which was made in July 2015. The Cabinet considered options four
and five and whether they should be implemented. Option 5 was selected
on the basis that it met the Council’s criteria for the goals of regeneration.
Options 1, 2 and 3 had been withdrawn from the consultation on the basis
that they were not financially viable. A resident challenged that Cabinet
decision and a judicial review was undertaken. The Judicial Review found
that the Council had acted unlawfully in removing options 1, 2 and 3 from
the consultation and the Cabinet decision was overturned in a ruling
published November 2015.
In December 2015, Lambeth Council wrote to residents and set out a new
consultation programme that would seek the community’s views on each of
the five options.
The goal of this resumed consultation exercise on all 5 option as set out in
this report is to seek the views of residents on each of the options for
regeneration so that they can be reviewed by the Cabinet in making a
decision for the estate.
Timetable of activity
Date
24 November
2015
24 November
2015
25 November
2015
18 December
2015

Activity
Email Cllr Matthew Bennett explaining the outcome of
Judicial Review
Blog post explaining the outcome of Judicial Review
Letter from Cllr Matthew Bennett explaining the
outcome of Judicial Review
Letter to residents explaining that consultation would
resume and a consultation event will take place on
20th January with a programme of further events
issued soon
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18 December Blog post explaining that consultation would resume
2015 and a consultation event will take place on 20th
January with a programme of further events issued
soon
18 December Email to residents explaining that consultation would
2015 resume and a consultation event will take place on
20th January with a programme of further events
issued soon
06 January Letter issued to residents confirming the programme of
2016 events for the consultation and inviting them to the
consultation event
06 January Blog post confirming the programme of events for the
2016 consultation and inviting them to the consultation
event
06 January Email to residents confirming the programme of events
2016 for the consultation and inviting them to the
consultation event
19 January Cressingham Gardens Consultation Booklet posted with
2016 covering letter to arrive with residents
19 January Email to residents advertising consultation booklet's
2016 location on website
20 January Exhibition event: The Council’s first exhibition event at
2016 which the options for regeneration are presented
22 January Blog post thanking those who attended the event
2016 reminding residents of the programme of event
22 January A post event email thanking those who attended the
2016 event and reminding residents of the programme of
events
23 January A post event letter distributed by hand thanking those
2016 who attended the event reminding residents of the
programme of events
23 January Saturday Drop-in exhibition
2016
26 January Green Retrofit workshop one – Promoters of the People
2016 Plan run through the principles of this plan and what it
could achieve including options for funding
28 January Viability workshop – The Council set the financial
2016 context around the regeneration specifically the
Housing Revenue Account
03 February Letter to secure tenants explaining that an information
2016 session will be held about tenancies
03 February Blog post explaining that an information session will be
2016 held about tenancies
03 February Email to secure tenants explaining that an information
2016 session will be held about tenancies
11 February Secure Tenants Information session – A session for the
2016 Council to explain how secure tenancies compare to
new assured tenancies
12 February Blog post providing an update on consultation
15

2016
13 February
2016
15 February
2016
15 February
2016
16 February
2016
16 February
2016

Newsletter to residents – an update newsletter to
residents was issued to residents of the estate
Email to REP members - Redacted viability data sheets
for redevelopment
Blog post explaining the minutes of the Green
Retrofitting Workshop (26 January 2016) have been
published
Email to secure tenants regarding tenancies and
information about assured tenancies, financial viability
information and the latest Q&A document
Email to homeowners regarding resident homeowners
financial information, financial viability information
and the latest Q&A document

16 February Green Retrofit Workshop – A session at which the
2016 Council sought to set out its design principles around
redevelopment and refurbishment
17 February Letter to secure tenants regarding tenancies and
2016 information about assured tenancies, financial viability
information and the latest Q&A document
17 February Letter to resident homeowners – A letter that was
2016 accompanied by information for resident homeowners
17 February Blog post updating residents on consultation progress
2016 an update on viability and information for residents
and homeowners
18 February Email to resident homeowners to apologise for
2016 providing the incorrect attachment in the letter and
providing the correct one
18 February Viability Workshop – A session at which the Council
2016 explained the financial viability information that had
been published and took questions from residents
24 February Blog post explaining the minutes of the Viability
2016 workshop (28 January 2016) have been published
25 February Feedback exhibition – A Council exhibition event at
2016 which the Council set out its recommendation to
Cabinet and encouraged further feedback to be
submitted
26 February Email to residents thanking those who attended the
2016 event explaining that Council Officers are
recommending Option 5 to the Cabinet
26 February Blog post updating residents that Council Officers are
2016 recommending Option 5 to the Cabinet
29 February Letter updating residents that Council Officers are
2016 recommending Option 5 to the Cabinet

The activity listed above is summarised below:
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24 November 2015 – Email to residents: This email was sent by Pauline
Foster, Housing Regeneration Manager to subscribed residents of the estate,
explaining the outcome of the Judicial Review and providing the content of
a letter from Cllr Matthew Bennett, Cabinet Member for Housing. Provided
in Appendix 1
24 November 2015 – Blog post: Blog post explaining the outcome of judicial
review was published on
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham. Provided in
Appendix 2
25 November 2015 – Letter to residents: This letter was sent by Cllr Matthew
Bennett to residents of the estate, explaining the outcome of the Judicial
Review. Provided in Appendix 3
18th December 2015 – Letter to residents: This letter was sent by Julian
Hart, Estate Regeneration and Housing Delivery Programme Manager, to
residents of the estate to explain that the Council would be resuming
consultation on each of the five options for the regeneration of the estate
and seek residents’ views on the right to manage and green retrofitting
discussed in the earlier consultation and for which the retrospective working
groups did not complete their outputs. It should be noted that, at the time,
the Council had little information on what would be presented as the
People’s Plan but was aware that its promoters were preparing a plan.
Provided in Appendix 4
18th December 2015 – Blog post: Blog post explaining that consultation
would resume in the New Year was published on
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham. It followed the
same content as the above letter. Provided in Appendix 5
18th December 2015 – Email to residents: An email was sent to subscribed
residents explaining that consultation would resume in the New Year the
same content as the above letter. Provided in Appendix 6
6th January 2016 – Letter to residents: This letter was sent by Julian Hart, to
residents of the estate. It confirmed that the programme of events for the
consultation and invited all residents to participate. Provided in Appendix 7
6th January 2016 – Blog post: Blog post confirming the programme of events
for the consultation and inviting them to the consultation event. Provided in
Appendix 8
6th January 2016 – Email to residents: This email was sent by Julian Hart, to
residents of the estate. It confirmed that the programme of events for the
consultation and invited all residents to participate. Provided in Appendix 9
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19th January 2016 – Letter to residents with the Cressingham Gardens
Booklet: On 19th January 2016, the Cressingham Gardens booklet was posted
to arrive with residents on the day of the first exhibition event. The
Council’s intention was to issue the booklet so that it arrived the day after
the first event. However, some members of the Residents Engagement Panel
objected to this approach saying that it would cut into time for residents to
give feedback, so the Council sped up the production process and the
booklet was sent to residents to arrive on the day of the exhibition. The
covering letter and booklet are provided in Appendix 10
The booklet:
• Summarised the outcome of the Judicial Review;
• Explained why consultation was taking place;
• Set out the five options for the regeneration of the estate;
• Summarised the Green Retrofit and Right to Manage and Right to
Transfer that residents were exploring based on knowledge of the
option at the time;
• Summarised the Key Guarantees for homeowners and residents;
• Included a pull out feedback form and a freepost address it could be
returned to.
19th January 2016 – Email to residents: This email was sent by Julian Hart, to
residents of the estate. It notified residents that they would shortly receive
the booklet and that they could also provided feedback through an online
feedback form. Provided in Appendix 11
20th January 2016 – Opening Consultation exhibition event: On 20th January
2016, the Council held its first consultation event. The event was held at
the Rotunda, on the estate, as it is a venue that residents are familiar with
and have previously attended. The event ran from 2pm to 8pm to ensure
residents on the estate could visit at their convenience.
The event was staffed by Lambeth officers from the regeneration team who
were available on the day to answer questions.
On the day, exhibition boards summarised the purpose of the consultation:
• Lambeth Council’s responsibility;
• Funding regeneration and refurbishment through and Housing
Revenue Account;
• The challenges and costs of refurbishing homes on the estate to the
Lambeth Housing Standard;
• A summary of each of the five options and what they entailed,
including whether the Council felt they were value for money;
• Information about Homes for Lambeth.
• Residents suggestions around Green Retrofitting and Right to
Manage/Right to Transfer, based on the information the Council had
at the time;
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•

•
•

A summary of the outcomes of completed working groups held in the
previous stage of consultation (Homeowners, Test of Opinion and
Wellbeing);
A summary of the Key Guarantees to residents and homeowners;
How feedback could be returned and summary of the programme of
events.

In total, 62 people attended this event.
The exhibition display boards are provided in Appendix 12
As well as the display boards, the Council provided the following materials
for residents to use for reference at the event or take home with them:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Key Guarantees for Tenants Flyer - provided the draft commitments
the Council would make to secure tenants living on the estate;
Key Guarantees for Homeowners Flyer - provided the draft
commitments the Council would make to resident and non-resident
homeowners on the estate;
Homes for Lambeth Flyer - Explained the purpose and structure of
the Homes for Lambeth, including why it had been created;
Future of Cressingham Gardens Booklets - additional copies of the
consultation booklets for residents to reference or take home;
Freepost envelope - a freepost envelope in which feedback could be
returned to Local Dialogue;
Feedback forms - paper copies of the feedback form contained in
Consultation Booklet;
Test of Opinion Report - a report of the views of residents in relation
to regeneration, conducted in May and June 2015 by consultants
Acuity;
Wellbeing Report - a report published by consultants Social Life,
describing the findings of the Wellbeing working group, which was run
and concluded in the initial consultation exercise;
Timetable for consultation - a print out of the timetable of events
that residents could take away;
Colouring sheet - drawing sheets for children;
Question and Answer Document 20th January version - a Q&A
document that answered the questions residents.

Copies of documents and leaflets are provided in the appendices of this
report (Appendix 43:1 to 43:27).
22nd January 2016 – Thank you blog post: A blog post was published to
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham thanking those who
participated in the consultation and encouraging others to participate. A
reminder of the programme was also included. Provided in Appendix 13
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22nd January 2016 – Thank you email: An email was issued to subscribed
residents thanking those who participated in the consultation and
encouraging others to participate. A reminder of the programme was also
included. Provided in Appendix 14
23rd January 2016 - Thank you letter: A letter with the same content as the
thank you email and blog post was hand delivered to all residents on the
estate. Provided in Appendix 15
23rd January 2016 – Saturday Drop-in Session: As requested by members of
the Resident Engagement Panel a drop-in session was held on at the
Rotunda on a Saturday. It provided the same information as the opening
consultation event on the 20th of January. It ran from 1pm to 4pm.
In total 19 people attended the event.
26th January 2016 – Green Retrofit Workshop: The opening Green Retrofit
workshop was held at the Rotunda. It commenced at 7pm. At this event a
resident of the estate set out the People’s Plan and its details. The Council
had an officer present who was working on the Passivhaus retrofit, known as
EnerPHit, for Ackerman Road.
Lambeth Council’s notes of this meeting are provided in Appendix 16
28th January 2016 - Viability Workshop: The opening Viability Workshop was
held at the Rotunda. It commenced at 7pm. At this event, the Council set
out the financial context of the regeneration, focussing on the Housing
Revenue Account. While the focus of the event was matters concerning the
Housing Revenue Account, a member of the Housing Team was also present
to address issues around meanwhile work costs.
Lambeth Council’s notes of this meeting are provided in Appendix 17
3rd February 2016 – Letter regarding Secure Tenants Information event:
Following the 1 February Residents Engagement Panel, it was expressed by
tenant members of the panel that there were concerns around the loss of
secure tenancies, if residents moved into homes built and managed by
Homes for Lambeth. The Council wrote to secure tenants to tenants inviting
them to an information session to discuss tenancies.
Lambeth Council’s notes of this meeting are provided in Appendix 18
3rd February 2016 – Blog post: Secure tenants information event: This blog
post promoted the Secure Tenants Information event. Provided in Appendix
19
3rd February 2016 – Email: Secure tenants information event: An email that
followed the content of the letter was sent to subscribed tenants. Provided
in Appendix 20
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11th February 2016 – Secure Tenants information session: The Information
session was held at the Rotunda and commenced at 6:30pm. At the event, it
was explained how assured tenancies offered by Homes for Lambeth
compare to current secure tenancies and both were compared against each
other.
8 council tenants attended this event. Homeowners were not invited to this
event as it was provided specifically for council tenants.
Lambeth Council’s notes of this meeting are provided in Appendix 21
12th February 2016 – Blog post: Consultation update: This blog post provided
an update on the consultation process to date. Provided in Appendix 22
13th February 2016 – Newsletter: A newsletter was circulated to the
residents of the estate by hand. The newsletter:
• Thanked residents for participation to date;
• Requested additional feedback be submitted;
• Provided an update on the issues raised by residents to date,
including Council tenancies, mitigating living costs, viability
information and the key guarantees;
• Advertised vacancies for tenant members of the resident
engagement panel;
• Advertised the Independent Resident Adviser and his availability to
residents to discuss regeneration.
Provided in Appendix 23
15th February 2016 – Email to Resident Engagement Panel Members with
Viability information: This email was issued by Abbas Raza, Local Dialogue,
and provided viability data sheets for redevelopment to members of the
resident engagement panel. These data sheets provided the figures used by
Lambeth Council to calculate the Net Present Value for each option for
regeneration. The cost information in these data sheets was redacted, as it
was commercially sensitive. Provided in Appendix 24
15th February 2016 - Blog post regarding green retrofit workshop: This blog
post published the minutes of the first green retrofit workshop. Provided in
Appendix 25
16th February 2016 – Email to secure tenants: This email was sent by Julian
Hart to subscribed secure tenants providing information about assured
tenancies, financial viability information and the latest Q&A document.
Links were provided to the website and further information. The Net
Present Value for each option was also given in the update. Provided in
Appendix 26
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16th February 2016 – Email to resident homeowners: This email was sent by
Julian Hart to subscribed resident homeowners providing the Homeowners
FAQ, financial viability information and the latest Q&A document. Links
were provided to the website and further information. The Net Present
Value for each option was also given in the update. Provided in Appendix 27
16th February 2016 – Green Retrofit Workshop: The Council held a second
workshop to present its draft design standards for refurbishment and
redevelopment. However, some residents who attended wanted more
information on Ackerman Road, a Council EnerPHit scheme to convert an old
hostel, and were expecting a discussion on this. The group broke down and
before a discussion on the Council’s refurbishment and redevelopment could
take place the meeting was adjourned by Julian Hart, Estate Regeneration
and Housing Programme Manager. The Council sent information on
specifications for Ackerman Road to the residents who had requested this
and floor plans for the design.
Two council tenants attended and three homeowners attended this event.
Lambeth Council's notes of this meeting are provided in Appendix 28
17th February 2016 – Letter to tenants: In response to the questions raised in
the consultation process so far, the Council wrote to tenants on the estate
with information about Secure Tenancies, the latest version of the project
Q&A document and a copy of financial Q&A document. The Net Present
Value for each option was also given in the update. Provided in Appendix 29
The attachments provided the following information:
•
•
•

Assured Tenancy Flyer - explained how an assured tenancy compared
to current secure tenancies;
Question and Answer document 17th February 2016 - The latest
version of the Q&A document;
Financial Q&A document - A Q&A document that addressed financial
questions and gave Lambeth Council's answers to questions on this
subject.

17th February 2016 – Letter to resident homeowners: In response to the
questions raised in the consultation process so far, the Council wrote to
resident homeowners with the latest version of the project Q&A document,
a copy of the Financial Q&A document and Homeowners Financial
Information attachment. The Net Present Value for each option was also
given in the update. Provided in Appendix 30
The attachments provided the following information:
•

Homeowner Q&A document - addressed questions raised frequently
by homeowners and provided answers from Lambeth Council
(Erroneous Central Hill version);
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•
•

Question and Answer document 17th February 2016 - The latest
version of the Q&A document;
Financial Q&A document - A Q&A document that addressed financial
questions and gave Lambeth Council's answers to questions on this
subject.

17th February 2016 - Blog post - viability information: A blog post updating
residents on available viability information. Provided in Appendix 31
18th February 2016 - Email to residents with Cressingham Gardens
Attachment: An email was sent to subscribed resident homeowners
explaining they had received the wrong attachment. The correct
information was linked to in the email. Provided in Appendix 32
18th February 2016 - Letter to residents with Cressingham Gardens
Attachment: A letter from Julian Hart was sent to resident homeowners
explaining they had received the wrong attachment. The correct
information version was provided with the letter. Provided in Appendix 33
Attachment
•

Homeowner Q&A document - addressed questions raised frequently
by homeowners and provided answers from Lambeth Council
(Cressingham Gardens).

18th February 2016 – Viability Workshop: The second Viability Workshop
focussed on explaining how the Council calculates viability of options. A
presentation was given by Julian Hart on this and questions were taken from
attendees.
Three council tenants attended and five homeowners attended this event.
Lambeth Council’s notes of this meeting are provided in Appendix 34
24th February 2016 - Blog post Viability workshop: This blog post published
the minutes of the second viability workshop. Provided in Appendix 35
25th February 2016 – Feedback Exhibition Event: On 25th January 2016, the
Council held its third consultation event. The event was held at the
Rotunda, on the estate as it is a venue that residents are familiar with and
have previously attended. The event ran from 3pm to 9pm to ensure
residents on the estate could visit at their convenience.
The event was staffed by Lambeth officers from the regeneration team who
were available on the day to answer questions.
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On the day, exhibition boards explained that Council officers were
recommending Option 5 to the Cabinet at this stage. The information
provided included:
• A reminder of the options;
• Information on the Council’s regeneration design standards;
• A summary of the feedback received to date;
• The Councils views on each option and its recommendation;
• Information about Homes for Lambeth;
• Information about how the Cabinet will make its decision on the
option it will select.
In total, 19 people attended the event.
The exhibition display boards are provided in Appendix 36
As well as the display boards, the Council provided the following materials
for residents to use for reference at the event or to take home with them.
These included:
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Question and Answer document 25th February Version - the version
containing Lambeth Council's answers to feedback returned by 19th
February 2016;
Draft Design Standards for redevelopment - the emerging standards
Lambeth Council was preparing for the redevelopment option;
Design Principles Leaflet - a summary of the principles of the design
standards;
Key Guarantees for Tenants Flyer - provided the draft commitments
the Council would make to secure tenants living on the estate;
Key Guarantees for Homeowners Flyer - provided the draft
commitments the Council would make to resident and non-resident
homeowners on the estate;
Homes for Lambeth Flyer - Explained the purpose and structure of
the Homes for Lambeth, including why it had been created;
Future of Cressingham Gardens Booklets - additional copies of the
consultation booklets for residents to reference or take home;
Freepost envelope - a freepost envelope in which feedback could be
returned to the Local Dialogue;
Feedback forms - paper copies of the feedback form contained in
Consultation Booklet;
Test of Opinion Report - a report of the views of residents in relation
to regeneration, conducted in May and June 2015 by consultants
Acuity;
Wellbeing Report - a report published by consultants Social Life,
describing the findings of the Wellbeing working group run and
concluded in the initial consultation exercise;
Timetable for consultation - a print out of the timetable of events
that residents could take away;
Colouring sheet - drawing sheets for children;
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•

Homeowners Q&A Document – A document answering common
questions posed from homeowners on the estate.

26th February 2016 – Email to residents: This email was sent by Julian Hart,
thanking subscribed residents for their participation to date and explaining
the Council officers were recommending Option 5 to the Cabinet based on
its analysis. Provided in Appendix 37
26th February 2016 – blog post: This blog post provided the information
issued in the above email, specifically that Lambeth Council officers were
recommending Option 5 to the Cabinet. Provided in Appendix 38
29th February 2016 – Letter to residents: This letter was sent by Julian Hart,
thanking subscribed residents for their participation to date and explaining
the Council officers were recommending Option 5 to the Cabinet based on
its analysis. It was sent with a copy of latest copy of the Q&A. Provided in
Appendix 39
Attachment
• The Q&A Document - This was the most complete version of the
document. It was restructured to improve navigation, with technical
terms explained following feedback from residents.
Door knocking on the estate
To raise awareness of the consultation programme, Lambeth employed a
market research team to knock on doors and raise awareness of the
consultation and its events. These sessions took place on:
• 12th January 2016 - 1:30pm to 5pm;
• 13th January 2016 - 1:30pm to 5pm;
• 14th January 2016 - 1:30pm to 5pm;
• 19th January 2016 - 3pm to 7pm;
• 20th January 2016 - 11am to 5pm;
• 12th February 2016 - 12pm to 4pm.
The market research team provided residents they met with a verbal update
on the consultation process and reminded them of when events would be
taking place. The activity was undertaken to complement the written
updates received by residents. The marketing also identified any housing
needs expressed by residents and supplied these to Lambeth. This
information will support the Council in engaging with residents around the
masterplan process.
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Feedback
Introduction
This section of report provides the feedback that was received from
residents. It:
•
•
•
•

Explains how Lambeth Council has responded to feedback through its
Q&A document;
Sets out the key points raised by residents;
Describes how feedback was returned; and,
Provides a summary of the written feedback provided against each
option.

The Q&A – addressing all the points raised in feedback forms, letters and
emails
In response to questions from residents the Council prepared and published
a rolling question and answer document.
The document was updated and issued to residents, picking up on the key
points of the feedback received to the date of publication. The Q&A was
published on:
•
•
•
•

20th
17th
25th
25th

January 2016;
February 2016;
February 2016 – draft;
February 2016 – finalised.

Full feedback from residents is provided in Appendix 41 of this report. The
final version of the Q&A document is provided in Appendix 42.
Sentiment on the estate and key points raised
It should be noted that while written feedback was requested for the
purposes or recording and processing feedback, residents also made
comments at events and in person and expressed sentiment about the
overall approach. This included:
•
•
•
•

The desire for a decision to be made and certainty given to residents
about the future of the estate;
The view that consultation and views of residents were irrelevant as,
in their view, the council had ‘made its own mind up’;
A lack of willingness to participate given time invested in the first
round of consultation;
From secure tenants, concern around the loss of secure tenancies if
their home was redeveloped and they were provided with an assured
tenancy;
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•
•
•

From homeowners, concerns around the buy-back process and how
this would be implemented and the certainties between;
Requests to receive financial information that the Council treats as
commercially sensitive and is therefore unable to release; and,
Concerns that Homes for Lambeth will be run on a profit basis at the
expense of delivering homes.

It should also be noted that, a significant number of comments and points
were raised by two resident leaseholders. These points were recorded and
responded to by Lambeth Council in the Final Q&A document.
Completed feedback forms
Between 20th January 2016 and 4th March 2016, a total of 50 completed
feedback forms were received by the project team. The feedback form was
sent to all residents of the estate in the Cressingham Gardens booklet.
Recipients were asked their views on:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Refurbishment compared to redevelopment;
Option 1 – the refurbishment of properties on the estate to the
Lambeth Housing Standard, and replacement of 6 void properties;
Option 2 – the refurbishment of properties on the estate to the
Lambeth Housing Standard and demolition of void properties on
Crosby Walk, replacing them with 38 homes;
Option 3 – Partial demolition (low intervention);
Option 4 – Partial demolition (higher intervention);
Option 5 – Redevelopment of all 306 properties on the estate;
Any additional comments.

It should be noted, that while 50 feedback forms were received, not all the
questions were answered.
The full feedback received is provided in Appendix 42
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Comparing refurbishment and redevelopment

Comparing preference for
Refurbishment to Redevelopment
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Chart 1: Overall preference for refurbishment to redevelopment amongst
respondents
From the completed feedback forms received there is:
•

A preference for refurbishment over redevelopment.

In completed feedback forms:
•
•
•

26 indicated a clear preference for refurbishment;
15 indicated a preference for redevelopment; and,
9 did not indicate a preference for either option or the sentiment
could not be gauged.
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Comparing support for the options

Indication of support for the Options
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Chart 2: Overall indication of support for options amongst respondents
From the feedback received, when comparing preference for each option:
•
•
•
•
•

26 respondents indicated a preference for Option 1;
14 respondents indicated a preference for Option 2;
13 respondents indicated a preference for Option 5;
2 respondents indicated a preference for Option 3; and,
2 respondents indicated a preference for Option 4.

Option 1
From the feedback received there is:
•

An overall preference for Option 1 is indicated.

In completed feedback forms:
•
•
•
•

26 indicated support for Option 1;
8 indicated opposition to Option 1;
3 did not indicate a clear view; and,
5 left this question blank.

Some of the points raised in support of this option included:
•

"I want to see your accounts, its not enough to say can’t afford it. I
support option one"
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•

•

"I believe this is the most sensible option. Refurbishment would, in
reality, be cost effective if carried out reasonably (in contrast to
how refurbishment has been handled previously by the Council)"
"This is a preferred option. Even though the council say it's
unaffordable. There are no figures to prove this. The disrepair is
down to Lambeth's lack of care over many years and choice of subcontractors why the estate is in this position. We are suffering
because of Lambeth's disgusting management of their properties".

Some of the points raised in opposition of this option included:
•
•

•

"It is too costly an option"
"I believe that the information supplied by the Council clearly
demonstrates that Option 1 is not economically viable, and would
not be a wise use of limited budget"
"Carrying out the work in option 1 is not a value for money. I would
rather have new build home than carrying out all the work listed in
option 1, is like building a new home with extra accommodation for
people that are in need."

Option 2
From the feedback received:
•

Option 2 has the second most support indicated for it.

In completed feedback forms:
•
•
•
•

9 indicated support for Option 2;
13 indicated opposition to Option 2;
4 did not indicate a clear view about Option 2; and,
6 left this question blank.

Some of the points raised in support of this option included:
•

•

•

"Option 2 is good but why does Lambeth want to bring properties to
a higher standard than considered necessary by the government?
Does Lambeth think that bringing in Developers will be cheaper? All
it will do is give Lambeth more money to waste"
"This is a more acceptable proposition and will provide some more
housing. Although there are still no figures to explain why this would
not be 'value for money'"
"Good".

Some of the points raised in opposition of this option included:
•

"Impacts on green spaces and provides very few homes"
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•

"Relatively speaking, the addition of 19 homes is a positive, but the
overwhelming burden of cost to refurbish the rest of the estate is
clearly not viable."

Option 3
From the feedback received:
•

Option 3 is, jointly, the least preferred option along with Option 4.

In completed feedback forms:
•
•
•
•

2 indicated support for Option 3;
25 indicated opposition to Option 3;
7 did not indicate a clear view about Option 3; and,
16 left this question blank.

A point raised in support of this option was:
•

"This is the best combination of conservation and development of any
of your options, but the most preferred is the People's Plan, which
gives additional accommodation sought with far less damage to the
estate as a whole."

Points raised in opposition to this option included:
•
•
•

"I am not persuaded that this makes sense"
"Happy for Council to use the void spaces, but not to demolish any
homes"
"Against option three. I rather opt for retrofit. Much cheaper and as
per problem of housing millions of other people, by making us
homeless and change our low rise housing to high rise will only
increase social problems in the future as we see on other high rise
Estates."

Option 4
From the feedback received:
•

Option 4 is, jointly, the least preferred option along with Option 3
and the most opposed option.

In completed feedback forms:
•
•
•
•

2 indicated support for Option 4;
30 indicated opposition to Option 4;
5 did not indicate a clear view about Option 4; and,
13 left this question blank.
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A point raised in support of this option was:
•

"Unfortunately, there is not enough information provided to allow
me to make an informed judgement about option 4; and further
information, as described above, is required before I am able to fully
comment. That said, as an initial assessment, I believe option 4
provides a good level of new housing. However, it is important to
understand what tenure this housing will be provided as, so that
residents can fully understand the social and financial impact of this
option. Option 4 is my third preference and should be explored
further."

Points raised in opposition to this option included:
•
•

•

"Totally against of option four"
"I am highly concerned about option 4 as it sounds suspiciously like
exactly the kind of new build scheme that caters for the wealthy and
not for those on low-to-middle incomes. I feel that demolition on
this scale is terribly wasteful and politically weak. New
developments across London have been criticised for not providing
enough new social and affordable housing and from what information
I have had this would be yet another. As I understand it many
leaseholders would not be able to afford the new homes due to the
value gap and many council tenants would not have a home to move
back into, especially if they occupy a four-bed property. This option
suits the developers more than anyone else"
"This is not my preferred option. Those living at the northern end of
the estate would lose their homes (and moving back would mean
higher rents or having to buy a new property at a much higher value,
forcing them to take out higher mortgages or to go into shared
ownership / equity with the council), while those of us living at the
southern end would have to live on a building site."

Option 5
From the feedback received:
•

Option 5 has the third most support indicated for it.

In completed feedback forms:
•
•
•
•

13 indicated support for Option 4;
24 indicated opposition to Option 4;
6 did not indicate a clear view about Option 4; and,
7 left this question blank.

Some of the points raised in support of this option included:
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•
•
•

"I strongly support option 5, the extra 158 new homes will help to
reduce the numbers of people who are on council waiting list"
"This seems to be the best option on condition that that the building
work is properly managed"
"Option 5 is the better option because it is more cost effective as the
buildings are beyond repair as there is subsidence, double-glazing
worn out. Meaning I have spent a large amount on gas to keep this
house warm. My electrics are faulty (sockets). I feel like it's falling
apart and have been to the doctor about my health. My small son is
sharing a room with me is now 9. I have two older daughters one 15
and one 23. She is going to need her own place. It is very disruptive
and I would rather move than have the hassle this whole experience
has put me through. There is no other option for me than option 5."

Points raised in opposition to this option included:
•
•
•

"Not appropriate in my view. Where will the people go?"
"Absolutely against that option, it will change the nature and the
quality of life on the estate"
"Totally against of option 5 and demolition of our community and my
home, thus making me homeless. The money offered is ridiculous as
the Council knows full well they are paying less than London’s
property market. Squeezing us out of London."

The views of council tenants and homeowners
Here we have examined the preferences of secure council tenants and
homeowners. While all are residents of the estate, they are affected in
different ways by regeneration and this may affect how they respond to
options.
Secure council tenants
Of the completed feedback forms received, 21 were identified as being
submitted by secure council tenants. As some respondents did not provide
their full details, they are not counted in this analysis.
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Chart 3: Overall preference for refurbishment and redevelopment amongst
secure council tenant respondents
The above chart shows that, of those secure council tenants who could be
identified and responded using the feedback form:
• 10 indicated a preference for refurbishment;
• 8 indicated a preference for redevelopment; and,
• 3 did not indicate a preference or their sentiment could not be
gauged.
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Chart 4: Indication of support for options amongst secure council tenant
respondents
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In summary, secure council tenant respondents:
• Indicated most support for Option 1; and,
• Indicated most opposition to Option 4.
When asked for their views on Option 1, the following numbers of secure
tenant respondents expressed support:
• 9 indicated support for Option 1;
• 5 indicated support for Option 5;
• 3 indicated support for Option 2;
• 1 indicated support for Option 3; and,
• 0 indicated support for Option 4.
When asked for their views on Option 1, the following numbers of secure
tenant respondents expressed opposition:
• 10 indicated opposition to Option 4;
• 9 indicated opposition to Option 5;
• 6 indicated opposition to Option 2;
• 5 indicated opposition to Option 3; and,
• 4 indicated opposition to Option 1.
Homeowners
Of the completed feedback forms received, 21 were identified as being
submitted by homeowners (leaseholders and freeholders). As some
respondents did not provide their full details, they are not counted in this
analysis.
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Chart 5: Overall indication of preference for refurbishment and
redevelopment amongst homeowner respondents
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The above chart shows that, of those homeowners who could be identified
and responded using the feedback form:
• 10 indicated a preference for refurbishment;
• 6 indicated a preference for redevelopment; and,
• 5 did not indicate a preference or their sentiment could not be
gauged.
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Chart 6: Indication of support for options amongst homeowner respondents
In summary, homeowner respondents:
• Indicated most support for Option 1; and,
• Indicated most opposition to Option 4.
When asked for their views on Option 1, the following numbers of
homeowner respondents expressed support:
• 10 indicated support for Option 1;
• 8 indicated support for Option 2;
• 7 indicated support for Option 5;
• 1 indicated support for Option 3; and,
• 1 indicated support for Option 4.
When asked for their views on Option 1, the following numbers of secure
tenant respondents expressed opposition:
• 16 indicated opposition to Option 4;
• 15 indicated opposition to Option 3;
• 11 indicated opposition to Option 5;
• 10 indicated opposition to Option 2; and,
• 6 indicated opposition to Option 1.
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Lambeth Council’s response to consultation feedback
Lambeth Council has responded to residents where possible. It has:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Explained the financial context to each of the five options and its
decision to recommend Option 5;
Explained that the situation the Housing Revenue Account finds itself
in, places a significant constraint on the deliverability of options;
It has made clear that, it cannot provide unredacted cost information
about financial viability as this is commercially sensitive information.
However has provided redacted information - the information and
reports that were provided to support viability discussions are
provided in Appendices 43:13 to 43: 27;
Set out how assured tenancies best match secure tenancies, and
explained that only those moving to a home provided by Homes for
Lambeth will be given an assured tenancy;
Provided clarity to homeowners interested in the buy-back scheme
and information as to when discussions can be resumed;
That those who wish to remain on the estate after development has
taken place can do so;
Explained that, while Homes for Lambeth is set up as a company, it
will be accountable to the Council and will put homes before profit;
Explained that it is seeking to make a decision so that residents can
be given certainty over their future.

This summary addresses the key points raised with the Council, with further
responses to the points raised in feedback provided in the Cressingham
Gardens Question and Answer document. This is an important document and
is included in this report (Appendix 42).
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Conclusion
Lambeth Council has consulted on each of the five options for the estate.
Following consultation with residents of Cressingham Gardens, it has been
found that:
•
•
•

•

There is a preference for refurbishment over redevelopment amongst
those who completed feedback forms;
Option 1 is the most supported option from those who have provided
feedback;
Outside of the options, there is a desire for certainty around
o The future of the estate;
o The position of the key guarantees in relation to tenants and
homeowners; and,
o Assured tenancies and how they compare to current secure
tenancies.
There are questions around Homes for Lambeth, Lambeth Council’s
housing company, and who it will be accountable to.

The Council has addressed the points raised through face-to-face
engagement, the information provided to residents at events and in its
question and answer documents (Appendix 41).
Council Officers have recommended Option 5 to the Cabinet and the
Cabinet decision will be made on 21 March 2016.
After the decision has been made the Council will contact residents to
explain how the option that the Council has selected will be delivered.
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Appendices
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Appendix 1 - Email regarding letter from Cllr Matthew Bennett - 24
November 2015
Dear Resident,
Following the publication of the Judicial Review Cllr Matthew Bennett, the
Cabinet member with responsibility for housing, has written to residents. This
letter should arrive with you in the next couple of days.
However, a copy of the letters contents is below.
If you have any questions about what this means for you and the future of the
estate please do not hesitate to get in touch.
Alternatively you can come and see me at one of my regular drop in sessions
- see:
estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_drop_in_20151203
for more details.
Yours Sincerely,
Pauline Foster
Programme Manager
London Borough of Lambeth
Phone: 0207 926 2452
Re: The Cressingham Gardens Judicial Review
As you may know, a Cressingham Gardens resident recently took the Council
to court over its decision to regenerate the estate. They did this through a
process known as a udicial Review'.
This letter is an initial assessment to let you know what has happened with
the Judicial Review and what this means for the future of the estate. However,
there is a lot of information for us to consider in the judgement, so we will give
more details at a future date.
What is a Judicial Review?
A Judicial review is a type of court proceeding in which a Judge reviews the
lawfulness of a decision or action made by a public body. In other words, a
judicial review is a challenge to the way in which a decision has been made,
rather than the rights and wrongs of the decision itself.
What has happened?
Yesterday (the 24th November) Mrs Justice Elisabeth Laing published her
verdict on the case. The Judge found that the Council's decision to stop
consulting on refurbishment options (known as Options 1, 2 and 3) in March
this year was unlawful.
The Council had explained that Options 1, 2 and 3 were withdrawn after it
became clear that they were unaffordable. The reasons which the Judge gave
for her decision was that the Council had not given enough evidence to prove
that the affordability for the refurbishment options had changed since the start
of the consultation.
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We are disappointed at this decision, but will carefully consider the judge¹s
decision and do whatever is required of us to comply with her ruling.
What will happen now?
Lambeth has already drawn up proposals to address the issues highlighted by
Mrs Justice Laing, and give residents the opportunity to express their views
on the options for improving Cressingham Gardens.
As a result of the judgement, a new report will be taken to Cabinet, covering
all five of the options put forward. In the process of preparing that report,
residents will be able to give their opinion on each option, including on its
affordability.
This process will start immediately, as the council recognises that all residents
will need to have certainty about the future of their homes as soon as
possible. The council will also be holding more meetings with residents in
order to discuss the best way of securing lasting improvements for
Cressingham Gardens.
However, it must be stressed that the estate has the same challenges as
before. We have said throughout this process that the cost of bringing all
homes on the estate up to the Lambeth Housing Standard would be in all
likelihood be extremely expensive, and these works would be unlikely to be
enough to resolve the design flaws of the properties.
Do you have a question?
If you have a question about this letter, then please get in touch with a
member of the Estate Regeneration team - see below:
W: estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham
E: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
T: 020 7926 2452 / 020 7926 3607
Yours sincerely,
Cllr Matthew Bennett
Cabinet Member for Housing
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Appendix 2 - Blog post explaining judicial review

Lambeth Estate Regeneration

Home / Estates / Cressingham Gardens / Cressingham updates / The Cressingham Gardens Judicial Review

The Cressingham Gardens Judicial Review
Posted by Pauline Foster on November 24, 2015

Following the publication of the Judicial Review Cllr Matthew Bennett, the Cabinet member
with responsibility for housing, has written to residents of Cressingham Gardens.
A copy of the letters is below.
--------------------------------------------------Re: The Cressingham Gardens Judicial Review
As you may know, a Cressingham Gardens resident recently took the Council to court over its decision to regenerate the estate. They did
this through a process known as a ‘Judicial Review'.
This letter is an initial assessment to let you know what has happened with the Judicial Review and what this means for the future of the
estate. However, there is a lot of information for us to consider in the judgement, so we will give more details at a future date.
What is a Judicial Review?
A Judicial review is a type of court proceeding in which a Judge reviews the lawfulness of a decision or action made by a public body. In
other words, a judicial review is a challenge to the way in which a decision has been made, rather than the rights and wrongs of the
decision itself.
What has happened?
Yesterday (the 24th November) Mrs Justice Elisabeth Laing published her verdict on the case. The Judge found that the Council's decision
to stop consulting on refurbishment options (known as Options 1, 2 and 3) in March this year was unlawful.
The Council had explained that Options 1, 2 and 3 were withdrawn after it became clear that they were unaffordable. The reasons which
the Judge gave for her decision was that the Council had not given enough evidence to prove that the affordability for the refurbishment
options had changed since the start of the consultation.
We are disappointed at this decision, but will carefully consider the judge’s decision and do whatever is required of us to comply with her
ruling.
What will happen now?
Lambeth has already drawn up proposals to address the issues highlighted by Mrs Justice Laing, and give residents the opportunity to
express their views on the options for improving Cressingham Gardens.
As a result of the judgement, a new report will be taken to Cabinet, covering all five of the options put forward. In the process of preparing
that report, residents will be able to give their opinion on each option, including on its affordability.
This process will start immediately, as the council recognises that all residents will need to have certainty about the future of their homes
as soon as possible. The council will also be holding more meetings with residents in order to discuss the best way of securing lasting
improvements for Cressingham Gardens.
However, it must be stressed that the estate has the same challenges as before. We have said throughout this process that the cost of
bringing all homes on the estate up to the Lambeth Housing Standard would be in all likelihood be extremely expensive, and these works
would be unlikely to be enough to resolve the design flaws of the properties.
Do you have a question?
If you have a question about this letter, then please get in touch with a member of the Estate Regeneration team - see below:
W: estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham
E: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
T: 020 7926 2452 / 020 7926 3607
Yours sincerely,
Cllr Matthew Bennett

converted by Web2PDFConvert.com
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Appendix 3 - Letter from Cllr Bennett
Dear
Re: The Cressingham Gardens Judicial Review
As you may know, a Cressingham Gardens resident recently took the Council
to court over its decision to regenerate the estate. They did this through a
process known as a ‘Judicial Review'.
This letter is an initial assessment to let you know what has happened with
the Judicial Review and what this means for the future of the estate. However,
there is a lot of information for us to consider in the judgement, so we will give
more details at a future date.
What is a Judicial Review?
A Judicial review is a type of court proceeding in which a Judge reviews the
lawfulness of a decision or action made by a public body. In other words, a
judicial review is a challenge to the way in which a decision has been made,
rather than the rights and wrongs of the decision itself.
What has happened?
Yesterday (the 24th November) Mrs Justice Elisabeth Laing published her
verdict on the case. The Judge found that the Council's decision to stop
consulting on refurbishment options (known as Options 1, 2 and 3) in March
this year was unlawful.
The Council had explained that Options 1, 2 and 3 were withdrawn after it
became clear that they were unaffordable. The reasons which the Judge gave
for her decision was that the Council had not given enough evidence to prove
that the affordability for the refurbishment options had changed since the start
of the consultation.
P.T.O.
We are disappointed at this decision, but will carefully consider the judge’s
decision and do whatever is required of us to comply with her ruling.
What will happen now?
Lambeth has already drawn up proposals to address the issues highlighted by
Mrs Justice Laing, and give residents the opportunity to express their views
on the options for improving Cressingham Gardens.
As a result of the judgement, a new report will be taken to Cabinet, covering
all five of the options put forward. In the process of preparing that report,
residents will be able to give their opinion on each option, including on its
affordability.
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This process will start immediately, as the council recognises that all residents
will need to have certainty about the future of their homes as soon as
possible.
The council will also be holding more meetings with residents in order to
discuss the best way of securing lasting improvements for Cressingham
Gardens.
However, it must be stressed that the estate has the same challenges as
before. We have said throughout this process that the cost of bringing all
homes on the estate up to the Lambeth Housing Standard would be in
all likelihood be extremely expensive, and these works would be unlikely to be
enough to resolve the design flaws of the properties.
Do you have a question?
If you have a question about this letter, then please get in touch with a
member of the Estate Regeneration team - see below:
W: estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham
E: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
T: 020 7926 2452 / 020 7926 3607
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Appendix 4 - Consultation resumption letter 18 December 2015
Dear Resident,
I am following up on the letter that you should have received recently from
Councillor Matthew Bennett, in which he confirmed that a Judge had ruled
that the Council’s decision to stop consulting on refurbishment options (known
as Options 1, 2 and 3) for Cressingham Gardens, in March this year, was
unlawful.
I now want to set out how the Council plans to address the Judge’s ruling, and
resume and conclude the consultation with Cressingham Gardens residents
on all refurbishment options for the estate by early next year. I also want to
give you more information on what the ruling might mean for you and to
confirm how we will be progressing immediate repairs.
In considering the future of the Cressingham Gardens the Council has sought
to balance the absolute need for residents to have your views heard, recorded
and presented to the Council's Cabinet for consideration and the need to
provide certainty to you about the future of your homes in a timely manner.
To address the Judge’s ruling the Council will now resume and conclude
consultation on all options for the future of Cressingham Gardens. We will
consult on all the options that were being considered in the period before
March this year, that is Options 1, 2 and 3, as well as Options 4 and 5. We
will also consult residents on what has been referred to as the ‘Green
Retrofitting' of the estate, along with the ‘Right to Manage' option which
some residents have been exploring.
We expect to progress this consultation against the following timetable:
• Early January 2016: we will send you a booklet, summarising each option
and giving information on what this option would mean for homeowners
and tenants.
• Mid January 2016: we will resume those specific issues workshops that
have not already been concluded.
• Late January 2016: we will hold an exhibition to present all the
options being consulted upon. .
• Mid February 2016: we will hold a final exhibition and circulate a second
booklet. Both the exhibition and booklet will again set out the Options,
and confirm what residents have said about each of these Options. At
this point, we will also set-out the recommendations on each option
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which will be presented to the Council's Cabinet in March 2016.
All feedback from residents to this resumed consultation will be recorded and
will be presented to Cabinet members so they can make an informed
decision. A more detailed timetable will be confirmed in early January 2016,
but we wanted to give you this indicative timetable now to give you some
certainty on when the future of the estate will be decided.
If you have any questions please get in touch with the Estate Regeneration
team. You can use the details below:
Call: 0207 926 2452 / 0207 926 3607
Email: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk Website: http://estateregenerati
on.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham
Yours sincerely,
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Appendix 5 - Consultation resumption blog post - 18 December 2015

Lambeth Estate Regeneration

Home / Estates / Cressingham Gardens / Cressingham updates / Next consultation event

Next consultation event
Posted by Pauline Foster on December 18, 2015

Following the recent Judicial Review ruling the Council will now resume and conclude
consultation on all the options that were being considered in the period before March this year,
that is Options 1, 2 and 3, as well as Options 4 and 5.
Feedback from residents to this resumed consultation will be recorded and will be presented to Cabinet members so they can make an
informed decision. A detailed timetable will be confirmed in early January 2016. However, I can confirm the details of the next exhibition.
The details are: Where? The Rotunda Community Hall When? 2pm to 8pm 20th January 2016 We will send out a reminder early in the New
Year.
You can RSVP for the event here:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/20th_january_exhibition
Below you will find answers to a number of questions you may have. However, if your question is not answered there, then please get in
touch with the Estate Regeneration team. You can use the details below:
Call: 0207 926 2452 / 0207 926 3607
E: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
What has happened?
As I hope, you are aware on the 24th November Mrs Justice Elisabeth Laing delivered her judgment on a Judicial Review which had been
brought by a resident on the estate. The Judge found that the Council's decision to stop consulting on refurbishment options (known as
Options 1, 2 and 3) earlier this year was incorrect. The Council had explained that Options 1, 2 and 3 were withdrawn after it became clear
that they were unaffordable. The reasons that the Judge gave for her decision was that she did not consider that the Council had provided
enough evidence to show that there had been a change in circumstances to justify the withdrawal of Options 1, 2 and 3 from the
consultation. As a Council, we have expressed disappointment at this decision, but to allow us to give as much certainty to residents as
possible within a reasonable timeframe we have decided not to appeal against the ruling and to conclude the consultation process.
What does this mean for the Key Guarantees?
Previously the Council published a set of ‘Key Guarantees’ for both tenants and homeowners. They included:
For tenants, a guarantee that you will be offered a new home on the estate that meets your housing needs;
For leaseholders, a guarantee that there will be a variety of options which will enable you to remain living on the estate in a new
home.
Because of the ruling made in the Judicial Review the Key Guarantees are no longer in effect. This means the Council is not able to
consider new applications from tenants to transfer away from the estate or leaseholders to purchase their home under the rules laid out in
the Key Guarantees. Tenants are able to apply for a transfer as normal. For those who have already contacted the Council with a view to
pursuing an offer under the Key Guarantees we will be in touch shortly to explain what this means to you.
What does this mean for the recent Design and Management Team exhibition?
As the Council is resuming and concluding the consultation process on the future of the estate the process to appoint a development
management team has been put on hold. After consultation is complete, the Council will need to consider whether this process would
need to be terminated, re-run or continue in its current form. The Council can’t provide greater clarity at this stage as this is dependent the
outcome of consultation in the New Year.
Share this post.
Like

Share Sign Up to see what your friends like.

This website is run and managed by Lambeth Council's Estate Regeneration Team.
For general enquires, please visit lambeth.gov.uk and for matters relating to Housing Management please
visit housingmanagement.lambeth.gov.uk
converted by Web2PDFConvert.com
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Appendix 6 - Consultation Resumption email - 18 December 2015

Dear Resident,
I am following up on the letter that you should have received from Councillor
Bennett in which he confirmed that a Judge had ruled that the Council’s
decision to stop consulting on refurbishment options (known as Options 1, 2
and 3) in March this year was incorrect. I now want to set out how the Council
plans to address the Judge’s ruling to resume the consultation with
Cressingham Gardens residents on all options for the estate. I also want to
give you more information on what the ruling might mean for you.
To address the Judge’s ruling the Council will now resume and conclude
consultation on all the options that were being considered in the period before
March this year, that is Options 1, 2 and 3, as well as Options 4 and 5.
Feedback from residents to this resumed consultation will be recorded and
will be presented to Cabinet members so they can make an informed
decision.
A detailed timetable will be confirmed in early January 2016. However, I can
confirm the details of the next exhibition. The details are:
Where?
The Rotunda Community Hall
When?
2pm to 8pm
20th January 2016
You can RSVP for the event here:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/20th_january_exhibition
Below you will find answers to a number of questions you may have.
However, if your question is not answered there, then please get in
touch. You can use the details below:
Call: 0207 926 2452 / 0207 926 3607
E: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
Yours sincerely.
Pauline Foster
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What has happened?
As I hope, you are aware on the 24th November Mrs Justice Elisabeth Laing
delivered her judgment on a Judicial Review which had been brought by a
resident on the estate. The Judge found that the Council's decision to stop
consulting on refurbishment options (known as Options 1, 2 and 3) earlier this
year was incorrect. The Council had explained that Options 1, 2 and 3 were
withdrawn after it became clear that they were unaffordable.
The reasons that the Judge gave for her decision was that she did not
consider that the Council had provided enough evidence to show that there
had been a change in circumstances to justify the withdrawal of Options 1, 2
and 3 from the consultation. As a Council, we have expressed disappointment
at this decision, but to allow us to give as much certainty to residents as
possible within a reasonable timeframe we have decided not to appeal
against the ruling and to conclude the consultation process.
What does this mean for the Key Guarantees?
Previously the Council published a set of ‘Key Guarantees’ for both tenants
and homeowners. They included:
•
•

For tenants, a guarantee that you will be offered a new home on the
estate that meets your housing needs;
For leaseholders, a guarantee that there will be a variety of options
which will enable you to remain living on the estate in a new home.

Because of the ruling made in the Judicial Review the Key Guarantees are no
longer in effect. This means the Council is not able to consider new
applications from tenants to transfer away from the estate or leaseholders to
purchase their home under the rules laid out in the Key Guarantees. Tenants
are able to apply for a transfer as normal. For those who have already
contacted the Council with a view to pursuing an offer under the Key
Guarantees we will be in touch shortly to explain what this means to you.
What does this mean for the recent Design and Management Team
exhibition?
As the Council is resuming and concluding the consultation process on the
future of the estate the process to appoint a development management team
has been put on hold. After consultation is complete, the Council will need to
consider whether this process would need to be terminated, re-run or continue
in its current form. The Council can’t provide greater clarity at this stage as
this is dependent the outcome of consultation in the New Year.
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Appendix 7 - Letter with programme of events - 6 January 2016
Dear%Resident,%
%
Exhibition)reminder).)20th)January)2016)
%
I%am%writing%to%you%today%to%invite%you%to%come%along%to%our%up%coming%exhibition%on%
the%future%of%Cressingham%Gardens.%The%details%are:%
)
Where?%
The%Rotunda%Community%Hall%
%
When?%
Wednesday%20th%January%2016%
2pm%to%8pm%
%
At%this%exhibition%you%will%be%able%to%review%information%on%all%five%of%the%previously%
discussed%options.%There%will%also%be%information%relating%to%Green%Retro%fitting%and%
Right%to%Manage%(which%we%area%aware%that%some%residents%are%investigating)%and%
you%will%be%able%to%have%your%say%on%all%five%options%at%the%exhibition.%
%
This%exhibition%is%the%first%in%a%number%of%events%where%you%can%have%your%say.%Please%
see%below%the%current%timetable:%
%
What?)
When?)
Where?)
%
%
%
th
Options%exhibition%
20 %January%from%2pm%to%
The%Rotunda%
8pm%
%
%
%
%
th%
Green%retrofitting%subO
Wednesday%26 January%at%
The%Rotunda%%
group%meeting%
7pm%
%
%
%
%
th
Viability%subOgroup%meeting% 28 %January%at%7pm%
The%Rotunda%%
%
%
%
%
th
Green%retrofitting%subO
16 %February%at%7pm%
The%Rotunda%%
group%meeting%
%
%
%
%
th
Viability%subOgroup%meeting% 18 %February%at%7pm%
The%Rotunda%%
%
%
%
%
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Options%exhibition%–%with%
%
%
th
your%feedback%and%the%
February%25 %from%2pm%to%
The%Rotunda%
Council’s%recommendations% 8pm%
%
%
%
%
While%the%Council%will%make%every%effort%to%adhere%to%this,%there%maybe%some%
changes.%For%the%most%up%to%date%information%please%go%to:%
%
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham%
%
If%your%question%is%not%answered%there,%then%please%get%in%touch%with%the%Estate%
Regeneration%team.%You%can%use%the%details%below:%
Call:%0207%926%2452%/%0207%926%3607%
E:%cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk%%
W:%http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham%
%
Yours%sincerely,%
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Appendix 8 - Blog post confirming programme of events - 6 January 2016

Lambeth Estate Regeneration

Home / Estates / Cressingham Gardens / Cressingham updates / Consultation

Consultation on the future of Cressingham Gardens
Posted by Abbas Raza on January 06, 2016

Come along to our up coming exhibition on the future of Cressingham Gardens Estate.
The details are:
Where?
The Rotunda Community Hall, Cressingham Gardens Estate
When?
Wednesday 20th January 2016
2pm to 8pm
At this exhibition you will be able to review information on all five of the previously discussed options. There will also be information relating
to Green Retro fitting and Right to Manage (which we are aware that some residents are investigating) and you will be able to have your
say on all five options at the exhibition.
This exhibition is the first in a number of events where you can have your say. Please see below the current timetable:
What?

When?

Where?

Options exhibition

Wednesday, 20th January, 2pm to 8pm

The Rotunda

Green retrofitting sub-group meeting

Tuesday, 26th January, 7pm to 9pm

The Rotunda

Viability sub-group meeting

Thursday, 28th January , 7pm to 9pm

The Rotunda

Green retrofitting sub-group meeting

Tuesday, 16th February , 7pm to 9pm

The Rotund

Viability sub-group meeting

Thursday, 18th February , 7pm to 9pm

The Rotunda

Options exhibition

Thursday, 25th February from 2pm to 8pm

The Rotunda

While the Council will make every effort to adhere to this, there maybe some changes. For the most up to date information please go to:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham

If your question is not answered there, then please get in touch with the Estate Regeneration team. You can use the details below:
Call: 0207 926 2452 / 0207 926 3607
E: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
W: http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham
Share this post.
Like

Share Sign Up to see what your friends like.

This website is run and managed by Lambeth Council's Estate Regeneration Team.
For general enquires, please visit lambeth.gov.uk and for matters relating to Housing Management please
visit housingmanagement.lambeth.gov.uk
Created with NationBuilder
converted by Web2PDFConvert.com
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Appendix 9 - Email confirming programme of events - 6 January 2016
Dear Resident,
I am writing to invite you to come along to our up coming exhibition on the
future of Cressingham Gardens Estate. The details are:
Where? The Rotunda Community Hall, Cressingham Gardens Estate
When?
Wednesday 20th January 2016
2pm to 8pm
At this exhibition you will be able to review information on all five of the
previously discussed options. There will also be information relating to Green
Retro fitting and Right to Manage (which we are aware that some residents
are investigating) and you will be able to have your say on all five options at
the exhibition.
This exhibition is the first in a number of events where you can have your say.
Please see below the current timetable:
What?
When?
Where?
Options exhibition

Wednesday, 20th The Rotunda
January, from 2pm
to 8pm

Green retrofitting sub-group meeting

Tuesday, 26th
January, 7pm to
9pm

The Rotunda

Viability sub-group meeting

Thursday, 28th
January , 7pm to
9pm

The Rotunda

Green retrofitting sub-group meeting

Tuesday, 16th
February , 7pm to
9pm

The Rotunda

Viability sub-group meeting

Thursday, 18th
February , 7pm to
9pm

The Rotunda

Options exhibition

Thursday, 25th
The Rotunda
February from 2pm
to 8pm
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While the Council will make every effort to adhere to this, there maybe some
changes. For the most up to date information please go to:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham
If your question is not answered there, then please get in touch with the
Estate Regeneration team. You can use the details below:
Call: 0207 926 2452 / 0207 926 3607
E: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
W: http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham
Yours sincerely,
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Appendix 10 - Consultation booklet and covering letter - 19 January
2016
Dear Resident,
Cressingham Gardens Regeneration: Consultation Booklet
Please find enclosed important information about regeneration options for
Cressingham Gardens.
As set out in our recent letters to you, we are resuming consultation on options for
the future of your estate. In the booklet, you will find information and a feedback
form that will allow you to provide us with your comments as well as information
about events you can attend.
Your feedback will be considered by Lambeth Council’s Cabinet in making a
decision on the options. For more information, please read the booklet, which is
being sent to every address at Cressingham Gardens.
You can have your say in a number of ways including:
•
•
•
•

The enclosed feedback form
At any one of our exhibition events
By going to http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham
Writing to ‘Cressingham Gardens, FREEPOST RTLA-GHRX-SSXA, 77a
Tradescant Road, London SW8 1XJ

You can also contact the team with any questions you may have.
Important update: Our event at the Rotunda on Wednesday 25th February will
now start at 3pm and end at 9pm. We are also now holding a further drop-in
session at the Rotunda on Saturday 23 January 2016 between 1pm and 4pm.
If you would like information on this consultation provided in another language or
format, please contact the estate regeneration team.
Yours sincerely,
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Appendix 11 - Consultation booklet email - 19 January 2016
Dear Resident,
As set out in recent emails we are resuming the consultation on the future of
your estate.
To help you have your say we have put together a booklet of information
which you should receive it in the next day or so. In the meantime, you can
read the booklets content on the link below.
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_options
I would also like to remind you about tomorrows opening exhibition. The
details are below:
When?
Wednesday 20 January between 2pm - 8pm
Where?
The Rotunda
This is the first of the events that have been organised, and you can find out
more about this and future events on the link below:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_events
As well as coming along to one of the upcoming events you can have your
say by:
• Filling in the online feedback form
• Writing to: Cressingham Gardens, FREEPOST RTLA-GHRX-SSXA, 77a
Tradescant Road, London SW8 1XJ
Your feedback, along with that of your neighbours, will be considered by
Lambeth Council's Cabinet when it makes its decision about the future of your
estate. If you have any specific questions, then please do not hesitate to get
in touch with the Estate Regeneration Team via:
T: 020 7926 2452
E: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
Important update: Our event at the Rotunda on Wednesday 25th February
will now start at 3pm and end at 9pm. We are also now holding a further dropin session at the Rotunda on Saturday 23 January 2016 between 1pm and
4pm.
Yours sincerely,
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Appendix 12 - Exhibition display boards - 20 January 2016
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Appendix 13 - Post event 'Thank you' blog post - 22 January 2016

Lambeth Estate Regeneration

Home / Estates / Cressingham Gardens / Cressingham updates / Cressingham Gardens: Thank you

Cressingham Gardens: Thank you
Posted by Julian Hart on January 22, 2016

Firstly thank you to everyone who came along the 20th January exhibition. Over 60 people
where able to ask questions of Council officers and add their comments to the consultation.
If you weren’t able to come along you can still have your say by:
1. Completing the online feedback form at: http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_consultation
2. Writing to: Cressingham Gardens, FREEPOST RTLA-GHRX-SSXA, 77a Tradescant Road, London SW8 1XJ
3. Coming along to one of the up coming events: You can see a list of events
here: http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_events
We have also publishing a Q&A documents which answers questions that have been raised by residents. As we go through the
consultation process the Council will publish updates which will be available at events. A set of these will also be updated on the website see:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_gardens_qa
If you have any questions, then please do not hesitate to get in touch via:
T: 020 7926 3475
E: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
Share this post.
Like

Share Sign Up to see what your friends like.

This website is run and managed by Lambeth Council's Estate Regeneration Team.
For general enquires, please visit lambeth.gov.uk and for matters relating to Housing Management please
visit housingmanagement.lambeth.gov.uk
Created with NationBuilder

converted by Web2PDFConvert.com
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Appendix 14 - Post event 'Thank you' email - 22 January 2016

Dear Resident,
Firstly thank you to everyone who came along to our 20th January exhibition. Over 60
of your neighbours where able to ask questions of Council officers and add their
comments to the consultation.
If you weren¹t able to come along you can still have your say by:
1) Completing the online feedback form at:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_consultation
2) Writing to: Cressingham Gardens, FREEPOST RTLA-GHRX-SSXA, 77a Tradescant
Road, London SW8 1XJ
3) Coming along to one of the up coming events - please see below:
What?
Drop-in
Green Retrofitting sub-group meeting
Viability sub-group meeting
Green Retrofitting sub-group meeting
Viability sub-group meeting
Options exhibition - with your feedback and the council's recommendations

When?
23rd January from 1 to
26th January at 7pm
28th January at 7pm
16th February at 7pm
18th February at 7pm

25th February from 3 t

We have also publishing a 'Question and Answer' documents which answers questions
that have been raised by residents. As we go through the consultation process the
Council will publish updates which will be available at events and online - see:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_gardens_qa
If you have any questions, then please do not hesitate to get in touch via:
T: 020 7926 3475 or by email: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
Yours sincerely,
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Appendix 15 - Post event 'Thank you' letter - 23 January 2016
Dear Resident,
CRESSINGHAM GARDENS – UPDATE
Firstly thank you to everyone who came along to the 20th January exhibition.
Over 60 of your neighbours where able to ask questions of Council officers
and add their comments to the consultation.
If you weren’t able to come along you can still have your say by:
1) Completing the online feedback form at:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_consultation
2) Writing to: Cressingham Gardens, FREEPOST RTLA-GHRX-SSXA, 77a
Tradescant Road, London SW8 1XJ
3) Coming along to one of the up coming events – please see below:
What?
Drop-in
Green Retrofitting sub-group
meeting
Viability sub-group meeting
Green Retrofitting sub-group
meeting
Viability sub-group meeting
Options exhibition - with your
feedback and the
council's recommendations

When?
23rd January from 2 to
8pm

Where?

26th January at 7pm

The Rotunda

28th January at 7pm

The Rotunda

16th February at 7pm

The Rotunda

18th February at 7pm

The Rotunda

25th February from 3
to 9pm

The Rotunda

The Rotunda

Also, enclosed with this letter, you will find a copy of a Q&A document which
we have published. This document answers questions that have been raised
by residents such as yourself. As we go through the consultation process the
Council will publish updates which will be available at events. A set of these
will also be updated on the website - see:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_gardens_qa
If you have any questions, then please do not hesitate to get in touch via:
T: 020 7926 3475 or by email: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
Yours sincerely,
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Appendix 16 - Green Retrofit workshop notes - 26 January 2016
Green retrofitting workshop – 26 January 2016
Lambeth Council’s notes
Attendees
Gerlinde Gniewosz (GG) – Cressingham Gardens Resident
Tom Keene (TK) – Cressingham Gardens Resident
Julian Hart (JH) – Estate Regeneration Programme Manager, Lambeth
Huw Jones (HJ) – Estate Regeneration Officer, Lambeth
Edward Ogundele (EO) – Independent Residents Adviser
Cllr Mary Atkins (MA) – Ward councillor, Tulse Hill
Abbas Raza (AR) – Consultation support, Local Dialogue
Introductions were made and GG asked attendees to set out their
experience and understanding of what Green Retrofit (GRF) meant to them.
HJ explained that he was currently working on a project for Lambeth
Council that includes carrying out a Passivhaus retrofit at an old hostel
building on Ackerman Road (Myatts Field) to provide 6 new flats for social
rent. This also includes adding insulation and Natural Ventilation with Heat
Recycling (NVHR).
JH explained that he was the Estate Regeneration Programme Manager, that
he has a Masters degree in Environmental Science and worked as a
sustainability consultant.
AR explained that he was a communications consultant and previously
supported scheme that incorporated new sustainable measures including
Sustainable Urban Drainage Solutions (SUDS).
TK explained that he worked with Freelance for the London Community
Resource Network which seeks to deliver locally driven green initiatives.
GRF means making buildings more energy efficient, addressing moisture
issues and drainage. Better standards can be achieved by ‘wrapping’ homes
in Cressingham with insulating layers.
MA stated that her experience included investing in green solutions through
Triodos an ethical investment company.
EO explained his role as the Independent Resident Advisor. His relevant
experience included 20 years of working in the housing sector, Director of
Housing for CBHA, part of Peabody, in Walthamstow. He has worked on a
hostel conversion to a womens’ refuge.
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GG explained she did not have experience of GRF prior to proposals for
regeneration being discussed but has since gained a lot experience in this
area. This is coupled with her professional skillset in problem solving.
GG and the group discussed the goals of the Council and residents. The
Council’s goals included: More and better homes and a manifesto
commitment to deliver 1,000 new homes for council rent. Residents goals
included: improving the quality of homes, securing repairs and
maintenance, ensuring homes were affordable, maintaining the community
and resident relationships, and keeping existing homes.
GG set out why GRF is an option. The standard achieved with GRF would
remove the need for frequent repair and maintenance. At present there are
issues on the estate with window seals that have not been properly
installed. TK’s roof was given as example of repairs that were repeatedly
carried out. TK stated that 16 visits had been made to repair his roof.
GG stated that a report prepared by Su Gomer had identified kitchen
refurbishment costs as costing £2,500 but bills of £4,500 have been
received. Note: The additional costs for kitchen refurbishment includes
works that may need to take place to enable the works. This includes
additional costs for plastering, moving gas connections for cookers and
installing new fire doors.
GG presented and stated the goals of People’s Plan and the delivery of GRF
include reducing the need for repairs, providing better homes, and providing
a solution that resolves the Housing Revenue Account debt cap issue.
GG opened a discussion about Passivhaus. HJ summarised his understanding
of Passivhaus standards and that they result in a house requiring no
additional energy to heat or cool it. The method focuses on installing
insulation, creating airtight homes and addressing cold bridges (gaps in
insulation). GG expanded and explained that Passivhaus was a German
principle, and one of the main benefits was the strength of the standard.
Each stage of the process needs to meet quality and standard requirements
and must be signed off. If the contractors do not meet the standard they
must continue to do whatever further works are required to achieve them.
GG explained that there are two scenarios in which Passivhaus can be
applied; to new build properties and to existing buildings as a retrofit option
(EnerPHit). The People’s Plan would follow the EnerPHit route, and could
also included measures such as solar photovoltaic panels and wind
generation.
GG stated that that the People’s Plan could be financed outside the Housing
Revenue Account through the formation of a Community Business. The
Community Business would raise the debt to finance the plan from sources
that the Housing Revenue Account cannot access as well as grants. GG
stated this could be done by treating homes as operational rather than
capital assets. The money from rent on the estate would be used to pay
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back debt. JH stated that, because the works to provide this option would
be carried out to the fabric of homes on the estate, he could not see how
this could be treated as operating costs. Rather it would automatically be
categorised as capital costs to the homes and therefore necessarily had to
be funded by the Housing Revenue Account even if a Community Business
was created. This means the same issue around the debt cap and borrowing
applied.
GG explained that funding could also be secured through Green Deal
initiatives such renting roofs for solar energy. GG also explained that a
Social Impact Bond arrangement could be agreed, with bond payments paid
for by savings the GRF would create.
JH queried where the funding from the money would come from GG stated
that it would be borrowed upfront.
JH asked if the income would be paid to a Tenant Management
Organisation. GG stated that this could be the case or it would be paid into
the Community Business. Lambeth Council would pay a guaranteed income
to the Community Business but treats it as an operational rather than a
capital cost. JH reiterated the Council’s auditors would not allow this cost
to be treated as an operational cost as it involved changes to homes and it
would be considered a capital cost and therefore subject to the Housing
Revenue Account.
GG stated the GRF homes would be 50% more efficient than current homes.
MA asked if the Sturgis Report was available and GG confirmed this would be
submitted by 19th February 2016.
The phasing of the People’s Plan was discussed. It was confirmed by GG that
works would be phased over time.
TK raised the issue of standards of repairs on the estate. He stated that he
had made a number of improvements to his own home in place of the
repairs which included unblocking weeping holes, filling gaps that had not
been filled when new UPVC windows were installed, laying new insulation,
using polystyrene blocks to improve insulation which can also be achieved
using aerogel and addressing the cold bridges by installing sub-glazing. TK
also stated that the guttering issues needs to be addressed.
HJ stated that this was difficult to do on social homes and demountable
option would be better suited.
GG stated that simple repair work was not being carried out well leading to
additional costs to rectify mistakes. HJ suggested retrospectively snagging
buildings to identify issues and that most homes would require stripping
back to address fundamental issues and all cold bridges. TK and GG
suggested that rather than treating the internal aspects of the building, an
insulating layer can be created externally with a wrap around shell. This
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would then be covered with brick slips. HJ stated that this approach is very
difficult, and a complete shell has to be created otherwise the heat loss
can’t be achieved. GG stated that Sturgis is addressing this.
TK stated that NVHR could be delivered using a core that already existed in
homes on the estate.
HJ and JH queried how phasing would work to deliver Passivhaus to the right
standard and how the suggested contractor test would be applied if works
were phased. GG suggested that a pilot could be run on smaller blocks to
test the best approach to phasing work.
JH queried how finance would be demarcated and who would be responsible
for what in terms finance and ownership. GG stated that the TMO would be
self financed and it would take ownership of the external fabric of the
homes.
GG raised a general point about fans that had been installed in homes
stating these did not extract enough air leading to condensation problems
and these had been raised with MA. MA stated that these had not been
received.
JH requested the Sturgis report on this suggested option.
GG stated that Sturgis report would be ready by 19 February 2016.
TK queried if a cost comparison could be made between refurbishment
elsewhere and the suggested approach. HJ confirmed that this would be
difficult as each site is different and requires different work.
ENDS
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Appendix 17 - Viability workshop notes - 28 January 2016
Viability Workshop – Thursday 28 January 2016
Lambeth Council’s notes
Attendees
Marek Effendowicz – ME Head of Communications (Housing), Lambeth
Julian Hart – JH Estate Regeneration Programme Manager, Lambeth
Hamant Bharadia – HB Associate Director, Financial Planning and
Management
Daniel Grantham – DG Finance Officer, Lambeth
Pat Reid – PR Housing, Lambeth
Christian Fleming – CF Major Projects, Lambeth
Edward Ogundele – EO Independent Resident Adviser
Abbas Raza – AR Local Dialogue
Gerlinde Gniewosz – GG Estate Resident
George Cosh – GC Estate Resident
Alice Ashton – AA Leaseholder
JH set out the goal of the workshop which is to explain the financial context
around the refurbishment option of the estate namely:
• The Housing Revenue Account (HRA) and Council funding
• Value for Money
HB set
•
•
•

out the context and purpose of the HRA, explaining that:
It is a ring-fenced budget
What it can pay for is restricted
Government changes have created a situation where the HRA should
be self financing

The HRA is funded through:
• Tenant rents
• Leaseholder charges
• Grant income
• Borrowing including interest
The HRA can borrow up to a cap that is described as its ‘headroom’. While
a council may have headroom, it also needs to consider whether it can
afford to borrow the funds that will take it to that limit.
GC queried debt vs income and if there is a lot of debt. HB confirmed that
the assumed level of debt is £160m.
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GG queried the status the of the Council’s next edition of the 30 Year
Business Plan (for 2016/2017). HB confirmed that this will be published in
the near future.
GG queried the current headroom available in the HRA. HB explained that
this is being evaluated at present.
GG requested full view of the figures supporting the Lambeth Housing
Standard (LHS) viability calculations and the 30 Year Business Plan. JH
confirmed that, when this information is published, GG will be given notice
of where to find it.
GG stated that part of the findings of the judicial review commented on
the need to provide financial evidence in consultation on options. It was
reiterated that, while information can and will be provided, commercially
sensitive information cannot be published.
HB confirmed that a financial analysis for 2016/17 in support of the HRA
was being undertaken at present. GG expressed concern that this meant
the Council was presenting options that didn’t account for the latest
financial information. JH explained that the Council cannot hold up all its
activities until its annual business plans had been formally adopted for the
next year, but that it had to work with the historic information of last year.
He also confirmed that, whilst information had not yet been formally
adopted or published, within the Council emerging information was known
and could be used to help inform strategy.
GG queried the process of writing off debt. HB concurred that this would
take place in 2017.
GG asked if the demolition of homes would be paid for through the HRA. JH
confirmed that the precise details were still being worked through.
However the mechanism operated, it was envisaged that the Council’s
initial investment into regeneration of an estate would be recouped.
GG queried how leaseholders buy-back would be funded. JH confirmed that
the Council will pay for this upfront; the Council had made a provision of
£25m to fund the early stages of the estate regeneration programme,
including buying back leasehold properties. The Council has also secured
£10m grant from the GLA to support leasehold buy-back on some estates.
GG queried if the Council had accounted for the financial costs for the
delay to regeneration and what tests have been conducted to assess this.
HB confirmed that construction options would be phased to reduce this
risk.
GG queried the figures in the HRA budget and why there was a £300,000
increase in costs. HB confirmed that this reflects Lambeth Living being
absorbed into Lambeth Council, the cost of this process and its ongoing
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operation will be absorbed over its lifetime. NOTE: Lambeth Living was an
Arms Length Management Organisation that used to manage housing stock.
GC requested information around the income values that would be
generated overtime by redevelopment. JH confirmed that viability
appraisals with redactions would be provided for the next workshop.
GG requested an update from PR on the assumptions made when costing
works to be paid for by service charge. Residents had been waiting for
these for 12 months. PR confirmed that a survey of 191 properties was
undertaken with 21 not included which is a strong sample size for the
survey.
GG queried why works to refurbish Cressingham Gardens were considered
more expensive than other estates she also highlighted the cost of kitchen
refurbishment. She said that kitchens were costing £4,400 to refurbish,
double what they should cost. She reported that a leaseholder in Lambeth
had received a bill for £38,000 (Note: no evidence was provided). JH
explained that the original estimated cost for LHS works in the Borough was
£499m (as per Cabinet Report of 2012) and this was for around 31,000
properties. Dividing £499m by 31,000 gave an average per unit estimate of
£15,000 cost to bring properties up to LHS. It was against this estimate that
the circa £30,000+ per unit cost estimate for Cressingham Gardens was
being compared. GG disputed the total number of homes and said that the
Decent Homes grant application to the GLA related to 24,000 homes.
Note: the difference between the estimated and actual kitchen costs is
explained by variations/ extra works required at each kitchen. This cost
could included extra plastering, the supply and fixture of fire door(s) and
frame, moving a cooker gas point, cooker hose and bayonet.
GC queried if a cash flow analysis existed for works and if these had been
considered overtime. JH confirmed that the finance of the refurbishment
would be dependent on what funds the Council has available. This
depended on the ability of the HRA to fund refurbishment. In contrast,
redevelopment of parts of, or all of the estate, would be paid by using
money borrowed by by Homes for Lambeth either from the public loans
board or through the City.
GG requested full un-redacted financial information that underpins the 30
year business plans for redevelopment options. JH stated that not all the
data can be released as it is confidential and commercially sensitive.
Releasing the full details would undermine Lambeth Council’s ability to
procure essential housing services. The level of data that would be released
is the same as that which was made available for other estates in Cabinet
decisions made in the autumn of 2015.
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GG stated that the Airey Miller report did not account for income loss and
that she’d provided an analysis to the council showing this was the case.
Note: no evidence has been provided to justify this claim.
GC stated that transparency would be assisted and made simpler to
understand if residents could assess the costs against the values generated
by the regeneration options. NOTE: Lambeth Council will be making the
following information available to support this process:
• Proposed scheme floor areas, residential unit numbers and tenure
mix
• Anticipated residential sales and rental values
• Estimated costs of refurbishment (already published in a March 2015
Cabinet Report)
JH made it very clear that the Council cannot and will not, as stated,
publish figures for detailed build costs as this is commercially sensitive
information. Release of any cost information would prejudice future
procurement of construction works.
GG expressed a concern that financial figures could be manipulated by the
Council. It was clearly stated that this would not be the case and Lambeth
would conduct its work inline with professional standards. GG stated that
she would request external auditors to assess the Council.
GG stated that a RCIS qualified surveyor should assess the Council’s
projected values in relation to refurbishment and redevelopment and
queried who previously carried out the assessments. It was confirmed that
Lambert Hampton Smith carried out this assessment.
GG queried how the Council reached its £9.4m figure for the refurbishment
of Cressingham Gardens and the £30,000 figure per property. JH confirmed
that in January and February 2015, Council officers had met with GG to
consider costs of refurbishment. The outcome of this was reported in the
March 2015 Cabinet Report. Whilst agreement could not be reached, the
Council had conceded and amended its original number to predict an initial
refurbishment cost of £9.4m across 306 homes (£30,000 per home). This
was an estimate. This would not, however, be the full cost of
refurbishment as it involved pushing back the cost of window replacement
to a later year. As a consequence, if refurbishment were to proceed, then
leaseholders would receive significant bills immediately and again within 5
to 10 years time.
A point was raised around what constitutes value for money, particularly if
this is a purely financial term. The Council’s view of what constitutes Value
for money is considered on the following basis (amongst other factors):
• Whether it delivers good quality homes for existing residents
• Whether additional new homes could be provided for those on the
waiting list and how many
• How much of an investment is required to deliver it
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•

Whether it can be funded

ENDS
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Appendix 18 - Invitation to Tenants information session - 3 February
2016
Dear Tenant,
Council tenants information session: How regeneration could affect
your tenancy
Following discussions with Cressingham Gardens’ Residents Engagement
Panel and residents living on the estate, we are holding an information
session for Council tenants. At the session the Council will explain how the
different options for regeneration of the estate could affect council tenancies
and take your questions.
The session will take place at the Rotunda on Thursday 11th February
between 6:30pm and 8pm.
We would also like to remind you of upcoming events that are open to
residents so please do attend:
What?

When?
11th February at
Tenants information session
6:30pm
Green Retrofitting sub-group 16th February at
meeting
7pm
18th February at
Viability sub-group meeting
7pm
Options exhibition - with your
25th February
feedback and the
from 3 to 9pm
council's recommendations

Where?
The Rotunda
The Rotunda
The Rotunda
The Rotunda

Your feedback is important to this process and will be presented to Lambeth
Council’s Cabinet when making its decision on the future of the estate, so
please participate in events and provide written feedback by:
Email: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
Post: Cressingham Gardens, FREEPOST RTLA-GHRX-SSXA, 77a
Tradescant Road, London SW8 1XJ
Or completing our online questionnaire:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_gardens_qa
We are also looking for two Council tenants to fill vacant positions on the
Residents Engagement Panel (REP). The REP is made up of Council tenants,
leaseholders and freeholders. It meets once a month to put the views of
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residents of Cressingham Gardens to Council officers. If you would like to
know more, please contact our team.
If you have any questions, then please do not hesitate to get in touch via:
T: 020 7926 3475 or by E: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
Yours sincerely,
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Appendix 19 - Blog post regarding Tenants information session - 3
February 2016

Lambeth Estate Regeneration

Home / Estates / Cressingham Gardens / Cressingham updates
/ Cressingham Gardens: Council tenants information session: How regeneration could affect your tenancy

Cressingham Gardens: Council tenants information
session
Posted by Julian Hart on February 03, 2016

Following discussions with Cressingham Gardens’ Residents Engagement Panel and residents
living on the estate, we are holding an information session for Council tenants. At the session
the Council will explain how the different options for regeneration of the estate could affect
council tenancies and take your questions.
The session will take place at the Rotunda on Thursday 11th February between 6:30pm and 8pm.
We would also like to remind you of upcoming events that are open to residents so please do attend:

What?

When?

Where?

11th February at
Tenants information session

The Rotunda
6:30pm

Green Retrofitting sub-group meeting

16th February at
7pm

The Rotunda

Viability sub-group meeting

18th February at
7pm

The Rotunda

Options exhibition - with your feedback and the
Council's recommendations

25th February from
The Rotunda
3 to 9pm

You can also see a list of events here:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_events
Your feedback is important to this process and will be presented to Lambeth Council’s Cabinet when making its decision on the future of
the estate, so please participate in events and provide written feedback by:
E: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
P: Cressingham Gardens, FREEPOST RTLA-GHRX-SSXA, 77a Tradescant Road, London SW8 1XJ
Or completing our online questionnaire: http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_gardens_qa
We are also looking for two Council tenants to fill vacant positions on the Residents Engagement Panel (REP). The REP is made up of
Council tenants, leaseholders and freeholders. It meets once a month to put the views of residents of Cressingham Gardens to Council
officers. If you would like to know more, please contact our team.
If you have any questions, then please do not hesitate to get in touch via:
T: 020 7926 3475
E: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
Share this post.
Like

Share Sign Up to see what your friends like.

converted by Web2PDFConvert.com
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Appendix 20 - Email about Tenants information session - 3 February 2016

%
Dear Tenant,
Following discussions with Cressingham Gardens¹ Residents Engagement
Panel and residents living on the estate, we are holding an information
session for Council tenants. At the session the Council will explain how the
different options for regeneration of the estate could affect council
tenancies and take your questions.
th

The session will take place at the Rotunda on Thursday 11 February
between 6:30pm and 8pm.
We would also like to remind you of upcoming events that are open to
residents so please do attend:
What?
Tenants information session
Green Retrofitting sub-group meeting
Viability sub-group meeting
Options exhibition - with your feedback and the Council's recommendations
Your feedback is important to this process and will be presented to
Lambeth Council¹s Cabinet when making its decision on the future of the
estate, so please participate in events and provide written feedback by:
E: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk P: Cressingham Gardens,
FREEPOST RTLA-GHRX-SSXA, 77a Tradescant Road, London SW8
1XJ
Or completing our online questionnaire:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_gardens_qa
We are also looking for two Council tenants to fill vacant positions on the
Residents Engagement Panel (REP). The REP is made up of Council
tenants, leaseholders and freeholders. It meets once a month to put the
views of residents of Cressingham Gardens to Council officers. If you would
like to know more, please contact our team.
If you have any questions, then please do not hesitate to get in touch via:
T: 020 7926 3475
E: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
Yours sincerely,
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Appendix 21 - Tenants information session notes - 11 February 2016
Tenants information session – 11 February 2016
Lambeth Council's notes
Julian Hart (JH) - Regeneration and Housing Programme Manager, Lambeth
Pauline Foster (PF) - Estate Regeneration Officer, Lambeth
Bashir Miah (BM) - Estate Regeneration Officer, Lambeth
Jackie Thama (JT) - Estate Regeneration Officer, Lambeth
Cllr Mary Atkins (MA) - Ward councillor, Tulse Hill
Abbas Raza (AR) - Consultation support, Local Dialogue
Mariana Nwagboso (MN) - Cressingham Gardens Resident
Christine Maklouf (CM) - Cressingham Gardens Resident
Jason Hepworth (JA) - Cressingham Gardens Resident
Nick Greaves (NG) - Cressingham Gardens Resident
Beryl Jackson (BJ) - Cressingham Gardens Resident
Jeff Berko (JB) - Cressingham Gardens Resident
Omar Barrett (OM) - Cressingham Gardens Resident
Phyllis Frith (PH) - Cressingham Gardens Resident
Edward Ogundele (EO) - Independent Resident Advisor
Following a meeting of the Residents Engagement Panel for Cressingham
Gardens on 1 February 2016, it was requested by tenant members of the
Panel that Lambeth Council clarify what tenancies will be received by
residents.
JH opened by saying that the Council Officers present would listen to the
questions of the group and address them. The residents then raised their
points.
NG stated that his main concern and that of many tenants, centred on the
Assured Tenancies that would be offered to residents who moved to homes
provided by Homes for Lambeth. The current Secure Tenancies are very
attractive and he wanted the best for residents. NG also raised the point
that other Local Authorities had retained Secure Tenancies for existing
residents of estates and that new tenants had moved to Assured Tenancies.
JA concurred that there would be support for existing tenants to retain
their Secure Tenancies, with new residents receiving Assured Tenancies. NG
gave the example of Enfield Council providing residents with Secure
Tenancies.
CM reiterated NG’s points and expressed concern that Secure Tenancies
were being lost and a justification was required.
JB raised the matter of housing repairs and the condition of current
properties.
JH and MA ran through Secure Tenancies and Assured Tenancies, comparing
the two. MA stated that the Council's goal is to match Assured Tenancies as
closely as possible to Secure Tenancies. It was mentioned that the Housing
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and Planning Bill would impact Secure Tenancies. NG stated that this would
only effect new tenancies. JH clarified that only certain aspects of existing
tenancies would be affected, including succession.
It was stated that Right to Buy would be affected by the new Bill, it was
confirmed that this wasn’t the case and that Right to Buy was being
promoted.
MA confirmed that Assured Tenancies would only be given to those who
wished to remain on the estate and moved into a home provided by Homes
for Lambeth. Those who moved into a home off of the estate and managed
by Lambeth Council would be provided with a Secure Tenancy.
JH stated that one of the aspects that differed between and Assured
Tenancy and Secure Tenancy was that the Assured Tenancy would be drawn
up as a contract with the individual. This makes it very difficult to change.
Secure Tenancies can be changed by making changes to the law. This is why
the Housing and Planning Bill can change Secure Tenancies.
NG asked if, Homes for Lambeth was sold, could an Assured Tenancy be
altered or result in a change to the contract. JH confirmed that the
contract cannot be changed.
MN asked for clarity around how the Right to Assign works. JH confirmed
that both Secure Tenancies and Assured Tenancies allow for succession. PF
added that the Assured Tenancy allows for transfer to a spouse only
(including a civil partner). MN asked if a property could be transferred to
adult children under the Assured Tenancy. EO stated that it was possible.
MA confirmed she had assisted Lambeth residents with this process.
MN queried why a Secure Tenancy could not be provided by Homes for
Lambeth and why it was being used to provide new homes. MA explained
that only a Council can provide a Secure Tenancy. Additionally, Homes for
Lambeth would be able to borrow money from sources that Lambeth Council
cannot, allowing more money to be borrowed to fund the delivery of
housing.
MA raised the matter of Right to Buy compared to Right to Acquire. JH
clarified that, through Right to Acquire, Assured Tenants could purchase
their property. Right to Buy is the older, better-known equivalent for Secure
Tenants.
The matter of Ground 8 related evictions was raised. NG, CM and JA
expressed their concern that Assured Tenancies offered less protection
against eviction if a resident falls into rent arrears. Note: Secure Tenancies
allow the use of discretion where someone has fallen into rent arrears. MA
stated that the Council sought to avoid evictions where possible. JH
explained that Assured Tenancies offered by Homes for Lambeth would seek
to reflect the level of protection provided in Secure Tenancies for those
who may fall into rent arrears.
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CM asked why, if the two types of tenancies were so closely matched, there
was a need to remove Secure Tenancies at all. JH explained that Secure
Tenancies come with the property they are assigned to and only a Council
can offer them. As Homes for Lambeth, while being a company set up and
owned by Lambeth Council, would be providing homes, it would not be able
to legally provide a Secure Tenancy as it isn’t the Council.
NG asked why it wasn’t possible for Homes for Lambeth to borrow money to
provide entirely social housing. JH explained that, under the Homes for
Lambeth model, homes needed to generate an income to make the
development work. This required a mix of housing. NG stated that Lambeth
needs to provide figures to support this. JH explained that this would be
discussed at the viability workshop on 18 February 2016. CM stated that
figures had been requested by residents on previous occasions.
EO explained that, as a housing professional the approach Lambeth is taking
is exciting but Assured Tenancies offered by Homes for Lambeth should be
subject to more discussion and a legal review.
MA raised the point of rent and how it could be affected. JH explained that
the current formula for rent is based on the value of the property. At this
stage it is expected that there would be a 10-15% increase in rent but
savings would be made with new homes being more energy efficient and
installation of measures such as water metres. MN raised the point that
disabled residents could be negatively impacted by this. JH explained that
service charges could be kept low through design measures. In all, residents
could see an increase in council tax and their rent, but decreases in service
charges and energy bills. Any increase in rent will be phased over five years
so that resident can manage any change.
AR explained that some residents might move to a property with a smaller
number of bedrooms as their need has changed and this would also affect
their rent.
JA asked if homes that currently have gardens would be replaced with
homes that also have gardens. JH explained that this would be determined
at the masterplanning stage.
MN stated that vulnerable residents would require housing that supports
them. EO explained that a housing need survey would be carried out to
ensure that residents get homes they need and he will assist in this process.
BJ explained that she was a resident that would require a home that met
her accessibility needs. MA stated that this could be arranged by the
Council.
NG raised the point of financial information and costs were not provided in
the materials released. JH explained that for the purposes of refurbishment
to Lambeth Housing Standard, the Council looked at the whole stock of
properties (31,000 properties) and £499m available to refurbish them, this
means there is an average of £16,000 available to spend on each property.
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Properties on Cressingham Gardens would cost more to bring up to the
Standard than average.
JH provided context to the Key Guarantees to residents. Note: these are
the guarantees that Lambeth Council will make to tenants and homeowners
to manage the impact of regeneration. It was explained that consultants
TPAS were commissioned to review the Key Guarantees and their legal
context as well as examine what other authorities are offering residents.
CM raised the issue of central power systems and if combined heat and
power plants would be included at Cressingham. JH explained that this
would be a matter for masterplanning.
NG queried when the cabinet decision will be made. It was confirmed that
this would take place on 21 March 2016. After this, approximately one
week, the next phase of the regeneration project would begin.
ENDS
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Appendix 22 - Blog post providing an update on consultation - 12
February 2016
Lambeth Estate Regeneration

Home / Estates / Cressingham Gardens / Cressingham updates / Cressingham Gardens: A consultation update

Cressingham Gardens: A consultation update
Posted by Julian Hart on February 17, 2016

Residents on Cressingham Gardens should, over the next few days, receive a mailing which
updates them on the consultation on the future of their estate and answers a number of
questions they have raised.
Information on lifetime assured tenancies and resident homeowner finances
On the link below you will find information on the ‘Lifetime Assured Tenancy' agreements:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/assured_tenancy
On that link you will find information on:
• Why the Council is proposing a new form of tenancy
• What the similarities and difference are between your current ‘Secure Tenancy' and the new ‘Assured Lifetime Tenancy' agreements.
The Council has also made a commitment to enable communities to stay together. As a result for homeowners the Council has created a
number of options which you can find more about on:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/homeownership
On the link you will find information on:
The Key Guarantees and how they apply to you as a resident homeowner;
How you can remain on the estate after it is regenerated;
How, if you wish to, you could sell your home to the Council and move away from the estate;
What compensation you are entitled to;
And where you can go to get initial financial advice that the Council will pay for.
Both these options will only become relevant to residents if the Council Cabinet decides on an option for the future of your estate which
would see their home replaced.

Financial viability
Below is a summary of the financial analysis carried out by the Council and their consultants on the five options for Cressingham Gardens.
The analysis shows that Option 1 – full refurbishment produces a negative Net Present Value figure whilst Options 2, 3, 4 and 5 produce
positive Net Present Value figures. There is a viability sub-group planned for 7pm, 18 February 2016 in the Rotunda.
Option 2 – part
Option 3 – part
Option 4 – part
redevelopment/ redevelopment/
redevelopment/
part refurbishment part refurbishment part refurbishment

Option 5 –
comprehensive
redevelopment

Description

Option 1 – full
refurbishment

Number of net
additional homes

0

19

20

72

158

Number of new,
replacement
homes at Council
rent

0

7

17

93

212

Number of new,
additional homes at
Tenancy strategy

0

11

12

35

75

Net Present Value
for refurbishment*

-£567k

-£439k

-£438k

n/a

Net Present Value
for
redevelopment*

n/a

£1.27m

£3.15m

£824k

-£433k

£2.6m

converted by Web2PDFConvert.com
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Appendix 23 - Newsletter update - 13 February 2016
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Appendix 24 - Email with redacted viability data sheets for
redevelopment - 13 and 15 February 2016
Dear REP members,
Please find attached the requested financial modelling information and
supporting reference documents. These are provided in advance of the
Viability Workshop that has been timetabled for 18 February.
In addition to this, we will send out the redacted supporting data sheets for the
most recent redevelopment models. This will be sent to you on Monday.
Best regards,
Good afternoon all,
Further to my previous email, please find the redacted data sheets for the
most recent redevelopment models attached. As mentioned, these will
support the Viability workshop meeting on Thursday.
Best regards,
)
)

)
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Appendix 25 - Blog post regarding Green Retrofit workshop notes - 15
February 2016
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Appendix 26 - Email to secure tenants regarding tenancies and
information about assured tenancies, financial viability information and
the latest Q&A document
)
)
Dear Resident,
While Lambeth has to tackle the housing crisis for future generations, it also has to do its best for its
current residents. To reduce uncertainty for residents to a minimum, we are committed to give them all
the information and support that they need to make the best choice about their and their families'
futures. This is why I am writing to you today with information relevant to the on going consultation on
the future of Cressingham Gardens.
Lifetime Assured Tenancy agreements
On the link below you will find information on the ‘Lifetime Assured Tenancy' agreements:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/assured_tenancy
I must stress that these options will only become relevant to you if the Council's Cabinet
decides on an option for the future of your estate which would see your home replaced.
However, as we are releasing this information to other estates in the Estate Regeneration
programme we wanted you to have the same information.
On that link you will find information on:
• Why the Council is proposing a new form of tenancy
• What the similarities and difference are between your current ‘Secure tenancy' and the new ‘Assure
Lifetime Tenancy' agreements.
Financial viability information
Below is a summary of the financial analysis carried out by the Council and their consultants on the
five options for Cressingham Gardens. The analysis shows that Option 1 – full refurbishment produces
a negative Net Present Value figure whilst Options 2, 3, 4 and 5 produce positive Net Present Value
figures. The detail behind the financial analysis is available on the Council’s website and there is a
viability sub-group planned for 7pm, 18 February 2016 in the Rotunda.
Description
Option 1 –
Option 2 –
Option 3 – Option 4 – part Option 5 –
full
part
part
redevelopment/ comprehensi
refurbishm redevelopmen redevelopmen
part
ve
ent
t/ part
t/
refurbishment redevelopme
refurbishment
part
nt
refurbishment
Number of net
0
19
20
72
158
additional homes
Number of new,
0
7
17
93
212
replacement
homes at Council
rent
Number of new,
0
11
12
35
75
additional homes
at Tenancy
strategy
Net Present Value
-£567k
-£433k
-£439k
-£438k
n/a
for refurbishment*
Net Present Value
n/a
£2.6m
£1.27m
£3.15m
£824k
for
redevelopment*
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*_The financial modelling of refurbishment and redevelopment have been carried out as separate
exercises because of the different ways in which refurbishment and redevelopment could be funded.
To download the supporting information please go to:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_options#g
• The Council has set out a decision-making process whereby each option is tested against a number
of criteria; these are:
• Positive Net Present Value (NPV) essential;
• Delivers the re-provision of existing homes in line with the Key Guarantees to residents;
• Meets as a minimum Council planning policy and Council tenancy strategy on affordable housing for
the net additional new homes;
• Quantum of new homes provided – which option provides more;
• Quantum of new homes for council rent – which option provides more;
• Tenure split between market and affordable homes – which option is best able or closest to being
able to provide a 60% affordable/40% market split;
• Nature of market housing – preference for private rent;
• Pay-back period – preference for shorter pay-back periods, while acknowledging that the Council is
able to invest in the local community over a far longer period than a private developer, to
support the needs of local families; and
• Subsidy – which option requires the least subsidy to meet the above objectives.
Consultation timetable
The final consultation event will be held on the 25th February 2016. The details are:
What?: Options exhibitions with your feedback and the Council’s Recommendations
When?: 25th February from 3 to 9pm
Where?: The Rotunda
If you would like your feedback to be considered ahead of this exhibition you need to submit your
feedback by 19th February. You can send your feedback by:
• Completing the online feedback form at
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_consultation
• Writing to: Cressingham Gardens, FREEPOST RTLA-GHRX-SSXA, 77a Tradescant Road, London
SW8 1XJ
Feedback received after the 19th February will still be considered as part of the consultation. The
deadline for final comments is Friday the 4th March.
Your questions answered
You can download the latest ‘Question and Answer’ documents that haves been released on the links
below:
• Cressingham Question and Answers - released 16th February 2016
• Financial Question and Answers - released 16th February 2016
If you have any questions following on from this email please do get in touch with the Cressingham
Gardens project team. You can reach them via:
Pauline Foster (Programme Manager)
T: 020 7926 3475
E:cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
Yours sincerely,

)
)

)
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Appendix 27 - Email to homeowners regarding resident homeowners
financial information, financial viability information and the latest Q&A
document
Dear Resident,
While Lambeth has to tackle the housing crisis for future generations, it also has to do its best for its
current residents. To reduce uncertainty for residents to a minimum, we are committed to give them all
the information and support that they need to make the best choice about their and their families'
futures. This is why I am writing to you today with information relevant to the on going consultation on
the future of Cressingham Gardens.
Resident homeowners finance information
The Council has also made a commitment to enable communities to stay together. As a result for
homeowners the Council has created a number of options which you can find more about via:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/homeownership
I must stress that these option will only become relevant to you if the Council Cabinet decides
on an option for the future of your estate which would see your home replaced. However, as we
are releasing this information to other estates in the Estate Regeneration programme we
wanted you to have the same information and opportunity to raise questions and concerns.
On the link you will find information on:
• The Key Guarantees and how they apply to you as a resident homeowner;
• How you can remain on the estate after it is regenerated;
• How, if you wish to, you could sell your home to the Council and move away from the estate;
• What compensation you are entitled to;
• And where you can go to get initial financial advice that the Council will pay for.
Financial viability information
Below is a summary of the financial analysis carried out by the Council and their consultants on the
five options for Cressingham Gardens. The analysis shows that Option 1 - full refurbishment produces
a negative Net Present Value figure whilst Options 2, 3, 4 and 5 produce positive Net Present Value
figures. The detail behind the financial analysis is available on the Council¹s website and there is a
viability sub-group planned for 7pm, 18 February 2016 in the Rotunda.
Description
Option 1 - Option 2 - part Option 3 - part Option 4 Option 5 full
redevelopmen redevelopmen
part
comprehensive
refurbish
t/ part
t/
redevelopme redevelopment
ment refurbishment
part
nt/
refurbishment
part
refurbishme
nt
Number of net additional
0
19
20
72
158
homes
Number of new,
0
7
17
93
212
replacement homes at
Council rent
Number of new,
0
11
12
35
75
additional homes at
Tenancy strategy
Net Present Value for
-£567k
-£433k
-£439k
-£438k
n/a
refurbishment*
Net Present Value for
n/a
£2.6m
£1.27m
£3.15m
£824k
redevelopment*
*_The financial modelling of refurbishment and redevelopment have been carried out as separate
exercises because of the different ways in which refurbishment and redevelopment could be funded.
To download the supporting information please go to:
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http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_options#g
• The Council has set out a decision-making process whereby each option is tested against a number
of criteria; these are:
• Positive Net Present Value (NPV) essential;
• Delivers the re-provision of existing homes in line with the Key Guarantees to residents;
• Meets as a minimum Council planning policy and Council tenancy strategy on affordable housing for
the net additional new homes;
• Quantum of new homes provided - which option provides more;
• Quantum of new homes for council rent - which option provides more;
• Tenure split between market and affordable homes - which option is best able or closest to being
able to provide a 60% affordable/40% market split;
• Nature of market housing - preference for private rent;
• Pay-back period - preference for shorter pay-back periods, while acknowledging that the Council is
able to invest in the local community over a far longer period than a private developer, to
support the needs of local families; and
• Subsidy - which option requires the least subsidy to meet the above objectives.
Consultation timetable
The final consultation event will be held on the 25th February 2016. The details are:
What?: Options exhibitions with your feedback and the Council¹s Recommendations
When?: 25th February from 3 to 9pm
Where?: The Rotunda
If you would like your feedback to be considered ahead of this exhibition you need to submit your
feedback by 19th February. You can send your feedback by:
• Completing the online feedback form at
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_consultation
• Writing to: Cressingham Gardens, FREEPOST RTLA-GHRX-SSXA, 77a Tradescant Road, London
SW8 1XJ
Feedback received after the 19th February will still be considered as part of the consultation. The
deadline for final comments is Friday the 4th March.
Your questions answered
You can download the latest

Question and Answer¹ documents that haves been released on the
links below:

• Cressingham Question and Answers - released 16th February 2016
• Financial Question and Answers - released 16th February 2016
If you have any questions following on from this email please do get in touch with the Cressingham
Gardens project team. You can reach them via:
Pauline Foster (Programme Manager)
T: 020 7926 3475
E:cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
Yours sincerely,
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Appendix 28 - Green Retrofit workshop notes - 16 February 2016
Green Retrofitting workshop - 16 February 2016
Lambeth Council's notes
Attendees
Julian Hart (JH) - Regeneration and Housing Programme Manager, Lambeth
Pauline Foster (PF) - Estate Regeneration Officer
Peter De-Bique (PD) – Capital Works, Lambeth Council
Geertje Kreuziger (GK) - HLambeth Council
Abbas Raza (AR) - Consultation support, Local Dialogue
Tom Keene (TK) - Cressingham Gardens Resident
Nick Greaves (NG) - Cressingham Gardens Resident
Jason Hepworth (JA) - Cressingham Gardens Resident
Gerlinde Gniewosz - (GG) - Cressingham Gardens Resident
Rosalind Poh Chin Foong (RF) - Cressingham Gardens Resident
Edward Ogundele (EO) - Independent Resident Advisor
JH set out that this workshop was an opportunity to discuss the draft design
standards that Lambeth Council would refurbish properties to if they were
selected for refurbishment, and, the standard to which they would be built
if selected for redevelopment.
GG requested that the notes of the meeting show that the meeting had
been misrepresented, and that she and TK had expected that an officer
involved in the refurbishment of the Akerman Road hostel (Huw Jones),
would be present to discuss that project. The officer was present at the
previous green retrofit workshop on 26 January 2016, which reviewed the
aspirations of the People’s Plan as presented by GG.
It was reiterated that the Council had intended to present its design
standards and how they compared to the People’s Plan.
GG stated that she had been in contact with Lambeth Council’s Technical
Services team and she was aware of an additional officer who would be able
to scrutinise the People’s Plan. No name was given.
NG stated that it would be beneficial for residents to see a report being
prepared by the consultants Sturgis, which formed part of the People’s
Plan. He queried if this would be released by Friday and this was not
confirmed.
GG raised a letter received from Sue Foster, in which it was said that
Lambeth Council would assess the People’s Plan. JH stated that the
People’s Plan would be reviewed once received.
NG asked how the meeting could move forward. Note: at this point Lambeth
Council had been unable to discuss its design standards. JH agreed to
provide information to attendees of this workshop, and that information
would be provided at the consultation event on 25 February 2016. Note:
This information was provided at the exhibition event, in summary on
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display boards, and the supporting draft design standards documents. JH
also agreed to send information regarding the design standards of Akerman
Road project to GG and TK. This was done, and when a further request from
GG for plans for Akerman Road were requested, were also sent. NG
reiterated that it would be beneficial to see the Sturgis Report.
GG queried whether Dynamic Models would be published by Lambeth
Council or if Sensitivity Testing would be undertaken at this stage. JH
confirmed this would not be the case. GG requested the detailed
assumptions that underpinned the options for regeneration. JH reiterated
that this information was commercially sensitive and would not be
published.
The meeting was closed as it reached an impasse.

ENDS
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Appendix 29 - Letter to secure tenants regarding tenancies and
information about assured tenancies, financial viability information and
the latest Q&A document
Dear Resident.
While Lambeth has to tackle the housing crisis for future generations, it also
has to do its best for its current residents. To reduce uncertainty for residents
to a minimum, we are committed to give them all the information and support
that they need to make the best choice about their and their families' futures.
This is why I am writing to you today with information relevant to the on going
consultation on the future of Cressingham Gardens.
Lifetime Assured Tenancy agreements
Enclosed with this letter there is a leaflet which provides information on the
new ‘Lifetime Assured Tenancy' agreements.
I must stress that these options will only become relevant to you if the
Council Cabinet decides on an option for the future of your estate which
would see your home replaced. However, as we are releasing this
information to other estates in the Estate Regeneration programme we
wanted you to have the same information.
The leaflet gives information on:
• Why the Council is proposing a new form of tenancy;
• What the similarities and differences are between your current
‘Secure tenancy' and the new ‘Assure Lifetime tenancy' agreements.
Financial viability information
Below is a summary of the financial analysis carried out by the Council and
their consultants on the five options for Cressingham Gardens.
The analysis shows that Option 1 – full refurbishment produces a negative
Net Present Value figure whilst Options 2, 3, 4 and 5 produce positive Net
Present Value figures.
The detail behind the financial analysis is available on the Council’s website
and there is a viability sub-group planned for 7pm, 18 February 2016 in the
Rotunda.
Description

Option 1 – full
refurbishment

Option 3 – part
redevelopment/
part
refurbishment
20

Option 4 – part
redevelopment/
part
refurbishment
72

Option 5 –
comprehensive
redevelopment

0

Option 2 – part
redevelopment/
part
refurbishment
19

Number of net
additional
homes
Number of new,
replacement
homes at
Council rent
Number of new,
additional
homes at

0

7

17

93

212

0

11

12

35

75
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158

Tenancy
strategy
Net Present
-£567k
-£433k
-£439k
-£438k
Value for
refurbishment*
Net Present
n/a
£2.6m
£1.27m
£3.15m
Value for
redevelopment*
*_The financial modelling of refurbishment and redevelopment have been carried out as
separate exercises because of the different ways in which refurbishment and
redevelopment could be funded.

To download the supporting information please go to:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_options#g
The Council has set out a decision-making process whereby each option is
tested against a number of criteria; these are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Positive Net Present Value (NPV) essential;
Delivers the re-provision of existing homes in line with the Key Guarantees to
residents;
Meets as a minimum Council planning policy and Council tenancy strategy on
affordable housing for the net additional new homes;
Quantum of new homes provided – which option provides more;
Quantum of new homes for council rent – which option provides more;
Tenure split between market and affordable homes – which option is best able or
closest to being able to provide a 60% affordable/40% market split;
Nature of market housing – preference for private rent;
Pay-back period – preference for shorter pay-back periods, while acknowledging
that the Council is able to invest in the local community over a far longer period
than a private developer, to support the needs of local families; and
Subsidy – which option requires the least subsidy to meet the above objectives.

Consultation timetable

The final consultation event will be held on the 25th February 2016. The details are:
What?: Options exhibitions with your feedback and the Council’s Recommendations
When?: 25th February from 3 to 9pm
Where?: The Rotunda
If you would like your feedback to be considered ahead of this exhibition you need to
submit your feedback by 19th February. You can send your feedback by
•
•

Completing the online feedback form at
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_consultation
Writing to: Cressingham Gardens, FREEPOST RTLA-GHRX-SSXA, 77a
Tradescant Road, London SW8 1XJ

Feedback received after the 19th February will still be considered as part of the
consultation. The deadline for final comments is Friday the 4th March.
Your questions answered
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n/a
£824k

Also enclosed with this letter is the latest ‘Question and Answer’ documents that
haves been released. If you have any questions following on from this letter please
do get in touch with the Cressingham Gardens project team. You can reach them via:

Pauline Foster (Programme Manager)
T: 020 7926 3475
E: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
Yours sincerely,
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Appendix 30 - Letter to homeowners regarding resident homeowners
financial information, financial viability information and the latest Q&A
document
Dear Homeowner,
While Lambeth has to tackle the housing crisis for future generations, it also has to do its
best for its current residents. To reduce uncertainty for residents to a minimum, we are
committed to give them all the information and support that they need to make the
best choice about their and their families' futures. This is why I am writing to you today
with information relevant to the on going consultation on the future of Cressingham
Gardens.
Resident homeowners finance information
The Council has also made a commitment to enable communities to stay together. As a
result for homeowners the Council has created a number of options that you will find
detailed in the enclosed booklet.
I must stress that these option will only become relevant to you if the Council
Cabinet decides on an option for the future of your estate which would see your
home replaced. However, as we are releasing this information to other estates in
the Estate Regeneration programme we wanted you to have the same information
and opportunity to raise questions and concerns.
The booklet gives information on:
• The Key Guarantees and how they apply to you as a resident homeowner;
• How you can remain on the estate after it is regenerated;
• How, if you wish to, you could sell your home to the Council and move away from
the estate;
• What compensation you are entitled to;
• And where you can go to get initial financial advice that the Council will pay for.
Financial viability information
Below is a summary of the financial analysis carried out by the Council and their
consultants on the five options for Cressingham Gardens.
The analysis shows that Option 1 – full refurbishment produces a negative Net Present
Value figure whilst Options 2, 3, 4 and 5 produce positive Net Present Value figures.
The detail behind the financial analysis is available on the Council’s website and there is
a viability sub-group planned for 7pm, 18 February 2016 in the Rotunda.
Description
Option 1 – full Option 2 – part
Option 3 – part Option 4 – part
refurbishment redevelopment/ redevelopment/ redevelopment/
part
part
part
refurbishment
refurbishment
refurbishment
Number of net
0
19
20
72
additional
homes
Number of new,
0
7
17
93
replacement
homes at
Council rent
Number of new,
0
11
12
35
additional
homes at
Tenancy
strategy
Net Present
-£567k
-£433k
-£439k
-£438k
Value for
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Option 5 –
comprehensive
redevelopment
158
212

75

n/a

refurbishment*
Net Present
Value for
redevelopment*

n/a

£2.6m

£1.27m

£3.15m

£824k

*_The financial modelling of refurbishment and redevelopment have been carried out as
separate exercises because of the different ways in which refurbishment and
redevelopment could be funded.
To download the supporting information please go to:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_options#g
The Council has set out a decision-making process whereby each option is tested
against a number of criteria; these are:
• Positive Net Present Value (NPV) essential;
• Delivers the re-provision of existing homes in line with the Key Guarantees to
residents;
• Meets as a minimum Council planning policy and Council tenancy strategy on
affordable housing for the net additional new homes;
• Quantum of new homes provided – which option provides more;
• Quantum of new homes for council rent – which option provides more;
• Tenure split between market and affordable homes – which option is best able or
closest to being able to provide a 60% affordable/40% market split;
• Nature of market housing – preference for private rent;
• Pay-back period – preference for shorter pay-back periods, while acknowledging that
the Council is able to invest in the local community over a far longer period than a
private developer, to support the needs of local families; and
• Subsidy – which option requires the least subsidy to meet the above objectives.

Consultation timetable
The final consultation event will be held on the 25th February 2016. The details are:
What?: Options exhibitions with your feedback and the Council’s Recommendations
When?: 25th February from 3 to 9pm
Where?: The Rotunda
If you would like your feedback to be considered ahead of this exhibition you need to
submit your feedback by 19th February. You can send your feedback by
•
•

Completing the online feedback form at
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_consultation
Writing to: Cressingham Gardens, FREEPOST RTLA-GHRX-SSXA,

77a Tradescant Road, London SW8 1XJ

Feedback received after the 19th February will still be considered as part of the
consultation. The deadline for final comments is Friday the 4th March.
Your questions answered
Also enclosed with this letter is the latest ‘Question and Answer’ documents that haves
been released. If you have any questions following on from this letter please do get in
touch with the Cressingham Gardens project team. You can reach them via:
Pauline Foster (Programme Manager)
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T: 020 7926 3475
E: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
Yours sincerely,
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Appendix 31 - Blog post updating residents on consultation progress an
update on viability and information for residents and homeowners - 17
February 2016
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Appendix 32 - Apology email with correct attachment - 18 February 2016
Dear Resident,
I am contacting you again to apologise for a mistake which was made in a mailing you should
have received yesterday.
The mailing contained a number of inserts including one labelled ‘Estate Regeneration
homeowner information – Central Hill’. This insert was mistakenly included in your mailing
and I would like to apologise for this mistake. Members of the Estate Regeneration team
where on the estate today delivering the correct insert and you should have received this by
now. If you have not you can download the correct insert on the link below:
Estate Regeneration homeowner information – Cressingham Gardens
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to get in touch via:
Pauline Foster (Housing Development Manager)
T: 020 7926 3475
E: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
W: estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham
Again, please accept my apologies for any confusion caused.
Yours sincerely,
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Appendix 33 - Apology letter with correct attachment - 18 February
2016
Dear Resident,
A member of our team visited today to explain and apologise for a mistake that was made in
a mailing you should have received recently. I am sorry they missed you.
The mailing contained a number of inserts including one labelled ‘Estate Regeneration
homeowner information – Central Hill’. This insert was mistakenly included in your mailing
and I would like to apologise for this mistake. Please find the correct document (‘Estate
Regeneration homeowner information – Cressingham Gardens’) enclosed with this letter. If
you have any questions please do not hesitate to get in touch via:
Pauline Foster (Housing Development Manager)
T: 020 7926 3475
E: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
W: estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham

Again, please accept my apologies for any confusion caused.
Yours sincerely,
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Appendix 34 - Viability workshop notes - 18 February 2016
Attendees
Julian Hart – JH Estate Regeneration Programme Manager, Lambeth
Pauline Foster – PF Cressingham Gardens Regeneration Programme Manager,
Lambeth
Mary Atkins – MA Councilor for Tulse Hill, chair of meeting
Edward Ogundele – EO Independent Resident Adviser
Abbas Raza – AR Local Dialogue
Karl Lewis – KL Local Dialogue
Gerlinde Gniewosz – GG Estate Resident
George Cosh – GC Estate Resident
J Campbell – JC Estate Resident
Chin Ong – CO Estate Resident
Tom Keene- TK Estate Resident
Mariana Nwagboso – MN Estate Resident
Yidong Auang – YA Estate Resident
Rosalind Poh – RP Estate Resident
Chin Foong - CF Estate Resident
MA opened the meeting.
JH opened with his presentation on Financial Viability. He explained how this related
to the last workshop meeting looking at the Housing Revenue Account and the
financial context for regeneration.
GG disputed the notes from the previous meeting. JH stated that the notes were the
Council’s notes of the meeting. If residents wished to present their own notes of the
meeting, then they were welcome to do so.
JH explained how the Financial Q&A’s had been distributed throughout the estate in
the past couple of days. GG asked whether they had gone out to non-resident
homeowners. JH stated that they had not been posted out to non-resident
homeowners and that there was no obligation on the Council to do so. The
information has, however, been posted online. AR confirmed that the information
supplied was relevant to resident homeowners and that a second letter was also sent
to secure council tenants with information relevant to them. AR also confirmed that
the original booklet, starting the consultation process, had been issued to nonresident homeowners.
JH explained the method that Lambeth council use to look at evaluating the viability
of projects. There is a different calculation used for refurbishment and
redevelopment, with refurbishment done in the context of the HRA, while
redevelopment considered the estate alone.
It was asked why land values are in these calculations, as the council owned the
land. JH explained that this is a model used for assessing profit and risk but in the
case of Lambeth the cost of the land purchase is £0 and they are also not looking to
make a profit, any potential surplus can be reinvested. Thus for Lambeth the
important thing is that future value simply exceeds development costs. Homes for
Lambeth however do have to pay the £16,000 debt on each property. This figure is
the cost given across all homes owned by Lambeth Council.
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GC asked if the estate is looked at in isolation when calculating viability. JH
confirmed that viability for redevelopment was considered in isolation and that the
financing for refurbishment and redevelopment follow different models.
CO asked for an explanation of how viability was calculated.
JH explained how the Council money received from current rents goes into the
Housing Revenue Account, which is ring-fenced, and cannot be used on other
council expenditure such as potholes or schools or social care. He stated how the
council being the investor in any redevelopment means the margins of profit or
surplus can be a lot lower as they do not have shareholders to pay or are looking to
make money. GG added that money can go into the Housing Revenue Account from
non rental/housing sources; JH confirmed this but added that this has to be treated
as a loan on which the HRA has to pay an interest back to the Council.
It was asked if Lambeth has an issue of making a loss on redevelopment. JH stated
that there is contingency in the costs to ensure Lambeth does not make a loss and to
mitigate the risks. GG asked if a crash in house prices happen could this mean that
the estate could be left as a construction site. She also stated that there was risk a
associated with a profit margin forecast of 20%. MA gave the example of Clapham
Park which was stalled by crash. GG reiterated that the council model was
susceptible to a crash. JH confirmed that there is indeed risk; however the Council
intended to incorporate rental property and this would also mitigate against a crash in
property prices.
CO asked what the costs were. JH reiterated that these were considered
commercially sensitive and that the Council will not be releasing any information on
costs because this would prejudice any future procurement of construction. JH stated
that the development process is iterative and that appraisals would be carried out at
regular intervals to confirm that the project continued to be viable. TK asked if the
appraisals are done at frequent times or sporadically. JH replied that this depended
on the point in the process; sometimes they are done frequently and at others over
longer time intervals in particular to inform key decision points, such as prior to a
planning application or in advance of procuring construction.
JH set out that value is calculated using the capitalisation approach. The
components of value in housing is the initial sale of a house or, if rented, the
equivalent value of the rental income. The concept of capitalisation was explained.
The value of houses is based upon the market. Affordable housing is subsidised by
privately rented homes paying the full market value. TK asked if the estate could be
100% affordable homes. JH responded that the Council requires a minimum of 40%
affordable homes, however there is no maximum level, and planners and the council
want to ensure a mixed community. YD asked what is the definition of affordable
housing. JH stated it is a contentious political issue and the policy is changing,
however essentially it is anything that is offered at a discounted rate (whether rent or
sale), however Lambeth council looks at rents being 40-50% of market rate or
potentially lower, this is significantly lower than the 80% of market value that is the
statutory limit. In between these two limits there are “LHA rents”, which are
calculated by consideration of the average wage relating to an area.
GG asked about the mix of the homes in option 5. TK stated that there is a dramatic
reduction in four bedroom homes, from 28 to 4 and that there was a need for these
homes. GG stated she knew people in the estate that needed more bedrooms not
less. JH mentioned this is not the final draft and no masterplan has been made yet
so this will be noted and taken forward. MA stated that the current need across the
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Borough is mostly for 1 and 2 bed properties. JH also reiterated that new 3 and 4bed properties would be offered at council rent levels, while new 1 and 2-bed
properties would be offered at Local Housing Allowance rents. TK queried whether
the lack of 4-bedroom houses was purely to skew or make viability figure for
redevelopment look better. JH responded he would confirm this apparent
discrepancy.
NOTE: The reason why the appraisals show a reduced number of 4-bedroom
properties is that most of the current 4-bedroom properties on the estate are officially
5-person households. Under current design standards and housing allocation
criteria, 5-person households would be provided with 3 bed 5person properties.
However, as any project is progressed, detailed housing needs assessments would
be carried out to meet the Council’s commitment to enable those who want to stay on
the estate to be able to do so.
JH went onto state what costs had been accounted for in addition to construction
costs; these include items such as professional fees and marketing.
CO asked if a bank had been approached for funding. JH confirmed this was not the
case.
YD stated that homes should be replaced on a like for like basis.
GG requested an analysis of the next mix. EO asked if these figures would go into
the masterplan, in response to both points. JH stated that these figures wouldn’t go
into the masterplan; if redevelopment took place, then a future masterplanning team
would not be committed to any of the existing design work or viability analysis.
Rather they would be instructed to seek to meet the Council’s objectives.
TK stated that viability was being manipulated through the mix.
GC queried the difference in square foot cost in part equity homes. Some figures
have them at £810 some at £500. JH answered that this was because the stated
values in the assumptions are based upon November 2014 prices, whereas the
values applied in the appraisal are those that could be expected to applied in 2020
and onwards. The 2014 figure is a base figure but using historic knowledge and
expertise the future value could be calculated.
GC stated that in the July appraisals the cost per square meter was different
between a 1-2 bed house, it is not now. JH responded that the approach used had
changed, updated using latest information.
GG asked if she could see inflation rates of shared equity homes as she had
calculated 42% inflation over 5 years. JH responded that he would not be releasing
any further information. GG stated that the market value gap suggests owners won’t
be able to afford properties currently, and what can be done such as looking into
freezing costs. JH stated that both existing and new build values would rise in
parallel and therefore the percentage of shared equity that homeowners could be
expected to achieve would likely remain consistent into the future.
JH stated that the Key Guarantees will ensure residents get a fair deal and these
Key Guarantees will be moving towards being more helpful for homeowners. A
number of measures have been looked at including phasing any rent increase over
five years as we well as the 4% cut in rent over four years that the Council will be
implementing this year. GC stated it is not possible to finalise the viability figures
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while the Key Guarantees need to be finalised. JH responded that these are initial
viability study is using the best data at present but these things can be factored into
future calculations.
MN stated she spoke for many residents on the estate and stated that rents going to
Homes For Lambeth will take funds out of the Housing Revenue account meaning
that less funding is available for homes. She also said that this was the first time an
SPV(Homes for Lambeth) was being used to deliver homes in this way. JH
confirmed that this was the first time that Lambeth was using an SPV to deliver
homes. This is better than if a development partner approach is taken, as the partner
would need to generate profit and this would impact how many affordable homes can
be provided.
GG stated that rents would be raised by 25% of current rents in redevelopment. JH
responds that that does not take into account of rate reductions that will happen in
the mean time with 1% decrease every year and is also a worse case scenario
option. GG noted that these rent decreases will happen no matter what option is
taken forward. JH noted this but also said costs will be mitigated with a gradual
increase in rents and the cost of other bills going down such as utilities and services.
Overlap the difference including a potential increase in Council Tax will be marginal
for residents. GG asked what the current rate of service charge is on Cressingham
Estate, JH responds that he does not know the figure but it is included in rents. This
was disputed by GG who stated that residents do not pay a service charge.
NOTE: This has since been checked. A reconciliation was carried out by the Council
in 2009 and this led to a consistent set of overall charges (rent and service charge)
across the estate, appropriate to property size. However, this has led to some
properties apparently having no explicit service charge listed in their bills. However,
even if no charge is listed, tenants are paying a service charge in their rents.
MN stated that the materials being sent to residents was causing some stress. This
was taken onboard by Lambeth’s team.
It was asked what the cost of transfer will be. JH responded that it will be minimal as
the council is effectively keeping the property but the new Housing for Lambeth will
have to pay the £16,000 per house debt on the properties, which is around £3.2
million for the whole estate. GG stated that the estate only costs £2 million and asked
if residents were in effect paying for other estates. JH responded that they are not
and that all council homes in Lambeth come with the assumed level of debt.
GG enquired as to why the £7 million of grant for SPV is put down as an income
despite it needing to be paid back, whilst in other option loans are not included as
income. Asked for MA to conduct a members inquiry. MA states that she will look
into it but a Members Inquiry will not be the best way to find out the answer
GC asked if the HRA Business Plan has been released or if the cabinet has seen it.
JH stated that it has not been released but hopefully will be in the near future. He
said that the preparation and completion of the HRA Business Plan was part of a
different cycle of Council processes and that decisions on other matters, such as the
future of Cressingham Gardens could not be held up until every vaguely relevant
Council process elsewhere had been published or aligned. The HRA has never
before been published by Lambeth Council but it is now becoming common for
councils to do so. The process is currently held up in a different process. The
revenue and income budget was sent to cabinet in February.
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GG inquired about where the figure of 80% of residents returning has come from. JH
responded that this was based on previous experience of Myatt’s Field estate where
80% of people returned. GG notes that 80% must be the top end and that on her
calculation the council needs it to be 80% in order to make back money in the issue
and that already many have wanted to leave. PF stated that 25 have expressed an
interest at leaving the estate; but there was no certainty that all these would follow
through such an expression of interest.
GG enquired about what ‘abnormals’ (unexpected costs) have been included. JH
responds that he cannot go into detail on costs.
GC stated that in her opinion it doesn’t seem to be ready for a decision to be made at
council level and asked if the issues are going to be raised and reported to the
cabinet.
GG asked if people have been asked as to what they can afford. JH in responded to
say that this has not been done.
NOTE: The Council has just released to residents on all its regeneration estates
details of existing and future indicative values of homes together with details of
mortgage advisers that residents can approach to discuss their personal
circumstances.
MN asked how many properties require refurbishment and that she would not need
her kitchen done for example.
GG inquired if the contingency abnormal factors in the water main under the estate
had been accounted for. JH stated that Lambeth was aware of the water main and
also worked on a project with a similar water main system so understands the
approach required.
GG enquired if costs for a replacement of the Rotunda is included. JH responds that
a replacement community hall is set in the build costs but no masterplan studies
have been done yet so where it could go had not been decided.
GG asked if the knotweed issue on the estate has been accounted for and quoted
the costs of dealing with it on the Olympic site. MA said she did not know of the issue
but knows how expensive dealing with the issue has been elsewhere in the area and
has noted the concern.
GG asked if it was alright that their was only 3 days to submit comments after the
latest set of questions in time for the Exhibition event. JH agreed this is a short
amount of time and would extend the deadline to Monday in order to give people as
much time as possible to raise further questions on the viability information.
NOTE: It was been decided all questions submitted by Friday 19th will definitely be
answered in time for the exhibition, however those asked by Monday 29th February
will try to be answered in time for exhibition. However, all comments made by 4th
March will be fed into the Cabinet Report.
GC asked about staircasing and whether the income generated on this has been
calculated at the current market value of the properties. JH did not know off hand.
GC stated that the value they are getting from staircasing would imply that the value
of the properties are £1.5 million.
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GC asked about the cost comparison of refurbishment and redevelopment. JH
responded that he can’t go into the figures as they are commercial sensitive. GC
enquired why so much is redacted and that they haven’t in previous consultations.
JH responds that this is due to a change of policy since November 2014 and he
cannot conflict with that policy.
GG asked whether affordable accommodation will be pepper-potted or if there will be
separate entrances for affordable housing, described as ‘poor doors’ JH stated that
the Council did not agree with ‘poor doors’ and that this matter would be down to the
masterplan. MA stated that has been brought up before and there will be no ‘poor
doors’.
GG asked whether different services will be provided to those paying different rents.
JH responds some different services will be provided as an expectation is higher for
those paying a higher rent.

-ENDS-
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Appendix 35 - Blog post regarding Viability workshop notes - 24 February
2016
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Appendix 36 - Feedback Exhibition Event boards - 25 February 2016
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Appendix 37 - Email to residents thanking those who attended the event
explaining that Council Officers are recommending Option 5 to the
Cabinet - 26 February 2016
Dear Resident,
I am writing to you to follow up on yesterday's final exhibition on the future of Cressingham
Gardens. At the exhibition the Estate Regeneration Team was available to discuss with
residents the feedback we have received and which of the 5 options will be recommended to
the Council¹s Cabinet on 21st March.
On the link below you can see the information that was presented at this exhibition:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_options
While I would encourage you to visit the page I would like to draw your attention to a number
of specific points:
• The option that will be recommended to Cabinet will be Option 5 Full redevelopment¹.
This option would see all 306 properties demolished and replaced with a minimum of
464 new homes, a net gain of more than 158 new homes.
• We will continue to accept feedback until 4 March 2016. This will be included into the report
that Cabinet will consider when it makes its final decision. You can send in feedback
by going to http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_options and
following the instructions
• If you wish to speak at the 21 March Cabinet meeting you will need to register your
interest. To do so, please contact 'Democratic Services¹ via T: 020 7926
2170 E: democracy@lambeth.gov.uk
• Following comments from some residents we have posted on the website copies of the
Information for Homeowners and Information for Secure Tenants offer documents.
You can download these from:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_options#Downloads
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to get in touch via:
Pauline Foster (Housing Development Manager)
T: 020 7926 3475
E: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
W: estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham
Yours sincerely,
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Appendix 38 - Blog post updating residents that Council Officers are
recommending Option 5 to the Cabinet
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Appendix 39 - Letter updating residents that Council Officers are
recommending Option 5 to the Cabinet

Dear resident
Re: Residents Consultation The future of the Cressingham Gardens Estate
I am writing to you to follow up from last Thursday's final exhibition. At the exhibition the
Estate Regeneration Team was able to discuss with residents the feedback we have received
and which of the 5 options will be recommended to the Council’s Cabinet on 21st March.
Enclosed with this letter is a summary of the information that was presented at the exhibition
and the final Q&A document. While I would encourage you to read both enclosures I would
like to draw to your attention a number of specific points:
• The option that will be recommended to Cabinet will be ‘Option 5 Full Redevelopment’.
This option would see all 306 properties demolished and replaced with a minimum of 464
new homes, a net gain of more than 158 new homes.
• We will continue to accept feedback until 4th March 2016. This will be included into the
report that Cabinet will consider when it makes its final decision.
• You can send in feedback via a number of methods including:
1) Completing the online feedback form at:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_options
2) Completing the enclosed form and post it back in the enclosed Freepost envelope.
• If you wish to speak at the 21st March Cabinet meeting you will need to register your
interest. To do so please contact 'Democratic Services’ via:
T: 020 7926 2170
E: democracy@lambeth.gov.uk
• Following comments from some residents we have posted copies of the Homeowners and
Information for Secure Tenants offer documents on the website. You can download these
from:
http://estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/cressingham_options#Downloads
If you do not have access to the internet please contact the Estate Regeneration Team for
Cressingham via: T: 020 7926 3475
E: cressinghamgardens@lambeth.gov.uk
If you have any questions please get in touch with the Estate Regeneration Team as well.
Yours sincerely,
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Appendix 40 - Project website
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Appendix 41 - Written feedback received
Feedback reference: CG1
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
I do not want redevelopment and has been stated by nearly 90% of residents time and again.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I think it is good to refurbish and also have green retrofit as an option.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Yes good option.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Don't want demolition.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Don't want demolition.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
Feedback reference: CG2
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
As a tenant...refurbishment should have been kept up over the years. Redevelopment means
living in a building site for years (it's bound to take at least twice as long) as any estimates,
remember) and the loss of my home that I have invested in over 12 years - you aren't offering
enough to cover two moves (out and back in).

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Refurbishment vs keeping our homes to standard I would go for this option everytime as it is the
only one reasonable for my individual property. Put things right without destroying viable homes.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
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Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Not acceptable.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Not acceptable.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
Shame on Lambeth Council for treating its tenants this way. Your behaviour has been appalling
and I only expect the same in future.

Feedback reference: CG3
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
Don't like to move. Would prefer option that does not involve moving. My home is good condition.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information
Council has supplied?
Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
-

the

the

the

the

the
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Feedback reference: CG4
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
Not interesting.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Not interesting.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Not interesting.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Not interesting.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Not interesting.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Our decision is to stick with option 5 as implemented.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
We are leaseholders and occupy one bedroom with a child. We would like to replace with a 2 bed
room whenever the decision is made. And wherever they decide to move us for the regeneration.
We would not like to go far away from the area or into a tall building.

Feedback reference: CG5
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
I prefer redevelopment as I do not believe that problems with drains and poor insulation can be
fixed by refurbishment.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
See above.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
See above.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
See above.
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Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
See above.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
This seems to be the best option on condition that that the building work is properly managed.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
-

Feedback reference: CG6
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
NIL.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
NIL.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
NIL.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
NIL.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
NIL.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
NIL.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
NIL.

Feedback reference: CG7
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
My view is the estate should be refurbished.

Comments on Option 1:
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What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Option 1 should be implemented and Lambeth find the money by not wasting money on illegal
actions.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Option 2 I feel is wrong. The supporting information is unhelpful as Lambeth should have
addressed the void properties in Crosby Walk years ago when cost were less. Lambeth have
further wasted money from no rents from these properties over the years.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I am not in favour of Option 3 and do not agree with the accuracy of the supporting information
supplied by Lambeth Council.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I am not in favour of Option 4 and do not agree with the accuracy of the supporting information
supplied by Lambeth Council.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I do not agree with Option 5 and I do not agree with the accuracy of the supporting information
supplied by Lambeth Council.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
I find Lambeth Council have been found to be most misleading in the handling of ths entire matter
my level of trust is at an all time low of the abilities of the Council in genuine care and
consideration of tenants such as [illegible] of 35 years and homeowners who would not get a fair
deal.
If you would like to offer me a suitable bungalow near the South Coast by way of exchange
secure tenancy 'let's talk'.

Feedback reference: CG8
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
I want refurbishment repairs, I do not want redevelopment.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I would like option 1 as my preference i do not believe the Council has worked hard enough to
look into pricing.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I agree option 2 might be a good second option if refurbishment is really not possible. Crosby
Walk is a big issue - and yes is open to development to the benefit of the whole estate.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
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I do not agree with option 3 as i loses too much of our green space.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I do not agree with option 4 as it loses too much of our green space.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I am strongly against redevelopment. I love our estate and see it as a very sad idea. I hope
strongly and deeply that this doesn't happen.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
The Council should really be looking to be a ground-breaking council who look at the green
option. The alternative plans are something indeed.
Cressingham Gardens is a mixed estate (race, gender, sexual orientation etc) and a showcase
for how people of differing backgrounds can co-exist happily to the greater benefit of all. The loss
of the current Cressingham would be a tragedy.

Feedback reference: CG9
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
I want refurbishment.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I want to see your accounts. It's not enough to say can't afford it. I support option 1.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I support option 2. I want to see your accounts.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
No support. I want to see your accounts.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
No support (as above).

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Absolutely not support. This is your agenda - not ours.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
After years of so-called consultation, you still fail to mention freeholders rights on the estate. I can
only conclude this is nothing but another sham consultation. See you in court.
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Feedback reference: CG10
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
Unfortunately the buildings do have design/material flaws, so in this case it could be a waste of
money & the costs could escalate.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
See above. Supporting info has been slow to arrive and been sketchy at times.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Impacts on green spaces and provides very few homes.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
As above.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
This would divide the estate with a potential winners and losers situation and would seem v.
unfair on those in the demolition area.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Allows for complete-re design major problem is lack of secure lifetime tenancies. losing these
outweighs the benefits of having a new home.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
The Key Guarantees are still not good enough and not in line with other boroughs are offering on
their regenerations schemes. Particularly no provision re housing adult children separately.
We don't get to keep our secure 1985 tenancies. Also current terms of the SPV are unconvincing.

Feedback reference: CG11
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
My concern is that redevelopment will not comprise any more social housing. I am concerned that
redevelopment will be done under false pretences as the council hasn't been known to deal with
residents in an honest way.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I believe this is the most sensible option. Refurbishment would, in reality, be cost effective if
carried out reasonably (in contrast to how refurbishment has been handled previously by the
council).

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
The idea of rebuilding Crosby Walk is good. It is well positioned for a high-rise development and
therefore more homes would be built. However, no satisfactory answers were given to questions
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about costs regarding this option. So I do not feel confident about this option.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I don't feel like this (or any) of these options are being presented fairly. I don't understand why
this option is being presented fairly. I don't understand why this option is being presented, and
then negated on the basis of cost. Building infill developments on Longford Walk and Harel Walk
is nonsensical. They are too near the road and would block the estate from the road and would
make it more intimidating.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Taking down half the estate would be tragic for the remaining residents- This is a unified
community and this is an unfair proposal. This option would destroy this community.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
This option is dangerous. The homes won't be available for lower income tenants. This option will
socially cleanse the area.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
This booklet presents information in an extremely biased way. So much so it is borderline
offensive. Why are the options 1-4 presented and then negated? And why is option 5 not
described in detail but presented as the most viable option without addressing more facts? The
information and costs presented are misleading.

Feedback reference: CG12
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
Redevelopment is better than refurbishment I am overcrowded and need to move.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I don't think it can be refurbished as the houses are old and need to go.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5
Council has supplied?

and the supporting information the

and the supporting information the

and the supporting information the

and the supporting information the
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Option 5 is the better option because it is more cost effective as the buildings are beyond repair
as there is subsidence, double glazing worn out. Meaning I have spent a large amount on gas to
keep this house warm. My electrics are faulty (sockets). I feel like it's falling apart and have been
to the doctor about my health. My small son is sharing a room with me is now 9. I have two older
daughters one 15 and one 23. She is going to need her own place. It is very disruptive and I
would rather move than have the hassle this whole experience has put me through. There is no
other option for me than option 5.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
Feedback reference:CG13
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
I am totally against redevelopment. Everyone is aware that this is all about money. You are
making it impossible for Londoners to live in London. You have no interest in the people only
about lining pockets. Gentrification. You also care nothing for social housing and council tenants.
It is about the private sector.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
This is a preferred option. Even though the council say it's unaffordable. There are no figures to
prove this. The disrepair is down to Lambeth's lack of care over many years and choice of subcontractors why the estate is in this position. We are suffering because of Lambeth's disgusting
management of their properties.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5
Council has supplied?

and the supporting information the

and the supporting information the

and the supporting information the

and the supporting information the

This is just about money. The estate will bring a lot of money in with its proximity to the park. The
amount of private V social housing will be obvious and the information has been shown to be
incurred. Most of the figures are guess work and wrong as shown by many over the past 3 years.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
London is ridiculously overcrowded already the decision to build so many more homes is
disgusting as the infrastructure cannot take it. The increase already is causing major issues with
public transport, traffic, litter, air pollution to name but a few. You are making people who live in
social housing feel like they are unwanted, not fit to live in London. As a mature woman I feel as if
I am something the council and local government would like to hide away, like a leper. Outside of
London away from the young, rich and upcoming as if we are an embarrassment. The housing bill
is now stripping us of our securities, our homes and any rights we have had.
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Feedback reference: CG14 (left completely Blank)
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
Feedback reference: CG15
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
I think redevelopment is unnecessary. I think the best way forward is to refurbish the estate and
to rebuild the voids which have been empty for 16 years. .

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I think option 1 is the best option. the residents here want option 1. The estate has been badly
neglected by Lambeth. Is it fair for the estate to be subsidising other estates when we have had
little or no investment for 40 years.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Option 2 is good but why does Lambeth want to bring properties to a higher standard than
considered necessary by the government? Does Lambeth think that bringing in Developers will
be cheaper? All it will do is give Lambeth more money to waste
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Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Can we be sure that all the new housing is social housing? No! how is it that in the information
you provide although options 1,2,3&4 result in less money needed from HRA the clause two
homes on other estates will be disadvantaged. Non starter.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I do not think that this option is worth considering as it will still mean fewer homes for social
housing than there are now.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Definitely not to be considered

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
I realise you will not be reading this. Lambeth has not listened to the residents for the last 4
years- will not listen now. Are not to be trusted.

Feedback reference: CG16
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
I think refurbishment is a waste of time else the underlying issue: foundation problems. The
houses need to be rebuilt.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
This is not an option for me even to consider

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Not an option for me

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Not an option for me

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Not an option for me

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
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I support this option due to [unreadable] this is the best thing which would see the council take
charge to fix the problems of the subsistance, the cracking walls and other issues that the estate
does have.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
I have lived on this estate for almost eighteen years now and this estate is going to the pots. It
needs to be more close access due to the criminals always [unreadable], the parking issues and
poor lighting. The estate is not the same and as much as the council tries to fix one or two things
on the estate within no time the issues are back again. The estate needs to be flattened and
started all over again due to the ages of the homes [unreadable] to refurbish it cause like my
place [unreadable]

Feedback reference: CG17
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
I think refurbishment should go ahead. Lots of nonsense talked about but Councillor Bennet
about rennovation and refurbishment. How would he like it if somebody came to him and said
they were going to demolish his house

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
The wording for option 1 is clearly biased against it. Why aren't derelict propoerties in Crosby
Walk included in this? What are the council's figures for 'value for money'

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
This is a more acceptable proposition and will provide some more housing. Although there are
still no figures to explain why this would not be 'value for money'

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Again- wording extremely biased towards demolition. Very manipulative. Please provide me with
unbiased facts and figures.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Again- wording extremely biased towards demolition. Very manipulative. Please provide me with
unbiased facts and figures.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Complete Rubbish! Little people paying for austerity through no fault of their own

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
Peoples properties have been feliberately neglected or repaired very badly. So now the council
wants to demolish the whole lot! Councillors Bennett commentsabout letting people off the waiting
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list are nonsense. As soon as you do that the waiting list fills up immidiately again! As a
leaseholder (and currently full time student) I would not be able to afford one of the 'shared equity'
properties and will have to leave London with my school aghe daughter. It will not be affordable
for me. Despite what the council is saying

Feedback reference: CG18 (3 hardcopy feedback forms received)
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
I am deeply worried as Lambeth council don't know how to do refurbishment or repairs. So to do
redevelopment but then the cost is going to be far too high. still not sure.
I do not trust the council on any refurbishment. Look at the whole of the estateand the mess
Lambeth Coiuncil have course with their terrible repairsw and cheap contracts. We paid in full for
the service charge, what a mess we are in now. And have been by Lambeth cowboys.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I worry about the service charge bill as that will go up. I don't trust Lambeth in any option as they
are all still very unclear what they want to do and they keep moving around words.
What is the Lambeth standards and they can't even do repairs they will make a complete mess of
the refurbishment. I don't trust option 1. A load of rubbish doing any half. Who is paying all these
repairs.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
This Lambeth Housing Standard programme really worries me. All new homes will go to the new
rich as I am sure no Lambeth council tenant will move in them. So I don't trust this one.
Another set of confusing information option 2 is. I don't trust Lambeth council. Who is going to be
living in the new homes and all this for 19 homes. How write this rubbish

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Moving around 123 more mess people are still paying there rent all for 20 homes. Lambeth
should have not left empty homes over there years if they were worried about cost.
20 new homes not sense to me. I think Lambeth spent all the money to look after the estate and
now are just making up things as they go along I am still confused.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Makes no sense to me just moving around 1 2 3 4 options around I am at a loss at what to
choose is 73 homes going to make profit and the rest of us live in damp run down homes.
More confusing words. We pay service charge but leaseholders inside their home will not be
touched by we pay a very heavy price for Lambeth. Unclear difficult decisions.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Why take our home away then build new one we can't afford. All this demolished for only 158 new
homes, service charge high, death and heartache over all this. still unsure.
I don't agree with option 5 but it is the only one I have to choose as long as I get a 2 bedroom
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propoerty out of it as my home has being taken away. For Lambeth to build on 158 homes for the
rich.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
We need a better Lambeth council who has made all these mistakes over the years. We are all in
a mess. I need 2 bedroom home I share my bedroom with my son he is 12. We can't sell we can't
move as London is too expensive now. Lambeth want our home for a very cheap price. 10% a
one bedroom in south London is £400,000 now.
None of the option are really clear people's homes are being taken away and no one known how
we really are going to be look after. 10% is rubbish. One bedroom flats in Lambeth’s are going for
£350,000 to £400,000 in poor conditions. So we really understand what's really going as
leaseholders needs to be clear on what's going on.
Why did Lambeth sell off homes to us when they were in poor condition.

Feedback reference: CG19
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
X

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Good

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
Feedback reference: CG20
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
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I am persuaded that it makes more sense to redevelop the Estate

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
It is too costly an option

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Again it is too costly to achieve the right result for the estate

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I am not persuded that this makes sense

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
This is my preffered option as it will result in new homes and make full use of a large site next to
Brockwell Park

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
Feedback reference:CG21
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
I believe, in line with the council's previous findings, that redevelopment of the estate is the only
viable option for the future.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I believe that the information supplied by the Council clearly demonstrates that Option 1 is not
economically viable, and would not be a wise use of limited budget.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Relatively speaking, the addition of 19 homes is a positive, but the overwhelming burden of cost
to refurbish the rest of the estate is clearly not viable.

Comments on Option 3:
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What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Similar to option 2, the materials provided by the council clearly demonstrate that while this option
adds limited (20) new homes, it is not viable in the wider context of maintaining and improving
council property in Lambeth, and is therefore not a viable option.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Whilst better than options 1-3, the information provided by the council clearly demonstrates that
this is not a cost-effective approach, due to the disproportionately high cost of bringing the
remaining homes up to standard. Clearly not viable.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
The information provided by the council clearly demonstrates that this is the best, and in fact the
only realistic option for the future. As well as adding homes, it avoids spending disproportionately
high amounts of money on refurbishing raging homes, and gives increased numbers of better
quality housing to residents.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
Option 5 is clearly the only viable approach for the future of the estate, and needs to be executed
quickly and efficiently in order to prevent further funds being wasted (either the council's or the
residents) on interim maintenance.

Feedback reference: CG22
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
I prefer redevelopment something new will do us all good

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 5:

Option 1 and the supporting information the

Option 2 and the supporting information the

Option 3 and the supporting information the

Option 4 and the supporting information the
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What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
Feedback reference: CG23
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
If I had a choice on refurbishing or knocking down the estate, I would choose knock it down and
build modern development.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information
Council has supplied?
Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?

the

the

the

the

the

I wish these people who are going around knocking my door asking to save estate, would stop. It
is really annoying. If the council wants to rebuild I for one agree

Feedback reference: CG24
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
Re-refurbishment is well over due and should have been started a decade ago. I have had
approx 29 floods in my ground floor [REDACTED]. A number of these floods were due too lack of
maintenance to the roofs, guttering, communal stairways, and upstairs flat balcony which has
caused rain water to enter my property at different places and cause extensive damage. Many
other floods have been due to the very poor standard of the council flat above and negligence of
the council tenant. Numerous floods have been caused by blocked drains and leaks where
copious amounts of water have seeped through the ill-repaired floor and dripped through my
ceilings. I am talking bucket loads! As a result of all this, the flat is very damp and mould grows
profusely. I am now of the (fatigued) opinion that re-development is the best option for
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Cressingham Garden properties if they are like mine..

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option
Council has supplied?

1 and the supporting information the

2 and the supporting information the

3 and the supporting information the

4 and the supporting information the

1 and the supporting information the

Is this the option relating to full demolition? If so, I believe this is the right option and that
leaseholders should be appropriately compensated. I am loathed to pay another penny towards
ineffective repairs when the same flooding, leaking and damp problems will just continue to exist.
I want out of this estate, it has caused me so much stress and anxiety over the years and the
council have been exceptionally poor in responding to repair issues that I have lost all faith

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
This has to be moved through quickly now!! Get the decision made and inform leaseholders
ASAP after the decision what their position is and be efficient in helping us move on! Enough is
enough! The last 3.5 years has been tortuous! A 4 year consultation putting people like myself
into a check mate position is unforgiveable; not able to sell on the open market and not able to
sub-let due to the number of damp and flooding issues that tenants leave has left me feeling very
angry; frustrated, causing much stress and significant financial loss.

Feedback reference: CG25
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
I think its a big project and a very expensive one, I dont think it’s the best approach for the estate.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
We have been receiving lots of information about the choices we have. However I can't
remember the order of the choices.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I don't know the order of the options, but I am in favour of the redevelopment I think it would be
the best choice for the estate, we need to start fresh with a new look.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
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Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
I think some of the tenants are been selfish for trying to vote against the redevelopment some of
them are afraid to be downsize. I also like the area I have been here for 5 years and always been
waiting for things to be repaired but there are lots of things that need to fix. I was visited by the
lady who was In charge of having the rebate decanter, she explained everything in such detail ( I
dont always read the letters) I was more than happy with moving to a new house which I get to
choose, I get to bid for a property which I like in an area which will suit me and my family. I was
happy with the help we will received to move home, the compensation money overall I couldn't be
happier. Unfortunately few weeks late I got a letter saying that they were back to square one, I
thought it was ridiculous!!Then getting letters from a tenants association?? Such a waste of time.
I live in a 1 bedroom flat with my 2 kids and partner and will benefit so much from the
redevelopment, I couldn't be happier to move to a bigger property of my choice. However that it's
only pending on others people selfish interests. I have few friends in the estate from my country
who don't know what is happening because they don't read or understand English. I strongly
support the redevelopment

Feedback reference: CG26
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
I would prefer that we refurbish our homes rather than tear down and rebuild across the estate.
Many of the problems tenants complain about in terms of leaks, damp, windows not fit-forpurpose etc could be sorted with simple repairs and plans rather than new-builds.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I am in favour of refurbishing the problems in the current homes. Reading the Lambeth Leaflet
regarding cost-effectiveness, I am sceptical that this is accurate. After speaking to many tenants
here, it seems there are already many ideas to repair in a more cost-effective manner than the
current set up, which includes sub-contracting to Morrisons for example, and not doing jobs
properly. I believe if we really looked at the pros and the cons in very close detail, we could see
that repairs could be done and remain on par with repairs in other homes in the borough.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Happy for Council to use the void spaces, but not to demolish any homes.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Happy for Council to use the void spaces, but not to demolish any homes.

Comments on Option 4:
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What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Happy for Council to use the void spaces, but not to demolish any homes.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
No thank you, I am happy for Option 1 only.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
Yes, our answers are the same is in previous consultation. We would hope that the Council takes
our views seriously.

Feedback reference: CG27
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
I prefer refurbishment versus destruction and rebuilding.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I am in support of actuating option 1.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I would consider supporting infilling to create new homes once I have concrete details on the
infilling and it's cost vs benifits analysis.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
I think the communications officer and the team that prepared this could benefit from a training
session on communication.

Feedback reference: CG28
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
Refurbishment is the only viable option in my view. This is due to the obvious displacement
demolition will cause. Lambeths assurance that people can remain in their homes is not backed
up by any explanation of what happens to residents (especially elderly and infirm) who will have
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to leave temporarily while the rebuild is in process. Where will these people go? How will they be
compensated by the obvious distress and stress this displacement will cause?

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Option 1 is the only option in my view. If the council have any moral backbone they will listen to
this consultation and respect the views of the residents that the estate needs refurbishment not
demolition. These houses only narrowly missed out on listed status. The designs are inspired.
The amount of natural light and space in the buildings is unseen in new builds these days. The
buildings need to be preserved and cared for. The council has shown wilful neglect in terms of
upkeep and any plan to demolish will be met by fierce opposition from all here.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
not appropriate in my view. where will the people go?

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
not appropriate in my view. where will the people go?

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
not appropriate in my view. where will the people go?

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
not appropriate in my view. where will the people go?

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
Lambeth need to very careful at this point. If you decide to go ahead with demolition it will be a
PR disaster for you. Elderly, Infirm residents. Families will young children made homeless to
make way for yet another part buy council sell off. Start growing up and facing your
responsibilities to your tax payers. Look at what Southwark: are doing 300 million spend on
refurbs in the last year. Look at selling off your high yield assets (not residential) plough the
money into refurbs. End uncertainty for people living on the breadline. Grow some kind of moral
compass.

Feedback reference: CG29
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
I WOULD LIKE THE ESTATE TO BE REGENERATED, NEW REDEVELOPMENT WILL HAVE A
NEGATIVE IMPACT ON THE QUALITY OF LIFE.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Best option, but not enough information on why the council can not afford it.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Better option but less than option 1, but not enough information on why the council can not afford
it.
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Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I do not support that option, not enough information.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I am against this option, why demolish part of the estate.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Absolutely against that option, it will change the nature and the quality of life on the estate.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
I would like the council to give proper consideration to the people's plan alternative to demolition.
you (council) haven't provided enough information on the five option for me to take a properly
informed view on either affordability or the benefit.

Feedback reference: CG30
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
refurbishing will not help to reduce or provide home for the over 21000 people who are on the
waiting list for council homes or 1800 homeless families in temporary accommodation non the
1300 living in severely over crowded home and will not be cost effective, also it will be a financial
burden to the home owners.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
carrying out the work in option 1 is not a value for money. I would rather have new build home
than carrying out all the work listed in option 1, is like building a new home with extra
accommodation for people that are in need.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
why not demolished all the home to provide much more home for people who are waiting and will
be cost infective than just demolishing few home for extra few home, it will not be cost infective
for the other homes that need refurbishment.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I don't think seeking revenue from different department to refurbish will help solve the problem of
Cressingham garden. I think demolishing all the old build and build new home is the only way to
solve the problem in Cressingham gatden.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I don't think any of these partial development will help solve the shortage of accommodation and
will not be cost infective, rather than put more financial burden onto the home owners through
service charge.

Comments on Option 5:
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What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I strongly support option 5, the extra 158 new homes will help to reduce the numbers of people
who are on council waiting list.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
I can't wait to see Cressingham garden regenerated as the estate is looking too old and occupied
so much space that can be used for more homes e.g. the garden space under the flat and most
of the tenant don't and the home owners don't use.

Feedback reference: CG31
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
I am currently undecided on the matter. I can see the benefits of redevelopment (if done
sensitively); but also believe refurbishment presents a good opportunity to provide high quality
homes at a relatively low cost, and should be explored fully. In terms of the development option,
Lambeth has stated that the residents of Cressingham Gardens will be “no worse off” from
development. If this is true, then I support redevelopment. However, I currently live in a newly
refurbished, top floor, three bedroom maisonette with floor to ceiling windows; ceiling heights of
over three metres; and views into the park. If this cannot be re-provided at the same value, I will
be worse off. Therefore, I am concerned about this option. To be able to make an informed
decision, residents need to be given some indication of the design specifications and estimated
values, so that we can assess the benefits and costs. We have not been provided with any such
information. In terms of the refurbishment options, I believe refurbishment and regeneration of
voids presents an excellent opportunity to provide more high quality homes at a relatively low
cost. It is also an option that is favoured by a large proportion of the residents and wider
community, which should not be ignored. I am concerned that there is very little information
provided about options 1-4. In fact, the information provided in the consultation booklet for options
1-4 is just repeated in each description, yet no real explanation is given as to why Cressingham
Gardens is considered expensive to refurbish. To be able to make an informed decision,
residents need to know what this assumption is based on i.e. has there been a survey; how many
homes need to be refurbished and to what extent; how much will it cost; and what avenues the
council has explored in terms of funding these options? Again, we have not been provided with
any such information. For the reasons listed above it is not possible to make an informed
decision. Out of fear of the unknown, my preference is for the refurbishment options. However, I
reiterate, it is essential that residents are provided with more detailed information before we are
able to make an informed decision.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Unfortunately, there is not enough information provided to allow me to make an informed
judgement about option 1. As stated above, residents need to know why Cressingham Gardens is
considered expensive to refurbish; how many homes need to be refurbished and to what extent;
how much it will cost; and what avenues the council has explored in terms of funding these
options? That said, as an initial assessment, I would comment that there is no reason why the 6
voids on Crosby Walk couldn’t be brought back in to use through refurbishment, which would
mean 6 extra homes are provided in option 1. Taking this into consideration, option 1 is my
preference as it means that no residents are forced to lose their homes; and higher quality (and a
higher quantum) of housing can still be provided. Option 1 should be explored for both its social
and environmental benefits.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Unfortunately, there is not enough information provided to allow me to make an informed
judgement about option 2; and further information, as described above, is required before I am
able to fully comment. That said, as an initial assessment, I believe option 2 provides a good level
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of new housing with a relatively small number of homes demolished. In fact, option 2 has the best
ratio with 200% more homes provided than demolished. Option 2 is my second preference and
one which should definitely be explored for the benefits given above.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Unfortunately, there is not enough information provided to allow me to make an informed
judgement about option 3; and further information, as described above, is required before I am
able to fully comment. That said, I believe option 3 is not a good option. 12 more homes would be
demolished in this option (compared with option 2) but there would be only one more new home.
For this reason, option 3 seems pointless.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Unfortunately, there is not enough information provided to allow me to make an informed
judgement about option 4; and further information, as described above, is required before I am
able to fully comment. That said, as an initial assessment, I believe option 4 provides a good level
of new housing. However, it is important to understand what tenure this housing will be provided
as, so that residents can fully understand the social and financial impact of this option. Option 4 is
my third preference and should be explored further.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Unfortunately, there is not enough information provided to allow me to make an informed
judgement about option 5. In fact, seven short sentences is a laughable level of information to
provide. Without any proper description of the full redevelopment option, it is impossible to
comment. Instead, I will list the questions that I will need answers to in order to make a decision:
What will the tenure of the new homes be; What will the design of the new homes be; How much
would the council value my home at; and How much will the new flats cost? These questions are
central to my assessment of the full redevelopment options. Without the answers, I am unable to
make any form of judgement on this option. Therefore, option 5 is my least favourite option.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
In general, the information provided in the consultation booklet is insufficient to enable me to
assess the proposals and comment meaningfully on the future of Cressingham Gardens Estate. I
am concerned that there has not been enough investigation into each option. If what is provided
in the consultation booklet is the extent of the council’s consideration of each option, then that
does not constitute reasonable consideration. <br/><br/>I am also concerned that some of the
information provided is incorrect, or based on unproven assumptions. At the viability sub group
meeting, it was revealed that no internal surveys had been undertaken; and the budget hadn’t
even been agreed. I request that further information for the residents to comment on and the
council to consider is provided urgently, before any decision is made by the cabinet.

Feedback reference: CG32
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
This estate has exceptional quality of design, landscaping, invisibility from the park (being below
the tree line) and general environment possibly the best of any council estate anywhere. this is
unusually well liked by residents and results in a crime rate unusually low for council estates. All
of this must be preserved by planned works.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Highly desirable and generally popular.
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Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Ditto.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
This is the best combination of conservation and development of any of your options, but the
most preferred is the People's Plan, which gives additional accommodation sought with far less
damage to the estate as a whole.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Excessive- will spoil the qualities of the estate.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Ghastly.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
"People's Plan" our preferred option. This enables all of the council's plans for additional
dwellinga a liated in options 3-5, without spoiling any of the qualities of the estate. As a bonus for
the council, its imaginative re-use of existing structures is likely to result in substantially lower cost
then either of these.

Feedback reference: CG33
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
Option 1 (refurbishment). Tennant and residents favour, cheaper, affordable. £9.4m-£3m=£6m.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
As above.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 1 and the
Council has supplied?

supporting information the

supporting information the

supporting information the

supporting information the
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My Yes vote- for a 1 bedroom flat- more new space.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
Time for whole estate. Our legal rights.

Feedback reference: CG34
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
I would like full scale refurbishment. I would like the council to follow the peoples plan.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Poor/ Lacked imagination and clearly doesnt reflect what was discussed in terms of residents
working with the council. The peoples plan is a better approach and is more reflective of the
discussion.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Poor

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Poor

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Poor

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Poor

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
Follow "The People Plan"

Feedback reference: CG35
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
We at 4 Chandlers way are in favour of option 1, refurbishment. Also considered retrofitting to
insulate properties. Option 2 May be considered as the Council have neglected the very end of
the estate and the houses there are not fit for people, perhaps the very same intention Lambeth
by neglecting it in the first place.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
We all understand the needs for more homes. It never ends with the constant influx of refugees
and migrants but demolishing Cressingham Gardens wont solve it, thus destroying our
community. Option one can be done easily if the council didnt waste so much money on external
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Companies and consultations but actually do the job. And maintains it, as most houses are
derelict because of the councils lack of investment.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
If needed, option two could help the council. Go ahead.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Not so favour of option three as the community will be affected by demolishion, moving residents
and probably the new homes wont satisfy the council as greed has now start to grow as SW2
grows in value.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Totally agains of option four.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Totally against of option 5 and demolition of our community and my home, thus making me
homeless. The money offered is ridiculous as the Council knows full well they are paying less
than Londons property market. Squeezing us out of London.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
You didnt ask what we think about retrofit. This survey is all about the councils objectives of
destruction of communities and making money, not really interested in options that serves the
residents, the very same people that elected you to be in power. Answear why not retrofit?

Feedback reference: CG36
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
We need repairing the houses around us. We as freeholders, we take care and pride of our
homes, only to be surrounded by council properties lacking investment. Refurbishment will give
the residents a decent place to live. Our community.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Favour of option one.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Last resort option two could be considered. If the council is really lacking of money. But making
sure the money generated will be invested on the Estate and not disappear into fraudulent bank
accounts.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Against option three. I rather opt for retrofit. Much cheaper and as per problem of housing millions
of other people, by making us homeless and change our low rise housing to high rise will only
increase social problems in the future as we see on other high rise Estates.

Comments on Option 4:
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What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Totally against. My house demolished to pave way for money grabbing council bureaucrats. Of
course I am totally against.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Destroying our community entirely wont solve the housing crisis. I’m over 60 and making me
homeless is the least what I want at my advanced age. The council should be ashamed of this
practice.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
Retrofit is an option. Insulate our homes at low cost. The council should opt and consider this
option.

Feedback reference: CG37 (hardcopy and online version combined)
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
Refurbishment is the best option compare to redevelopment. Redevelopment of the estate is the
destruction of the community while Refurbishment of the estate is to keep the community together
and a good support for the Iabour party. A cooperative council cannot afford not to listen to its
residents. It is very clear to me and other residents that the the law and other activities by the
council have been unlawful. This new consultation is worser than the first one as you the not give
us the time to read the documents you have sent us and you then send another one.
Redevelopment is the loss of secure tenancy and the community and we will become housing
association residents.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
This is the best option, is the most credible one available after years of chronic neglect by the
council and for flats in the estate to be void for 16 years means much. While re-direction of funds
from this estate to other estate in this borough is still on going. This is the peoples choice. The
best option for us, but the information from the council is grossly misleading.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
My next chosen option and council information is misleading; it is better than total demolition of
our estate.
This option is what I refer to as the the start of demolition options and also the start of cut and
paste wordings from the council. The council are incredibly misleading in their statements. In
court was not able to provide credible evidence why option 5 which was their chosen option was
the best option for the residents, and cut short of the consultation but the court find the council
acted unlawful by doing this. The same council have no resume a box ticking process, without
giving us the residents time to read the documents send to us and making decisions already. As
councillor M.Bennett in his ward statement saying that the best option for our estate is demolition,
This makes any effort from us the residents non effective.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Any option is better than total demolition of our estate. This option is unfortunately there is no
accurate figure to support the Council . There will be a need for an independent body to look into
these options and quote a credible information, as the council is just doing cut and paste
statements from one option to another.

Comments on Option 4:
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What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
This option is also ok, but the council supplied cut and paste information, it's not credible one also
This option is very much misleading without credible figure from the council in other words this
council have the trust of its residents. The council does not accept that to destroy an existing
community is not a credit to party that call itself. A COOPERATIVE COUNCIL THAT TOTALLY
REFUSE TO COOPERATE WITH ITS RESIDENTS AS WE LIVE HERE AND ARE AWARE OF
THE PEOPLE PLAN.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
This is the council lucrative options is the destruction of the entire Estate, to build on what you
have here is the best option. This statement of the council creating SPV that result to a company
named lambeth home is very much a business and money making exercise than helping the
people on the waiting list . The Labour party is no longer for the common or working people but
money making decisions party, Now labour blame conservative party but this is wrong. Labour
lambeth is worse than any Conservative party. Labour party was in power when Tony Blair was
our prime minister no changes in our estate. Please dont blame the Tory party here. This option
does not get my support. Now please look into the peoples plan and please support this just like I
have support the labour party for over thirty years. This is the council preferred option. I am not in
support of the council option. It is the option for the rich not for any working family, it destroys
people life's, homes built are not for those of waiting list, it is mostly home for sales. Making the
councillors as property speculators than working for the community as a whole.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
At this moment the residents of Cressingham Gardens Estate have put together our options
called the peoples plan l as a resident would like my ward councillor and other cabinet councillors
members to support the peoples plan and make us proud that our Labour party is the best party.
That labour party listened to its residents and its cooperative council, its not saving face or
running away from its election pledge of building 1000 homes but of valuing our custom. The
issue of the waiting list is a matter for every citizens of Lambeth and every resident living in a
council estate, must bear in mind that it;s a great privilege to have councillors who are working
hard and very hard to bring down the waiting list. Councillor M.Bennett have acted in a very bad
manner by using Twitter to tell the outsider about the demolition of our beloved estate before
informing us the residents. Now l have to complain that to resume consultation is a good thing but
this time around it is a worser consultation ever its almost without comprehension of the
documents been sent to us the residents before a comment can be made. A very bad
consultation and l may be seeking legal advice in regards to this, as a carer and am aware of
what the game of the council is to confuse us the residents and leave our homes its sad tactics.
To leave documents The current position for us the residents is that the council should please
support the peoples plan. There is a need to keep an existing community and also the wellbeing
of the residents, , is what the people want. This consultation this time is a nightmare than the first
one. There’s no time give for comprehension of the documents sent to me and as a carer I will be
seeking legal advice in regards to this second shambolic consultation. Few days to process
documents sent with not time to read the documents send to us the 3 as to make a sound
information of your documents and the impact of this on us that live here and are very weak but in
health and in wealth. I am not happy with last minute documents sent to me just a day or two for
me to go through all thes is most horrible tactics not consultation. The key guarantee to existing
secure tenants, like my family and I must be a commitment guarantee. That as a vulnerable
tenant with lupus and autism. That we retain our home, your guarantee to keep us in our home,
like for like (so that key guarantee, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 13, 14 can be met. There are
options 1-4 that support us. Please not option 5. Please kindly consider and look at the People's
Plan. We are the people. Option 5 is not for working people which the labour party stands for. In
the next five years high rent will force the council tenant now getting assured tenancy for their
home to be repossessed and a loss, then you have not saved our home, for the vulnerable
people on benefits and mental ill health, you have an option to protect this group. For over 30
years I have voted for labour. Shave our homes. Same the Labour party.
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Feedback reference: CG38
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
I would like the council to give proper consideration to the Peoples plan alternative to demolition.
You (the council) havent provided enough information on the five options for me to take a
properly informed view on either affordability or the benefit.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I think that it is the best option. The Council should be held accountable for spending money that
should have been used to enhance Cressingham. You mention that the money was spent on
other properties within the borough but had you spent some of it on Cressingham, the property
would not be in the state of disrepair that it is now. Based on your mistakes, you are now taking
away our secure tenancies, planning on increasing our rents and taking our right to buy. You are
removing us of our rights and in effect planning on demoting our tenancies. All of this again
because of your past in competencies. The whole thing is embarrassing. The BBC and a number
of other broadcasters wander around the area asking for quotes from residents. All of this
because Lambeth council have failed in their duties as landlord

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information
Council has supplied?
Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
-

the

the

the

the

Feedback reference: CG39
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
The estate has many good features and qualities that would be unlikely to be replicated with
large-scale redevelopment. Redevelopment would also uproot a stable, well-functioning and
mixed community. For most of the estate refurbishment would be better.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
A small part of the estate is in a bad condition and perhaps does need to be redeveloped. There
has been so much controversy over the Councils financial viability assessment that it is hard to
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take them at face value.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
A small part of the estate is in a bad condition and perhaps does need to be redeveloped. There
has been so much controversy over the Councils financial viability assessment that it is hard to
take them at face value.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
A small part of the estate is in a bad condition and perhaps does need to be redeveloped. There
has been so much controversy over the Councils financial viability assessment that it is hard to
take them at face value.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
A small part of the estate is in a bad condition and perhaps does need to be redeveloped. There
has been so much controversy over the Councils financial viability assessment that it is hard to
take them at face value.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
A small part of the estate is in a bad condition and perhaps does need to be redeveloped. There
has been so much controversy over the Councils financial viability assessment that it is hard to
take them at face value.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
I think the council should give serious consideration to the Peoples Plan, including green
retrofitting.

Feedback reference: CG40
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
Refurbishment & Redevelopment.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Option 1 is clearly the best option. Unfortunately the information the council has provided clearly
shows they have no interest in seeing it made reality whatsoever.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Option 1 is clearly the best option. Unfortunately the information the council has provided clearly
shows they have no interest in seeing it made reality whatsoever.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I do not live in the affected area of refurbishment. No comment.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
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I do not live in the affected area of refurbishment. No comment.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I do not live in the affected area of refurbishment. No comment.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
I wonder why this is the councils favoured option? they didnt provide much information to support
it. None at all in fact.

Feedback reference: CG41
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
I am a leaseholder so I will lose out in both options unless there is a real help to leaseholders like
providing discount (spread over the years) in buying new properties, build affordable housing so
leaseholders can buy and move on without going through hardship again.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
If the money is available, this will be good for the estate.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
19 new homes and keep the community together is better than splitting the whole community!

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Same as option 2 answer.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
If only part of the estate is suffering from disrepair, then it is only fair to demolish this part and
leave other parts to be refurbished.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
This option is only good if residents get offers in the new homes with more help especially for
leaseholders. A discounted offer will be a good start to be staggered over the years if
leaseholders stay in the estate beyond the 5/10 years and not to profit from this help and sell their
property in the immediate future.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
I hope Lambeth does not make a mistake by creating more houses to help the ones in need
(waiting list) and then create a crisis by not offering any substantial help to leaseholders (discount
applicable for 5/10 years) who need it most which some if not most may end up as homeless
Another housing waiting list!

Feedback reference: CG42
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
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Refurbishment is the absolute preferred option by myself and the majority of the estate. My house
is in great condition and it is completely senseless to demolish a perfectly good home.
Refurbishment is the cheapest option and more homes could be created if the council took into
account The People’s Plan and more creative thinking around infill. Demolition would push me off
of the housing ladder as I am not in a position to borrow more money to buy one of the new
builds. On another note the way the council has dealt with us has been atrocious.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I am in support of this option. Considering that the voids have been empty for over a decade I
think refurbishing them could actually be classed as creating new homes. Because of this I think
the wording of this question is poor.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I am in support of this option.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I do not think this option makes sense. You wouldnt be creating many more homes than option 2
but would be creating a lot of disruption to residents of Crosby walk.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I do not support this option.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I do not support this option it would break up our community, make people homeless, completely
change my own personal living situation.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
I think this whole process has been terrible for everyone involved on the estate. You have been
deemed unlawful in your consultation with us, yet you still power through with what you want
without taking into account residents views. There has been no information regarding estimated
finances for the new builds. If demolition were to go ahead how can I possibly plan for my future
when I dont know this information.

Feedback reference: CG43
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
Redevelopment is much better.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Not interested.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Not interested.
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Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Not interested.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Again not interested.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I support option 5 hundred percent.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
Feedback reference: CG44
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
Refurbishment is what many residents, including myself, have been crying out for over recent
years. Redevelopment would be a needless waste of classic modernist housing stock and a wellfunctioning community.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
At this point in time option 1 would be my second preference with the People's Plan being my
first. In the previous consultation Option 1 was widely supported all over the estate (one source of
evidence being the posters in people's windows) but now we have an option that will provide
more social and affordable housing without estate-wide demolition. We understand that there are
financial and legal considerations that are more difficult to address with option 1, so we are very
excited by the People's Plan as we believe it addresses those concerns and more. Regarding the
supporting information for option one I think that it is heavily loaded with language that attempts
to deter residents from giving it serious consideration. Indeed all the promotional material created
by Lambeth Council seems to be far from objective and geared towards option 5.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
In order to understand the implications of option 2 I would argue that some kind of viability
assessment be undertaken. I feel there are more questions than answers in this option though
I';m not averse to replacing the voids with new accommodation.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Again, as with option 2, it is difficult to give an opinion on this option as there are many
unanswered questions, particularly around the number of new council homes and affordable
properties.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I am highly concerned about option 4 as it sounds suspiciously like exactly the kind of new build
scheme that caters for the wealthy and not for those on low-to-middle incomes. I feel that
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demolition on this scale is terribly wasteful and politically weak. New developments across
London have been criticised for not providing enough new social and affordable housing and from
what information I have had this would be yet another. As I understand it many leaseholders
would not be able to afford the new homes due to the value gap and many council tenants would
not have a home to move back into, especially if they occupy a four bed property.This option suits
the developers more than anyone else.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
As with my previous answer I think this option presents a tragic waste of celebrated housing stock
and a great community. In this heady climate where big business rules supreme it is lamentable
that we are faced with such a proposition despite our plight being made loud and clear. We
understand that more housing is required throughout large parts of the capital but we are also
acutely aware that around 70% of new properties are purchased by foreign speculators with a
considerable number of them being left idle. The problem of housing London's middle classes is
not one we that should be put to us. The Tall survey that was published around 2 years ago
stated that the council's poor maintenance was to blame for the disrepair on the estate and that
refurbishment can remedy the situation. It also found that there was no subsidence despite this
being cited as a serious issue by our ward councillors. I thoroughly oppose this option and hope
that the council find more appropriate brownfield sites to build higher density developments or
leave that to the private sector and ensure that social housing is a priority . Research carried out
by the resident representative on the viability working group suggested that refurbishment is
affordable. The judge at the high court said the council failed to prove the option was
unaffordable.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
I really hope that after all the council and residents have gone through that we can reach an
agreement that benefits all parties. We understand the need for more social housing, for a safer
and more accessible estate, for a more carbon neutral estate and for well maintained and
managed properties. This is why many of us have backed the People's Plan. We do not want to
make the council's job easier but we want to keep our homes and this charming estate in tact as
much as is possible. We implore you to hear what we have been saying. After all a council that
backs the People's Plan is a council that will earn the respect of votes all over the country.

Feedback reference: CG45
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
I vote for option 5. Complete regeneration of the estate. The estate is nice but houses are old,
need lots of work and they are plagued with dampness. Nobody can give an estimation of how
long we would be going through works and repairs (surely for long!) to end up living into the same
overcrowded homes. There are about 150 homes overcrowded into the estate and regeneration
would bring about a more fair redistribution of the space. Many people have been discouraged by
standing for their right to a new home by a fear campaign; promoted by some residents at the
beginning of the project. They have been said that we would have all been moved to Croydon
and that this site would have been sold by the Council to make luxury apartments. <br /> I hope
the Council will make the most of all the data collected along this consultation period, and keep in
mind the spirit and potential of this spot to make one of the best estates in London.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Too much work is needed to bring these houses to good levels. Anyhow, and after all the costs,
the Council will end up with 50 years old houses to maintain.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
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Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Good. New, dry and clean homes for everybody and up to size.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
Feedback reference: CG46
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
It needs to be demolished and rebuilt I do not want to live here any longer I am depressed and
have been to the doctors many times and [REDACTED] my university work is affected by every
bring my family has been torn apart by the conditions that we are living in.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5
Council has supplied?

and the supporting information the

and the supporting information the

and the supporting information the

and the supporting information the

and the supporting information the

Please this is the only option we cannot continue to live here anymore the house is falling apart
my whole family is affected by this.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
Please make the right decision for your residents please choose wisely.
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Feedback reference: CG47
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
I am in favour of refurbishment over redevelopment, but also of ensuring that the void properties
in Crosby Walk are replaced by habitable homes. It would also be good to see the space
currently occupied by the garages (which are under-utilised) put to better use as either homes or
community spaces.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
This is not my preferred option as the opportunity to create additional new homes would be lost.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
This is my preferred option as it would lead to the creation of new homes WITHOUT destroying
the estate and the community living on it.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
This is not my preferred option.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
This is not my preferred option. Those living at the northern end of the estate would lose their
homes (and moving back would mean higher rents or having to buy a new property at a much
higher value, forcing them to take out higher mortgages or to go into shared ownership / equity
with the council), while those of us living at the southern end would have to live on a building site.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I am totally against this option. It would mean destroying our community, forcing tenants who
moved back to accept non-secure tenancies, and forcing leaseholders who moved back to take
out higher mortgages or go into shared ownership / equity with the council (NOT an appealing
prospect, given the council's mismanagement of the estate to date and failure to keep it properly
maintained). We all know that this is the council's preferred option, but the council have failed to
ever provide adequate information about why this is the case, i.e. why this represents the best
'value for money'. In addition, the council's decision should NOT just be based on 'value for
money' but on the wellbeing of the people living on the estate.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
I would like to have your assurances that you are seriously considering the creative and
imaginative alternatives to demolition drawn up by residents on the estate, particularly the
exploration of better use for the garages, and also renewable energy sources.

Feedback reference: CG48
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
Refurbishment or the People's Plan are the only viable options. Redevelopment is massively lossmaking requiring massive tax-payer subsidies. Redevelopment will also mean my personal
eviction from London and the loss of my business and career.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
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Council has supplied?
Option 1 or the People's Plan only viable options. I support option 1. Errors in information
provided by council for Option 1. Council has not taken this option seriously. No HRA business
plan provided to prove they can't afford this option.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Not in support because infill location make no sense. Inaccurate information provided and only
days before deadlines.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Same as option 2 not in support.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Not in support. Demolition will result in residents being made homeless. Ethically I cannot support
this option even though my home won't be demolished. Inaccurate and incomplete information
provided too late in the process. Unable to take enough time off work to look at this option in
detail.

Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Totally against. This option means that I will lose everything. Unable to get new mortgage and
unable to afford market rents., Will lose my entire livelihood as a consequence. Inaccurate and
incomplete information provided very late. I have had to take time off work in order to review.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
Inaccurate and Incomplete information. Misleading information- different text to what numbers
actually say. Lack of analysis done to look at impact on community. unacceptable when major
issues are raised, that am fobbed off by officers and councillors that it will be dealt with later. Not
enough time provided to review information that has been provided late in process. I believe that
the reasons costs are redacted is to hide the reality of the financials. Also no HRA business plan
provided, still no proof that Cressingham would be any more expensive to refurbish than what the
council is spending on other estates. Ward councillors have no [unreadable] issues raised by
residents with respect or seriously. This was a sham consultation. Lambeth should take the
People's Plan into serious consideration achieves council's aims and is financially viable.

Feedback reference: CG49
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
The estate should be refurbished not destroyed.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I was voteing for option 1 I am now supporting the "People's Plan"

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 3:
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What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
This is not [unreadable] option

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
Cressingham GDNS EST is a close knit caring community. You will be destroying people's lives if
you continue in your quest. I have lived here for [REDACTED] years and do not wish to move.
You are not helping with my mental health with your plan. This is the only place I have felt safe
[REDACTED]. I am not the only one that feels this way.

Feedback reference: CG50
What is your view on refurbishment as compared to redevelopment of the
Estate?
I am living more than [REDACTED] here I am disabled too. I have been in a damp house[unreadable]. My flat is not convenient for my wheelchair.

Comments on Option 1:
What do you think about Option 1 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Yes I support the council to demolish and build new house. The money to refurbished the whole
estate is [unreadable] demolish built new modern and suitable to live.

Comments on Option 2:
What do you think about Option 2 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
The council is right because there are a lot of space wasted- so it better to use this space. So I
support the council to demolish and develop [unreadable] flats [unreadable] standard to live in.

Comments on Option 3:
What do you think about Option 3 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Completely support the council to demolish and build new houses. In other European countries
the houses/ flats use [unreadable] with more storage- accessible to everything especially to
disabled people and aged people, and don't forget we are suffering with high bills (eg elec - gas)
because all the estate were no build with cavity insulation- so when it is cold we n pay the price.

Comments on Option 4:
What do you think about Option 4 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
Comments on Option 5:
What do you think about Option 5 and the supporting information the
Council has supplied?
I support fully to demolish [unreadable] all the tennants come back to their estate.

Additional comments?
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
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I said it all- I support the council’s decision to demolish- for a new- and the money will be less.
There are more wasted fields. At the moment the estate is not safe. All drunken and drug users
are [unreadable].

Email template
Email text
I would be grateful if you could please send me a more recent updated information on redevelopment of Crressingham gardens estate and the process of selling to the council as I
have decided to sell [REDACTED], Cressingham Gardens estate.
If the re-development is still taking place, I will like to sell my flat as soon as I receive the
updated information and I am happy with the conditions.

Email text
I have a quick question regarding the refurbishment/regeneration of Cressingham Gardens
Estate.
Having read through the recent documentation, I have not seen information on the expected
timelines for the options. I have had to move from the estate and am unable to sell my
property [REDACTED] or afford to keep it empty, when I would have to pay council tax and
service charge etc. I have therefore, become a reluctant landlord. It would be really helpful to
at least have an estimate of when the council hope to make a decision on which option will be
taken. This will enable me to be clearer about the tenancy I give my tenants and about my
future housing.
Any further information on the timelines for refurbishment or regeneration once the council
have decided on which option they will take would also be useful.
Thank you in advance for your help with this matter.

Email text
My husband and myself have decided, after much deliberation, that we would like to move
from Cressingham Gardens: I had moved in with him, and it is a very small flat for two people,
plus his daughter comes to stay each weekend and has to sleep on the couch. Also, what
with the regen being a very real likelihood, we would not want to go through that.
Do you have any advice, or would you know what our rights are as far as leaving the estate?
Any help or advice you could give, would be much appreciated.

Email text
After over a year of asking for financial information we receive 'some' of the detail leaving just
three clear working days before a final workshop looking at financial viability is run. This
leaves the next day to discuss and disseminate findings from the workshop to the wider
community for feedback. In early January (11th) it was highlighted that the timescale
presented by the council was unrealistic and disrespectful to residents time. This concern was
dismissed by Abbas Razza without discussion or recognition of the validity of the complaint.
As point of fact, Julian Hart went further to state later in the proceedings that "The scope of
the consultation had changed" and Abbas Razza stated that "information defining the new
terms of the consultation would be presented after its start on the 20th". At the 11th Jan
Meeting Mary Atkins stated that nobody was interest in the detail and Julian Hart when further
to say "The mistake we made before was allowing you to make requests which we did not
rebut". That may have been the councils mistake, but residents have repeatedly been
informed over the years they would receive financial comparison of options. The 'detail'
revealed in those documents indicates a £250,000+ value gap for leasholders and 15%
increase in rent for tenants. Alongside property values in excess of £850,000.
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In light of this process I pose the following questions:
1. Does the council believe this to be a reasonable or timely consultation where the terms or
scope are not defined before its inception?
2. How does this approach equate with the stated aims of a "collaborative council"?
3. As far as I am aware the first financial viability workshop was undertaken without any new
additional figures being presented. If this is the case, how could residents go through
information in more detail if information is not present? Did the regeneration team not deem
further financial information to be necessary for a financial viability workshop?
5. Did the council deem details such as a 15% increase in tenant rents not be of interest as
both Mary Atkins and Julian Hart indicated? Why this information has only come to light at
this late stage in the proceedings?
6. At which date did the regeneration team know about the 15% increase and sale price of
properties? Did the council not have enough time (over one year) to prepare this information?
If so why was the consultation exercise timetabled in such a way where the council would not
have enough time to prepare information?
7. Is it the intention of the council to 'hold back' information until the final hour so as to limit
the ability for residents to feedback? Does the council recognise this is exactly how this
appears? If so, at which point was this recognised?
8. Does the council currently believe that demolition is the only viable option for Cresisngham
Garens Estate before the consultation has finished? If not, then why has Councillor Matthew
Bennet stated in a ward meeting that he believed that demolition should be the final decision?
And that it was right that residents did not have a ballot?
9. Why over the past week has the telephone never been picked up when I have called?
10. The stated aim of the workshops were for them to be "co-designed" with residents
(https://moderngov.lambeth.gov.uk/documents/s72156/03d%20Appendix%203a_Coproductio
n%20and%20engagement.pdf). The workshops as they currently stand show no resemblance
to co-production. Can you please define how these current workshops have been coproduced with reference to the meaning of the term as introduce by Social Life, the
organisation you paid over £30,000 to help initiate these workshops?
11. Why have the initial research outcomes of social life such as the "Life on Cressingham"
document and description of workshops so far, not been shared or advertised within this
extended consultation?
12. The council claim that the Lambeth Housing Standard (LHS) would be ³disproportionately
higher² on Cressingham Gardens. However no comparable data has been presented. Can I
see this comparison? In the council¹s application for funding from the GLA in 2012, the total
non-decent stock was 12,293 (total stock 24,908). This is the number that was used (and
continues to be used in GLA submissions) to calculate the total £499m required for the LHS.
This equates to £40k per non-decent home. Given Cressingham Gardens' latest
refurbishment estimate was £8m for 306 homes, this
this equates to £40k per non-decent home. Given Cressingham Gardens' latest refurbishment
estimate was £8m for 306 homes, this equates to £26k per home, which is actually cheaper
than the others. Some Lambeth leaseholders are getting major works bills of £38k, which
would mean that on those estates the council would be spending close to or above £50k per
council tenant home on other estates.
13. Can the council please supply estimates for each type of property (0/1/2/3/4 bed, ) for:
a. Council tax increases.
b. Increases to water bills as a result of water meters.
Can the council also supply calculations for how much they expect bills to be reduced as a
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result of the new build properties?
14. There appears to be a reduction in 4 bed homes at council rent by more than 50% within
the demolition option. Can this be confirmed? If this is the case how can the council offer
replacement homes for all current tenants?

Email text
I write in relation to the Cressingham Gardens Viability Sub Group meeting, which was held
on Thursday 28 January 2016 at The Rotunda. I am concerned that the feedback we were
providing was not documented for subsequent discussions and, therefore, I am writing to
provide you with a list of information that you informed us we would be provided with at the
next Viability Sub Group meeting on 18 February 2016.
As discussed at the meeting, the fundamental information required in order to be able to
discuss the viability of the development / refurbishment proposals in a meaningful manner is
as follows:
€ Proposed scheme floor areas and residential unit numbers, including details of the tenure
mix;
€ Details of any existing income that will continue to be received over the development period
(i.e. details of the current affordable/social rents and ground rents);
€ Anticipated residential sales values and rental values, supported by an RICS valuation;
€ Details of expected build costs, supported by a cost plan; and
€ An estimate of the refurbishment costs, supported by a building survey.
This information as a bare minimum is required for each of the 5 options, at the next Viability
Sub Group meeting.
In addition to the above and in relation to the lack of notes taken, I would request that, at the
next viability meeting, a proper record of minutes is taken to allow the residents' feedback to
be recorded for the consultation and their opinions fed back to other project team members
for the appraisal process.

Email text
Further to my email below regarding last night¹s Viability workshop, Julian Hart let it slip that
they are now assuming that the council rents for any new build will be 10-15% higher than
existing rents (without even factoring into this the 1% rent reduction). Do you not think that
this would be highly pertinent information to disclose to council tenants as part of the
consultation? Particularly given that up until now tenants were being told that rent levels will
be the same.

Email text
I would like to express some further grave concerns over the consultation, in particular the
viability sub-group. This evening a so-called workshop was held to look at the viability issues.
Not a single financial number was produced by Lambeth for discussion this evening. I truly
resent my time being wasted like this. Also as the senior management of Lambeth you should
also be extremely concerned given the budgetary pressures that valuable employee time can
be so wasted. Present at this meeting were 6 Lambeth employees, 2 consultants and another
person under a work program to sign people in.
The regeneration team is making assertions about the HRA business plan, but then the
Finance employees at this meeting were explaining that the HRA business plan was still work
in progress and that there are still major issues to be worked through. They have NOT
considered the impact of the loss of rental income caused by the demolition of homes on the
30 year plan, nor the asset write-offs that have to written off against the HRA from 2017.
Despite the claims in the latest consultation document, it doesn¹t appear that any analysis
has actually been done to work out the impact on the HRA and definitely none could be
produced by your Finance employees.
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Did you know apparently Lambeth does not know how much they have actually spent on the
LHS/Decent Homes work on a per estate basis? How can there be zero governance over one
of the largest spending programs in the council?
(On a side note, Su Gomer handed out a report at last week¹s Leasehold Council meeting in
which she wrote that in 2014/15 £18m was spent on 4,190 kitchens. This equivalent to £4.4k
per kitchen. However, your actual LTQA contracts signed at the beginning of 2014 show that
the basket rate for a large kitchen is only around £2k. I raised this issue again this evening,
and no one can explain why Lambeth is paying 120% more than the contracted price. If
instead of paying £18m for kitchens in the last year, the correctly priced work should have
been closer to £8m-£9m, the saving could have completely refurbished the entirety of
Cressingham Gardens)

Email text
May I add one further issue to the list that has been raised many times at the project team
meetings and that is getting independent legal advice for the residents to review the key
guarantee and offer details, which is being snuck into the consultation through a single url
that residents need to find and open (and not available in paper format). Residents don¹t have
the legal know-how to review the detail and understand the ramifications for their legal
situation. I understand that Lambeth is getting legal advice for itself, but residents are being
left in the cold with no legal advice, and as a consequence Lambeth is essentially negotiating
by itself at the moment. This is not healthy, because many issues that might be picked up
early and solved, are festering and will cause much larger problems at a later stage. In all
tenure cases at the moment, although I am not a lawyer, it would seem that you are removing
people¹s rights and protections. They are going to be much worse off legally and financially
through any demolition regeneration scenario.

Email text
Many residents are asking about the financials, but absolutely none are being presented to
residents. There is absolutely no evidence being presented about the affordability or viability.
It is insufficient to make assertions without being able to back up those claims, particularly as
Lambeth's track record to date has been atrocious and has been caught out so many times
effectively fabricating claims and numbers.
There is nothing being presented to tenants as to the impact of the housing bill on your
proposals and on them.
Furthermore from a homeowner's perspective, there is still no answer about mortgages even
after 3 years of asking. This process will make many people homeless because they will not
qualify for a mortgage under the current rules.
I am being asked to attend multiple workshops (and the cost personally in terms of lost
income and salary after 3 years is now over 6 figures), but from your document it is clear that
this is not a true consultation. You have already made up your minds based on no evidence
and you are not allowing the findings from the workgroups to be communicated to the
residents in accordance with the consultation framework communicated to residents in
November 2014 and which is supposedly being "resumed"
I am extremely disappointed that nothing seems to have been learnt from the judicial review
and that we appear to be heading for a repeat performance.

Email text
Open Communities is working with the community at CG to explore their options for becoming
more involved in the management of their estate.
We have submitted an application to DCLG for funding to carry out an Exploring the Options
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project under the Right to Manage/Transfer regulations.
I caught site of the information you sent out to the community yesterday and would like to
highlight an issue. You state that under stock transfer, and in the event of tenants voting for
transfer, existing tenants would become 'assured' tenants. You did not, however, point out the
fact that they become assured tenants 'with protected rights' as stated in the stock transfer
regulations. This ensures that secure tenants living in council properties at point of transfer
retain all key rights they have as 'secure' tenants of the council - including the right to buy
their properties.
Given that an application has been made to government for financial support to explore these
options, and the possibility of further consultation with the community on the finer detail of the
RTT/RTM processes, any information going out to tenants/leaseholders needs to be complete
and accurate.

Email text
A few further questions for this evening.
1. Can you please explain the 7.5m LBL Grant for Pre Contract Fees being paid to the
Special Purpose Vehicle? I understood that Lambeth had no money, so I dont understand
how Lambeth can suddenly find this money. Please explain. Also why have you booked
Lambeths own internal funds as an income stream? If you were remove this Lambeth selfgiving grant from the income, then your NPVs for the redevelopment options would be highly
negative.
2. Can you please explain why in the assumptions it is written that the market value of the
private sale homes will be priced at 588/sq ft, but further in the detail pages, which I believe
drive your calculations, you show a market value for private sale homes at 810/sq ft? Instead
of a 1 bed flat actually being valued at 316k as stated in your assumptions, you appear to be
actually valuing a 1 bed at 436k. I understand from your numbers that you are doing buy-outs
at an average of 466/sq ft (i.e. only 250k for a 1 bed flat) and that according to your published
estimated valuations based on your experts report there should only be a 15% market value
gap between old and new homes on the estate. (In case you have forgotten what has been
posted, please find attached a screen shot of your own data) But it appears that you are now
assuming assuming a 40% market value gap. What evidence have you used for this? And
given that the 40% market value gap is assumed as the average over a
ll homeowners, how can you justify to some residents that their current home will be worth
less than half of the new homes value?
3. Can you please explain why you assume that 80% of homeowners will be returning? On
what evidence have you based this? Using Myatts Field North as example is not appropriate
as you are not offering such a good deal and even Neil Vokes is quoted in the AMCAP
minutes that this is optimistic. Indeed, in the very dodgy test of opinion carried out last year
only 20% of homeowners indicated that they wanted to live in a new build home if finance /
mortgages were not an issue. By back-calculating and running scenarios on your numbers to
overcome your redactions of all cost figures, it would appear that Option 5 Full Demolition
only has a positive NPV if you assume that approx 80% of homeowners are returning.
4. Can you please explain why you are only replacing approx 50% of the council tenant 4 bed
homes under Option 5? If you were to replace 100% of the 4 bed homes there would
essentially be almost no net increase in number homes at council rent on the estate. You are
demolishing 28 x 4-bed homes, replacing them with only 4 and then in your net gain council
homes there are a further 8, so there will be overall only 16 x 4 bed homes on the estate.

Email text
1. At which point can we ask for Lambeth council to pay for independent advice in relation to
legal questions and mortgage impact? Earlier the better before any test of opinion.
2. Council states that it will provide assistance with property transactions and moving home.
What exactly will this assistance be? In the case of Myatts Field North regeneration, it would
appear that the assistance was very limited and in some cases simply giving residents a
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phone number to call a mortgage broker.
3. Will assistance also cover out of London moves, including overseas?
4. What happens if none of the options presented by the Council are viable for individual
homeowners? Will homeowners be forced to register as homeless? At what point can such
homeowners register as homeless?
5. What assistance will be given to homeowners who are suffering from medical conditions
(e.g. Alzheimer’s) and who will be very negatively impacted by any move? Will the Council
provide extra care and services at no cost for the rest of their lives?
6. Is there a law preventing the council from making a profit off existing homeowners? How
can they justify using ‘market value’ when this is higher than the cost to the council (ie CPO +
build cost)?
7. What rights do we have to have the ‘market value’ adjusted for the blight associated with
(a) being labelled a regeneration estate for the past 3 years and/or (b) failure of Lambeth to
carry out basic repairs and maintenance because of the potential regeneration?
8. At what point in time are the homes valued? What happens if market prices continue rise at
a high rate? Who covers the risk of property market movements between when the market
value of the existing home is determined and when the homeowners are able to find a
replacement home (either on the open market or on the new development)?
9. Council writes that they will engage a surveyor to price the property, but there is little
written about homeowners getting their own independent surveyor. Is there any limit on how
much can be spent? Can homeowners be out of pocket later if the council disputes amounts?
Will the council cover the legal costs to dispute valuations?
10. Will the market value of the new build be the same number as that used to calculate the
council rents for the tenants?
11. What happens if a homeowner is no longer able to get a new mortgage? What obligations
does the Council have? What level of compensation is available if made homeless or pushed
into higher cost rental property due to an inability to get a new mortgage?
12. Will the Council have to pay the increase in interest rate if the new mortgage costs more?
13. What obligations are on the Council if they fail to act in accordance with any agreement
and which subsequently results in a mortgage offer being withdrawn?
14. Under what circumstances must/can the council act as a lender of last resort?
15. What happens to the mortgages (old and/or new) if a homeowner has to move temporarily
into another home? (See Myatts Field for some very negative scenarios where residents
caught in between)
16. Is there a risk that a homeowner has signed up for a new home, but the mortgage offer is
then subsequently withdrawn? Will the homeowner lose money, e.g. any deposit?
17. For major works, Lambeth is the lender of last resort. What is preventing the Council of
offering the same to homeowners affected by regeneration?
18. In the government’s CPO guidance, it is written “Compensation following a compulsory
acquisition of land is based on the principle of equivalence. This means that you should be no
worse off in financial terms after the acquisition than you were before. Likewise you should
not be any better off.” Where in the law is this actually reflected?
19. Are homeowners eligible for compensation if they decide to move out of their property
now? Or are they not eligible until they receive a legal letter that requests them to leave
house?
20. What compensation is available for those whose homes are not being demolished, but
still affected by the new build?
21. Will the Council pay for all adaptations to bring a new home to a standard that is of an
equivalent living standard to the old home? (Both for medical and non-medical grounds)
22. Will the disturbance costs also cover the extra travel costs if homeowners are forced to
move further out of London? E.g. moving to Norwood would push residents into Zone 3 and
result in higher travel costs and longer travel times.
23. If service charges are increased in the new development, will the Council pay for the
difference, as homeowners will be financially worse off?
24. Council says that receipts must be given in order to claim disturbance costs. What
happens if homeowners don’t have sufficient funds to pay for everything in advance? What
are the guarantees that Lambeth will actually pay? What happens if Lambeth doesn’t refund
in a timely fashion causing more financial hardship for homeowners?
25. How does one claim for a disturbance cost that will impact for the rest of one’s life? E.g.
on-going higher housing costs such as having to pay private rental for the rest of one’s life as
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one can no longer get a mortgage... this can be as much as over £1,000 extra per month.
Homeloss payments cover the compensation, including long-term impacts, associated with
being forced to move home. Disturbance payments cover the immediate costs of moving
home.
26. Will there be compensation for time taken off work because of the regeneration?
27. For the full compensation, a resident has to be living in the home for at least 1 year. What
is the date from which the 1 year is calculated? For example, is this 1 year before building
starts, 1 year before CPO issued, etc? This affects all homeowners that have recently bought
onto the estate or who have had to temporarily move off the estate due to personal
circumstances.
28. What are the legal ramifications for those homeowners who have bought in the last 3
years and the council failed to disclose the possibility of demolition? During the due diligence
the Council has continued to provide standard letters estimating a basic amount of
decorative/major works over the subsequent 5 years.
29. What will be the change in rights for a leaseholder under a SPV compared to having the
Council directly as the freeholder? E.g. Right to Manage? Ability to access accounts? Ability
to object to and enforce LTA?
30. What is the governance structure of the SPV? What rights will the leaseholders have and
under which laws?
31. What risks and timing issues should homeowners be aware of?
32. Will any monies held by Lambeth Council in escrow accrue interest?
33. What protections will there be that the money does not go missing?
34. How will the leasehold agreement be altered in the new development? What happens to
those leaseholders that have more advantageous clauses in their existing leasehold
agreements?
35. What is the full set of eligibility criteria?
36. What is the impact on inheritance with the proposed offer?
37. Will the Council be required to pay their fair share of service charges and home
improvements?
38. Is the Council’s share expressed as an absolute amount or as a % of equity ownership?
39. How is the Council’s share in the property recorded legally? Are they joint owners or is
there a charge over the property?
40. Upon subsequent sale, does the Council take a % of the net proceeds (ie after any real
estate agent fees, etc) or as a % of the gross sales price? Ie. Will the Council pay their fair
share of the transaction costs?
41. If a leaseholder property is currently overcrowded (e.g. family living in 1 bedroom flat),
can they request shared equity in a 2 bedroom flat in the new development?
42. Will the leaseholder be forced to first offer the home to the Council to buy? What are the
implications? (e.g. lower compensation, time to transact a sale, process, etc)
43. Are there any further eligibility requirements not currently listed by Council, but most likely
to be added?
44. What are the eligibility criteria? E.g. minimum income levels?
45. What happens if homeowners go into arrears? Can they lose their entire equity share?
46. Council writes that the retained home is to meet the LHS with any major works being
funded by the difference between the value of the old and new homes. Does the entire
difference have to be invested? What happens if the old home is of higher quality than the
new home even after LHS works?
47. Many residents will not want LHS works done on the retained home to be swapped into
as Lambeth delivers poor quality and not necessarily what residents would like. What rights
do the homeowners have to undertake the works themselves? Will the council compensate
for the homeowners’ time (e.g. time off work) to undertake and coordinate the works?
48. Why is the Council only promising a ‘annual report’? Is there not a legal requirement on
the Council to consult on any changes in the development program that affects residents?
49. What is the law around Lambeth consulting with leaseholders in terms of regeneration?
50. What rights do residents have if the development is subsequently changed after planning
approval given? Will there be further compensation for any changes that negatively impact
homeowners?
51. What obligations are on the Council to consider the level of affordability and what existing
residents can actually afford? Does Lambeth’s own approved strategy affect homeowners’
rights?
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52. It is confusing in the documentation as to whether upon sub-letting a home, the
leaseholder has to notify only or ask for permission from the Council?
53. What 'rights' would leaseholders have who are living in a block that is NOT earmarked for
demolition? i.e., would such leaseholders also have an option on flats in the new
development, including the options of going into shared equity or shared ownership?
54. Will leaseholders who are living in a block that is not earmarked for demolition be entitled
to any form of compensation for the disruption, noise etc. that they will have to endure while
the building works are going on the rest of the estate?
55. In the draft offer, it states that the non-resident homeowners have to ensure a property is
vacant, not the Council itself. What are the implications of this? Will there be compensation
for loss of rental income?
56. What level and type of guarantees can be built into the contracts/planning process to
ensure that the promised new homes meet various standards? What happens if
Council/developer breaks the promises?
57. Can the Council be required to put an amount aside into escrow to cover any legal and
other incidental costs that arise if they break promises to residents?
58. When does the master plan for the new development come out? (new flat's detailed specs
– size & layout etc) Without it, homeowners can't even decide whether they want to stay on
the estate or not.
59. What will be the compensation for amounts paid in advance for the meanwhile works if
the home is then demolished?

Email text
"Please find enclosed my comments and questions in response to the letter received 17th
Feb 2016. 1. Information has not been supplied within a reasonable time frame. I, and others,
have raised this as a major issue from the outset of this second round of consultation and
since 2012. To receive such a large amount of information two days before a deadline for
feedback is not reasonable. At the aborted Green viability workshop on the 16th Feb 2016,
Lambeth officers and residents appeared to agree that it was not reasonable to receive
complex information within two days of a deadline. We are expected to provide feedback
which would be considered for an event on the 25th Feb. Do Lambeth officers and councillors
believe this is reasonable? I will now provide a step by step response to each body of
information contained within the letter: A. Cover letter 1. The letter states a booklet is included
with the letter. Where is this booklet? 2. ""Commitment for communities to remain together""
How this being measured? Currently 20 homeowners and 40 tenants have indicated or
request that they leave the Estate either through transfer or through sale. That is 20% of the
current community. What percentage would be considered to be a failure or a success? Is the
council committed to making an offer which is attractive to residents? As the figure of 20% at
such an early stage indicates the this is not the case. 3. ""We will shortly be consulting Upon
the key Guarantees"" When is this consultation due to take place? On the 11th Jan 2016 the
resident engagement panel were informed the final chance to respond to Key Guarantees
would be on the 19th Feb in two days time. Is consultation due to take place after this event?
Residents are being consulted on partially formed information which does not constitute a
reasonable consultation process. Please can the council comment if they believe this process
is reasonable and define what they define as reasonable in the context of this point? 4. There
is a failure to explain the term ""Net present value"". This is a complex term for residents to
understand. The council should have provided a brief 'plain english' description and provide
links to further description and training in order to understand this. 5. Tenancy strategy. What
exactly does the council mean by this term? This appears newly introduced and fails to
highlight the number of additional homes destined for private rental, council rents at current
levels and rents at 'affordable' levels. Without this detail, a like for like comparison is not being
clearly presented of the options. 6. ""Replacement numbers of homes at council rent"" Option
5 indicates 212 replacement homes at council rents. However a Freedom of information
request received 5 January 2016 indicates 200 tenanted homes. Does this mean the council
have underestimated buyback costs to the tune of 12 extra properties. This could easily
equate on Cressignham Gardens to £3million+ unaccounted for buyback costs.
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/income_and_repairs_information_f#incoming764643 Please explain this discrepancy? 7. In general, the summary of financial analysis
appears to be designed to mislead and does not take on board recommendations for greater
clarity and transparency made by Lambeth cabinet in March 2015. B. Estate Regeneration
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Home owner information Central Hill 1. You appear to have sent information relevant to
Central Hill rather than Cressingham Gardens. Please explain? As a result information
contained in this document cannot be relied upon and is misleading. 2. Fundamental
principles ""minimising impact of moving home"". Previously sent financial viability documents
(sent to REP team) indicate that 25% of residents will end up moving twice. Is this correct? If
so, this should be clearly communicated to residents rather than what appears to be an empty
promise. 3. ""We will shortly be consulting Upon the key Guarantees"" When is this
consultation due to take place? On the 11th Jan 2016 the resident engagement panel were
informed the final chance to respond to Key Guarantees would be on the 19th Feb in two
days time. Is consultation due to take place after this event? Residents are being consulted
on partially formed information which does not constitute a reasonable consultation process.
Please can the council comment if they believe this process is reasonable and define what
they define as reasonable in the context of this point? 4. ""The key Guarantees and a new
home"" ""A resident remains a resident from the point of submission of a planning
application"" What do residents become after this point? Does this indicate residents are
assigned an alternative legal status? 5. ""Any offer must satisfy the councils obligation as a
public sector body to achieve best consideration for disposal of assets"". Can this please be
explained? Does this relate to a specific piece of legislation? If so, why has a reference not
been given? If not legislation, then where has this obligation been specified? 6. ""Route 1...
resident homeowner can get their surveyor of choice"" As previously asked during 20142015. How is payment for this managed? Will home owners be required to make payments
upfront? Kensington and Chelsea council clearly stipulate that initial payments can be made
to home owers to cover costs for such things. Will Lambeth be doing the same? 7. It is clear
that residents require independent advice in negotiations with the council where residents are
able to appoint their own independent adviser paid for by the council. Can the council assure
residents that this will be the case? 8. ""Route 2"" ""The council will inform residents of the
reasonable costs that can be paid"" Why have the council not refereed to the specific
legislation which lists these reasonable costs? As its stands, the process is open to abuse by
the council and appears that the council is intentionally misleading residents. Is this the case?
9. ""All valuation will be done as if no regeneration is taking place"" Will all sales post 2011 be
discounted from any vis craluation as that is the period when ""regeneration blight"" will have
started to take hold as council intentions became apparent. Council officers and councillors
have been informing the public that the Estate should be demolished, ahead of any decision,
thus affecting all purchase opportunities. 10. ""reasonable costs be be reimbursed"" Please
can you define reasonable costs, and the process through which costs are deemed
reasonable or not? Why have Lambeth not provided this information?. 11. ""Shared equity ~
the council will take legal charge over a proportion of the value"" Can I see documentation of
the specifics of this legal charge? It is unreasonable to expect residents to provide informed
feedback without detailed information. 12. Valuation of homes. These valuations are vastly
(£125,000+) below previous valuations communicated to residents. Public publication of this
information undermines the market potential for properties. Can this serious error please be
explained? 13. Who undertook this valuation and where is their original report? Was this
undertaken by a surveyor registered with the Royal Institute of chartered surveyors? If not,
then the public availability of these valuations can affect market price. 13. New leases.
Without new leases presented to homeowners it is impossible for residents to provide
informed feedback on options presented to residents. Why is this information not available
before any final exhibition of options to residents? 14. ""Shared equity, Shared ownership ~
the council will only allow the homeowner to transfer their leasehold interest to a spouse""
This does not equate to a like for like swap of properties. Residents homes are demolished,
then pay full service charge only for Lambeth to profit from the arrangement. This does not
seem reasonable. 15. Shared ownership rental costs, in addition to current mortgage
payments are clearly unaffordable and are way above the average income for residents. As a
result, this is not a fair or reasonable offer and does not fulfil the criteria to enable residents to
stay on the Estate. 16. Financial advice paid for by the council. Why has the brief supplied by
the council to financial advisers not been presented to residents? I expect this brief to be
published ASAP and for all residents top be supplied with this brief. When can I expect this
happen? 17. This is clearly not Independent financial advice if the council has not allowed
residents to choose their own advisor and keeps information on who has sought advice. What
will the council do to rectify this issue? Additionally, as the council has not supplied all
information then this restricts a full and frank discussion with these advisers. 18. In Recent
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right to buy purchases it states special requirements form housing ""can"" be considered. Is a
non-committal statement. A full commitment should be made towards special requirements.
Will this be amended? C. Cressingham Gardens - Q&A 1. I await answers to questions posed
16th FEB 2016 in relation to this. For reference, I have included these questions below under
""OUTSTANDING QUESTIONS POSED 16th FEB 2016"" D. Cressingham Gardens Financial Q&A's 1. I await answers to questions posed 16th FEB 2016 in relation to some of
these items. For reference, I have included these questions below under ""OUTSTANDING
QUESTIONS POSED 16th FEB 2016"". 2. The current HRA Business Plan of 2016/2017
holds ""embedded"" financial information relating to financial viability. As this information has
not been shared with the public, then how can a fair or reasonable assessment be made of
the financial viability of the proposed regeneration scheme be made? I would expect for this
information to be readily made available. When will this information, or a subset of this
information be made public? 3. The document specifies that there will be around a 15%
increase in rents over 5 years. However information provided to the REP indicated that rents
will increase between 10% and 25%. That being the case the figure of 15% is misleading to
tenants. Can all % increases be communicated to residents so they are able to make an
informed decision? Without this information is appears the council is intentionally misleading
residents. 4. Regarding ""it is known how much property values and construction costs have
risen over the past the last year or so"". Where has this information been derived from? Can
this please be published? 5. can I suggest all Q&A are numbers to allow for easier and
consistent referencing?"

Email text
What about the key guarantees for non resident leaseholders?. In prior correspondence sent
out last year, home loss payments were suggested to be 7.5% of agreed market valuation
rate compared with 10% for resident leaseholders.
But I do not read in the attached document about the compensation that would be given to a
non resident leaseholder. Can you please advise.

Email text
A. Rent rises Council rent levels According to the council’s financial sheets, returning Tenants
(in the demolition scenarios) will see their rents will go up 10% to 25%, depending upon the
number of bedrooms. Council officers and elected councillors have informed residents there
would be a 15% increase phased in over 5 years (ie 3% pa increase). For reference, the
following figures have been copied from the supplied financial models: 1 bed - up 23% 2 bed up 25% 3 bed - up 16% 4 bed - up 10% It is understood that an Average of the above %’s
minus the 4% reduction is what has been presented to residents. This results in the
misleading 15% figure where the 4% reduction is ‘hidden’ to make the % increase look more
palatable to residents: [(23%-4%) + (25%-4%) + (16%-4%) + (10%-4%)]/4 = 15% This
approach has two issues: (a) Failure to consider the council tenant mix (ie simple average is
not a good reflection of the actual increase happening given that more tenants will experience
a 23-25% increase than a 15% increase) (b) The 4% should not be subtracted out, because
the true comparison for tenants is what they will have to pay under regeneration if returning
vs what they would pay if their current home is refurbished. Council rent level Questions: 1.
Why has it been previously communicated to residents, via Edward (the independent
adviser), council officers and councillors, that there would be no increase in council rents for
existing tenants post demolition? 2. Please present for each size tenant home (ie 1 bed, 2
bed, etc), a clear schedule of the forecasted council rent level each year for the returning
tenants. The following information should be presented for all options: a. What council tenants
are paying now. b. What tenants will be paying each year following return to the estate. c.
What they will be paying in year five. 3. A comparison of rent changes should be presented
refurb vs demolition vs infill. As this has not been done, it appears Council officers are
attempting to mislead both councillors and residents. 4. It misleading to present an average of
15% without any explanation. Without the hidden 4% reduction that tenants would get
anyway, the simple average increase is 19%. Please make this clear. 5. Where in the data
sheets/models does it show that Lambeth are indeed providing returning residents with the
1% pa rent reduction and that the increase is phased in over 5 years? 6. Please make clear
that any new tenants in 1 or 2 beds arriving to the estate will be paying LAHA (approx 80% of
market rates) 7. Please make clear in top level documents/brochures all estimated market
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rates for each property size. B. Mix of Homes - “Affordable” Homes The following mix of
affordable homes can be gleaned from the financial sheets (Option 5) provided by council
officers: Existing Council tenants Replacements for council tenants Difference Net Gain (flat +
houses) Overall Total (council rent only/ with LAHA) Overall Change (excl LAHA / incl. LAHA)
0 bed 10 0 -10 0 0 -10 / -10 1 bed 115 54 (25%) -61 11 + 6 = 17 54 / 71 -61 / -44 2 bed 30
104 (50%) +74 31 + 6 = 37 104 / 141 +74 / +111 3 bed 29 50 (24%) +21 16 + 3 9 69 / 69 + 40
/ +40 4 bed 28 4 (<1%) -24 6 + 2 = 8 12 / 12 -16 / -16 1. How was the replacement mix
determined? Please provide the analysis undertaken to determine the replacement mix, given
that it is radically different from the existing mix. 2. Why have the 28 x 4 bedroom houses only
been replaced with 4 x 4 bedroom flats? Is the council claiming now that only 4 families
requiring 4 bedroom homes will be allowed to return to Cressingham Gardens? Even with the
‘Net Gain’ of 8 x 4 bedroom, not all of the existing 4 bedroom homes will be replaced (and if
you are planning to use some of the Net Gain homes for existing families, then this should be
in the replacement mix, not in the Net Gain) 3. Where do you propose to house those families
currently living on Cressingham Gardens requiring 5 or 6 bedrooms? Will the Key Guarantee
of a right to return exist? Why have you not included 5 / 6 bedroom homes in the replacement
mix? 4. In the “Net Gain” there are now houses and not just flats being built. Please provide
the analysis/evidence/designs that have been used to make it now possible to build houses in
any new redevelopment option. Residents were informed previously by council officers and
Roland Karthaus, that houses would not be possible in any redevelopment scenario, only
flats. 5. Please provide an explanation as to why any new houses (not flats) in the Net Gain
will only be offered to future residents and not to returning residents by way of replacement
for their houses? (All 2 and 4 bedroom homes are currently houses on the estate.) 6. Please
provide an analysis of the number of bedrooms, number of habitable rooms and m2
floorspace being delivered under each Option. 7. Under Lambeth’s Local Plan, it is written
that the “affordable housing element of residential developments should reflect the preferred
borough-wide housing mix for social/affordable rented and intermediate housing set out
below: 1-bedroom units Not more than 20% 2-bedroom units 20-50% 3-bedroom+ units 40%
Under Option 5, Lambeth is failing to meet its own planning requirements that it signed off
only September 2015: Net Gain Homes Total Homes 1 bedroom units 21% 24% 2 bedroom
units 46% 48% 3-bedroom+ units 33% 28% “5.23 In the case of estate regeneration
schemes, replacement / new affordable housing should reflect the particular housing needs of
existing and future tenants. Schemes should make provision to re-house existing residents,
after which the mix of all additional units should reflect the wider housing needs of the
borough in all but exceptional cases where a variation can be robustly justified.” Both overall
and just considering the Net Gain, Lambeth’s Option 5 fails to deliver sufficient family-sized
homes. For there to be a variation it must be an exceptional case and must be robustly
justified. What is the “robust” justification for failing to meet Lambeth’s own Local Plan
requirements agreed only in September 2015? C. Council taxes In its communication to
residents in the last 2 weeks, officers stated it is likely that council tax will rise as well. 1. Has
the council factored into the model the extra council tax it will be collecting from residents? If
yes, has the council assumed higher council tax bands? If yes, what council tax band has
been assumed? 2. Figures should be clearly communicated to residents so they are able to
make an informed comparison of options in terms of how they will be affected financially. Will
this be undertaken? If not, why not? D. Homeowners & value gap The council has distributed
an illustration containing estimated values for the homes which conflict significantly with the
numbers used within their models. In addition, they are not an accurate reflection of market
values, even if based on the 2014 market when they were said to have been calculated. Also
is important to note that the presented 2014 "valuation" not a valuation. It is a marketing
report from Hamptons that explicitly says "this is not a valuation". For example the estimated
value of a two-bed ‘flat’ is stated as being £300k (2014) in the latest ‘Estate Regeneration
homeowner information’ sent to residents February 2016. (The definition ‘flat’ is actually
highly misleading because all the two-bed homes are effectively houses, with private
gardens, which are being replaced by flats with no guaranteed outdoor space). The value gap
(not including any compensation) between the old and new properties is ‘only’ £75k - the
estimated value of new homes being £375k - meaning the equity is 80%. This contrasts
starkly with the values used for the council’s own financial models: the buyout costs are
based on £466/ft2, but the new build values are based on £810/ft2. Take for example, a 2 bed
house, the buyout cost is a mere £359k, but the new new build value will be around £624k,
resulting in a 57% equity share, or 43% value gap. Looking at the sale prices of new build
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developments nearby, new build flats in comparable developments have achieved between
£600/sqft and £700/sqft. Properties on the top floors of the London Square development,
which is located adjacent Streatham station in a superior location, achieved between £650 £750/sqft. Therefore, the £810/sqft used in the Council’s models is high. A lower value for the
new build units would reduce the income received from the private sales and, therefore,
reduce the NPV of option 5. There are five key issues at play here. Please respond to each
point with reference to the above explanation: 1. The council appears to be significantly
undervaluing the current homes and significantly over-valuing the new properties within its
models. 2. The value gap of 57% is insufficient for owners to purchase shared equity in the
new properties under the current homeowner offer (60%), particularly given that the 57%
value gap is the average and numerous homeowners will be even further under the eligibility
minimum. 3. Are homeowners expected to use their compensation payments to make up the
value gap in the new properties, given that the gap currently means a 3% shortfall? 4. The
council is not accounting in its models for the difference in value between a house with a
private garden, and a flat 5. The enormous difference between the publicly quoted numbers
and the more hidden numbers is highly irregular. Finally, the council has not included in its
models the full 10% statutory home loss compensation, only allowing for 7.5%. Across the
homeowners’ properties this could make a difference of £1m to the council’s costs. Is this
accounting discrepancy because it has a total budget for the buyouts, regardless of true
market value, including associated costs, and will seek to create a false value for the existing
properties for convenience? Stamp duty payments (from approx £10k per property) also have
not been factored in at any stage (including not for replacement homes bought off site by
homeowners), which means a potential £1m has also not been entered into the models. What
stamp duty analysis has been undertaken and why has this not been presented to residents?
From “Stamp Duty Land Tax: relief for land or property transactions” If a building company or
property trader buys a home from someone who is buying a new home from them, the
property bought by the house builder or property trader is exempt from SDLT if certain
conditions are met. The person must: λ have lived in the property as their main or only home
at some time during the 2 years before the building company or property trader bought it λ
buy a new home from the house building company λ intend to live in the new property as their
main or only home As the transactions will not meet these criteria, where is this factored into
the financial models? Does stamp duty apply if homeowners opt for shared equity?
Presumably they do, because the resident is purchasing a new home? 1. Please confirm the
£/ft2 used in the models and NPV calculation to buy-out homeowners? 2. Please confirm the
£/ft2 used in the models to value the new build properties for the replacement homes for
homeowners returning and to value the new build properties for private sale? Please explain
why the assumptions sheet has an OMV (Open Market Value) of £588/ft2 but in the detail
data sheets £810/ft2 is used. As part of the explanation, provide the calculation/formula that
leads to this difference 3. Why is there only a 7.5% statutory uplift included for the buy-out of
leaseholders? Should this not be 10%? 4. Where have the disturbance costs that must be
paid as part of the compensation been included in the data sheets? (including the stamp duty
on replacement homes off the estate, etc) 5. Why have you assumed that no freeholders will
be bought-out? 6. What assumptions have you made in terms of resident homeowners versus
non-resident homeowners that will be leaving/staying? 7. What evidence/analysis have you
undertaken to support the assumption that 80% of homeowners will be returning? In the Test
of Opinion survey in 2015 only 60% of homeowners indicated that they wanted to return to a
question that did not specify any specific option. Also in the same survey, only 20% of
homeowners indicated that they wanted to live in a new build if finances were not an issue.
The resident engagement panel have been informed that 20% of leaseholders had already
expressed an interest to leave. 8. What sensitivity analysis has Lambeth undertaken on key
variables such as the % of homeowners leaving/returning? Which variables have been
tested? Has the % of homeowners been tested? Please provide a copy of any sensitivity
analyses undertaken and the results. 9. Please explain where the assumption that Lambeth
will get £547k per home on average for staircasing comes from? How was it calculated? We
presume this is the income that the council will make when a shared equity homeowner sells
their property. Why does the council think that just after 1 year, if a homeowner sells their
property, that the council will received £547k income for only a 30% ownership share?
Particularly in comparison that a 4-bedroom flat private sale has been valued at £862k 10.
Have any inflation rates been included in the model that affect any of the buy-out or
valuations? If yes, what assumptions have been made? 11. Please provide background and
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evidence to show how the £375k leaseholder buy-out rate (incl. statutory uplift) was
calculated. 12. What level of service charges (tenants & leaseholders) are you forecasting?
This is critical for residents to make an informed decision. They need to understand the
ongoing annual costs being proposed. Cressingham Gardens currently has some of lowest
service charges in the borough (e.g. no concierge, no cctv, no lifts, no communal heating, no
block cleaning etc). 13. The Hampton report it states that in November 2014, second-hand
values in SW2 varied from £500/ft2 to £700/ft2. Please explain why Hampton has then taken
a further £50/ft2 off the lowest possible value for Cressingham Gardens. For a 1 bed flat, this
equates to a £27k reduction just because Lambeth refuses to undertake its legal duty and
maintain the estate. The refurbishment costs are less than £27k per leaseholder and thus the
council appears to purposefully driving down the value of properties through neglect in order
to profit. 14. Under the key guarantees, the council states that if a h E. £7 million ‘soft’ grant
Financial models show an irregular £7.5 million loan/grant/gift from the council to Homes For
Lambeth to help pay for demolition. No payback has been specified within the models
provided. Julian Hart from the regeneration team has stated that this money would be paid
back but refused to say where from, when, or how long this would take. The Homes For
Lambeth SPV specification states (section 2,point 5) that LBL can lend or "loan in" monies it
has borrowed elsewhere, but there's nothing about LBL gifting or aiding with grant. 1. Please
provide further details as to the source of the £7.5m Lambeth grant? 2. If the grant is to be
repaid later via the finances, as indicated by Julian Hart, why is it recognised in the financials
as an income item and not as finance item? 3. When will it be paid back and what is the
interest rate on the grant (which is effectively a loan)? 4. This money doesn't appear to be
available to fund refurbishment or infill options. Why? 5. Where is this money coming from,
and at what cost to other LBL services? 6. It has been repeatedly stated by the council that
there is no money available to pay for refurbishment. This money appears to refute this
statement. Please explain why this money cannot be used for refurbishment under the same
conditions as demolition? F. Houses vs Flats According to the Karthaus study, there would be
no space for houses, only flats. However, in the data sheets there now appears to be houses
being built. 1. That houses are now being proposed as part of the mix, what will this do to the
height of buildings elsewhere in any redevelopment scenario? 2. When did the mix change to
include houses and what was the rationale? 3. Who will be allowed to live in a house? Will
current residents living in houses be given priority? 4. What will be the impact on the height of
the non-house buildings? What is the increase in building costs for the higher rise buildings
as a consequence (e.g. lifts, etc) G. Transfer Value The transfer value of the land/properties
to the SPV is a critical variable that determines the viability of the SPV. In the data sheets in a
footnote it is written that £16k will be for HRA repayment per tenanted property, but no further
details provided. 1. What is the full transfer value for Cressingham Gardens to the SPV? 2.
How much will the SPV be paying for the land? 3. Will there be a component of the transfer
value put on the homeowners’ properties 4. What analysis has been done to test against EU
laws? As the council will be competing in the private rental market, is there is not a
requirement that requires Lambeth to not to have an anti-competitive advantage over other
private rental landlords? Would not transferring land on the cheap to the SPV be anticompetitive, particularly if it is going to be majority used for private sale/private rental? H.
Impact on HRA We have still not seen the latest 30 year HRA business plan despite
numerous requests. The business plan is critical to determine whether Lambeth can afford to
do basic refurbishment or development within the HRA. Without this, no judgement can be
made. 1. Please provide asap the full 30 year HRA business plan excel model as was
provided in December 2014? 2. What analyses have been undertaken to determine the
impact on the HRA from demolishing the properties and removing the income? Please
provide a copy of all analyses. 3. What is the net impact on the HRA in terms of loss of
income that contributes towards the fix costs of the HRA? Loss of income Savings in
annual repair costs Reduction in contribution towards fixed costs for operating the HRA
(e.g. call centres still need to be paid for) 4. What is the impact on the HRA for the write-off of
the tenants homes? As of 2017, the transition period will have ended and the full
cost/valuation of the council tenant homes have to be written off against the HRA. 5. How was
the £16k per tenanted home HRA repayment calculated? 6. How much debt over the past 40
years has accumulated against/by Cressingham? The Housing Committee minutes from the
1970s show that Cressingham Gardens only cost around £2m to build on 60 year loans and
since then to our knowledge no further major works have been undertaken requiring debt
financing. 7. Please provide a breakdown of the HRA debt. In your FAQ it is stated that there
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is about £160m in debt in the HRA. However, we are aware that the debt cap is £408m. This
would imply that there is capacity for an additional £248m in HRA debt and this would be
more than ample to pay for Cressingham Gardens refurbishment. I. Costs Lambeth has
essentially redacted most of the costs, although these costs are necessary to know in order to
be able to assess viability and affordability. Without which, Lambeth is unable to show any
evidence to their claims. 1. What are the build cost assumptions? What is the relative build
cost of each of the tenures? 2. What is the demolition cost? 3. What is the rate of s106
statutory costs? 4. What is the rate of CIL costs? 5. Professional fees are shown as 8%. But
8% of what? What is included in professional fees? Please list. 6. Why is there no VAT?
Where is the corporate tax? 7. What is included in the SPV Overhead? It is written that it is
100% of something, but 100% of what? 8. What are AH Overheads and what is included? It is
shown as 1.5%, but 1.5% of what? 9. Developer’s Management Fees are 1%. But 1% of
what? 10. What is the difference between Professional Fees and Developer’s Management
Fees? 11. Why are Prelim Fees 0%? 12. Where in the data sheets are the maintenance
costs? It looks like you have assumed £0. But if you were to assume at least 20% of rents
going to towards maintenance, then this would be a £4m-£6m decrease in the overall NPV,
thus changing the currently reported positive NPV into a negative figure. 13. Have you
incorporated an increase in maintenance costs as a new estate ages and requires cyclical
major works? Please provide details as to these assumptions. At the moment data sheets
indicate no annual maintenance and no cyclical major works for 60 years. 14. Where in the
data sheets is the general admin/management costs? And who will be doing the day-to-day
management? (E.g. where are the costs for the call centres, support staff, etc) 15. Why are
Ground Rent Land Payments £0? Please confirm whether the council is selling or leasing the
land to the SPV. If leasing, there should be annual payments in the data sheets, but in fact
there appears to be nothing. 16. Why are there no temporary decant costs/off-site renting
costs for leaseholders? 17. What abnormals have been accounted for in the model? In the
data sheet, it shows “0” against it. Thus we suspect, this means that there is £0 included and
not an absolute amount as Julian Hart claimed at the most recent viability workshop. If an
absolute amount had been included then there would have been an “1” next to the item like
there is for the Demolition Cost. 18. What assumptions has Lambeth made regarding the
major water main that passes underneath the estate? How large in diameter does Lambeth
believe the pipe to be? What length of delay has Lambeth assumed in demolition/construction
times due to this water main? 19. What assumptions has Lambeth made regarding the
removal of Japanese Knotweed from the estate? It cost £70m to remove the knotweed ahead
of the construction of the Olympic Park stadium, which is around 10 acres in size approximately the same size as Cressingham Gardens 20. What level of car parking is
assumed in the model? In the data sheets there no car parking spaces accounted for - there
is 0 against all forms of car parking, including surface, undercroft, and basement. 21. Why
has no contingency been included for the build costs? Data sheet explicitly shows that 0%
assumed. 22. Why have no costs (ie £0) been assumed for “Community regeneration support
and engagement”? 23. What assumptions have been made for community facilities, e.g.
replacement community hall if the Rotunda is demolished? There appears to be no allowance
for community facilities in the data sheets. 24. Why haven’t the £1.4m weather-tight repairs
not been included for Option 5, given that they are incorporated into all other Options,
including Option 4 partial redevelopment? In fact, the weathertight costs should be removed
from all options as they are going to occur regardless, but if the council insists in including
them, then they must be in ALL of the options, including Option 5. J. Energy / FITS Although
redacted, it would appear that Lambeth is assuming £2.6m income from Energy/FiTs/RHI. 1.
Please provide details as to the assumptions going into the £2.6m income. 2. Has Lambeth
adjusted the income for the dramatic drop in FITs in the last couple of months? 3. Is this
income dependent upon Lambeth signing any long-term contract? (e.g. EON deal signed on
Myatts Field North) K. NPV Calculations There appears that there may be some issues as to
how NPVs are calculated. 1. Why has Lambeth calculated refurbishment and demolition over
different time periods? For proper NPV analysis, identical time periods should be used so that
the NPVs of different components in a single option can be added up. (Please refer to
introductory Finance textbooks) 2. It would appear that the value of the private rental
properties have been included in the NPV calculation. Why? If yes, please also explain the
approach taken to calculate the Total P/unit for the private rental units. At the moment, for
example, the P/unit for a 1 bed private rental has been set at £1.1m compared to a P/unit for
a private sale of £435k, less than half. Concerned also that there might be double counting in
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the NPV calculation - the private rents over 60 years plus the P/Unit as a present value of the
same future rents 3. What inflation rates have been assumed in the models for various
elements? L. Refurbishment 1. In the FAQ Lambeth have written that there would arise
another circa £4m in the subsequent 10 years beyond the £9.4m. This is a new number that
has never been presented before or even discussed. When Refurbishment was costed out, it
was a comprehensive estimate to bring all homes up to the Lambeth Housing Standard with
the appropriate life spans of all new elements. Furthermore, the windows should have at least
another 13-18 years subject Lambeth rectifying the poor installation during the weather-tight
repairs. Please explain what is included in the additional £4m and provide a breakdown of the
actual elements and their respective costs. 2. Please provide a breakdown of what has been
spent on other estates elsewhere in the borough for the LHS showing the breakdown of costs
on a per estate basis. This is necessary to be able to assess whether Cressingham is more or
less expensive, and to support Lambeth’s claims. This data request has been ongoing for
years now and since November 2014 via a Freedom of Information request and promised on
multiple occassions but never delivered:
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/major_works_decent_homes#outgoing-509621 3.
Lambeth has made yet again the claim in its FAQ that Cressingham costs more than average
to maintain. Please provide the evidence to back up this claim. Two years ago we provided
Lambeth with a detailed analysis of their own numbers under FOIs that showed the contrary.
(And this document has already been resent to the project team recently) 4. Please explain
why you have included SPV overheads in the refurbishment numbers? 5. Please explain why
you have included £9.8m for refurbishment costs, rather than the £9.4m that the cabinet has
agreed? 6. What is the inflation rate assumed in the phasing of works? It looks like 3.9% pa.
However, if the works are done under the current LTQAs with fixed rates, why then the
increase by inflation? 7. What assumptions have been made over when the leaseholder s20
payments are made in connection with the major works? Are they paying upfront in
accordance with current Lambeth policy? 8. Please provide a copy of how the actual NPV
was calculated. When we do the calculations using the numbers in the data sheets, we are
getting a positive NPV. There are also already a few errors apparent. For example, the
refurbishment costs are being phased and inflated, but the amount that leaseholders have to
contribute is not being inflated accordingly as would be the case in line with the actual bills.
That is, there is a under-reporting of the income. There looks to be a very strange council
tenant mix as well. 9. Lambeth has assumed a 66% cost against the rents. Please provide the
breakdown between management, repairs & debt repayments. M. Consultation Costs
Lambeth has claimed that it has no capacity in the HRA to fund further refurbishment either
through the revenues or via debt funding in the next few years. However, it has now stated
that the HRA will now be funding the consultation cost, which is to be refunded by the SPV
sometime in the future. 1. What is the amount of the consultation cost that has already been
funded and will be funded by the HRA? 2. When will the HRA be reimbursed for the
consultation costs? 3. Will HRA debt be used to finance the consultation costs? N. SAVE
Britain's Heritage There appears to have been no response from the council regarding the
threat of a public enquiry from Save Britain's Heritage, who have stated they would undertake
an 100% survey of the Estate (rather than 10% as current figures are based on) in order to
determine refurbishment costs. What is the council's response to SAVE? And what cost legal
estimates have been factored in for ongoing resistant to council plans? O. Consultation This
second round of consultation has been at least as poor as the first. The council supplied
financial viability information two days before a final deadline for feedback, and the project
team just 3 days before the deadline. It is unacceptable to expect residents to respond in less
than 24 hours after the final financial viability workshop. Although an extension was given for
feedback, this is still not considered anyway near enough time for a proper public
consultation. The issue of time issue was raised at the start of the resumed consultation by
REP members, but was dismissed by the council. Please respond.

Email text
As Tenant Representatives on the Resident Engagement Panel for Cressingham Gardens
Estate regeneration scheme, it is with great concern that we write to you regarding Lambeth
Council's plan to demote our Secure Lifetime Council Tenancies to Assured Tenancies. The
Council insist that this change of tenancy is a requirement of the SPV (Special Purpose
Vehicle) known as "Homes For Lambeth" (a wholly Council owned company), under which
council tenants on Lambeth regeneration schemes are being forced to surrender our current
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Secure 1985 Council Tenancy in exchange for an Assured 1988 Tenancy, should we wish to
return to new homes on the estate.
Under the new tenancy we would lose the Right to Buy, the Right to Manage and the Right to
Transfer. We have looked in detail at other boroughs' estate regeneration schemes, and have
found that all of them ensure that the existing tenants keep their original tenancies. One of
Lambeth's stated "principles of regeneration" is that no tenant should be worse off under any
new scheme. Therefore we are calling on the Council to ensure that our right to keep our
current Secure Tenancies is guaranteed for those tenants who wish to return to a new home
on a regenerated estate.
Should we not get confirmation in writing from the Council that we will keep our current
secure tenancies, we will have no option other than to go down the legal route .

Email text
I was at the launch of 'The People's Plan' on Tuesday 23rd February and was surprised that
no Lambeth Council officers or members were present. This plan has grown out of the Green
Retrofit discussions which were live at the last consultation and takes into account changes in
funding, central government policy and the experiences of other local authorities.
Meanwhile, Lambeth Council seem not to have considered that a full year has passed since
the decision to abandon options 1,2 and 3 and the world has changed in the meantime.
Instead you have steadfastly stuck to the year-old rhetoric whilst trying to persuade residents
that our views are being taken into account.
The Council stated that there would be further exploration of the Green Retrofit option and I
believe it would only be fair to work with residents to fully explore the updated iteration which
is the current 'People's Plan'. This exploration needs to be thorough, as promised, and to the
same extent that you explored options 1-5.
I do believe that residents have been treated terribly over the last 3 years and have put up
with enough of Lambeth's smoke and mirrors. It's time for an honest re-consultation, not the
lip service that Lambeth seem to be engaging in for the sake of acting within the law and
avoiding a further legal challenge.
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Summary
Lambeth BC commissioned Acuity to carry out a Test of Opinion survey of residents on the
Cressingham Gardens estate, Lambeth, to collect their views, opinions and attitudes towards
the estate regeneration proposals put forward by the Council. The survey was carried out
during May and June 2015 and 56% of residents on the estate participated in the survey.
Discussions with residents have been taking place since 2012 with residents on the future of
the estate, considering whether to refurbish or redevelop parts or all of the estate. A decision
was made by the Council in March 2015 to only consider those options that involve significant
regeneration and not those that were mostly refurbishment. This provides the context in which
the survey took place.
Tenure
The majority of respondents to the survey are council tenants (80%) with residents in
Leasehold/Freehold properties accounting for 21%. This compares to the tenure split across
the estate, which comprises 65% tenanted households.
Lengths of residency
Around a third of residents have lived at Cressingham Gardens for between 1 to 5 years (35%),
with a quarter resident for 21 years or over (24%).17% of residents have lived on the estate for
between 6 to 10 years (17%) and 15% between 11 to 15 years.
Equalities information
Around a third of residents are White British (34%), with Caribbean (23%), African or Black
background (9%) or Other White background (7%) the largest of the ethnic groups. 94% of
residents use English as the main spoken language in the household.
The majority of residents who have a religion are of the Christian faith (60% or were Muslim
(9%).
Standard/Condition of home
Over half of residents are satisfied with the standard/condition of their home (58%), with around
two-fifths dissatisfied (42%). Resident comments highlighted the green spaces, properties with
lots of light, good layout and space, lovely gardens, good amenities and a good community as
reasons for satisfaction with their home.
Reasons for dissatisfaction with the standard/condition of the home covered problems with
serious dampness, poor drainage, need for upgrading and a poor repairs service.
Damp/disrepair and insulation
Two-thirds of residents advised that their home suffered from damp/disrepair (66%) and over
half advised that it was difficult to keep their home warm in winter (56%).
Preferences for future home location
Three-quarters of residents would like to stay at Cressingham Gardens (74%) even if their
home was to be replaced.
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Preferences for type of accommodation
Over a third of residents would prefer to stay in their own home (37%). If this was not possible
then the preference would be moving to a new-build home (31%) rather than an existing
refurbished home on the estate (31%).
Priorities at Cressingham Gardens
Residents highlighted security issues (CCTV across the estate) (38%), ground floor
accommodation (36%) and a house/maisonette in a good state of repair instead of a flat (32%)
as the three key priorities at Cressingham Gardens.
Moving home
The survey explored the willingness of residents to move, if they could not stay in their current
home. A majority of residents felt it important that they should only have to move once in the
event of having to leave their home (80%), with a fifth opting for moving twice if it meant they
could move to a home that better met their preferences (20%).
Getting involved
Over half of residents (52%) expressed interest in getting involved in the future design of
Cressingham Gardens. This is very positive. Once the level and degree of the involvement
residents wish to have is clear, it may be that even more will wish to participate.
Views on consultation programme to date
The survey results provide a range of results that will help in developing the next steps and how
to work effectively with local residents
•
•
•

96% of residents are aware that the Council has been talking with residents about the future
of the estate
88% are familiar with options 1-5 prepared to explore the future of the estate
49% felt they had been provided with enough information to formulate a view on the future
of the estate

These three figures show that awareness of the consultation and the options presented to date
is very high, but that more detailed information is now required for residents to come to view on
the future of the estate.
•
•
•

38% advised that they had spoken to and sought advice from the Independent Tenants’
Advisor
44% had found it helpful to have an Independent Tenants’ Advisor
68% had attended one or more events held by the Council in the last twelve months

The provision of an Independent Tenant’s Advisor has been well received and well used. The
results show residents are actively engaging in the consultation process.
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Resident options
106 respondents provided 140 comments on the Council’s decision not to progress with options
1 to 5, as drafted by Roland Karthaus Architects, due to the feasibility exercise demonstrating
that they could not be adequately funded. Many comments (around 67%) expressed strong
views on their disappointment that the original drafted proposals could not be offered as they
had been perceived as promises to have their homes refurbished. There were also, however,
other types of responses, some of which supported progressing towards regeneration or had
other issues.
First scenario
There was a mixed response to the scenario (142 comments from 106 residents) which
proposed a refurbishment of homes on part of the estate, subject to available budget, and
demolishing and re-building the rest of the estate. There are similar numbers in favour of the
scenario (32% with certain caveats) as there are against (35%). Many of the other comments
(36%) were difficult to classify as one way or the other, indicating the difficulty in assessing all
the issues and factors involved.
Second scenario
On the second scenario there were 116 comments. This involves demolition of all the existing
homes (on a phased basis) and replacement with new homes. There are around a third (36%)
in favour of this scenario and a third against (36%). Other respondents had a range of concerns
over the level of detail, such as changes in tenancy conditions, affordability, the financial
calculations and Council guarantees.
Offers made in the information packs
Residents were asked if they had any comments regarding the offers made by the Council for
those whose homes would be replaced. 54 residents responded with comments around
affordability issues, changes in tenancy conditions and unanswered questions.
Further comments
The survey gave residents the opportunity to give additional comments. These included
issues about the length of time to solve the situation at Cressingham Gardens and the degree
to which the decisions made are transparent.
Tenant options 6, 7 and 8
Views were invited on three additional options that had been formulated by residents. Out of
the 109 residents responding, half were not aware of the options so could not comment upon
them. There were a number of positive comments, especially in respect of incorporating
green aspects, Passivhaus standards and energy saving initiatives.
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Appendix 1 – Questionnaire

1. Introduction
Acuity was commissioned to undertake a Test of Opinion survey of residents on the
Cressingham Gardens estate, Lambeth, to collect data on their opinions and attitudes towards
the estate regeneration options put forward by the Council. The survey started on 5th May 2015
and closed on 1st June 2015.

1.1

About Cressingham Gardens

Cressingham Gardens, a housing estate in the London Borough of Lambeth is one of six
estates in need of substantial upgrading and repair, where the costs of delivering the Lambeth
Housing Standard are prohibitive and where there is an opportunity to provide new homes.
Located next to Brockwell Park, the estate was built between 1967 and 1978. It is low rise,
low density estate built to “Parker Morris standards” which means the homes are spacious and
light inside. There are many large green areas, gardens and balconies. In all there are 306
properties of mixed tenure – Lambeth owned tenanted properties, freehold properties and
leasehold properties. Although options for refurbishment and renewal were put forward for
discussion in 2013 it has now been established that there are such significant stock condition
issues on this estate such as the replacement of roofs, window repairs, repairs to blocks,
internal upgrading of kitchens, bathrooms, heating, rewiring etc.), that refurbishment on its own
is unaffordable within the constraints of the Housing Revenue Account .
The low density of housing on the estate offers scope to increase the number of homes which
would fit in with the Council’s aims of not only improving the condition of housing for existing
residents but also to provide additional homes at Council rents to meet the challenge of the
high level of housing need and demand in the borough for affordable housing. An option to
include an element of new build and replacement of properties in poor condition in
Cressingham Gardens would mean that the Council would be able to attract alternative funding
sources such as GLA Housing Covenant grant funding, single capital pot funding and recycled
s106 receipts which would help make the scheme viable.

1.2

Aim of the survey

London Borough of Lambeth wished to carry out a Test of Opinion with residents on the
Cressingham Gardens estate to provide the Council with feedback from the residents on the
consultation and engagement initiatives that have been taking place and their views on the
revised regeneration option/s put forward. This follows a household survey carried out during
February and March this year looking at individual household needs on the estate.

1.3

Fieldwork

The survey was carried out initially through face-to-face interviews with residents. 286
properties were visited. With six open ended questions the face-to-face methodology was not
ideal in that those interviewed may have been somewhat disadvantaged through having had
little time to think about their answers, however this did provide an opportunity to obtain a wide
range of views on the future of the estate. All households that were not in when the interviewer
called on the third attempt to carry out a face-to-face interview were left a survey to selfcomplete and return with a reply paid envelope. The last survey was received on 1 June
2015.
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1.4

Survey design

The survey questionnaire was designed in consultation with Lambeth Council and presented to
the Cressingham Gardens Resident Steering Group for comment. It consisted of 29
questions. The questionnaire can be found at Appendix 1.

1.5

Representativeness

286 households were included in the survey, all of whom either received a visit or had a survey
delivered to them. Out of the 286, 103 interviews were completed and 57 questionnaires were
returned by post – a total of 160 and a response rate of 56%. The breakdown is shown in
Figure 1.1 below.
Figure 1.1 Completed questionnaires by tenure

Interviewed at home
Questionnaire left – no
postal return received
Questionnaire left – selfcompleted return
received
Empty property or
request not to visit
TOTAL

1.6

Freehold

Leasehold

Council
tenants

All

6

20

77

103

1

37

87

125

1

19

37

57

10

0

11

21

18

76

212

306

Notes to figures

Throughout this report, the figures show the results as percentages or number of responses
and base numbers are also shown where appropriate.
Rounding
The percentages are rounded up or down from one decimal place to the nearest whole number,
and for this reason may not in all cases add up to 100%. Rounding can also cause percentages
described in the supporting text to differ from the percentages in the charts by 1% when two
percentages are added together. In some parts of the report percentages may be expressed to
one decimal place.

1.7

Acknowledgements

Our thanks go firstly to the residents of Cressingham Gardens who took part in the survey. We
would also like to thank the staff of Lambeth BC for their assistance with the project, and our
particular thanks go to Neil Vokes, Julian Hart, Lucia Deere and Bashir Miah for their help
throughout the project.
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2. Tenure and Home Preference information
The following sections look at the results from the survey based on the views of all residents at
Cressingham Gardens who were surveyed (tenants in Lambeth housing stock, residents in
leasehold/freehold accommodation). This section looks at the length of residency on the
Cressingham Gardens estate, the condition of the home and preferences for remaining on the
estate or moving elsewhere and type of accommodation.

2.1

Tenure

The majority of residents in Cressingham Gardens are council tenants, however there are
possibly a number of private tenants residing in leasehold or freehold properties who identified
themselves as council tenants.
Figure 2.1: Tenure breakdown on Cressingham Gardens estate (base 156)

Council'tenant'

Leaseholder'

Freeholder'

80%'

17%'

4%'

A third of residents have lived at Cressingham Gardens for between one and five years (35%),
while a quarter have lived on the estate for 21 years or over (24%). One in six residents have
lived at Cressingham Gardens for between six to ten years (17%) and one in seven for
between eleven to fifteen years (!5%). Lower numbers have lived on the estate for between
sixteen to twenty years (8%) or are newcomers of less than a year (1%).
Figure 2.2: Length of residency at Cressingham Gardens (base 156)
35%'
24%'
17%'

15%'
8%'

1%'
Less than a
year

1 to 5 years

6 to 10 years

11 to 15 years 16 to 20 years 21 years or over
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2.2

Standard/condition of home

Survey respondents were asked how satisfied or dissatisfied they were with the standard or
condition of their home. Over half of residents are satisfied with the standard/condition of their
home (58%) – 15% of whom are “very satisfied”. Just over two-fifths are dissatisfied (42%),
with 12% “very dissatisfied”.
Figure 2.3: Satisfaction with standard/condition of home (base 155)
43%'
30%'
15%'

12%'

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

What are you most satisfied with regarding standard/condition of home?
107 residents gave reasons for satisfaction with their home – some more than one reason,
providing 156 comments in all. The majority of residents were happiest with the location of their
home (28%), the community (12%) and the amenities available such as the park and proximity
to good transport links (11%). One in eight residents were very satisfied with the design of
their home – the amount of light, space and general layout (12%) and one in ten consider their
home has good sized rooms (10%). Smaller numbers expressed general overall satisfaction
(5%), felt their property was of a good standard (4%), loved their garden (3%) and felt the
house was warm, safe and quiet (3%). Other comments covered: appreciation with being on
the ground floor; repairs dealt with quickly; have carried out their own upgrading; facility of a
garage; and the wish not to have their home demolished.
Figure 2.4: Reasons why residents are satisfied with standard/condition of home (107 responses
with 156 comments)
Good'environment/green'spaces'

28%'

Friendly/good'neighbours'

12%'

Lots'of'light'+'good'layout'&'space'

12%'

Other'

12%'

Near'to'ameniIes'(park/transport)'

11%'

Good'size'

10%'

Generally'saIsﬁed'
Good'condiIon/standard'

“Friendly neighbours, peaceful, quiet,
nice parking and easy access to the
park and station.”

5%'

“Light, airy, high ceilings, lovely
views front, back and side, lovely
gardens front and back and I really
love my home, it’s the best I’ve ever
had.”

4%'

Lovely'garden'

3%'

Warm,'safe,'quiet'

3%'

'
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Comments from dissatisfied residents
A third of the comments regarding dissatisfaction with the home chiefly centred around issues
with dampness/leaks (31%), a poor repairs service (18%) and the need for upgrading kitchens,
bathrooms, windows, heating etc. (13%).
Figure 2.5: Reasons why residents are dissatisfied standard/condition of home (120 responses,
158 comments)
Property
Poor property condition/not been
maintained
Poor repair service/many outstanding
repairs/poor quality repairs
Poor insulation
Poor design standard
Leaks/damp issues
Need upgrades
(kitchen/bathroom/windows/heating)
Expensive to heat
Poor appearance
Refurbishment unfinished/poor quality
Need more rooms
Need lifts
Lack of care
Asbestos
Location
Poor estate management
(cleaning/guttering/dog mess)
Drains always blocked
Noisy neighbours
Other
Do not want it demolished
Lambeth can’t be trusted to re-build well

2.3
66%

2.4
56%

92%
15
30
5
3
59
23
2
1
1
4
1
1
2
5%
4
3
1
3%
3
1

“The fact that we’ve been fobbed off
for so long regarding repairs. The
word ‘condensation’ is much over used
– I can tell the difference between that
and a ‘leak’ but maintenance men
cannot.

“The way the Council does not fix things
when they are broken. They don’t
refurbish things when needed”

“Too many problems and the drainage
keeps getting blocked and smelly”

Damp/disrepair
Two-thirds of residents advised that their home suffered from damp or disrepair (66%) (base
156)

Keeping warm
Over half of resdents advised that it was difficult to keep their home warm in winter (56%) (base
152)
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2.5

Preferences for future home location

Residents were asked to say, if their home was to be replaced and they were required to move,
where they would like to move to. Three-quarters of all residents responding stated they
would like to stay at Cressingham Gardens (74%). The preference was stronger among
tenants (78%) than leaseholders (60%), however both tenures were in agreement that they
would like to stay in Lambeth (14%) rather than move outside the borough (5%).
Figure 2.6: Preferences of future home location if home was to be replaced and resident was
required to move
Tenant of the Council (base 118)

Leasehold/Freehold (base 30)

All residents (base 148)
78%'

60%'

74%'

14%' 13%' 14%'

6%'

Like'to'stay'at'Cressingham' Like'to'move'elsewhere'
Gardens'
within'Lambeth'

2.6

3%'

5%'

Like'to'move'elsewhere'
outside'Lambeth'

23%'
3%'

7%'

None'of'the'above'

Preferences for type of property

Over a third of residents would prefer to stay in their own home (37%) if possible, failing which
the preference would be for a new-build home (31%) rather than an existing reburbished home
on the estate. Over half of leaseholders would prefer to remain in their own home (57%) than
move into a new-build home (20%).
Figure 2.7: Preferences of type of property if home was to be replaced and resident was required
to move
Tenant of the Council (base 118)

Leasehold/Freehold (base 30)

All residents (base 148)

57%'
47%'
38%'

37%'
31%'
20%'
7%'

A'newWbuild'home'

Stay'in'current'home'

13%'
3%'

5%'

AlternaIve'exisIng'
refurbished'home'on'the'
estate'

3%'

3%'

None'of'the'above'

'
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2.7

Priorities at Cressingham Gardens

Residents were asked if their home was to be replaced and they chose to remain at
Cressingham Gardens, what would be the three most important issues for them.
There was a slight difference between priorities given by tenants and those given by
leaseholders. The top two priorities for tenants were having better private amenities
(balcony/garden) (53%) and cctv accross the estate (43%). The third priority was very close
between having a new home in a good state of repair (34%); a house or maisonette instead of
a flat (33%); ground floor accommodation (33%); and having a larger home that better meets
their needs (32%).
For leasehold/freehold residents the top three priorities are: having ground floor
accommodation (48%), better private amenities (balcony/garden) (33%) and better parking
arrangements along with a house/maisonette instead of a flat (both 27%).
Figure 2.8: Three top most issues for the estate if home was to be replaced and resident chose
to remain at Cressingham Gardens
All residents (base 156)

Leasehold/Freehold (base 32)

Tenant of the Council (base 124)
38%
43%

CCTV across the estate

36%
33%

Ground floor accommodation

32%
27%
33%

House/Maisonette instead of a flat
New home in a good state of repair

24%

Having a larger home that better meets
needs

24%

Other

30%
32%
53%

20%
27%
18%

Better parking arrangements

Staying close to friends/current neighbours

32%
34%

30%
33%

Better private amenities (balcony/garden)

A new home with a view

48%

11%
9%
11%
11%
14%
15%
13%

24%

Other issues were highlighted by twenty residents:

• A bungalow with a garden, as I have now.
• A garden.
• A guarantee that we would get at least the same as what we have now. Same size, a garden and
on the ground floor.
• A new build to the highest standard and not a quick build.
• Have osteoarthritis. Need 2 bed g/f with small garden and not too many steps or stairs.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Home on the ground floor in exactly same location as I am now.
Home with a walk-in shower.
I don’t want to move.
I love my home and work hard to pay for it and I am disgusted by the thought that it might be
demolished.
I won’t be able to stay. You are evicting me from London; financial ruin.
I would count a garden as big priority.
I would like the same amenities that I currently enjoy.
Near to local amenities.
Not losing floor space, high ceilings or light and not in any way smaller.
Poor management by the Council.
Property with a garden.
Remain a council tenant with all current rights.
Same as I have.
Same fantastic views from balcony.
There is nothing that could be improved about my home, apart from better insulation, such as with
the Passivhaus standard.

2.8

Moving home

One of the issues the Council wanted to understand was the not only the willingness of
residents to move, but also their acceptance that in order to achieve the right outcome for them
individually, they may have to move a second time. Residents were therefore asked what would
be more important for them – moving only once or moving twice in order to move to a property
that better meets their needs and preferences.
The overwhelming majority felt it important that they should only have to move once (80%), with
a fifth opting for moving twice in order to move to a home that meets their preferences (20%).
Figure 2.9: Moving home (base 135)

80%

20%

Moving only once.

2.9
52%

Moving twice in order to move to a
property that better meets your
preferences

Getting involved
Over half of resdents of residents advised that they wished to get involved in the future design
of Cressingham Gardens (base 144)
'
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3. Views on information programme to date
Lambeth Borough Council has carried out various consultation exercises with regard to the
regeneration proposals at Cressingham Gardens. Social Life led on the consultation and coproduction process in 2013, involving research to understand how residents feel about the
estate and the prospect of regeneration. In 2014 the Council ran a three month engagement
plan with workshop sessions and working groups to explore particular issues in depth and to
ascertain views of the different indicative options developed by Roland Karthaus. This was a
scoping exercise to provide the basis for studying the feasibility of different options. A booklet
was sent to all tenants, designed to provide all the information needed to fully understand the
regeneration and re-housing process. A separate booklet has also been sent to all
leasehold/freeholders with the information they need to understand the implications of the
regeneration proposals. An independent Tenants’ Advisor was been engaged to offer advice
to residents.

3.1

Views on information programme

Residents were asked a series of questions about the information/consultation programme to
date.

Awareness of Council talks
96%

The vast majority of residents are aware that the Council has been talking with Cressingham
Gardens’ residents about the future of the estate (96%) (base 156.)

Familiarity with Options (1 to 5)
88%

Well over four-fifths of resdents of residents are familiar with options (1 to 5) prepared to
explore the future of the estate (88%) (base 156).

Enough information to formulate a view
49%

Just under half of residents advised that they felt they had been provided with enough
information to formulate a view on the future of the estate (49%) (base 151).

The Independent Tenants’ Advisor (ITA)
38%

Just under two-fifths of resdents of residents advised that they had spoken to and sought
advice from the ITA (Simon Slater) (38%) (base 156)
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Found it helpful to have an Independent Tenant Advisor
44%

More than two-fifths of residents advised that it had been helpful to have an ITA (base 145).

Have attended one or more of the events held by the Council
68%

Two-thirds or more of residents advised that they had attended events held by the Council in
the last twelve months (68%) (base 155).

Have received a copy of the documents “Information for Tenants” and
“Information for Homeowners”
78%

Two-thirds of residents advised that they have received a copy of the information documents
sent by the Council (78%) (base 153).

Understand the offers from the Council for Tenants/Homeowners
56%

Over half of residents advised that they understand the offers from the Council for
Tenants/Homeowners (56%) (base 149).

'
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4. Equalities information
As this is likely to be a project that would be providing new homes within an existing estate,
there are a number of potential equality and diversity impacts that must be considered and
monitored. Information was sought from survey respondents to identify the local demographics
of the estate and ensure consultation and communication methods are in line with Council
policy in this regard. All new homes or facilities provided will meet all relevant standards and
good practice with regard to equalities and diversity.

4.1

Ethnic origin

Around a third of residents are White British residents (34%) – with a higher percentage in
leasehold accommodation (50%) than in Lambeth tenanted properties (30%).
Of those of a different ethnicity or origin, Caribbean residents account for 23% of residents,
whilst those from Any Other African or Black background (9%) or Any Other White background
(7%) are the next largest ethnic groupings.
Figure 4.1 Ethnicity or origin of Cressingham Garden resident

British
Irish
Polish
Portuguese
Any other White background
White and Black Caribbean
White and Black African
White and Asian
Any other Mixed/Multiple ethnic
background
Pakistani
Chinese
Any other Asian background
Caribbean
African Somalian
Any other African or Black
Arab
Any other ethnic group
Prefer not to say

All residents
(base 156)

Tenants
(base 124)

54
2
1
3
11
6
2
1

38
1
1
2
8
6
2
1
1

1
1
3
1
35
2
14
1
4
14

1
2
1
30
2
13
3
12
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Leasehold/
Freehold
(base 32)
16
1
0
1
3
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
5
0
1
1
1
2

4.2

Language

94% of residents use English as the main spoken language in the household. The remaining
households speak a variety of different languages as the main language in the home, either
European or African.
Figure 4.2 Main language spoken in household
All residents

All
residents
2
2
1
3

French
Igbo and Yoruba
Somali
Spanish

4.3

Tenants
2
2
1
2

Leasehold/
Freehold
0
0
0
1

Religion or belief

Three-fifths of respondents advised that they were of a Christian faith (60%), had no religion
(23%) or were Muslim (9%). 6% preferred not to say.
Figure 4.3 Religion or belief
Religion/belief
Christian
Muslim
Any other religion
No religion
Prefer not to say
Base

All
residents
60%
9%
2%
23%
6%
150

Tenants
65%
9%
3%
18%
5%
119

Leasehold/
Freehold
39%
6%
45%
10%
31

'
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5. Resident options
A variety of scenarios have been considered from complete refurbishment through to complete
re-development. These scenarios were explored originally in the form of options 1 to 5, as
drafted by Roland Karthaus Architects. After studying the feasibility of each option the Council
has taken a decision not to progress those scenarios that primarily represent refurbishment
because such approaches cannot be funded.

5.1

Comments on scenarios that cannot be funded

Residents were asked if they had any comments to make, either on the options or on the
Council’s decision not to progress any options that could not be funded.
106 residents responded with 140 comments. A significant proportion of residents expressed
strong views on their disappointment that the original proposals could not be continued, with a
feeling that they had been let down over previous perceived promises to have their homes
refurbished. There were, however, also many other types of response including a small
percentage that supported progressing towards regeneration (7%).
Figure 5.1: Summary of comments on
scenarios that cannot be funded
Comment
Why offer in the first place if not
viable/should have been more honest
at the start/unbelievable waste of time
and money
Would like to know where money is
going/no financial analysis made
available/not convinced Council
figures are correct
Repair/refurbish and let us remain in
our own homes
Not a good decision/disagree with the
decision
Consultation has been a
sham/residents have been treated
with contempt/it has been very
upsetting and depressing
In favour of regeneration
Would like complete refurbishment
and property maintenance – not
demolition
Need more information on
refurbishment and re-build
Very hard to know what to believe/no
longer trust the Council
Should provide a better place for
everyone on the estate/not fair for all
residents
We would not be in this position if the
Council had maintained properties
properly

Nbr

17

17
14
12

8
8

“The council began this whole process a
painful 2 and a half years ago with the aim
to raise the standard of living on the estate.
Instead you have changed the parameters
with an emphasis on building more homes
and have ignored the wishes of residents on
this estate. I have attended the majority of
the meetings and know what the general
opinion is from talking to and hearing the
news of the estate. 80% wanted
refurbishment. Why offer it if it wasn't
viable?!”

“I am in support of the
demolition.”

7
6
6
6
6

“.The council has demonstrated
complete bias in favour of
demolition and totally failed to
explore funding options for
refurbishment with residents with
any honesty.”
.”
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Comment
Concern about re-housing priorities/
balanced community
Calling them options is false and
misleading
Don’t want such a good location and
environment spoilt/will destroy the
community
Parameters were changed to an
emphasis on building more homes
Council will do what is best for them,
not us
Not sure/don’t mind either way
Money could be saved by doing
repairs properly with decent materials
Resident’s wishes have been ignored
Council is breaking the law by failing
to carry out necessary repairs
Offer proposed to freeholders is
undervalued and not real to London’s
house prices
Have spent a lot money on my own
property
Deal with drainage and manage
contractors better
Don’t want to leave this estate
Want to stay in Lambeth area
Keep all green areas and trees
Do internal repairs, never mind
external
Fear we have little information about
future costs for residents
Start again from scratch
Other

Nbr
5

“Why not just be honest and
get on with it”

4
3
2
2
2
2
2

“The council have not
considered the option that the
majority of residents wish to
stay and refurbish. The council
have not heard the residents
wishes or listened to our
needs..”

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

“Repair my home and let me
stay in my own home

“Not a good decision to make
by the Council.”
.”

“I think this should have been
rebuilt. All the areas are so old
and there are many rats.”
.”
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5.2

The first scenario

Two remaining scenarios are still being considered by the Council and residents were asked for
their views on these options.
The first scenario would involve refurbishing homes one part of the estate, subject to the
available budget, and demolishing and re-building the rest of the estate.
As set out in the Council’s guarantees, everyone wishing to stay on the estate will have the
opportunity to do so. The scenario would mean that the Council could build in the region of 60
to 80 more homes, however most of these would have to be sold to cover the cost of carrying
out the required refurbishment work of the existing retained homes.
106 residents responded to this first scenario, making 142 comments. There were similar
numbers in favour of the scenario (32% with certain caveats) as there are against (35%), with
many comments difficult to definitively classify as one way or the other. Views were expressed
that refurbishments and repairs were all that was needed, others were concerned about
affordability, changes in tenancy conditions and about the Council keeping to their
promises/guarantees.
Figure 5.2: Summary of comments on the
first scenario
Comment
Not in favour of this scenario
Okay if can stay on the estate/get a
bigger property
Want to stay in current home and
have full refurbishment
Like this idea/good thing to do
Not fair on those residents that are in
demolition area (particularly
homeowners who will not be rehoused)
Slightly good option/acceptable –
good idea to retain parts of the estate
Our view doesn’t count as the Council
will do as they wish regardless
Better option would be to totally
demolish and re-build
Depends on extent of re-development,
quality of new homes and process
Need financial evidence to prove case
As long as Council are honest and
keep to their promise and we can stay
on the estate
Putting money before
people/privatisation by the back
door/property speculation – no
positive elements
Would like more information on what
is to be demolished

Nbr
21
15
10
10

“This is too big a scenario because we do
not know what is to be built and you are
asking people to use assumptions we have
no idea about. I think this is a good estate,
quiet with good homes and a community
who deserve a decent home. So
refurbishment of existing good homes and
rebuild the ones which need it and those
which have not been occupied for many
years.

8
8
7

“I don't mind about rebuilding
if that is what is decided.”

6
5
4

“I would like to move back into
my apartment if it is going to
be one of the ones to be
demolished. “

4

3
3

“As stated before, this scenario
doesn't allow homeowners/
freeholders to have the same
status as before, so therefore,
either of these scenarios are not
good for us.”
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Comment
This scenario offers worse rights and
rents for tenants
Will entail years of noise and
disruption
Building more homes will change the
estate and bring crime
Demolition is wasting money
Not sure/don’t mind either way
Don’t ruin a good community and area
Demolition goes against the will of the
residents
Am elderly and do not have money to
buy anything new
Budget must be open and honestly
declared
Council has not been honest
More favourable for private owners
All scenarios lead to demolition
Suspect this scenario is preferred by
Council to avoid leaseholder
challenges
Just refurbishing doesn’t make sense
– we all need new homes
Should not have let homes get into
such a state of disrepair
Not acceptable but best worst
scenario
Feel aggrieved Council will not
consider options 6 to 8
Why on earth would I opt to have my
own home (bought and paid for)
demolished?
Know that demolition will mean end to
secure tenancies
What percentage will be council
homes
Just want a good property that suits
household needs
If decide to demolish I want to leave
Would not solve disrepair issues
Re-house tenants in new build
I am disabled so not much choice for
me
Be careful and considerate in
allocating right size and type of
property
No idea
Would just like a decision asap
None should be available for sale at
all
Just need good repairs

Nbr
2
2
2
2
2
2

Where is Lambeth getting this
funding from? You cannot
afford to build 'please explain'
SPV to us the residents. The
option of demolishing the
whole estate is very much
questionable. This estate is for
sale to the highest bidder.

2
2
2
2
2
1

“.I would prefer this option,
because it will be done quicker
and I will have the opportunity
to stay in my home..”

1
1
1
1
1

I agree to refurbishing some of
the homes which are not really
bad, but certain homes need to
be knocked down badly,
because they are in really bad
condition.”

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

” It's okay. Once the council
are ready they should do
whatever they like but they
should keep to promises
because majority of people
don't want to leave this area.”

1
1
1
1
1
1
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5.3

The second scenario

The second scenario would involve demolitionof all the existing homes (on a phased basis) and
replacement with new homes which meet the needs of residents on the estate.
As set out in the Council’s Key Guarantees everyone wishing to stay on the estate will have the
opportunity to do so. The scenario would mean that the Council could build around 150 or
more homes for local people, a proportion of which will be for council rent, some will be at
higher rents and some will be for private sale.
102 residents responded to this second scenario with their views, making 116 comments. In
this case there are around a third in favour of the scenario (36%) and a third against (36%),
with other responses again covering concerns over changes in tenancy conditions, affordability,
lack of trust in the Council’s financial calculations or that the Council will keep to their
guarantees.

Figure 5.3: Summary of comments on the
first scenario
Comment
In favour of this scenario
Not in favour of this scenario
Do not believe/trust the Council
Cannot guarantee everyone will be
able to stay – how do homeowners
know if they can afford to?
No sense knocking down homes with
no problems
Best of the worst – this scenario is
fairer as provides more homes
As long as get a comparable home
and garden at same rent
Not in favour of change in tenancy
conditions
Expect to paid out fair value if being
forced out
Need a bigger property
Want to stay in current home
Unlikely that complete redevelopment
could create something comparable
Need to see the financial calculations
All existing properties should be
demolished
Want full refurbishment, not
demolition
Try not to build high rise buildings
Want more information on where we
will live while homes are rebuilt
Seems like evicting a whole
community – social cleansing

Nbr
23
18
8

“You say you guarantee everyone can stay on
the estate, but that is not true. …I cannot
know if I could afford or live in one. I
understand there is a need for new homes
but this is not the way to do it; knocking
down perfectly good homes with absolutely
no problems.

5
5
5
5

“Whilst I would agree in principle
that it makes sense to build more
houses for council tenants, but there
are too many unanswered questions.

4
3
3
3
3
3

“As my tenancy conditions
would change with the change
of tenancy, I am against this
scenario too. My house needs
repairs, not replacement. “

3
2
2
2

“My home is nice and comfortable

and very functional to my needs. I
do not see the need of mending
what is not broken.”

2
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Comment
Make it a fair mixed tenure – don’t
change balance
Property needs repairs, not
replacement
Flawed and politically driven
Unlikely to have same space for same
price in a new build
Needs to be on a phased basis to
minimise disruption for older people
Sorry for those who have to move
As long as we are guaranteed our
tenancy
Immoral and cruel
Please don’t take our homes
Exact financial amounts should be
defined and made public
Give tenants first choice of home
location – near park
Option 1 only
Council have already decided on what
they want to do
All Council cares about is funding, not
people. Need social rents not market
rents.
No details have been provided/too
many unanswered questions
Other

“.I am for the demolition as this
means better living conditions, bigger
homes and more homes provided for
other people who are overcrowded
or in need of a home. My property is
in bad disrepair and year after year
the problems reoccur. I have a young
child in my home so I don't see why
my child should suffer in this
condition....”

“.The sounds better, because
the buildings are really falling
apart.”

Nbr
2

” As long as we will be
guaranteed a home back on
the estate, then that's fine...”

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

“I"don't"like"this"option"
because"it"is"very"less"likely"we"
will"be"back,"I"don't"believe"
the"council"that"much.”"
.

“Cressingham shows wear and tear,
and some blocks need radical attention.
But I think it would be destructive to
the area to knock it al down and start
again. The feeling of spaciousness is
very good (green space and size of
rooms). I think it's unlikely that
complete redevelopment could create
something comparable.

1
1

“.This is the right scenario in
my opinion as the estate
would be too expensive to
repair, and as a leaseholder I
do not want to pay for the
disrepair due to the poor
maintenance of the estate...”

“.Terrible, totally against it...”
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5.4

Comments regarding the offers made in the information packs

Residents were asked if they had any comments to make regarding the offers that have been
made by the Council for those whose homes would be replaced, as set out in the documetns
“Information for Secure Tenants” and “Information for Homeowners”.
54 residents responded to this question, providing 60 comments mainly concerned with
affordability issues, changes in tenancy conditions and unanswered questions.
Figure 5.4: Summary of comments on the
first scenario
Comment
Security of tenure should remain
whatever the option/official guarantee
More information is needed for
homeowners/no proper offers yet
Deeply worried about future for
residents – Council have a history of
not meeting promises/agreements or
being honest
Should not be an opportunity to
introduce restrictions on current rights
and conditions or higher rents
Financial disaster/not sure will be able
to afford
Offers are not acceptable
Concern any new houses will be
smaller/should be offered like for like
Existing residents should have priority
in choice of housing
Do not need or want a new home – no
problems with mine
Have not seen the documents
Sooner you get started the better
Have no legal basis, so no meaning
Do not wish to move far from friends/
neighbours
Do not want my house demolished
A lot of unanswered questions/
ambiguous statements
Proposals from tenants/homeowners
not been taken up
Happy with demolition option
Should provide a good place for
everyone
Documents biased
Need to see independent audited
figures
Council have produced informative
documents
Give consideration to older/disabled/
young families
Other

Nbr
7
6

“It is wrong that leaseholders who choose to
remain on the estate may not be able to
afford to lease a new build home, as they are
being sold at full market value, whilst the
value of all the properties has gone up, we
don't know what the value of the new
properties will be. So we may not be able to
remortgage to retain what we have now.”

6
6
5
5
4
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

“A secure tenant should remain
a secure tenant, regardless of
being forced to move or not.”

“Just hope they keep their word
because this has been going on for
some time now. We all need to know
where we stand.

“These homes are lovely and
light and spacious. I do not
need or want a new home as
there are no problems with
mine. “

1
1
1
1
1

“The council have done a good
job on the draft documents sent.
Very informative..”

1
1
1
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5.5

Further comments

60 respondents took the opportunity to add further comments, highlighting the time the
programme is taking to be resolved and the stress it is causing, together with a lack of clear
information, lack of proof of costings and a feeling that the Council has already made their
decision. There was also some re-stating of views about wishing to retain the Cressingham
Gardens homes and community and not to demolish homes.

Figure 5.5: Summary of comments on the
first scenario
Comment
Extremely stressful period – no
consideration of impact on our
lives/not listened to our needs/difficult
to plan for the future
Lack of clear information and poor
timetable
Delay in consultation process/lack of
care and respect/issues has dragged
on far too long/shambolic and suspect
Council should be honest with
residents
Offer us a fair price if we are forced
out
Worry Council will not keep to their
promise of making sure people are rehoused
Would like a bigger property inside
C.Gdns
I do not want my home demolished
Tenancy agreements should remain a
they are
Consultation is a sham – regeneration
only benefits the Council
Please don’t destroy our home and
community
Don’t want to move
Should be given the full facts – what
are the options 6-9 we haven’t been
told about
Put people before profit
We will fight against these proposals
Need accommodation to meet my
family’s needs
Feel Council has already made their
decision regardless of what we say
Please hurry up and make the
decision so we can move on/when will
all this come to term
Why is there still no proof of costings

Nbr

9

“Clear information has been unforthcoming or
arrives at the last minute. The lack of clarity
and skipping timetable causes anxiety
amongst residents that threatens community
cohesion and harmony.”

6
4
4
4

“The council should listen to the
residents of Cressingham Gardens.
Leave us in our homes with a total
refurbishment.”

4
4
3
2
2

“They should make the rooms
in a good standard. The
agreement of tenancy should
be the same as we have now.”

3
2
3
2
2
2

“The worst part is the vague time
line, and not knowing what will
happen when. It makes it very
difficult to plan for the future..”

1
1
1
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Comment
Would like to see community
gardening incorporated into plans
Would like to see cycle hangers for
residents/friends to use
Change old houses for new houses
Where are we going to be re-housed
in this two-year process?
Not convinced of the structural
integrity of modern housing

Nbr
1
1
1
1
1

” I wish for the council to
hurry up and make their
decision so we can get to the
next level. In the meantime,
we are being forced to
continue living in these
horrible flats.”
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5.6

Further comments

Residents were asked whether they were familiar with the options 6, 7 and 8 formulated by
some Cressingham Garden residents and which they would most like to see incorporated into
any regeneration of the estate.
Figure 5.6: Summary of comments on
incorporating elements of options 6, 7 and 8
formulated by residents
Comment
Can’t remember or don’t know what
the options are
Yes – all green aspects
All have merit and should be
considered
N/A or no comment
Cheaper electricity/energy saving
initiatives/solar panels
Do not support these options
Becoming a TMO or similar
Better parking
Bigger/safer homes
Better repairs
Residents should be able to see these
options
Community involvement
Tenant’s panel to check quality of
build
Concerned at opposition to Council
plans
Passivhaus standard is a great idea
Agree there are more options to
consider
No move without costs/provide
financial details
Option 7 – community facility
A suitable upgrade repair option is
preferable
Total refurbishment/no demolition
Other

“I like options 6,7,& 8. I would be happy
with any of them. These options are the
most affordable and would eradicate fuel
poverty for residents , and keep them in
their homes where they want to stay. I
think the Passivhaus standard is a great
idea and a brilliant way of ensuring a
quality refurb.”

Nbr
55
10
9
8
7
5
3
2
2
2

” All green aspects.
Becoming a TMO or similar.
The time and opportunity for
all tenants and residents to be
able to see these options.”

1
1
1
1
1

“Energy saving initiatives. Take running of the
estate out of council hands so it is run for
community benefit. Make better use of the
car parks for residential properties and/or
business development. Repairs not
demolition.”

1
1
1
1
3
6

“I am deeply concerned at the opposition
to the council plans, a group would like
other options but little information, how
these are a political group who seem to
want to take over the estate.”

'
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6. Conclusion
The Test of Opinion survey on the Cressingham Gardens estate has given residents the
opportunity to express their views openly on the proposals put forward for modernising and
improving the condition of properties on the estate within the constraints of the funding options
available.
56% of residents responded to the survey expressing some very strong views both on the
earlier regeneration options proposed and the two that are now considered to be the only viable
routes forward.
The home
Answers to questions on the standard and condition of the home showed that fewer residents
were dissatisfied with their home (42%) than satisfied (58%). This, however, discords with
subsequent questions where a majority expressed dissatisfaction with their homes in relation to
damp/disrepair (66%) and ability to keep homes warm in winter (56%). There is most
definitely an acknowledgement that many of the properties are in very poor condition.
Resident options
The disappointment shown by residents in the withdrawal of earlier scoping options drafted by
Roland Karthaus Architects has demonstrated a lack of understanding about the nature of the
feasibility exercise, which led to the false impression that all options would be available. This
will explain the feeling by residents that they have been let down. However, not all responses
were against the need for some regeneration.
In terms of the two regeneration scenarios, the nature of the responses makes it very difficult to
definitively say whether there is a preference for the first or second scenario, or indeed either of
them.
The idea of refurbishing some properties and demolishing others got a very mixed response.
The difficultly in classifying whether residents were in favour or not shows that for many the
issues are not simple and there are many factors that need to be considered.
The second scenario, which involves demolition of existing homes, had around a third in favour
and a third against. Other respondents had a range of issues and concerns over the level of
detail, including terms and conditions, costs, and the degree to which the Council could follow
through with commitments, particularly where there were questions about the financial
calculations on which decisions were being made. Again it shows that, for many, the issues
are more complex than simply accepting or declining a particular approach.
Moving home
One of the issues Lambeth wanted to understand was not only the willingness of the residents
to be moved, but also their acceptance that in order to achieve the right outcome for them
individually they may have to move a second time. This balance between time and possibly
moving a second time revealed a preference to just move the once (80%).
Looking at the interest in developing the future housing the implication is that if the housing is
designed and delivered to a standard that is acceptable then the idea of the one move is clearly
beneficial to everyone.
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Resident involvement
Over half of residents expressed interest in getting involved in the future development of
Cressingham Gardens. While this is a positive outcome, on its own this does not provide detail
on the extent or degree of such involvement residents would wish to have. The percentage of
residents interested could in actual fact be higher as it may be that some residents were wary
of expressing interest for fear it could be interpreted as approval for the re-development
programme.
The survey results provide a range of ways that will help in the next stages of the development
proposals and offer better direction in how to work with local residents. Awareness of the
consultation programme so far is very high (96%), as is an understanding of the options
presented to date (88%). However, with just under half of residents surveyed feeling they
have enough information to formulate a view on the future of the estate (49%) there is a clear
need for further dialogue in how any schemes are taken forward. There is, of course, a
difference between being informed and the acceptance or otherwise of the implications. The
level of awareness does provide a strong position from which to look at how more detailed
understanding can now be provided.
The consultation process
The idea of having an Independent Tenant’s Adviser has been well received and well used.
The survey results show that people are actively engaging in the future of the estate and their
personal situation within it. The challenge when looking at any of these results is to be careful
in how they are interpreted. There is clearly strong awareness, engagement and a high degree
of personal participation. This is not the same as acceptance of the decisions and proposals
and that is where further analysis would be required.
It is clear that residents wish for further information and clarification on various aspects of how
regeneration might proceed and the consequences for each household’s own circumstances.
There are a number of concerns that residents suggest need addressing including:
• How secure are the Key Guarantees given to tenants and leaseholders?
• How affordable the new homes will be for leaseholders/freeholders?
• Who will be managing the estate – an SPV or the Council?
• Why tenancy conditions have to be changed from secure to assured and how this will affect
rent levels.
• How to retain the same community balance and amenities.
• Who will be eligible for the shared ownership/shared equity offers?
• Extent of provision for level access accommodation for disabled/family households.
• Which homes are proposed for demolition and which for refurbishment?
• Where will residents be re-housed in this 2-year process?
• Will the financial calculations for each scenario be shared with residents?

'
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Appendix 1 – Questionnaire
TEST OF OPINION SURVEY – CRESSINGHAM GARDENS
LONDON BOROUGH OF LAMBETH
Your reference number: 1263/……

Help for completing the survey
This survey is being carried out by Acuity Research and Practice on behalf of the London
Borough of Lambeth Council.
The information collected through this survey will be treated in the strictest confidence and
access will be strictly limited to the Council’s regeneration team, who will use it to inform the
Council’s decision making process for the regeneration programme of Cressingham Gardens
estate.
The views collected through this survey will help the Council to assess the current views of
residents. You do not have to provide information on any questions you do not wish to answer,
nor complete this survey. The answers you provide will be treated simply as your current
opinion; your answers do not commit you to any course of action.
Absentee landlords will be sent a postal survey questionnaire to the address held by the
Council. If you are a tenant of a private landlord, please forward to your landlord.
The survey should be completed by the tenant or freeholder or head leaseholder. If you were
not at home when the interviewer called this survey will have been left with you. Please return
the completed questionnaire in the freepost envelope provided by Friday 22nd May 2015.
If you would like this survey in another language please call Acuity on 0800 849 4019.
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Section 1. Tenure and Home Preference information
Q1

Are you a:
Tenant of the Council
Freeholder living on the estate

Leaseholder living on the Estate
Leaseholder/Freeholder not living on the Estate

Q2

How long have you been living at Cressingham Gardens?
Less than a year
1 - 5 years
6 - 10 years
11 - 15 years
16 - 20 years
21 years or over

Q3

Are you satisfied with the standard/condition of your home?
Very Satisfied

Q4

Satisfied

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

What are you most satisfied with regarding the standard/condition of your home?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Q5

What are you most dissatisfied with regarding the standard/condition of your home?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Q6

Does your home suffer from damp or disrepair?

Yes

No

Q7

Is your home difficult to keep warm in winter?

Yes

No

(Your answers to these following questions are just your opinion now. They do not
commit you to anything.)
Q8

If your home were to be replaced and you were required to move, would you:
a)
Like to stay at Cressingham Gardens
b)
Like to move elsewhere within Lambeth
c)
Like to move elsewhere outside Lambeth
d)
None of the above

Q9
If your home were to be replaced and you were required to move (putting aside
for the moment concerns in relation to tenancies and finances), would you prefer to:
a)
Move into a new build home
b)
Stay in your current home
c)
Move into an alternative existing refurbished property on the estate
d)
None of the above
'
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Q10 If your home were to be replaced and you chose to remain at Cressingham Gardens,
what would be the three most important issues for you?
a)
A new home with a view
b)
A new home in a good state of repair
b)
Staying close to friends/current neighbours
c)
Having a larger home that better meets your needs
d)
Fitting of CCTV across the Estate
e)
Better parking arrangements
f)
Better private amenities (better/larger balcony or garden)
g)
Having a home on the ground floor
h)
Having a house or maisonette instead of a flat
i)
Other - specify
_____________________________________________________________________
Q11

What would be more important for you:
a)
Moving only once.
b)
Moving twice in order to move to a property that better meets
your preferences

Q12

Would you wish to get involved in the future design of Cressingham Gardens?
Yes

No

Section 2 Views on information/consultation programme to date
Q13

Are you aware that the Council has been talking with Cressingham Gardens’ residents
about the future of the estate?
Yes
No

Q14

Are you familiar with the Options (1 to 5) that were prepared to explore the future for
the Estate?
Yes
No

Q15

Do you feel that the Council has provided you with enough information to formulate a
view on the future of the Estate?
Yes
No

Q16

Have you spoken to and sought advice from the Independent Tenants’ Advisor
(Simon Slater)?
Yes
No

Q17

Has it been helpful to have a Independent Tenants Advisor?

Q18

Have you attended any of the events held by the Council in the last 12 months?
Yes
No

Q19

Have you received the documents “Information for Tenants” and/or “Information for
Homeowners”?
Yes
No

Q20

Do you feel that you understand the offers from the Council for
Tenants/Homeowners?
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Yes

Yes

No

No

Section 3.
Q21

Equalities information

What is your ethnic origin?

White or White British:
British (English, Scottish, Welsh, Northern Irish)
Polish

Irish

Gypsy or Irish Traveller

Portuguese

Any other White background (please state) ___________________________________
Mixed or multiple ethnic groups
White and Black Caribbean

White and Black African

Any other Mixed / Multiple ethnic background (please state)

White and Asian

_______________________

Asian or Asian British
Indian

Pakistani

Bangladeshi

Chinese

Any other Asian background (please state) _____________________________________
Black / African / Caribbean / Black British
Caribbean background

African Somalian

Any other African or Black

Other ethnic group
Arab

Prefer not to say

Any other ethnic group (please state) _________________________________________
Q22

Is English the main language spoken in your household?

Yes

No

Q22(a) . If ‘No’ to Q22: What is the main language spoken? ___________________________
Q23

What is your religion or belief?

No religion

Christian

Jewish

Muslim

Buddhist
Sikh

Hindu
Prefer not to say

Any other religion (please state) _____________________________________________
'
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Section 4 Resident Opinions

A variety of scenarios has been considered from complete refurbishment through to complete
redevelopment. These scenarios were explored in the form of Options (1 to 5) as formulated
by Roland Karthaus Architects.
The Council has taken a decision not to progress those scenarios that primarily represent
refurbishment, because such approaches cannot be funded.
Q24. Do you have any comments to make on such refurbishment scenarios or on the Council’s
decision not to progress those scenarios that could not be funded?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Two remaining scenarios are still being considered by the Council and we want your views on
these options.
The first scenario would involve refurbishing homes on part of the estate, subject to the
available budget, and demolishing and rebuilding the rest of the estate. What this would
mean:
!
!
!

As set out in our guarantees to you provided previously in the documents “Information
for Secure Tenants and “Information for Homeowners”, everyone wishing to stay on the
estate will have the opportunity to do so.
We could build in the region of 60 to 80 more homes.
Refurbishing some of the existing homes would still be expensive for the Council and
most of the additional homes we build would have to be sold to enable us to do up the
rest.

Q25. What is your view on this scenario?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
'
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_____________________________________________________________________
The second scenario would involve demolition of all the existing homes (on a phased basis)
and replacement with new homes which meet the needs of residents on the estate. What this
would mean:
!
!
!
!

As set out in our guarantees to you, everyone wishing to stay on the estate will have the
opportunity to do so.
We could provide around 150 more homes for local people – 50% or more will be for
council rent, some would be for private sale and others rented at market rents.
This does not require any money for refurbishment of existing homes, as they would all
ultimately be demolished and replaced.
All residents would be able to move to new homes on the estate.

Q26. What is your view on this scenario?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Q27. Do you have any comments to make regarding the offers that have been made by the
Council for those whose homes would be replaced, as set out in the documents
‘Information for Secure Tenants’ and ‘Information for Homeowners’?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Q28. Do you have any further comments that you wish to make?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

'
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Q29. If you are familiar with the Options 6, 7 and 8 that have been formulated by some of the
residents, what elements of these would you most like to see incorporated into any
regeneration of the Estate?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

THANK YOU FOR TAKING PART IN THIS TEST OF OPINION SURVEY
PLEASE RETURN YOUR COMPLETED FORM BY FRIDAY 22nd MAY 2015
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Appendix 43: 6 - Wellbeing Report

241

Understanding wellbeing on Cressingham Gardens
29th January 2012
Summary
This report was written by Social Life to feed into discussions of the Cressingham
Gardens Wellbeing Working Group. This group came together from December 2014
to January 2015 to focus on how to understand and boost wellbeing on Cressingham
Gardens estate. The residents had two key interests: to understand the nature and
value of wellbeing on the estate; and to find out more about the numbers of
vulnerable residents living on the estate, and their support needs.
The focus has been on personal or subjective wellbeing: wellbeing experienced by
individuals, sometimes referred to as quality of life. Other definitions of wellbeing,
including environmental and economic wellbeing are commonly used, however for
this work the main interest was in the subjective experience of residents, how they
feel about their everyday lives and how this is linked to their experience of living
on Cressingham Gardens.
The group was supported by Social Life. Social Life was asked to explore relevant
research about what influences wellbeing in local areas and the impact of
regeneration schemes on wellbeing; to assemble data about social need and social
sustainability on Cressingham Gardens; and to investigate how a value could be put
on residents wellbeing at the present time, and through the potential regeneration
process.
The key issues affecting residents’ wellbeing on Cressingham gardens are:
•

The positive impact of the strong levels of neighbourliness and belonging, as
identified in Social Life’s research in summer 2013

•

The low levels of actual reported crime, and of fear of crime and anti-social
behaviour

•

The positive impact of the design of the estate, the light, well-designed homes
that feel spacious and comfortable

•

The proximity to Brockwell Park

•

The green spaces on the estate and the number of community initiatives to
enhance the common areas through planting and environmental works

•

The mix of people from different backgrounds, ages, ethnicities and tenures
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•

The higher proportion of people who can be considered vulnerable, including
people with disabilities and long-term conditions, and mental health issues

•

The negative impact of the levels of stress and anxiety caused by the prolonged
decision making process about the future of the estate

•

The negative impact of the perceived lack of control over the decision making
process, associated with the prolonged time scale and ambiguities

•

The negative impact of damp and disrepair on those residents living in substandard properties

•

The frustration caused by day-to-day problems of repairs to homes and shared
spaces.

All these factors have been identified through a broad number of research reports
as correlating with subjective wellbeing.
Social Life looked at different models to see how a value could be placed on these
issues.
The “wellbeing value” model developed by the London School of Economics (LSE)
and HACT (the Housing Associations Charitable Trust) has been used to quantify the
value to residents in financial terms of the high levels of neighbourliness and
belonging, and lower fear of crime1. This wellbeing value is the amount of extra
money that residents would need to earn to feel a comparable level of wellbeing.
This is not actual money, it is a proxy value developed by HACT to help recognise
the value to different people of different social interventions.
Wellbeing values were estimated based on Social Life’s research in 20132, and
Social Life’s predictive data about community dynamics in local neighbourhoods.
This is an experimental approach; it is the first time these two methods have been
combined.
There were a limited number of issues that could be explored because of the
scarce data about the actual experience and views of Cressingham residents.

•

•

•

Using this model to value the outcomes, where appropriate evidence exists,
revealed that: the total wellbeing value for Cressingham of neighbourliness is in
the region of £332,200 each year. This is based on an assessment of how often
people regularly stop and talk to neighbours and their ability to obtain advice
from someone within the neighbourhood.
The model can also be applied to an estimate of the numbers of people living
with damp, and the value (which is a negative cost in this case) is in the region
of minus £230,000 each year.
There is also a significant contribution to resident wellbeing from low crime
levels, and low fear of crime, possibly over £2.5m. The data available for this
estimate is less reliable.

1

Community investment values from the Social Value Bank, 2014, HACT and Daniel
Fujiwara www.socialvaluebank.org
2

see exhibition boards from October 2013, http://www.sociallife.co/media/files/SMALL_FINAL_Exbtn_boards_updated.pdf
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The value to public services from low levels of crime was estimated using a model
developed for the Cabinet Office by New Economy.
•

It is estimated that the value to public services of the low levels of crime,
compared to the rest of the Tulse Hill area is £23,300 each year.

It is not possible to model how these values would apply to different options of a
reconfigured estate without more detail about the design, the impact on existing
residents, both homeowners and council tenants, and the future population. A full
survey would also need to be carried out of existing residents.
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What is known about wellbeing on Cressingham Gardens?
This section describes the findings of Social Life’s earlier research on the estate,
explores what is known about the estate’s residents and levels of vulnerability on
the estate, and describes what we would expect wellbeing levels to be on similar
areas.

1.1 Research into the experience of residents of Cressingham Gardens
In the Summer of 2013, Social Life spoke to over 100 residents about their
experience of living on Cressingham Gardens estate. The research was carried out
through semi-structured interviews, and the results were coded to analyse key
trends and issues. Social Life concluded that:
•

The current design of the estate appears to support local social life and
resident wellbeing; residents value the good relations between neighbours,
the easy access to the park and the bus stops.

•

Cressingham is largely a peaceful estate where neighbours have good social
relationships. Social networks are mainly within blocks. Residents describe
the estate as being “safe” and “peaceful”.

•

Cressingham is seen as a safe place, and (apart from isolated incidents) this
perception is reflected in crime statistics. Some longer standing residents
have said that the estate has improved a lot, it used to feel less safe in the
past.

•

There are problems with disrepair in some individual properties, and in the
common areas in some blocks. Residents of certain blocks experience shared
problems, possibly caused by wider structural problems of the estate and by
faults in the design.

•

Common problems include leaks, blocked drains and damp.

•

Some residents – social and private tenants, freeholders and leaseholders –
would be happy to leave the estate, either to get a home that suits their
needs better, or for personal reasons. Some people living with disrepair and
structural problems would be happy to move to a better home without
problems. Some people would like a better or larger home on the estate.

•

Some vulnerable residents are living in homes with severe disrepair. There is
a feeling that getting repairs done takes a long time and is often ineffective.

•

People have a high degree of attachment to their estate, for some this is
because of the design and architecture; others have less attachment to the
buildings but wish to retain their good relationships with their neighbours and
the peacefulness of the estate.

•

The vast majority of residents would prefer to stay on the estate.

•

Compared to similar areas, Cressingham has lower crime than we would
expect. Cressingham residents’ sense of belonging and their feelings of safety
are higher than in similar areas. They also have better relationships with
their neighbours.
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•

Many residents are confused by the process to date, and believe that there
is already a plan to demolish the estate.

•

There is a group who are unwilling to take part in consultation because of
time delays and because they feel they have made their feelings known in
the past. Some residents are actively campaigning against substantive
change for the estate; another group who used to participate in the TRA
feel alienated from current TRA activities.

1.2 What do we know about Cressingham’s residents
The estate was originally built as council housing but now is home to a mixture of
council tenants, leaseholders, freeholders and private tenants.
We looked at data about unemployment, health, overcrowding and the age and
ethnicity of people living on the estate. All this is from the Office for National
Statistics, and was collected in the 2011 census. This is most up-to-date data
available.
Comparing Cressingham’s population to the Lambeth average, there are:
•

More children and young people under 20 living on the estate, more people
over 40 and fewer people in their 20s and 30s

•

More people on Cressingham are unemployed and fewer people work full
time

•

People living on Cressingham are more likely to consider they are in poor
health

•

Slightly more people are overcrowded

•

A quarter of council tenants have applied to the council to for a transfer,
which is slightly lower than the Lambeth average.

Using census data to make estimates about Cressingham
It is not possible to analyse census statistics by the exact geographic footprint of
the estate. The best approximation is to combine three output areas3 (small areas
used for statistical analysis that have a population of approximately 300
households).

3

for more about output areas, see the ONS website http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guidemethod/geography/beginner-s-guide/census/output-area--oas-/index.html
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Figure 1: output areas used to construct statistical area

Source: www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/
This constructed area has a population of 401 households, and a resident
population of 917 people.
There are 299 households on Cressingham Gardens, which is three quarters of the
number of households in the constructed statistical area. Three quarters of the
resident population of the statistical area is 688 people.
Census data for the constructed area indicates that it is home to 681 residents over
18. If the estate population is three quarters of the total population, then the
estimated adult resident population of the estate is 511 people.
Our assumptions for this report are therefore that the resident population of
Cressingham is 688 people, and that 511 of these are adults over 18.

1.3 Vulnerable residents living on the estate
Census figures show that, compared to the Lambeth average, Cressingham
residents are more likely to have need of support from family, friends, neighbours
or agencies. They are more likely to:
•

bave dependent children

•

be lone parents

•

be unemployed and with dependent children
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•

have a long term health condition or disability

•

be in poor health.

Table 1: vulnerability and support needs on Cressingham gardens, household
data
London Borough
Lambeth

All Households, March 2011
Households with dependent
children: All ages
All Lone Parent Households
with Dependent Children
Where the Lone Parent is
Aged 16 to 74
No Adults in Employment in
Household; With Dependent
Children
No Adults in Employment in
Household; No Dependent
Children
Dependent Children in
Household; All Ages
Dependent Children in
Household; Age 0 to 4
One Person in Household
with a Long-Term Health
Problem or Disability; With
Dependent Children
One Person in Household
with a Long-Term Health
Problem or Disability; No
Dependent Children

Number
4,066

%

Cressingham
constructed
area
Number %
401

Est. actual
estate (75% of
constructed area)

Number
299

%

1031

25.4

139

34.7

104

34.7

433

10.6

75

18.7

56

18.7

233

5.7

38

9.5

29

9.5

695

17.1

109

27.2

82

27.2

1,031

25.4

139

34.7

104

34.7

477

11.7

59

14.7

44

14.7

160

3.9

24

6

18

6

621

15.3

108

26.9

81

26.9
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Table 2: vulnerability and support needs on Cressingham gardens, household
data
London Borough Cressingham
Est. actual
Lambeth
constructed
estate (75% of
constructed area
area
Number
%
Number %
Number %
All Usual Residents, 2011
303,086
917
688
Day-to-Day Activities
Limited a Lot
18,618
6.1
101 11.0
75
11.0
Day-to-Day Activities
Limited a Little
20,053
6.6
90
9.8
67
9.8
Day-to-Day Activities Not
Limited
264,415 87.2
753 82.1
562
82.1
Day-to-Day Activities
Limited a Lot; Age 16 to 64
10,432
3.4
55
6.0
41
6.0
Day-to-Day Activities
Limited a Little; Age 16 to
64
12,878
4.2
55
6.0
41
6.0
Day-to-Day Activities Not
Limited; Age 16 to 64
201,803 66.6
487 53.1
363
53.1
London
Borough
Lambeth
All Usual Residents, 2011
Very Good Health
Good Health
Fair Health
Bad Health
Very Bad Health

All Usual Residents, 2011
Provides No Unpaid Care
Provides 1 to 19 Hours
Unpaid Care a Week
Provides 20 to 49 Hours
Unpaid Care a Week
Provides 50 or More Hours
Unpaid Care a Week

Cressingham
constructed
area

Est. actual
estate (75% of

Number
917
448
281
133
58
24

Number
688
334
210
99
43
18

constructed area

Number
303,086
160,326
97,286
31,188
10,729
3,557

%

London
Borough
Lambeth
Number
303,086
282,609

Cressingham
constructed
area
%
Number %
917
93.2
846 92.3

52.9
32.1
10.3
3.5
1.2

%
48.9
30.6
14.5
6.3
2.6

%
48.9
30.6
14.5
6.3
2.6

Est. actual
estate (75% of
constructed area

Number
688
631

%
92.3

13,035

4.3

56

6.1

42

6.1

3,172

1

17

1.9

13

1.9

4,270

1.4

25

2.7

19

2.7

Source: www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/
Census questions used: Health and Provision of Unpaid Care, 2011 (KS301EW);
Lone Parent Households with Dependent Children, 2011 (KS107EW);
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Social Life distributed a short survey to residents to ask about types of vulnerability,
and support needs. 18 responses were received. Of these, 11 respondents had
either a disability, a long-term illness or mental health issues. Of these people who
self identified as vulnerable, just over half of them said they depend on their
neighbours for help and support. Only one had relatives living on the estate.
Table 3: results of Social Life survey December 2014

Number with disability or long term illness
Considering themselves frail
With mental health problems
Vulnerable people who depend on neighbours
Vulnerable people who have relatives living on the estate
Not vulnerable but living with children
Not vulnerable, or with living children

Number of
responses
11
6
7
6
1
2
5

Total number of responses = 18
Another indication of levels of vulnerability are the numbers of home visits that
have been requested from the Independent Resident Advisor working on
Cressingham Gardens, and Social Life. Overall? nearly 30 home visits have been
requested by people who do not feel they can attend meetings.

1.4 Predicting wellbeing and social sustainability
We have looked at data sources that Social Life uses regularly in our work that help
us understand how people experience their local areas. This draws on perception
data – data about how people feel about different aspects of their lives – taken
from open source national datasets held by government and research councils. This
includes the Understanding Society Survey, the largest longitudinal survey in the UK,
funded by the Economic and Social Research Council and government departments,
and managed by the University of Essex. The Home Office’s Crime Survey England
& Wales (formerly the British Crime Survey); the Cabinet Office’s Community Life
survey and the Taking Part Survey, set up by the Department for Culture, Media
and Sport are also used.
Social Life has analysed selected questions from these surveys to match data to
local areas using the Office for National Statistics’ (ONS) Output Area
Classifications and Index of Multiple Deprivation. This reveals to what extent
different types of neighbourhood differ from the national average. This approach is
used in the social sustainability measurement frameworks that Social Life has
developed for Sutton Council, for Notting Hill Housing and for private housing
developers.
This data tells us what we can expect people in different neighbourhoods to feel
about their local areas, it is a tool for discussion more than an exact representation
of what exists – it does not use actual data about particular places.
We have looked at this data to see what it reveals about Cressingham.
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Understanding the statistical profile of the estate
The starting point is to establish the classification of the Cressingham estate area the OAC and IMD for the relevant ONS output areas (150 households).
Cressingham falls within three output areas, which are all classified as “7b1”, and
fall within the second IMD decile – this means that if small areas nationally were
ranked in order, Cressingham would be between the worst 10 and 20 per cent of
deprived areas. This is based on census statistics from 2011 – in 2001 the estate
was more deprived and fell into the worst 10 per cent of deprived areas.
Figure 2: Cressingham OAC classification

Source: http://maptube.org/map.aspx?mapid=960
Figure 3: Cressingham IMD classification

Source: http://opendatacommunities.org/showcase/deprivation
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The graph below shows that in terms of safety, neighbourliness and belonging,
areas that are comparable to Cressingham typically fall below the national average.
This means that we would expect Cressingham’s residents to feel unsafe; and have
weak sense of belonging to the area.
Figure 4: predicted community capacity, wellbeing and crime indicators in
areas similar to Cressingham gardens

Satisfaction with local area as a place to live
Satisfaction of your life overall
Felt you were playing a useful part in things
Been feeling reasonably happy
Importance of where you live to sense of who
you are
Plan to remain resident of this neighbourhood
for a number of years
Feel like I belong to this neighbourhood
Do people from different backgrounds get on
well together
Overall trust in people
If I needed advice I could go to someone in
my neighbourhood
I regularly stop and talk with people in my
neighbourhood
I borrow things and exchange favours with my
neighbours
Friendships in my neighbourhood mean a lot
to me
How safe do you feel walking alone in this
area during the day
How safe do you feel walking alone after
dark
How does the level of crime compare to the
country as a whole?
-0.6

-0.5

-0.4

-0.3

-0.2

-0.1

0

0.1

0.2

0 = the national average, anything to the left of this is below the national average
(and is orange on this graph), anything to the right is above average (indicated in
green).
Source: Social Life community dynamics data
Social Life’s qualitative work on Cressingham reveals a different picture:
Cressingham’s communities appears to feel much more neighbourly, happier, safer,
and rooted in the local area than would be expected of comparable areas.
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Unpicking one indicator: comparing crime
Focusing on crime gives an illustration of this difference between the conclusions
of our conversations, and what we would expect from analysis of national data.
Resident, the police and Lambeth anti-social behaviour officers all report that
Cressingham has a low crime level. Young people living on the estate told us that
other young people can visit their homes, but are much less likely to feel safe
visiting other Tulse Hill estates.
However, the predictive data suggests that residents would feel differently, that
they would feel less safe, and also as if their neighbourhood is more dangerous
than others.
Actual crime data from the metropolitan police supports what residents report:
there are incidents on and around Cressingham, particularly connected to the
Tescos on Tulse Hill. However there are relatively few incidents on the estate. This
was corroborated by Lambeth’s community safety team (see section 3 for more
information on crime statistics).

2 Valuing wellbeing
Residents were interested in finding out whether a value could be put on the
wellbeing experienced by Cressingham residents. Social Life identified that the
wellbeing evaluation approach, developed by HACT4 and economists from LSE
(through SImetrica)5, could be used alongside Social Life’s predictive data to value
the benefit to residents. Valuing the benefit to the wider public sector was also
explored, and some modeling has been done to focus on the savings from the
estate’s low crime rate.

2.1 The Wellbeing Valuation approach
The Wellbeing Valuation approach has been developed by economists Daniel
Fujiwara and Paul Dolan from the LSE. They have created an approach to
understanding the value of different outcomes (for example getting a job, being in
debt, or living with disrepair), which tries to place a monetary value on
interventions on the basis of their impact on people’s life satisfaction. They have
applied this to a number of different activities and issues, including volunteering,
mental health, and housing.
HACT worked with the LSE and a number of different housing associations to understand
how this approach could be used to understand housing association’s activities, both
their housing activities and their broader social role, including their impact on crime,
employment, health and the strength of local communities. HACT have developed the
approach further into a tool that can be used to quantify the value of social activities,

4

for more information go to http://www.hact.org.uk/

5

for more information go to http://www.simetrica.co.uk/#!about-us/c1mke
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and have created a “value bank” of different interventions and issues. All housing
associations and small organizations can use this free of charge.
Wellbeing Valuation is attracting increasing attention in the UK and more widely. It
is recognized by HM Treasury in its Green Book guidance on cost benefit analysis
and is being used by other OECD governments.

2.2 How is this relevant to Cressingham Gardens?
Although this approach has been developed to evaluate the impact of projects and
interventions, it is possible to use it to develop a broad estimate of what is known
about the strengths and weaknesses of Cressingham Gardens estate, looking at the
strengths of the community, its strong sense of belonging and social ties, and some
of the physical problems in the homes, particularly damp. To do this we use data
from national surveys regularly used by Social Life (the same data used by LSE in
their wellbeing valuation work from the Understanding Society Survey); the
findings of Social Life’s research on the estate in 2013; and the results of the Tall
housing conditions survey in 2014.
There are other values in the value bank that could potentially apply to
Cressingham– for example gardening, being involved in a tenants group – but we
have no figures available to estimate how this differs from the national average.

2.3 What are the relevant figures in the Wellbeing Valuation model?
The value bank gives different figures for inside and outside of London, and for the
impact on adults under 25 years old, 25 to 49, and over 50. The monetary values
given are the cost for an individual, for a year.
HACT and LSE also advise against “double counting” – that issues that are too
similar should not be counted at the same time.
Table 4: National average values of local environmental factors
Outcome
Average value
No problem with teenagers hanging
£5,760
around
No problem with vandalism/graffiti
£4,072
Not worried about crime
£11,873
No problem with anti-social behaviour
£6,403
Police do good job
£5,340
No litter problems
£3,555
Able to obtain advice locally
£2,457
Good neighbourhood
£1,747
Talks to neighbours regularly
£3,848
Source: Measuring the social impact of community investment, HACT, 2014
NB: these are national averages. In general the value of different outcomes is
greater to older people than younger people, and is often higher outside than
inside London. Eg the value of “talks to neighbours regularly” is £3,247 for the
London average, and £3,872 outside London.
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Table 5: The value of housing quality indicators
NB: as these are all problems or deficits this table is actually indicating a loss of
wellbeing, rather than a positive as in the table above
Housing problem
Neighbour noise
Damp
Poor lighting
No garden
Condensation
Rot
Vandalism
All 7 problems combined

Average Value
£1,068
£1,068
£1,044
£783
£645
£598
£436
£5,642

Source: The Social Impact of Housing Providers, Daniel Fujiwara, HACT, 2013
Table 6: Value of housing, by housing quality types
NB: as these are all problems or deficits this table is actually indicating a loss of
wellbeing, rather than a positive as in the table above
Type of home

# problems
(max 6)

‘Average’ local authority
‘Poor quality’ local authority
‘Average’ private rental
‘Poor quality’ private rental
‘Average’ housing association
‘Good quality’ housing
association

1.05
2.05
1.04
2.06
0.99
0.54

Average Value
(compared to good
quality HA)
£320
£973
£320
£997
£297
N/A

Source: The Social Impact of Housing Providers, Daniel Fujiwara, HACT, 2013
Avoiding over-claiming benefits
The Wellbeing Valuation model including two ways to avoid overestimating the
benefits of different interventions in their model.
This first is to factor in what is known as “deadweight”, what outcomes would have
happened anyway. This is based on Homes and Community Agency guidance (the
HCA Additionality Guide from January 2014). This suggests that the total benefit is
reduced by 19 per cent for social and community, and crime outcomes.
The second is to avoid adding together different outcomes that are so closely
related that to count both of them would be to double count. The table below
gives the outcomes that should not be counted together in the “local environment”
indicators. The squares highlighted with a cross should not be added together.
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Police do good job

Feel belonging to
neighbourhood
Regularly stop and
talk to neighbours

Feel belonging to
neighbourhood
Talks to neighbours
regularly

Good neighbourhood

No problem with antisocial behaviour

Not worried about crime

Able to obtain advice
locally

!

No litter problems

!

Police do good job

Local environment
No problem with
teenagers hanging
around
No problem with
vandalism/graffiti
Not worried about
crime
No problem with antisocial behaviour

No problem with
teenagers hanging around
No problem with
vandalism/graffiti

Local environment

Table 7: Which wellbeing values can be applied together?

x
x

Source: Measuring the social impact of community investment, HACT, 2014

2.4 Using predicative data to model wellbeing values
Social Life’s data map data from the Understanding Society Survey to small local
areas. This includes data belonging, getting advice locally and talking to neighbours.
This uses the same questions used in the Wellbeing Valuation model:
•

I feel like I belong to this neighbourhood

•

I regularly stop and talk with people in my neighbourhood

•

If I needed advice about something I could go to someone in my neighbourhood.

By comparing what we would expect in an area like Cressingham Gardens with
what came out of our qualitative research, we can estimate wellbeing values
values. The limitation is that Social Life’s data was gathered through a different
approach, using qualitative research techniques rather than a representative
sample survey. However we can make estimates based on the Social Life findings.
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Social Life’s research established that fear of crime, sense of belonging and
neighbourliness on Cressingham are strong. If we assume these are similar to the
national average (this is a conservative assumption) then we can apply the values
in the wellbeing value model and estimate the benefit of this to Cressingham.
Within the Wellbeing Valuation model, the value of “I feel like I belong to this
neighbourhood” and “regularly stop and talk to neighbours” should not be double
counted.
Table 8: Estimating wellbeing values

Feel belonging
to
neighbourhood
**
Regularly stop
and talk to
neighbours **
If I needed
advice about
something I
could go to
someone in my
neighbourhood

% positive
response
7b1/IMD 2
(areas like
Cressingham)

%
positive
response
UK

56.0%

64.1%

56.0%

42.0%

Difference
7b1/IMD2
to UK
average

Difference
local area
score to
UK average
as no of
Cressingha
m
residents *

Value per
adult per
year
(London,
25-50 year
olds)

Wellbeing
value for all
residents of
Cressingham’
s score

8.1%

41

£2,682

£110,770

67.2%

11.2%

56

£3,344

£192,200

51.1%

9.1%

46

£3,003

£140,026

** These should not be double counted
•

Number of adult residents on Cressingham estimated as 511, see section 1.3
above.

We have also explored whether we can map data about people’s perceptions of
how crime in their local area compares to the national average. The limitation is
that the Social Life’s data and the wellbeing value methodology are based on
different survey data – the wellbeing value approach uses responses to “how
worried are you about being a victim of crime” from the Understanding Society
Survey, whereas the Social Life data relates to a different question in the Crime
Survey England & Wales “How does the level of crime in your local area compare to
the country as a whole?”. As well as the inconsistency in data sources, we cannot
necessarily assume that the responses to the two questions may be the same. For
example, one individual may feel safe and not worried about being a victim of
crime yet feel their local neighbourhood is in general less safe than the national
average.
However, given these caveats, if it was assumed the question results are
comparable, and we use the same assumption used above, that residents
perceptions are more similar to the national average than what we would expect in
similar areas, then this would indicate a wellbeing value of over £2.5m. This figure
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is however less reliable than the figures for belonging, talking to neighbours and
obtaining advice in the neighbourhood and cannot be used with the same
confidence.
Table 9: Ballpark estimate of low crime wellbeing values (less reliable)

How does the
level crime in
your local area
compare to
the country as
a whole? **

% positive
response
7b1/IMD 2
(areas like
Cressingham)

%
positive
response
UK

Difference
7b1/IMD2
to UK
average

Difference
local area
score to
UK average
as no of
Cressingha
m
residents *

Value per
adult per
year
(London,
25-50 year
olds)

Wellbeing
value for all
residents of
Cressingham’
s score

28.2%

55.0%

26.8%

137

£18,998

£2,603,680

* number of adult residents on Cressingham estimated as 511, see section 1.3
above.
** used as equivalent to “not worried about crime”, therefore less robust
comparison than other figures.

2.5 Using housing conditions data to model wellbeing values
Damp and disrepair were citied as problems by residents, and the 2014 survey
carried out by TALL established that a significant number of properties are damp.
It is estimated that this could be 30 per cent of all properties on the estate.
If the wellbeing value (or in this case, cost) to each resident of having a damp
property is £1,068 per resident, and that 90 properties are damp, then we can
estimate the wellbeing value (or cost of the damp) for residents as being over
£161,000.
Table 10: estimating wellbeing values of damp
Wellbeing cost per
resident

Number of damp
properties

£1,068

90

Number of
residents affected
by damp
properties *
151

Wellbeing cost of
damp
£229,981

* number of adult residents on Cressingham estimated as 511, see section 1.3
above. Number of adult residents in 90 properties estimated as proportion of 299
households, giving average of 1.7 adults per property.
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2.6 Total wellbeing value
Total wellbeing value for Cressingham of the outcomes that have data and
evidence sufficiently robust to use in value calculations:
•
•
•

Regularly stop and talk to neighbours, plus able to obtain advice locally =
£332,227
Impact of living with damp = - £229,981
Plus a significant contribution from low crime levels, possibly over £2m.

These figures assume that levels of neighbourliness, and advice giving are around
the national average, rather than what would be expected in comparable areas.

3 Valuing the impact on public services
Research into the impact of neighbourliness and belonging has highlighted their
links with a number of positive social outcomes including low crime and anti-social
behaviour, improved health, and higher educational achievement.
The impact on public services of the strong neighbourly relationships and sense of
belonging on Cressingham could potentially feed into:
•

Reduced cost of adult social care: support for vulnerable people reduces the
call on these services

•

Lower number of GP appointments: good neighbourly support reduces people’s
use of GPs for problems associated with anxiety and loneliness

•

More support for families, helping children and parents to thrive, reducing
problem behaviour in school and boosting achievement

•

Reduced crime impacts on police and court services.

Within the scope of this work we have not been able gather robust and reliable
data to make an estimate of the cost savings of savings to health and education.
We can however model an estimate on the savings in terms of crime using statistics
for rates of crime in the Tulse Hill Ward.
To do this, we used a model developed by New Economy for the Cabinet Office in
20146. This models the cashable savings from preventing different outcomes,
including crime. “Cashable” means that the figures have been adjusted to show the
savings that would accrue in reality to different agencies.
It is possible to identify the number of crimes committed on the estate from the
police’s crime maps7. From this we can see that there is disproportionately lower
crime on Cressingham Gardens than for the rest of Tulse Hill, if we look at the

6

Supporting public service transformation: cost benefit analysis guidance for local
partnerships, 2014, HM Treasury and New Economy
7

http://www.police.uk/metropolitan/00AYGU/crime/
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proportion of crimes on the estate compared to the proportion of Tulse Hill’s
population that lives on the estate.
We can estimate the number of crimes that would be committed if the estate had
the average level of crime in the ward, and from that calculate the difference
between the actual rate of crime and the expected level.
We believe that this is a conservative approach because crime on council estates is
typically higher than in more affluent residential areas, and Tulse Hill is a mixture
of these types of area.

2
1

1
1
1
1

Public order

Other theft

Criminal damage
and arson

Theft from the
person

Other crime

Drugs

Robbery

1
2
1

1
1

Jun-14
May-14
Apr-14
Mar-14
Feb-14

1

1
1
1

4
1

1
1

1
1
1

Jan-14
2

1

2

10

7

8

1

4
1

Dec-13
Total in 12
months
Total no of
crimes

Bicycle theft

Burglary

Asb
Nov-14
Oct-14
Sep-14
Aug-14
Jul-14

Violence & sexual
offences

Table 12: Crime on Cressingham Gardens, December 2013 to November 2014

2

2
1

1

1

1

1

7

1

39

In the 12 months from December 2013 to November 2014, the total number of
notifiable offences, or crimes, in the Tulse Hill ward was 1,671 incidents.
To see whether the Cressingham Gardens figures represent a proportionate share of
Tulse Hill ward crime, we need to first look at the relative population of the ward.
We can then find the difference between the Cressingham actual figure and what
we expect the proportion to be. If the figure is less, then we can consider the
difference between the actual figure and what is expected as the reduction due to
the overall safety and low crime on the estate.
We can then apply a cost estimate of the saving to the public sector, based on the
model devised by New Economy for the Cabinet Office in 2014.
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Table 13: Estimating savings from lower than expected crime on Cressingham
Number of
incidents
Total crime Cressingham
Gardens
Total crime Tulse Hill
Total households
Cressingham Gardens
Total households Tulse Hill
Ward

40

Cressingham
as % of Tulse
Hill
2.4

1671
299

4.5

6,622

Total crime Cressingham
Gardens if proportionate to
population of Tulse Hill

75

Difference between actual
and proportionate crime

36

Average cost of crime
incident (New Economy)

£647

Number of
crimes
fewer than
would be
expected
35

Cost saving

£23,292

From this calculation, the savings to public services from the low level of crime on
Cressingham Gardens can be estimated to be £23,292 each year.
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Introduction
•
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•

Why we need this document
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How it relates to our housing Design Principles
Where it fits into the policy framework
How to use it
Keeping it up to date

Why we need this document
The 2012 London Plan requires Lambeth to provide almost 12,000 new homes between
2011 and 2021. To help meet this target, we have begun an ambitious new programme
of council house building and estate regeneration. But we firmly believe that quantity
must not come at the expense of quality.
As a council we take a long-term view. We have to live with, and manage, what we build.
We want to ensure that our new housing meets the needs and expectations of our
residents, is welcomed by the wider community and reflects local character. Our highest
priority is to secure the maximum possible provision of affordable housing, particularly
affordable rent, which includes social rent in the context of this document.
We already have a Lambeth Housing Standard. Co-produced by Lambeth tenants and
leaseholders, it sets a ‘Decent Homes’ benchmark, which we want all our existing stock
to meet over the next few years.
This document is the equivalent for our new homes. We expect our new developments to
look and feel bespoke to each site but we want them to be of a consistently high
standard - in terms of design quality and technical performance. This document aims to
summarise the key issues that need to be considered, and describe the standards we
expect.

How it was produced
The standards are the result of a series of structured workshops, facilitated by our
consultants, Levitt Bernstein and Arcadis, who have produced this document on our
behalf.
The workshops were extremely well attended by residents, Councillors and members of
Lambeth Living (our former ALMO now part of the council) as well as staff from many
council departments. A vast range of topics was discussed, with reference to good and
bad examples, and the knowledge, experience, opinions and suggestions of those who
took part was captured. There was a high degree of consensus in many areas and the
standards in this document reflect the views expressed.
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How it relates to our Design Principles
A number of key themes emerged from the workshops – priorities that kept recurring and
were strongly supported by everyone. These have been distilled into a set of 10
overarching Design Principles:

I0 Principles for good design
To be inserted
These principles are explained and illustrated in a separate document and provide the
overarching rationale for the standards in here. They have implications for the external
environment, communal areas and the home and are evident in the design and technical
standards.
Working generally from the ‘outside in’, they reflect the design process and the structure
of the standards in Part II. The final principle affects all facets of housing design and
sums up our commitment to take a long-term view and find solutions that work for
residents, the wider community and the environment.
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Where it fits into the policy framework
The document sits outside of planning policy and only applies to our own new-build
housing programme. However, it takes account of national planning policy and Building
Regulations, GLA housing policy and standards (as embodied in the current and
emerging London Plan, and the London Housing SPG) and our own local planning
policies, notably our new Local Plan.
It should therefore be read in conjunction with the following documents:
GOVERNMENT

GLA
LAMBETH

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 2012
Nationally Described Space Standard (NDSS) 2015
Building Regulations
London Plan 2012 (and Minor Alterations 2015)
London Housing SPG 2012 (and Draft Interim Version 2015)
Lambeth Local Plan 2015
Lambeth Housing Strategy 2012-16
Lambeth’s Sustainable Community Strategy 2008-2020
Lambeth Council’s Community Plan 2013-16

The NPPF is a particularly important. It introduced a presumption in favour of sustainable
development and contains numerous references to good design. Paragraph 58 seeks to
ensure that local planning policies and decisions lead to new development that will:
• ‘…function well and add to the overall quality of the area, not just for the short term but
over the lifetime of the development;
• establish a strong sense of place, using streetscapes and buildings to create attractive
and comfortable places to live, work and visit;
• optimise the potential of the site to accommodate development, create and sustain an
appropriate mix of uses (including incorporation of green and other public space as part
of developments) and support local facilities and transport networks;
• respond to local character and history, and reflect the identity of local surroundings and
materials, while not preventing or discouraging appropriate innovation;
• create safe and accessible environments where crime and disorder, and the fear of
crime, do not undermine quality of life or community cohesion; and
• be visually attractive as a result of good architecture and appropriate landscaping….’

Shortly after the publication of the NPPF, the government carried out a review of the
housing standards. The aim was to stimulate house building by restricting the ‘technical
standards’ that could be applied through local planning policy to a new menu of optional
and mandatory standards and Building Regulations.
The review has had a particularly significant impact on standards for accessibility
(explained in more detail in Part II) and a more modest effect on standards and
regulations for internal space, security, water efficiency and storage of household waste.
It effectively bars the Greater London Authority (GLA) and local planning authorities
(LPAs) from making any changes to the new national standards and regulations and from
setting any other technical standards. It came into force on October 1st 2015.
To reflect the outcome of the review, the GLA has published a set of documents that set
out the necessary changes to its policies and standards and a transition statement. The
Minor Amendments to the London Plan (MALP) proposes changes to the London Plan
2012 and the Draft Interim London Housing SPG 2015, updates the adopted 2012 SPG.
Both documents are likely to change over the coming months to reflect the final outcome
of the Examination in Public (EiP) but they represent the latest policy position at this point
in time, and our new Local Plan, and this document therefore reflect them.
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Constrained by the review, these planning documents leave gaps in some important
areas and in a number of the areas that are covered, we wish to go further – something
we are free to do as the client for our own new development.
Part II of this document therefore attempts to bring together the forthcoming GLA
standards that we are obliged to meet (noting that these encompass the new national
standards and regulations), the key relevant policies of our new Local Plan, and the extra
standards we have set ourselves. These ‘bespoke standards’ reflect the outcomes of the
workshops, the experience of our consultants, and draw on existing published standards,
such as Building for Life 12, where relevant. The standards are colour-coded to reflect
their status and origin. Further detail is given at the start of Part II.
Part III comprises an outline, generic specification. It is bespoke to this document though
it too, draws on existing standards, Building Regulations and Codes of Practice. Further
detail is given at the start of Part III.

How to use it
The standards in here should be read in conjunction with our separate Design Principles
document. They interpret the overarching aims into ‘concrete measures’ that will help to
ensure that our new housing lives up to our expectations and those of our residents.
The standards in Part II are largely relevant to the pre-planning, or design stages, and
will be the basis of our initial brief to the design teams we appoint. Those in Part III relate
more to the detailed design and construction stages and will be used to inform our
developer partners what we expect of them in the design and build scenarios we
envisage. They are written for affordable rent (encompassing social rent) as this is our
primary focus. Our commitment to tenure blind development means that the majority of
requirements will apply to all tenures, but where different standards are appropriate,
these are set out in Annex C.
Taken together they represent a generic brief for all our new-build housing. They will be
fine-tuned and/or supplemented on a project-by-project basis, but in principle, this is what
we expect. Notwithstanding that, we understand that our ‘first choice’ may not always be
achievable – and, in some cases, may not be the best solution for a particular project.
For that reason, some standards are caveated by the words ‘where possible’. Where they
are not being achieved, we expect to understand the reasons why, and will need to be
satisfied with the alternative approach proposed.
Getting buildings designed and built is often a non-linear process. Design and technical
issues overlap and designers need to be thinking about how buildings and spaces will be
constructed, managed and maintained as they develop their ideas. Similarly, those
involved in the later stages should remember and respect the design intent. We therefore
expect everyone we work with to be familiar with all of the standards, as well as our
Design Principles.
We will use both documents to test proposals as they emerge by setting up a formal
design review process and inviting many of those who participated in the workshops to
contribute. We will be in constant dialogue with our design teams and expect them to
highlight any potential difficulties as soon as they become apparent. From the start, we
also expect them to liaise closely with our in-house experts from planning, technical,
housing management, highways, waste management and others – as well as with
residents.
Before submitting a planning application, we will ask our designers to submit an audit of
their proposals against all of the standards in Part II, highlight any areas that fall short,
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and explain why. We will also ask them to note any aspects of Part III that appear
problematic.

Keeping it up to date
This is a live document and we will keep it under regular review.
Standards and regulations are constantly changing and this document will need to stay
up to date. We expect to refine it in 2016 to reflect the final version of the London Plan
and the London Housing SPG. We expect to have clarity on any additional funding
requirements by then and will add additional information as necessary.
Other influences, from within and outside the council, will also have a bearing on what we
can do. Most importantly, we will want to be sure that the standards are working and
delivering good value for money. We will learn from any mistakes and act upon the
feedback we get from residents to ensure that the new homes and places we build are
effective in supporting them, their families and the wider community.

Links to documents referred to
National Planning Policy Framework
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/6077/2116
950.pdf
Nationally Described Space Standard
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/421515/15
0324_-_Nationally_Described_Space_Standard____Final_Web_version.pdf
Building Regulations
www.planningportal.gov.uk
London Plan 2012
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/london-plan/current-london-plan
Minor Alterations to London Plan MALP 2015
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/london-plan/minor-alterations-londonplan
London Housing SPG 2012 and Draft Interim SPG 2015
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/implementing-londonplan/supplementary-planning-guidance/housing-supplementary
Lambeth Local Plan 2015
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&uact=
8&ved=0ahUKEwjhYHHk8LJAhWLfhoKHVEMCHIQFggeMAE&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lambeth.gov.uk%
2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2Fannual-monitoring-report-september2015.pdf&usg=AFQjCNEPWBVUgOjaSGouC6EnB9osz5gXAA&bvm=bv.108538919,d.Z
WU
Lambeth Housing Strategy 2012-16
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=
8&ved=0ahUKEwjCvLP7lMLJAhWLthQKHd6HDgEQFggcMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fw
ww.lambeth.gov.uk%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2Fho-lambeth-housing-strategy-201216.pdf&usg=AFQjCNGRQCyzvJqeOIurnyAY58sknctIDw&bvm=bv.108538919,d.ZWU
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Lambeth’s Sustainable Community Strategy 2008-2020
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=
8&ved=0ahUKEwjx36ChlMLJAhXBsxQKHaEcAi0QFggcMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fww
w.lambeth.gov.uk%2Fsocial-care-and-support%2Fsustainable-community-strategy-20082020&usg=AFQjCNGG6vvj8Hp8tICjw6IdY4waXVrzLA&bvm=bv.108538919,d.ZWU
Lambeth Council’s Community Plan 2013-16
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=5&cad=rja&uact=
8&ved=0ahUKEwjx36ChlMLJAhXBsxQKHaEcAi0QFgg0MAQ&url=http%3A%2F%2Flam
beth.gov.uk%2Fmoderngov%2Fdocuments%2Fs55297%2F06b%25252020130403%252
520Community%252520Plan%252520FINAL.pdf&usg=AFQjCNGhIGnxrsAOsAWIgOEM
Ev2lUDaw5g&bvm=bv.108538919,d.ZWU
Homes for Lambeth Design Principles
Link to be added and title corrected when finalised
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Part II
Design standards
Summary of standards to be met for each project
TITLE

STATUS AND HOW THEY HAVE BEEN NCORPORATED

Building Regulations

The design must be capable of achieving full
compliance.
(Key aspects of regulation affecting the design stages are
incorporated or referenced within the GLA standards)

Nationally Described
Space Standard (NDSS)

To be met for all dwellings, and exceeded for wheelchair
homes.
(Included in full in Section 3.0)

GLA Draft Interim
Housing Supplementary
Planning Guidance 2015

All standards to be met subject to our own
interpretation in some areas.
(Included in full in the relevant sections)

GLA funding standards

All standards to be met for all affordable housing.
(Currently no standards beyond those in the GLA SPG)

Lambeth Local Plan
2015

Housing Policies H2, H3, H4 and H5 and all other
relevant policies, to be met.
(Key policies are reproduced in the relevant sections)

Building for Life 2012

Principles to be met: aim to score green.
(Included in full in Section 1.0)

Secured by Design:
New Homes 2014

Principles to be met: certification to be achieved where
required by the project brief.
(Referenced in the relevant sections)

All other standards set
out in Part II of this
document
Additional client
requirements

To be met.
(Included in full in the relevant sections)
To be met.
(To be added to each project specific brief)

The colour-coding system above is used throughout the standards of Part II.
Each subsection starts with any relevant GLA standards (against a grey background),
followed by relevant extracts from our Local Plan Policies (blue background). The
Nationally Described Space Standard (green background) is also included.
The remaining standards (white background) are our own requirements; devised
specifically for the Homes for Lambeth programme.
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Section 1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9

The external environment

Site appraisal
Urban design and placemaking
Creating mixed communities
Density, scale and massing
Streetscape and parking
Open space and play
Ecology and biodiversity
SuDs and surface water run-off
Materials and durability

General design considerations for the external environment
Lambeth is a large borough with a very varied physical and socio-economic character,
but a strong overall sense of community. Our housing ranges from leafy, residential
streets of almost suburban character to ‘superdense’ urban quarters with very tall
buildings. Our local planning policies and guidance reflect this range. The new Local Plan
2015 sets out the spatial strategy for the Borough as a whole and includes a section on
housing. Our Lambeth Local Distinctiveness Study 2012 includes a generic list of
features that define character and have been used in a sample characterisation study.
These documents are particularly relevant to this section, the design of the external
environment, and should be read in full.
Local residents have the best understanding of the place in which they live. We are
committed to engaging with residents and other stakeholders from the start, as set out in
Principle 1. Their knowledge should inform the site appraisal and their hopes and ideas
feed into the concept designs that flow from it. We will continue to involve them
throughout the design and build process.
Principle 8 highlights the importance of respecting and continuing our rich architectural
heritage. In all cases, we expect our design teams to produce site-specific responses –
create places that relate to, and connect with, their surroundings, while making the most
of the site itself. This requires a thorough site appraisal that discovers ‘everything there is
to know about the site’, and a rigorous analysis of the opportunities and constraints.
A sound urban design strategy is essential to good placemaking. This applies as much to
new housing as it does to new public buildings. New routes need to connect with the
existing street network and the scale, massing, form and character of new buildings
should create a sense of place, which has a distinct identity while stitching into its
surroundings. Density should be optimised rather than maximised - take account of the
Public Transport Accessibility Level (PTAL) rating and the GLA density matrix, but not
driven by them. All development is a combination of built and open space and the best
schemes achieve a good balance and a strong relationship between the two. Larger
schemes will need a comprehensive landscape strategy to compliment the urban design.
Principle 5 demonstrates our commitment to provide mixed communities and tenure
blind design. This means that we will generally want our new developments to provide a
good mix of dwelling types, sizes and tenures - all of consistent quality. We will confirm
our specific requirements for mix and tenure, as well as parking requirements, on a
project-by-project basis.
We want our new housing developments to be of their time and to last for many decades.
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We expect every building to be appropriate in terms of scale, form, massing and style,
and for every element to be carefully considered. From entrances, windows and
balconies to downpipes and boiler flues, each component is to be carefully selected,
located and detailed with longevity and durability in mind. Attention to detail really
matters.
Keeping the need for maintenance to a minimum not only means that our developments
will look better for longer, but also that we can keep service charges down for our
residents. Ensuring that windows can be safely cleaned from inside is one example of
this. Principle 10 reflects the importance of these issues.
The quality of the streetscape is extremely important to us and we will want to see wellconsidered solutions for cycle and bin storage integrated into the design from the start.
As demonstrated in Principle 9, we want our streets to be pedestrian and cycle friendly –
places that attractive and sociable as well as functional. Wherever possible, we will aim
to retain existing street trees and incorporate new ones; taking care to ensure that they
are of an appropriate type and size and kept separate from service zones.
The need for new homes must also be balanced by the need for open space. London as
a whole is becoming ever more densely populated and Lambeth is no exception. City life
can seem relentless and it can be difficult to stay healthy and relaxed. The vast majority
of our new homes will be flats with limited private outdoor space so public and communal
outdoor space, including play provision, is vital to the wellbeing of our residents. The
type and size of new public open space we provide will depend on the particular
circumstances but our aim is to ensure that all new and existing residents have easy
access to high quality green space. We want all children to benefit from convenient, safe
and stimulating play spaces that promote good health through active play, social
interaction and creativity.
The best public open spaces are well-loved and well-used and often become the heart of
a community. They are not the ‘leftover’ spaces when building footprints have been
maximised - they are designed in from the start as a fundamental part of the overall
landscape and urban design strategy - part of the initial design concept and protected as
the design developments. Here, as elsewhere, we are expecting good-looking,
hardwearing, low maintenance materials and components that will stand the test of time.

Design standards for the external environment

1.1
1.1.1
1.1.2
1.1.3
1.1.4
1.1.5

Site appraisal
Visit the site and its surroundings, and consult with local residents to
gain insight into existing patterns of use, availability of parking and, on
larger sites, the type of facilities that would benefit the local population.
With reference to the Lambeth Local Distinctiveness Study, record and
characterise the prevailing local patterns of building around the site.
Carry out a desktop study to research the history of the site, identify any
legal constraints, listed buildings, protected trees, above and below
ground services, local planning policy requirements etc.
Obtain a detailed topographical survey and, where appropriate, a tree
condition survey.
Produce a comprehensive site appraisal that includes the findings of the
site visit, desktop studies and stakeholder input, and identifies the
opportunities and constraints to inform the concept design.
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1.2
1.2.1

1.2.2

1.2.3

1.2.4

Urban design and placemaking
Development proposals should demonstrate:
a. how the design responds to its physical context, including the
character and legibility of the area and the local pattern of building,
public space, landscape and topography;
b. how the scheme relates to the identified character of the place and
to the local vision and strategy or how bolder change is justified in
relation to a coherent set of ideas for the place expressed in the
local vision and strategy, or agreed locally.
Development proposals should demonstrate:
a. how the scheme complements the local network of public spaces,
including how it integrates with existing streets and paths;
b. how public spaces and pedestrian routes are designed to be
overlooked and safe, and blank elevations onto the public realm at
ground floor have been avoided;
c. for larger developments, how any new public spaces, including
streets and paths, are designed on the basis of an understanding of
the planned role and character of these spaces within the local
movement network, and how new spaces relate to the local vision
and strategy for the area.
The local distinctiveness of Lambeth should be sustained and
reinforced through new development. Proposals will be supported where
it is shown that design of development is a response to positive aspects
of the local context and historic character in terms of:
• urban block and grain, patterns of space and relationship
townscape/landscape character
• built form (bulk, scale, height and massing) including roofscapes
• siting, orientation, layout and relationship with other buildings and
spaces
• materials
• quality and architectural detailing (including fenestration and
articulation)
New development should:
• demonstrate quality design which is visually interesting, well
detailed, well-proportioned with adequate detailing/ architectural
interest (which can include accent color, decoration and
ornamentation);
• have bulk, scale/mass, siting, building line and orientation which
adequately preserves or enhances the prevailing local character;
or, in the case of regeneration and opportunity areas where the
context is changing, it respects and contributes towards the
intended future character of the area;
• be built of durable, robust, low-maintenance materials and is
designed to be flexible and adaptable for different uses;
• include well-considered windows and doors/entrances in street and
other public frontages, so that all entrances are attractive, safe and
legible. Designers should ensure that features such as canopies
and letter boxes, doorbells and intercoms, external lighting etc. are
integrated effectively into the design, and that naturally-lit entrance
halls, corridors and circulation spaces are provided where possible;
• ensure that plant and equipment (for example: meter boxes, pipes,
cables, electronic communications antenna, and air conditioning
units) is not placed on important elevations - where possible it
should be fully integrated into the building or located in visually
inconspicuous locations within effective and robust screened
enclosures;
• create attractive roofscapes/roof tops where plant and equipment is
fully integrated and completely screened from public view;

GLA 1.1.1

GLA 1.1.2

(LAMBETH
LOCAL
PLAN 2015
Q5)

(LAMBETH
LOCAL
PLAN 2015
Q7)
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1.2.5

1.2.6

1.2.7
1.2.8

1.2.9

• not create unattractive, canyon-like development along railway
lines; ensure that any vehicular access, parking (particularly in
undercrofts or basements) or servicing is designed so as to be wellrelated to the adjacent area;
• not prejudice or preclude active frontages, minimise impact on
amenity and be visually attractive;
Balconies are to be designed as an integral part of the composition.
Semi-inset solutions (‘half in and half out’) that provide some shelter and
privacy are particularly useful, especially in family dwellings. Clear glass
balustrading are to be avoided except where overlooking is minimal.
Active frontages should be maximised and inactive frontages minimised
on the ground floor of buildings facing publically accessible space, in
order to provide natural surveillance and activity. (Active frontages are
defined as development frontage on the ground floor where inhabited
residential or non-residential uses are located, with a visually permeable
elevation (e.g. windows or glazing) and a generous distribution of
entrances.
Consider placing family maisonettes at the base of flat blocks and give
all ground floor dwellings their own front door, unless these approaches
create stacking difficulties with other dwelling types above.
As well as serving practical functions, front gardens, and boundary
treatments in particular, should be regarded as part of the public realm:
designed to suit the design and materiality of the building, achieve a
consistent edge to the street and contribute to the character of the place.
Development should conform to the principles of Building for Life 12.
Aim to score green against the 12 questions reproduced below:

GLA 3.1.5

(See also
LAMBETH
LOCAL
PLAN Q15)
(BUILDING
FOR LIFE
12)

1. Does the scheme integrate into its surroundings by reinforcing
connections or creating new ones: whilst also respecting existing
buildings and land uses along the boundaries of the development
site?
2. Does the development provide (or is it close to) community facilities,
such as shops, schools, workplaces, parks, play areas, pubs or
cafes?
3. Does the scheme have good access to public transport or help
reduce car dependency?
4. Does the development have a mix of housing types and tenures that
suit local requirements?
5. Does the scheme create a place with a locally inspired or otherwise
distinctive character?
6. Does the scheme take advantage of existing topography, landscape
features (including water courses), wildlife habitats, existing
buildings, site orientation and microclimates?
7. Are buildings designed and positioned with landscaping to define and
enhance streets and spaces, and are buildings designed to turn
street corners well?
8. Is the scheme designed to make it easy to find your way around?
9. Are streets designed in a way that encourage low vehicle speeds
and allow them to function as social spaces?
10. Is resident and visitor parking sufficient and well integrated so that it
does not dominate the street?
11. Will public and private spaces be clearly defined and designed to be
attractive, well managed and safe?
12. Is there adequate external space for bins and recycling as well as
vehicles and cycles?

See subsection 3.11 for private outdoor space including balconies.
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1.3
1.3.1

1.3.2

1.3.3

1.3.4

1.3.5

1.3.6

1.3.7

1.3.8

Creating mixed communities
Development proposals should demonstrate how the mix of dwelling
types and tenures meet strategic and local borough targets and are
appropriate to the location in London.
New development should generally conform to our Local Plan which
requires sites of at least 0.1 hectares, or that are capable of providing 10
or more dwellings, to comprise 50% affordable housing where public
subsidy is available or 40% without subsidy. 70% of new affordable
housing should be for affordable/social rent and 30% intermediate
(typically shared ownership).
The mix of new affordable housing should generally conform to our
Local Plan by providing a wide range of dwelling types. The affordable
element should provide:
• 1 bedroom homes: not more than 20%
• 2 bedroom homes: 20-50%
• 3 bedroom+ : 40%
There may need to be flexibility in the size and tenure, particularly where
existing tenants are being re-housed, so precise requirements will be
confirmed on a site-by-site basis.
The affordable housing should be indistinguishable in siting, appearance
and layout from the rest of the development.

LONDON
PLAN 3.8
GLA 2.2.1
(LAMBETH
LOCAL
PLAN 2015
H2 précis)

(LAMBETH
LOCAL
PLAN 2015
H4)

(LAMBETH
LOCAL
PLAN 2015
H2)

Development to be tenure blind by ensuring:
• that the tenure of a block, or an individual dwelling, is not
distinguishable from outside;
• different tenures are integrated and no tenure is disadvantaged by
its location on the site, or its orientation
As a general rule, cores are to contain homes of a single tenure, but
dwellings for shared ownership may be combined with dwellings for
affordable rent and/or dwellings for private sale; particularly where this is
necessary to make lift provision viable.
The design of blocks and individual homes is to be sufficiently flexible to
allow them to be occupied under different tenures over time. In
particular, blocks designed for private rent are also to be suitable for
affordable rent.
Houses or maisonettes are to be provided for larger families (5 people or
more) where possible, except for wheelchair dwellings, which work
better on a single level. High concentrations of larger family flats are to
be avoided – generally not exceeding 10 per core.

See subsection 2.2 for lift provision.

1.4
1.4.1

1.4.2
1.4.3

Density, scale and massing
Development proposals should demonstrate how the density of
residential accommodation satisfies London Plan policy relating to public
transport accessibility level (PTAL rating) and the accessibility of local
amenities and services, and is appropriate to the location in London.
Density is to be optimised rather than maximised, and expressed as
bedspaces per hectare as well as dwellings per hectare.
Scale and massing are to be dictated by the site appraisal and urban
design strategy. Efficient mid-rise solutions (5-8 storeys) are to be
explored before defaulting to a high-rise approach, but taller buildings
may be appropriate in some circumstances.

LONDON
PLAN 3.4
GLA 2.1.1
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1.5
1.5.1

1.5.2
1.5.3
1.5.4

1.5.5

1.5.6

1.5.7

1.5.8

1.5.9
1.5.10

1.5.11

1.5.12

Streetscape and parking
All developments should conform to London Plan policy on car parking
provision (see Annex 3 of the SPG for guidance on implementation of
relevant policy including LP Policy 6.13 and associated standards
below). In areas of good public transport accessibility and/or town
centres the aim should be to provide no more than one space per
dwelling. Elsewhere parking provision should be broadly as follows,
depending on location as indicated in Annex 3:
a. 4+ bedroom dwellings: up to 2 spaces per dwelling
b. 3 bedroom dwellings: up to 1.5 spaces per dwelling
c. 1 - 2 bedroom dwellings: less than 1 per dwelling
Each designated wheelchair accessible dwelling should have a car
parking space that complies with Part M4 (3).
Careful consideration should be given to the siting and organisation of
car parking within an overall design for open space so that car parking
does not negatively affect the use and appearance of open spaces.
Where a dwelling has car parking within its plot, at least one parking
space should comply with Part M4(2). Where parking is provided in
communal bays, at least one space should be provided per block
entrance or access core that complies with Part M4(3) in addition to
spaces designated for wheelchair user dwellings.
Active frontages should be maximised and inactive frontages minimised
on the ground floor of buildings facing publically accessible space, in
order to provide natural surveillance and activity. (Active frontages are
defined as development frontage on the ground floor where inhabited
residential or non-residential uses are located, with a visually permeable
elevation (e.g. windows or glazing) and a generous distribution of
entrances).
Streets are to be designed as social spaces that prioritise the needs of
pedestrians and cyclists above those of car drivers. They are to meet
our adoptable standards and the requirements of Secured by Design:
New Homes 2014, Section 1. http://www.securedbydesign.com/wpcontent/uploads/2014/02/SBD-NewHomes14-lowres.pdf
New development is to provide enough parking to avoid increasing
pressure on surrounding streets, taking account of any Controlled
Parking Zones (CPZs) that are in force within the site, or nearby.
On-street parking is preferable for affordable rent and underground
parking will not be acceptable.
Tarmac is to be limited to main feeder roads, and residential streets
generally paved (using dark coloured materials to mask oil spillage).
Parking bays are to be demarcated by contrasting paving, not by painted
lines.
On-street parking is to be confined to short stretches, interspersed with
trees and /or built out kerbs. Perpendicular parking is only to be used in
secondary streets and generally only on one side of the street.
New pavements are to be designed to incorporate trees, however
positions must be coordinated to ensure that trees are clear of service
zones and planted in tree pits, in accordance with good practice.
Species are to be selected to suit the street character, and located and
spaced with their eventual height in mind. Small areas of low level,
street planting are to be generally avoided.
Separate pedestrian and/or cycle routes may be appropriate in large
developments provided that they are opening, well-overlooked and
follow desire lines. All developments are aiming to connect into existing,
or planned, cycle networks.
Shared surface streets (Home Zones) are to be avoided except where
traffic will be extremely light and speed can be restricted to 20 mph.

GLA 3.3.1

GLA 3.3.2
GLA 3.3.3

GLA 3.3.4

GLA 3.1.5

See subsection 2.4 for communal parking, including underground and undercroft solutions.
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1.6
1.6.1

1.6.2

1.6.3
1.6.4

1.7
1.7.1

1.7.2

1.7.3

1.8
1.8.1

1.8.2

1.8.3
.

1.8.4

Open space and play
Development proposals should demonstrate that they comply with the
borough's open space strategies, ensuring that an audit of surrounding
open space is undertaken and that where appropriate, opportunities to
help address a deficiency in provision by providing new public open
spaces are taken forward in the design process.
For developments with an estimated occupancy of ten children or more,
development proposals should make appropriate play provision in
accordance with the Mayor’s Play and Informal Recreation SPG.
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/implementing-londonplan/supplementary-planning-guidance/play-and-informal
New public open space to be safe, overlooked by habitable rooms,
inclusive and multi-purpose.
Spaces are generally:
• be as green and as possible (at least 50% of the total area to be
planting/grass);
• include for incidental play (using natural play elements such as
logs, boulders and mounding, having regard to safety) - and with
dedicated, equipped play areas where appropriate;
• have lockable boundaries (for example enclosed by railings and
frequent gates that can be locked at night);
• be designed for, and with, residents.

GLA 1.2.1

GLA 1.2.2
LONDON
PLAN 3.6

Ecology and biodiversity
The design and layout of new residential development should avoid
areas of ecological value and seek to enhance the ecological capital of
the area in accordance with GLA best practice guidance on biodiversity
and nature conservation.
Development proposals should, wherever possible protect, enhance,
create or manage nature conservation and biodiversity interest in
accordance with the borough’s Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) and the
Mayor’s Biodiversity Strategy.
Use habitat surveys as a basis to support and enhance local biodiversity
through the provision of suitable, low maintenance planting and habitat
creation.

GLA 6.6.1
LONDON
PLAN 7.19
(LAMBETH
LOCAL
PLAN 2015
EN1
extract)

SuDs and surface water run off
Where development is permitted in an area at risk of flooding, it should
incorporate flood resilient design in accordance with the NPPF and its
associated Technical Guidance.
New development should incorporate Sustainable Urban Drainage
Systems and green roofs where practical with the aim of achieving a
Greenfield run-off rate, increasing bio-diversity and improving water
quality. Surface water run-off is to be managed as close to source as
possible.
New development should demonstrate that there will be a net decrease
in both the volume and rate of run-off leaving the site by incorporating
sustainable drainage systems (SuDS) in line with the London Plan
drainage hierarchy and National SuDS Standards to maximise amenity
and biodiversity benefits and improve the quality of water discharges.
Details submitted to the council to demonstrate compliance with this
policy should follow the design principles within the National SuDS
Standards and the current SuDS manual and guidance identified within
the council’s SFRA or Local Flood Risk Management Strategy (LFRMS)
Ensure that hard landscaping, including parking areas, uses permeable

GLA 6.4.2
LONDON
PLAN 5.12
GLA 6.4.3
LONDON
PLAN 5.11
& 5.13
(LAMBETH
LOCAL
PLAN 2015
EN6
extract)
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paving and that the proposed SuDs strategy is manageable and
practical.

1.9
1.9.1
1.9.2

1.9.3
1.9.4

Materials and durability
Developments should manage existing materials, specify sustainable
materials that are robust and fit for purpose and secure the sustainable
procurement of materials.
Materials are to be high quality, hardwearing and low maintenance, wear
and weather well, and offer long-term value for money. Use materials
that retain their performance and appearance for many years and
require little maintenance, such as bricks and stone, and avoid timber
and render.
Use high performance composite windows (aluminium outside and
timber inside) and avoid UPVC doors and windows and painted timber
windows.
Exposed external metalwork to be stainless, PPC, anodised or
galvanised steel, or factory finished, not site-painted.

GLA 6.5.1

(See also
LAMBETH
LOCAL
PLAN 2015
Q5, Q8)
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Section 2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

Communal spaces

Approach routes and entrances
Lift, stair cores and circulation areas
Outdoor amenity space
Undercroft and underground parking
Bike and bin storage, and other ancillary spaces
Utilities, meters and communications technology
Special considerations in mixed-use buildings

General design considerations for communal spaces
Communal areas are distinct from both public and private spaces because they need
continual management and maintenance – either by the landlord or a company
appointed by the landlord.
We know from experience that the way in which they are designed affects the ease with
which they can be looked after. This in turn, has a very significant impact on the service
charges passed on to residents. As noted in Section1.0, Principle 10 undertakes to
minimise these costs through sustainable design.
The design of communal spaces tends not to be given as much attention as it deserves
and, as a result, are often the areas that let buildings down. We want to keep indoor
communal areas to a practical minimum in order keep capital and on-going costs down,
but we are looking for bright, attractive and convivial spaces. By setting out Principle 6
we want residents to feel ‘at home’ as soon as they approach the communal entrance
and make their way to their own front door.
In most developments, indoor communal spaces will usually be limited to circulation
areas. Ancillary spaces such as cleaners’ rooms and plant spaces, though not strictly
communal, also fall within the scope of this section. Occasionally, we may require a
meeting room/resource hub for residents – a dedicated space related to the entrance
which might include the letter boxes, information boards and possibly a tea-point.
The entrance is arguably the most important element of any building and housing is no
exception. Security and accessibility are two of the most critical technical attributes, but
entrances also have symbolic importance. They set the tone for the rest of the building
and will leave a positive lasting impression. Where we can, we will commission bespoke
artwork to reinforce the identity of a new development.
Entrances are also to be visible from the public realm by maximising glazing to allow
views in and out, and to reduce, or eliminate, the need for artificial lighting during the day.
They are the most heavily used part of a block of flats so finishes and components must
be hardwearing as well as good- looking. Cycle stores will often be accessed from the
entrance lobby so the floor needs to be tough and washable – non-slip ceramic tiles or
paving slabs work well and suit wheelchair users too.
Residents can play a very important role in the management and maintenance of
communal spaces simply by treating them as they would their own home. This valuable
sense of pride and ownership is much more likely to happen in spaces that feel pleasant
and non-institutional. This will encourage neighbours to stop and chat; building on the
important sense of collective ownership and responsibility.
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Our strong preference for homes to be dual aspect has obvious implications for
communal circulation. The standards in this section deal with lift provision too; reflecting
the new requirement that Category 2 housing (the ‘optional requirement’ within the
Building Regulations that replaces Lifetime Homes) must now provide step-free access.
(Please see pages 27 and 28 for definitions of the three tiers of regulation as described
in Approved Document M).
External communal spaces also fall within this section and they too can be difficult areas
to get right. In higher density development amenity spaces are typically courtyards surrounded and overlooked by dwellings. They are usually either at ground level, or at first
floor, where they form a podium above parking. They are inevitably multi-functional spaces.
Policy H5 of our adopted Local Plan includes minimum standards for the amount of
communal space that is required per scheme, and per development, and in some cases this
may require rooftop provision to top-up what can be achieved at lower level.
We want all amenity spaces to be as green as possible to support personal wellbeing as well
as biodiversity but we recognise that extensive above-ground planting is often difficult to
sustain. The interface between the private rear gardens or terraces to the surrounding
dwellings and the communal space itself, and the provision of play facilities are among the
most important considerations. We encourage residents of all ages to lead active lives and
take exercise, but also need to ensure that residents are not disturbed by boisterous play on
a regular basis and have opportunities to rest and relax. These and other issues must be
discussed with residents and informed by the experience of our asset managers.
Here too, there are opportunities for co-production and growing food. Residents can
contribute to the upkeep of amenity spaces and help to shape them over time. Larger spaces
may lend themselves to small-scale food production but it is important that such initiatives are
led by, and planned with, residents rather than assumed on their behalf.
Other communal spaces include cycle stores, bin stores and undercroft or underground
parking. They must serve an identifiable group of residents and be located close enough to
the relevant entrance to be well-used, but not allowed to detract from it. Similarly, the
dwellings that are closest to these facilities warrant special attention to minimise any nuisance
from noise and smells.
Many of the standards that follow, set out generic preferences rather than hard and fast rules
because the solution must suit the particular site, but experience tells us that it is a mistake to
overlook these areas and that a failure to address issues such an bin storage in the early
stages can have a disproportionately damaging effect on the finished development as a
whole. Principle 6 seeks to avoid this.
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Design standards for communal spaces

2.1
2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3
2.1.4

2.1.5

2.1.6

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.2

2.2.3
2.2.4
2.2.5

2.2.6
2.2.7

Approach routes and entrances
All main entrances to houses, ground floor flats and communal entrance
lobbies should be visible, clearly identifiable and directly accessible from
the public realm.
Approach routes should comply with the requirements of Part M4(2)
unless they also serve Wheelchair User Dwellings, where they should
comply with the requirements of Part M4(3).
All entrances should comply with the requirements of Part M4(2), unless
they also serve Wheelchair User Dwellings, where they should comply
with the requirements of Part M4(3).
Entrances to have a significant street presence, a generous canopy, and
be inviting, secure and robust. Glazing within entrances is to be
maximised to allow views in and out. The design is to deter anti-social
behaviour (for example by including bright lighting and avoiding a deep
recess) and uphold the principle of tenure blind design.
The design is to allow for individual letterboxes to be located within a
secure inner lobby, and to be carefully integrated into the design of the
space (clearly identifiable, A4+ size, tamper-proof and mounted 4501200mm above FFL to be accessible to wheelchair users). In small
blocks of flats, individual letterboxes may be required to each front door.
In larger schemes, an ‘information hub’ is to be provided (a social space
that provides information and includes letterboxes).

GLA 3.1.1

GLA 3.1.2

GLA 3.1.3

Lift and stair cores and circulation areas
Each core should be accessible to generally no more than eight units on
each floor.
An access core serving 4 or more dwellings should provide an access
control system with entry phones in all dwellings linked to a main front
door with electronic lock release. Unless a 24 hour concierge is
provided, additional security measures including audio-visual verification
to the access control system should be provided where any of the
following apply:
i. more than 25 dwellings are served by one core, or
ii. the potential occupancy of the dwellings served by one core
exceeds 100 bed spaces, or
iii. more than 8 dwellings are provided per floor.
Communal circulation areas should comply with Part M4(2), unless they
also serve Wheelchair User Dwellings, where they should comply with
the requirements of Part M4(3).
Every M4(2) (Category 2) dwelling should be provided with step-free
access. All dwellings entered at the seventh floor (eighth storey) and
above should be served by at least two lifts.
Every designated Wheelchair User Dwelling above the ground floor
should be served by at least one wheelchair accessible lift. It is desirable
that every wheelchair accessible dwelling is served by more than one lift.
Principal access stairs should provide easy access regardless of
whether a lift is provided. Where homes are reached by a lift, this should
be a fully wheelchair accessible lift car.
Lift access is required in all cores of 5 storeys or more. Where possible,
and irrespective of storey height, cores are to be designed to provide at
least 20 flats (preferably 25) accessed via the communal entrance, to
support the cost of a lift and achieve step-free access. Lift access may
not always be viable in blocks of four storeys or less, and some
dwellings will only achieve Category 1 status. When lift access is not

GLA 3.2.1
GLA 3.2.2

GLA 3.2.4

GLA 3.2.6

GLA 3.2.7

GLA 3.2.8
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2.2.8
2.2.9
2.2.10
2.2.11

2.2.12
2.2.13
2.2.14

2.2.15

2.2.16

2.2.17
2.2.18

2.2.19
2.2.20
2.2.21

2.3
2.3.1

2.3.2

viable, only flats with 1 or 2 bedrooms are to be provided on the third
floor.
Provide two lifts to serve every upper floor wheelchair flat. Ensure that
these cores serve at least 25 dwellings or more to keep service charges
down.
Communal stairs are to be attractive and given at least as much
prominence as the lifts, to encourage healthy, active lifestyle choices.
Where dwellings are accessed via an internal corridor, the corridor
should receive natural light and adequate ventilation where possible.
All communal circulation is to be kept to a reasonable minimum and
horizontal circulation short enough to see to the end when entering it
from the core. It ought to unnecessary for residents to walk past more
than four other dwellings before reaching their own front door.
Provide1500mm square turning places at 10m intervals for buggies and
wheelchairs.
Compact cores and/or short lengths of deck access are preferable to
double-loaded corridors to avoid single aspect dwellings.
Access decks are to be located to suit orientation and site conditions to
ensure that the principal dwelling façade (the side away from the deck)
achieves the optimum location. For example, aim to locate the deck on
the shady side of a building and/or on the ‘front’ in busy streets.
Access decks (including the top floor) are to be covered and must be
drained. Windows to non-habitable rooms (kitchens, bathrooms and
circulation areas) are encouraged on the deck side to provide crossventilation, but habitable rooms are to be located away from the deck
unless adequate light and privacy can be maintained, for example by
setting rooms back behind a light well. Clear glass balustrading is not
acceptable and lighting is to be designed to avoid undue glare to nearby
homes.
Other solutions, such as a naturally vented atrium combined with gallery
access will only be considered for affordable rent where smaller, nonfamily dwellings are involved, though it may work well for other tenures,
No habitable room to have its main window facing into the atrium.
A cleaners’ cupboard (approximately 1.5m wide and 2m long) with a sink
and storage space is required to every core; located on the ground floor.
Larger schemes may need to provide additional facilities for cleaning
staff such as a WC and kitchenette, and make provision for a tenants’
meeting room with a tea-point and WC (to be confirmed on a project by
project basis).
Floor and wall finishes being hardwearing and easy to maintain. Carpet
to be used in upstairs communal corridors, and paving or tiles in ground
floor lobbies. Acoustic ceiling treatment to be provided to reduce noise.
To help people with sight loss, wall and floor finishes are to offer visual
contrast, signage is to be obvious and legible, and door handles easy to
identify and use.
All communal circulation areas are to have a finished floor to ceiling
height of at least 2.4m.

GLA 3.2.3

Outdoor amenity space
Where communal open space is provided, development proposals
should demonstrate that the space:
a. is overlooked by surrounding development;
b. is accessible to wheelchair users and other disabled people;
c. is designed to take advantage of direct sunlight;
e. has suitable management arrangements in place
Communal amenity space should:
• receive natural light;
• be screened from parking areas;

GLA 1.2.3

(LAMBETH
LOCAL
PLAN 2015
H5 extract)
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2.3.3

2.3.4

2.3.5
2.3.6

2.3.7

2.3.8
2.3.9

2.3.10

2.4
2.4.1
2.4.2
2.4.3
2.4.4

• be easily accessible to all occupants;
• be overlooked by habitable rooms to ensure safety and
surveillance;
• incorporate sustainable landscape principles and practices,
including effective water management, efficient energy use, use of
sustainable materials, and promotion of biodiversity and, where
appropriate, food growing;
• have a landscape, management and maintenance plan
New flatted development should provide communal amenity space of at
2
2
least 50m per scheme, plus a further 10m per flat, provided either as a
balcony, terrace or private garden, or consolidated with the communal
amenity space.
Outdoor amenity space to be at ground or first floor level (where it will
usually be a podium above parking). Roof terraces are less likely to be
used and are less desirable, particularly for affordable rent, but can be a
useful, additional amenity in a tall building, but need to be sheltered from
the prevailing wind. Planting is only to be included when it will thrive
without an irrigation system.
All communal space to be secure, overlooked by the residents for whom
it is intended and accessible to everyone in the block.
All communal space to be accessed by fob from cores and where
appropriate, from the rear gardens/terraces of the dwellings at the same
level. Where possible, direct, secure access from the street to be
provided to avoid mowers, maintenance or cleaning equipment from
needing to be taken through the building. Where this is not achievable,
at least one core to have an extra wide door and a suitable floor finish.
Communal outdoor spaces to be fully or partially enclosed by dwellings,
sized to suit the scale of the surrounding buildings and orientated to
receive good daylight and sunlight – with taller sides generally to the
north and east. At least 50% of the area of each space to receive at
st
least 2 hours of sunlight on March 21 . Confirmation of this is requested
via a sunlight study.
Spaces to be attractive all year round, including when viewed from
above, and (as with public open space) at least 50% of the total area is
to be green and include trees where possible.
Opportunities for incidental play to be included but only very large
courtyards are to include dedicated play areas (where they can be sited
at least 10m away from dwellings). Boisterous play to be discouraged
by design, for example by the use of mounding and other features that
break up the space.
The boundary interface between private and communal space are to be
designed to allow some visual inter-connection while protecting privacy
to surrounding homes and gardens. It requires the same level of
attention as boundaries abutting the public realm; timber fencing avoided
and more robust treatments such as railings combined with low level
planting used instead. ‘Off-the-peg’ garden sheds will not be acceptable
in these situations; external storage is to be incorporated within the
footprint of the dwelling or more attractive storage pods or containers
(bespoke and/or prefabricated solutions) provided.

(LAMBETH
LOCAL
PLAN 2015
H5 extract)

Undercroft and underground parking
Avoid underground parking for affordable rent.
Where undercroft parking is proposed, ensure that it is surrounded by
dwellings or other active uses that create a live frontage, and is only
used by residents of that block.
Avoid single aspect dwellings at car park level by considering
maisonettes that can achieve dual aspect at first floor level.
Ensure that the undercroft is secure (or could be made secure at a
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2.4.5

future date) and provide fobbed access to cores from the parking area
as well as from the street. Comply with the requirements of Secured By
Design: New Homes 2014 and achieve certification for Section 3
Ancillary Security Requirements, where required by the project brief.
http://www.securedbydesign.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/SBDNewHomes14-lowres.pdf
Install charging points for electric/hybrid cars in communal parking
areas, or make provision for these to be easily installed in the future.

See subsection 1.5 for other types of parking.

2.5
2.5.1

2.5.2

2.5.3

2.5.4
2.5.5

2.5.6

2.5.7
2.5.8

2.5.9

Bike and bin storage and other ancillary spaces
All developments should provide dedicated storage space for cycles at
the following level:
i. 1 per studio and one bed
ii. 2 per all other dwellings
In addition, one short stay cycle parking space should be provided per
40 units.
Individual or communal cycle storage outside the home should be
secure, sheltered and adequately lit, with convenient access to the
street. Where cycle storage is provided within the home, it should be in
addition to the minimum GIA and minimum storage and circulation space
requirements. Cycle storage identified in habitable rooms or on
balconies will not be considered acceptable.
Cycle stores for residents are to be covered, secure, ventilated and welllit. Locate stores within secure communal courtyards where these are
large enough and consider combining this with bin storage. Where
stores are integral with the building, provide fobbed access directly from
the core (or courtyard or undercroft) as well as from outside.
Restrict communal cycle stores to defined groups of 10 - 20 households;
providing two stores to larger cores where necessary.
Cycle storage on upper floor levels is not desirable and will only be
considered as an exception where at least one 10-person lift is available
and dedicated stores are provided. It is not acceptable to provide the
required dedicated space on access decks or within dwellings.
Communal refuse and recycling containers, communal bin enclosures
and refuse and recycling stores should be easily accessible to all
residents including children and wheelchair users, and located on a
hard, level surface. The location should satisfy local requirements for
waste collection. Refuse and recycling stores within buildings should be
located to limit the nuisance caused by noise and smells and maintained
to a high hygiene standard.
Storage facilities for waste and recycling containers should be provided
in accordance with local authority requirements and meet BS BS5906:
2005 Code of Practice for waste management in Buildings.
Locate communal bin stores reasonably close to communal entrances
but not immediately adjacent to them. Ensure that all are:
• accessible to wheelchair users;
• well lit and ventilated;
• fitted with robust, scratch resistant, lockable, metal doors;
• fitted with a tap and floor gulley and with a concrete floor laid to
falls and suitable for hosing down;
Avoiding Rubbish Design: Providing for bin storage on new housing
developments, produced by the NHBC offers useful guidance.
http://www.nhbcfoundation.org/Publications/Guide/NF60-Avoidingrubbish-design
Where bin stores are integral with the building, provide fobbed access

GLA 3.4.1

GLA 3.4.2

GLA 3.5.1

GLA 3.5.2

(See also
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2.5.10
2.5.11

2.5.12
2.5.13

2.5.14
2.5.15

from the courtyard or undercroft where this is more convenient for
residents, as well as from outside. Ensure that they offer additional
soundproofing, are not located directly adjacent to, or below, sound
sensitive spaces such as living areas and bedrooms, and that balconies
are not located directly above them.
Consider well-designed, screened, freestanding stores within large
courtyards that have direct street access, as an alternative.
Where ‘in-ground’ storage is viable, capacity must meet demand
(however, see also 2.5.12). A dedicated 10m long lay-by to be provided
alongside the receptacles and kept clear of parking (if necessary through
the use of retractable bollards) and adequate space for the collection
vehicle to turn and exit unless a through-route is provided.
Refuse and recycling containers are to be ‘oversized’ to exceed the
theoretical volume required by at least 20% (t.b.c. after discussion with
refuse department).
Comply with the requirements of Secured By Design: New Homes 2014
and achieve certification for Section 3 Ancillary Security Requirements
where required by the project brief.
http://www.securedbydesign.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/SBDNewHomes14-lowres.pdf
Refuse chutes are not acceptable.
Where possible, ensure that other ancillary spaces (typically plant
rooms) that residents do not need to access are located away from
dwellings. Integral plant rooms are to be regarded as a last resort, but
where provided, are subject to the requirements of 2.5.9 above.

LAMBTH
LOCAL
PLAN 2015
Q12)

See subsection 3.II for bike and bin storage in private areas and 3.5 for soundproofing.

2.6
2.6.1
2.6.2

2.6.3

2.6.4

2.6.5
2.6.6

Utilities, meters and communications technology
Ensure that the site appraisal identifies all substations, and above and
below ground services, and that their purpose, condition, availability and
capacity are fully understood.
Determine the energy strategy at an early stage to ensure that enough
space and access are allowed:
• in external areas: for plant rooms (including vehicle access to
within 10m and turning space) and service trenches;
• in communal areas: for service risers, dry risers, horizontal
service runs and meters;
• in homes: for consumer units and heating equipment (whether
boilers, cylinders or heat exchangers)
Avoid the need for localised boxing, particularly in habitable rooms.
Allow adequate ceiling void depth to accommodate recessed light
fittings, horizontal ventilation ducting and boiler extracts etc. while
preserving the required minimum floor to ceiling height of 2.4m to
habitable rooms (as required by subsection 3.1).
Plan for incoming services and, where possible, ensure that SVPs are
accessible from communal areas, rather than within flats. As a
minimum, provide isolating valves or switches in communal areas to
mitigate damage in the event of a problem and avoid disturbing
residents.
Ensure that homes are individually metered for heating, lighting and
power, and that residents are able to monitor their fuel use.
Co-ordinate the positions of flues, extracts and other service
penetrations to ensure that they do not clash with window openings on
facades or PV panels on roofs. Ensure that their external visual impact
is minimised, particularly on street facing facades, and show
terminations on elevations. Items to consider include:
• boiler and ventilations extracts;
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2.6.7

2.7
2.7.1

2.7.2

2.7.3
2.7.4
2.7.5

• SVP terminations;
• over-flows;
• satellite dishes and TV aerials
Provide multiple TV signals from satellites to dwellings to allow for
connection to all broadband and TV services, such as Sky+. Provide
communal dishes (rather than individual dishes).

Special considerations in mixed-use buildings
Ensure that the tenure, type and mix of accommodation are compatible
with the other uses of the building, taking account of the impact on
parking and servicing arrangements, open space and likely service
charges.
Coordinate the structural and servicing requirements of the residential
and non-residential elements at an early stage; avoid a transfer structure
where possible, and allow for separate heating plant and service risers
to allow landlord control over communal areas, and the individual
metering required by 2.6.5.
Ensure that residential entrances remain prominent and inviting, and that
parking, bike and bin storage, communal amenity space etc. remain
separate and are not compromised by the non-residential facilities.
Provide increased soundproofing between different uses, in accordance
with subsection 3.5.
Ensure that the design is fully coordinated with the other
clients/landlords and that the responsibility for the management and
maintenance of every space, internal and external, is agreed as part of a
joint management plan prior to completion.
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Section 3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10
3.11

The home

Space standards
Internal layout
Accessibility
Security
Privacy and soundproofing
Aspect and orientation
Daylight and sunlight
Energy and thermal comfort
Ventilation, air quality and overheating
Water efficiency
Private outdoor space

General design considerations for the home
This final section covers all aspects of the home, and is the area that stimulated the most
discussion during the workshops. As well as space standards and internal layout, it
deals with issues such as soundproofing, privacy, daylight and thermal comfort - the
conditions that create a comfortable living environment. It also includes private outdoor
space and private bike and bin storage (as distinct from communal open space and
storage).
Our strong preference for dual aspect flats has already been mentioned in the context of
communal spaces but the greatest benefits are felt within the home. Dual aspect
improves daylight and ventilation, offers a choice of outlook and orientation, and
significantly reduces the risk of overheating. In noisy locations, or in areas with poor air
quality, it means that some windows can be opened without necessarily being exposed to
undue traffic noise or pollution. Where dual aspect is not felt to be possible we will
expect to be satisfied that any adverse consequential impacts can be effectively
mitigated in other ways.
Our residents feel particularly strongly about the configuration of living, dining and kitchen
spaces. In larger family homes (those with 5 or more bedspaces) it is particularly
important to have two living spaces to allow family members to do different things
simultaneously.
Workshop participants were united in their desire to see practical kitchens with enough
fittings, appliances and worktop space to make home-cooking an enjoyable and realistic
proposition, and enough space for families to eat together. We expect to see fully
furnished floor plans of all dwelling types and have included a furniture schedule with a
breakdown of kitchen units and appliances at Annex A to assist designers.
Practicality, accessibility and adaptability are other important priorities. Many of our
residents have health or mobility problems and a significant number are wheelchair
users. We need the new homes we build to be suitable for a wide range of people and
adaptable over time.
Accessibility is the topic most affected by the Housing Standards Review. A version of
‘Lifetime Homes’ and wheelchair standards have been embedded in Part M of the
Building Regulations where they are referred to as ‘optional requirements’ and sit above
the current baseline standard.
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The three tiers of regulation are described in Approved Document M as follows:
Category 1 - M4(1) Visitable dwellings (as previous Part M)
Category 2 - M4(2) Accessible and adaptable dwellings (equivalent to Lifetime Homes)
Category 3 - M4(3) Wheelchair user dwellings (further subdivided into ‘wheelchair
accessible’ (when an allocation policy applies) and ‘wheelchair adaptable’
where no allocation policy applies.
We have used the terminology Category 1, 2 and 3 within the standards.
In principle, the GLA requires 90%of new dwellings to be Category 2 and the remaining
10% to be Category 3. Both now require step-free access to the private entrance of the
dwelling; meaning that all flats must be lift-served. However the GLA also recognises
that this will not always be practical or viable on smaller sites and in low rise-blocks, in
terms of capital cost and/or service charges. We share this view and have set out our
own position as clients as clearly as we can, alongside the GLA policy, which is yet to be
finalised. We expect this to be among the key items that we discuss with our design
teams in the early stages of each project.
Another key theme that emerged from the workshops was the importance of private open
space. Principle 4 makes a balcony, terrace or garden a priority for every home, and the
standards in this section provide further detail on the attributes and features that we
expect private open space to provide.
Sustainability, ease of management and maintenance, and low running cots and service
charges - the core elements of Principle 10 are just as relevant to the home environment
as they are to communal areas and the external environment. Today’s new homes are
immeasurably more energy efficient than most of the stock we currently manage, and
much of this is due to higher levels of insulation and air-tightness. This goes a long way
towards eliminating fuel poverty but brings its own complications. Energy is an
increasingly complex topic and additional advice on adopting the right strategy is
provided in Annex B.
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Design standards for the home

3.1
3.1.1

Space standards
Meet the nationally described space standard which requires that:
1
• the dwelling provides at least the Gross Internal (floor) Area (GIA)
and built-in storage area set out in the table below:
• a dwelling with two or more bedspaces has at least one double (or
twin) bedroom
• in order to provide one bedspace, a single bedroom has a floor
2
area of at least 7.5m and is at least 2.15m wide
• in order to provide two bedspaces, a double bedroom (or twin
2
bedroom) has a floor area of at least 11.5m
• one double (or twin bedroom) is at least 2.75m wide, and every
other double (or twin) bedroom is at least 2.55m wide
• any area with a headroom of less than 1.5m is not counted within
the GIA unless used solely for storage (if the area under the stairs
2
is to be used for storage, assume a general floor area of 1m within
the GIA)
• any other area that is used solely for storage and has a headroom
of 900-1500mm (such as under eaves) is counted at 50% of its
floor area, and any area lower than 900mm is not counted at all
• a built-in wardrobe counts towards the GIA and bedroom floor area
requirements, but should not reduce the effective width of the room
below the minimum widths set out above. The built-in area in
2
2
excess of 0.72m in a double bedroom and 0.36m in a single
bedroom counts towards the built-in storage requirement
• the minimum floor to ceiling height is 2.3m for at least 75% of the
GIA

Number of
bedrooms
1b
2b
3b

4b

5b

6b

Number of
bedspaces
1p
2p
3p
4p
4p
5p
6p
5p
6p
7p
8p
6p
7p
8p
7p
8p

1 storey
2
dwellings m
3
39 (37)
50
61
70
74
86
95
90
99
108
117
103
112
121
116
125

NATIONALLY
DESCRIBED
SPACE
STANDARD
LONDON
PLAN
POLICY 3.5
encompasses
GLA 4.1.1,
4.5.1, 4.5.2,
4.7.1, 4.8.1

2 storey
2
dwellings m

3 storey
2
dwellings m

58
70
79
84
93
102
97
106
115
124
110
119
128
123
132

built-in storage
2
m
1.0
1.5
2.0

90
99
108
103
112
121
130
116
125
134
129
138

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

NOTES:
2

1. The GIA of a dwelling is defined as the total floorspace measured between the internal faces of perimeter walls
that enclose the dwelling. This includes partitions, structural elements, cupboards, ducts, flights of stairs and
2
voids above stairs. The Gross Internal Area should be measured and denoted in square meters (m ).
2. The internal face of a perimeter wall is the finished surface of the wall. For a detached house, the perimeter
walls are the external walls that enclose the dwelling, and for other houses or apartments they are the external
walls and party walls.
2
3. Where a one person flat has a shower room rather than a bathroom, the floor area may be reduced from 39m to
2
37m
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3.1.2

Provide at least the combined living/dining/kitchen areas set out below
and aim to ensure that the living space equates to approximately 55% of
the total LDK floor area:
2p
2
22m

3.2
3.2.1
3.2.2

3.2.3

3.2.4
3.2.5

3.2.6

3.2.7

3.2.8
3.2.9
3.2.10

3p
2
24m

4b
2
26m

5p
2
28m

6p
2
30m

Internal layout
Dwelling plans should demonstrate that dwellings will accommodate the
furniture, access and activity space requirements relating to the declared
level of occupancy.
We require a minimum floor to ceiling height of 2.4m to habitable rooms
and will only accept lower areas of boxing where these are confined to
small areas/short lengths and located discreetly within non-habitable
rooms. These are to have a floor to ceiling height of at least 2.3m.
Furnished layouts are required for every dwelling type. These are to be
made available pre-planning, include the full set of furniture in Annex A,
and:
• describe the dwelling tenure and type (according to the number of
bedrooms and bedspaces (i.e. ‘3b5p flat Affordable Rent’);
• describe the category of accessibility that the dwelling has been
designed to meet (i.e. Category 1, Category 2 or Category 3
(distinguishing between ‘wheelchair accessible’ and ‘wheelchair
adaptable’) and demonstrate how the relevant requirements have
been met;
• include the GIA, the floor area of all room and storage areas, and
the width and length of living spaces and bedrooms;
• show a typical detailed kitchen layout, showing the appliances and
storage units set out in Annex A and wall cupboards (which are to
be maximised);
• include radiators and heated towel rails;
• indicate the ceiling height of each space;
• be drawn at a scale 1:50 and include a north point;
• include a small diagram of the block layouts clearly indicating the
location(s) of the dwelling type depicted
The private entrance to every family home (3p and above) is to open into
a circulation space, not a habitable room.
We require two living spaces in all homes with 5 or more bedspaces and
both rooms must have a window. Where possible, these spaces are to
be entered from a circulation area but it is acceptable for the K/D to be
entered from the living space. Where a separate KD is not possible, the
kitchen is to connect directly to the dining area (or have a connecting
hatch).
For all affordable rented homes, dwellings with 3 or more bedspaces to
meet the requirements of 3.2.5 above and to follow the same order of
preference, and fully open plan living spaces will only be acceptable in 1
bed homes, and in a maximum of 50% of 2 bed homes.
Where open plan living arrangements are proposed, the door is to open
into the living area (not the kitchen area) and the kitchen is to occupy a
discreet part of the room (preferably an alcove), and have natural light
and ventilation where possible.
The kitchen layout must be carefully considered and practical; preferably
‘C’ or ‘L’ shaped and achieve a convenient relationship between the
sink, hob and fridge.
A built-in wardrobe is to be included in the main double bedroom unless
advised otherwise.
Provide straight stair flights where possible and ensure that a power
socket is installed at the head or foot of the stair to allow for a stair-lift.

GLA 4.1.2
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3.2.11
3.2.12
3.2.13

3.2.14

3.2.15
3.2.16
3.2.17
3.2.18

3.3
3.3.1

3.3.2
3.3.3

3.3.4

3.3.5
3.3.6

3.3.7

Provide 2 WCs (and basins) in every home with 5 or more bedspaces.
Provide a curtained shower over the bath in all homes and a separate
shower room in homes with 6 or more bedspaces. This may be a fully
installed shower gulley in the WC/cloakroom of a house.
In all ground level flats, houses and ground/first floor maisonettes with 3
or more bedrooms, and all homes served by two lifts, the room with the
level access shower is to be designed as a wetroom to at least Category
2 standard, and a shower is to be installed from the start.
As part of the built-in storage requirement, provide a dedicated and
adequately sized cupboard, at least 700 x 700mm for heating and
services equipment and the consumer unit. Ensure that the space is
accessed from a circulation area or the kitchen, and that all the
equipment is easily accessible.
2
Provide an additional 0.5m built-in internal storage in all homes that do
not have the potential for private, external storage.
Provide a utility space in all homes with 6 or more bedspaces with space
and plumbing for a washing machine and separate tumble drier.
All windows to comply with the safe cleaning requirements of Part K of
the Building Regulations for non-residential buildings to ensure that
residents can clean their windows from inside their home.
Residents are always being consulted on the design of their new homes.

Accessibility
90% of new housing should meet Building Regulation M4(2) ‘accessible
and adaptable dwellings’ and 10% should meet Building Regulation
M4(3) ‘wheelchair user dwellings’ i.e. is designed to be wheelchair
accessible, or easily adaptable for residents who are wheelchair users.
Where it is not practical to achieve step-free access (see standard 2.2.7)
this must be brought to our attention and we will confirm whether
Category 1 dwellings are considered acceptable.
Where Category 1 dwellings are considered acceptable, they are still to
comply with all Category 2 requirements, except that future level access
shower provision will not be required in homes above the first floor that
are not lift-served (see also standard 3.2.13).
Where 2 storey homes are specifically intended for older people, a soft
pocket (1100mm x 1650mm) is to be formed in the floor during
construction to allow for a lift to be installed in the future (see also
standard 3.2.10 for stair requirements).
Category 3 dwellings for affordable rent are to be designed to meet the
wheelchair accessible requirements of Building Regulation M4(3).
The bath and shower required for Category 3 homes with 5 or more
bedspaces, are be in separate bathrooms where possible. In these
circumstances, the bathroom needs to only meet Category 2
requirements, as permitted by M4(3).
Sprinkler protection is to be assumed for Category 3 dwellings, but
requirements will be confirmed on a project-by-project basis.

LONDON
PLAN 3.8
(wording
adapted)
GLA 4.9.1

Note: By requiring compliance with M4(2) and M4(3), the standards above encompass GLA
standards 4.3.1, 4.3.2, 4.4.4, 4.4.5, 4.4.6, 4.6.2, 4.6.3, 4.6.4, and 4.8.2.

3.4
3.4.1

Security
Meet the requirements of Secured by Design: New Homes 2014 and
achieve certification for Section 2: Security of Dwellings and Section 3:
Ancillary Security Requirements, where required by the project brief.
http://www.securedbydesign.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/SBDNewHomes14-lowres.pdf
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3.5
3.5.1
3.5.2
3.5.3
3.5.4

3.5.5
3.5.6
3.5.7

3.5.8

3.6
3.6.1

3.6.2

3.6.3

Privacy and soundproofing
Design proposals should demonstrate how habitable rooms within each
dwelling are provided with an adequate level of privacy in relation to
neighbouring property, the street and other public spaces.
In narrow streets and other locations where facing windows to habitable
rooms are less than 15m apart, aim to offset windows and balconies to
avoid direct overlooking and/or consider bay, or angled, windows.
Avoid placing bedrooms and bathrooms on facades that face onto the
street (or other public space) or a busy communal space.
Avoid full height windows to bedrooms and living rooms where there is a
risk of overlooking, unless protected by a deep garden or balcony, fitted
with privacy screens or shutters, or obscure glazing used in the lower
panes (see also standard 3.17)
For affordable rented homes, provide curtain battens to all habitable
rooms. The project brief will confirm where blinds or curtains are to be
fitted.
Avoid clear glass balustrading to balconies except as permitted by
standard 1.2.5.
The layout of adjacent dwellings and the location of lifts and circulation
spaces should seek to limit the transmission of noise to sound sensitive
rooms within dwellings.
Achieve airborne sound insulation values that are at least 5dB better
than (above) AD E, and impact sound insulation values that are at least
5dB better (lower). Extend this requirement to include separating walls
and floors between flats and corridors/stairwells/lifts/bin stores/bike
stores/plant rooms. Carry out sound testing on first completed dwelling
to check compliance and post-completion sound testing on all dwellings
to demonstrate compliance.

GLA 5.1.1

LONDON
PLAN 7.15
GLA 5.3.1

Aspect and orientation
Developments should minimise the number of single aspect dwellings.
Single aspect dwellings that are north facing, or exposed to noise levels
above which significant adverse effects on health and quality of life
occur, or which contain three or more bedrooms should be avoided.
Provide dual-aspect accommodation, unless exceptional circumstances
are demonstrated.

GLA 5.2.1

(LAMBETH
LOCAL
PLAN 2015
H5 extract)

Take all reasonable steps to avoid single aspect dwellings, in particular
north-facing single aspect dwellings. West or south facing single aspect
homes of any size will only be permitted where it can be demonstrated
that they are not at risk of overheating, exposed to undue noise or poor
external air quality.

See subsection 3.9 for overheating.

3.7
3.7.1
3.7.2

3.7.3

Daylight and sunlight
Glazing to all habitable rooms should be not less than 20% of the
internal floor area of the room.
Treat GLA standard 3.7.1 above as a guide but adjust the size of
windows to suit orientation, aspect, room function and proportion and the
building character. Take particular care to mitigate the risk of
overheating when sizing windows on south and west facing facades, or
provide external screening.
Provide daylight calculations in line with BS 8206:2008 for habitable
rooms to a sample of dwellings, including all ‘worst case’ living spaces

GLA 5.5.1
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3.7.4
3.7.5

3.8
3.8.1

3.8.2

3.8.3

3.8.4
3.8.5

3.8.6
3.8.7
3.8.8

3.8.9

and bedrooms. The minimum targets for average daylight factors (ADF)
required by British Standard (BS) 8206:2008 will be used as a
benchmark for understanding variation across the site.
All homes should provide for direct sunlight to enter at least one
habitable room for part of the day. Living areas and kitchen dining
spaces should preferably receive direct sunlight.
At least one living space and the private garden, balcony or roof terrace.
Is to receive sunlight for some part of the day (i.e. not face within 45
degrees either side of due north).

GLA 5.5.2

Energy and thermal comfort
All homes should satisfy London Plan policy on sustainable design and
construction and make the fullest contribution to the mitigation of, and
adaptation to, climate change.
Development proposals should be designed in accordance with the LP
energy hierarchy, and should meet the following minimum targets for
carbon dioxide emissions reduction.
Year
Improvement on 2013 Building Regulations
2014 - 2016
35 per cent
2016 - 2036
Zero carbon
All major developments will be expected to connect to, and where
appropriate extend, existing decentralised heating, cooling or power
networks in the vicinity of the site, unless a feasibility assessment
demonstrates that connection is not reasonably possible. Minor newbuild developments should be designed to be able to connect wherever
reasonably possible. Where networks do not currently exist,
developments should make provision to connect to any planned future
decentralised energy network in the vicinity of the site, having regard to
opportunities identified through the London Heat Map and area specific
energy plans. Major development proposals that cannot immediately
connect to an existing heating or cooling network should evaluate the
feasibility of combined heat and power (CHP) systems and, where
appropriate, examine the feasibility of extending the system beyond the
site boundary.
Take a fabric-first approach on all new developments. With reference to
Annex B, discuss and agree whether a ‘good’ or ‘best’ practice
approach to the fabric specification will be taken.
Before selecting the heating system consult with our Technical Services
team. Consider future-proofing the approach in terms of fuel choice and
system selection; taking account of maintenance, ease of use for
residents and the cost of energy bills.
Ensure adequate space for heating and domestic hot water systems
together with their associated service runs and distribution.
Ensure that all controls (e.g. heating, ventilation and lighting) are tightly
specified, easily operable and appropriate for the resident group.
With reference to Annex B, consider the type and size of the
development, its heat loads, and the management, maintenance and
service charge implications before committing to providing an on-site
heat network. Where heat networks are considered appropriate, comply
with CIBSE/ADE ‘Heat Networks: Code of Practice for the UK.
With reference to Annex B, determine the most suitable low or zero
carbon technology for the development, taking account of its location,
size, housing typology and resident profile, and considering
management, maintenance and service charge implications.

LONDON
PLAN 5.3
GLA 6.1.2
LONDON
PLAN 5.2
GLA 6.2.1

(LAMBETH
LOCAL
PLAN 2015
EN3)

See Annex B for guidance on energy strategy
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3.9
3.9.1

3.9.2

3.9.3
3.9.4
3.9.5

3.9.6

3.9.7

3.9.8

Ventilation, air quality and overheating
Minimise increased exposure to existing poor air quality and make
provision to address local problems of air quality: be at least ‘air quality
neutral’ and not lead to further deterioration of existing poor air quality
(such as areas designated as Air Quality Management Areas (AQMAs).
Air intakes for buildings next to busy urban roads are to be avoided
where possible. Where necessary, they are to be located as high as
possible and away from the direct source to minimise the intake of
pollutants.
Demonstrate adequate natural purge and background ventilation,
preferably including cross ventilation.
Ensure that every dwelling has a variety of window opening options to
allow controlled ventilation through smaller openings and purge
ventilation through larger openings.
Where mechanical ventilation with heat recovery (MVHR) is proposed,
demonstrate that:
3
2
• the dwelling airtightness is <3m /h.m @50Pa
• a heat recovery bypass for summer is specified
• the fan noise is no more than 25 dB(A) in living and bedrooms and
35dB(A) in the room containing the MVHR fan unit
• it will not preclude the installation of openable windows
Development proposals are to demonstrate how the design of dwellings
will avoid overheating without reliance on energy intensive mechanical
cooling systems.
Use passive measures, such as adjustable external screening to
mitigate overheating through south and west facing windows.
Mechanical cooling will only be considered in exceptional circumstances,
where there is robust justification that it is the only workable solution.
Carry out overheating analysis prior to submitting the detailed planning
application on a sample set of the expected ‘worst-case’ homes in line
with CIBSE Guide A (2015) and CIBSE TM52 (2013) to demonstrate
that they are not expected to overheat.

LONDON
PLAN 7.14
GLA 5.6.1

LONDON
PLAN 5.9
GLA 6.3.1

See subsection 3.6 for aspect and orientation and Annex B for guidance on energy strategy

3.10

Water efficiency

3.10.1

New dwellings should be designed to ensure that a maximum of 105
litres of water is consumed per person, per day.

3.10.2

Make use of communal and/or private water butts, particularly where
residents are intending to grow food.

3.11
3.11.1
3.11.2
3.11.3

3.11.4

GLA 6.4.1
LONDON
PLAN 5.15

Private outdoor space
A minimum of 5sqm of private outdoor space should be provided for 1-2
person dwellings and an extra 1sqm should be provided for each
additional occupant.
The minimum depth and width for all balconies and other private
external spaces should be 1500mm.
2
For new houses, at least 30m private amenity space should be
provided.

GLA 4.10.1

GLA 4.10.3
(LAMBETH
LOCAL
PLAN 2015
H5)

Rear gardens are to provide the following:
• level access from a kitchen/dining room, living space or circulation
(kitchen diner is usually the preferred arrangement for families
especially where a lawn is provided);
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3.11.5

3.11.6

• paved patio area (equivalent to the minimum spatial requirements
of standard 3.13.1) with lighting and a power socket;
• socket for a rotary clothes line (accessible from the patio);
• turfed lawn and planting beds (where appropriate);
• secure boundaries (typically 1800mm high, robust, timber fencing
between adjoining gardens or 1800 - 2000mm high brick walls
where adjoining the public realm, or railings with planting where
abutting communal space);
• concrete slab suitable for a shed or storage pod and where
required by the project brief, the shed or storage pod itself;
• secure, gated access where the garden adjoins the street;
• watering point (preferably a water butt);
• no alleys between rear gardens
Front gardens to provide the following:
• a robust boundary treatment that defines the junction between the
public and private realm, and is appropriate to the character of the
building and the street;
• an overall depth of at least 1500mm (deeper where bikes and bins
are to be accommodated) with an additional planting zone at least
600mm deep;
• storage for cycles and bins that has been considered from the start,
designed and located to avoid obstructing ground floor windows
and doors, and be as unobtrusive as possible (as required by Part
H of the Building Regulations). Cycles can be provided in rear
hardens if there access other than through the dwelling.
• discreet integration of electricity meters
Balconies, winter gardens and roof terraces to aim to exceed the
minimum dimensions set out in standard 3.11.2 above and provide the
following:
• level access from the living space or kitchen/dining room (and a
bedroom where appropriate but not solely from a bedroom);
• solid, drained floors;
• lighting;
• screening or shading where south or west facing or where privacy
is compromised

(See also
LAMBETH
LOCAL
PLAN 2015
Q15)

Note: By requiring compliance general compliance with M4(2) and M4(3), the standards
above also encompass GLA standard 4.10.2.
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Annex A:

Furniture schedule

This schedule and the breakdown of kitchen units are reproduced from the National
Housing Federation Housing Standards Handbook, 2015.
FURNITURE SCHEDULE
Type of space

Furniture required in each room

Furniture size (mm)

Number of items required (by bedspace)
1p
2p
3p
4p
5p
6p
7p

armchair (or 'sofa seat' in addition to sofa
where required below)
850 x 850
2
2
3
1
2
3
4
settee – 2 seat (optional, as above)
850 x 1300
(item optional)
settee – 3 seat (optional, as above)
850 x 1850
1
1
1
1
TV
220 x 650
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
coffee table
500 x 1050 (or 750 diameter)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
occasional table
450 x 450
1
1
1
storage units
500 x length shown
1000 1000 1000 1500 2000 2000 2000
Dining space
dining chair
450 x 450
2
2
3
4
5
6
7
dining table
800 x length shown
800
800 1000 1200 1350 1500 1650
Double bedroom double bed in principal bedroom
2000 x 1500
1
1
1
1
1
1
double bed in other double bedroom
1350 x 1900
1
1
1
1
1
1
bedside table
400 x 400
2
2
2
2
2
2
desk and chair
500 x 1050 (+ chair)
1
1
1
1
1
1
chest of drawers
450 x 750
1
1
1
1
1
1
double wardrobe
600 x 1200
1
1
1
1
1
1
Twin bedroom
single bed
1900 x 900
2
2
2
2
bedside table
400 x 400
2
2
2
2
chest of drawers
450 x 750
1
1
1
1
desk and chair
500 x 1050 (+ chair)
1
1
1
1
double wardrobe
600 x 1200
1
1
1
1
Single bedroom single bed
1900 x 900
1
1
1
1
1
1
bedside table
400 x 400
1
1
1
1
1
1
chest of drawers
450 x 750
1
1
1
1
1
1
desk and chair
500 x 1050 (+ chair)
1
1
1
1
1
1
single wardrobe
600 x 600
1
1
1
1
1
1
Kitchen
length in mm
(1) sink top with drainer
600 x 1000
1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
(2) cooker (or oven + hob) space
600 x 600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
(3) washing machine position / worktop 600 x 630
630
630
630
630
630
630
630
(4) other base units
600 x length shown
600 1200 1600 1600 1600 2700 2700
(4a) dishwasher / worktop (included in 4) 600 x length chosen
(item optional)
(5) ancillary equipment space
600 x length shown
600
600 1200
(6) fridge/freezer space
600 x 600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
(7) recycling bins space
600 x length shown
300
300
300
300
600
600
600
(8) total length of fitments (items 1 to 7)
3730 4330 4730 4730 5630 6730 7330
(9) wall cupboards
300 x maximum available length
Note: Item 3,5,7 may be in other rooms or spaces but should be close to the kitchen
Bathroom
WC + cistern
500 x 700
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
bath
700 x 1700
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
hand wash basin
450 x 600
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
shower tray
750 x 750
(item optional)
WC/cloakroom
WC + cistern
500 x 700
(where required)
hand rinse basin
250 x 350
(where required)

+

Living space

+1
1
1
1
1
+
+
+
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1000
600
630
+
1200
600
600
+
1
1
1
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Annex B:

Energy strategy

As discussed in Section 3.0, energy is an increasingly complex topic that requires many
interacting elements to be considered. There is no single right solution as much depends on
the size and nature of the proposed development and dwelling types, but in all cases, our
priority is to adopt a fabric first approach to minimise heat load.
We have set out fabric performance targets for a good practice approach (which is the
minimum we expect) and a best practice approach (which we will adopt where we can).
The approach to heating and hot water, ventilation and renewable technologies is more
dependent on the nature and location of the development. We have therefore set out some
general preferences as a starting point for discussion. Other options are not precluded.

Fabric performance
Good practice approach: fabric specification to exceed Building Regulations
Approved Document L1A.
Illustrative example of fabric performance
Element
External walls
Floor
Roof
Party walls
Windows (double glazed)
• g-value
• light transmittance
External doors
Thermal bridging
Air-tightness

U-value/performance
2
≤0.15 W/m .K
2
≤0.12 W/m .K
2
≤0.12 W/m .K
2
0 W/m .K
2
≤1.5 W/m .K
0.3 - 0.6 (depending on shading required)
0.5 - 0.8
2
≤1.4 W/m .K
≤0.1 W/m
3
2
<3 m /h.m @50Pa (with mechanical ventilation with
heat recovery (MVHR)) or,
3
2
<5 m /h.m @50Pa (without MVHR)

Heating, hot water, ventilation and renewable technologies
Single dwellings or collection of dwellings (including detached, semidetached and terraced houses, and maisonettes with own door access)
Systems
Heating and hot
water

Ventilation

Preferences
Individual homes generally work best with individual systems.
Options include:
a. individual gas fired boiler (system or condensing depending on
dwelling size)
Considerations include: location of boiler and flue runs within the
home, any penetrations/outlets in the external façade, and space for
a hot water cylinder where one is required.
b. individual air source heat pump (ASHP) (must be highly efficient)
Considerations include: running costs for residents, and the location
and acoustic attenuation of external condensers.
Natural ventilation:
• opening windows for purge ventilation, and
• trickle vents with extract fans in kitchens and bathrooms for
background ventilation, or continuous mechanical extract
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Renewables

ventilation (MEV).
Roof-mounted photovoltaics and/or solar thermal panels:
• photovoltaic panels (PV)
Considerations include: space for inverters, the need to avoid clashes
with soil vent pipes (SVPs), other building services terminations and
architectural features at roof level, and to ensure panels are not over
shaded (even partially).
• solar thermal panels
Considerations include: space for hot water cylinder and pipework
runs from the roof into the dwelling.

Single block of flats (and maisonettes/duplexes with communal access)
Systems
Heating and hot
water

Ventilation

Renewables

Preferences
Depending on the size of the block there will be potential for individual or
communal heating systems.
Options include:
a. individual gas fired boiler (in each flat)
Considerations include: location of boiler and flue runs within the
home and externally, gas pipes in risers within communal areas,
penetrations/outlets in the façade, and space for a hot water cylinder
where one is required.
b. gas fired communal boilers
Considerations include: location and size of plant room, riser
locations, insulation of pipe runs in corridors, location and size of heat
interface unit (HIU) in each home, number and location of heat
meters. Refer to CIBSE/ADE ‘Heat Networks: Code of Practice for
the UK’ for good practice industry standards.
c. connection to existing district heat network (where one exists
close to the development site, the potential to connect is to be
investigated).
d. individual or communal ASHP (must be highly efficient)
Considerations include: running costs for residents, and location, size
and acoustic attenuation of external condensers.
For communal systems also consider the location and size of plant
and risers, insulation of pipe runs in corridors, the location and size of
heat interface unit (HIU) in each home, and the number and location
of heat meters.
Natural ventilation or mixed mode:
• opening windows for purge ventilation, and
• trickle vents with extract fans in kitchens and bathrooms for
background ventilation, or continuous mechanical extract
ventilation (MEV), or
• mechanical ventilation with heat recovery (as a more energy
efficient alternative for background ventilation)
Considerations include: location and size of MVHR unit and duct runs
inside dwellings, the level of air tightness (ensure a minimum of <3
3
2
m /h.m @50Pa), the need to specify heat recovery bypass for
summer, to ensure that fan noise is no more than 25 dB(A) in the
living space and bedrooms, and 35 dB(A) in the room containing the
MVHR fan unit, and the simplicity of controls for residents.
Roof-mounted photovoltaics:
• photovoltaic panels (PV)
Considerations include: space for inverters, the need to avoid clashes
with soil vent pipes and other building services terminations and
architectural features at roof level, and ensure panels are not over
shaded, even partially.
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Numerous blocks of flats
Systems
Heating and hot
water

Ventilation

Renewables

Recommendation
Larger developments are generally suited to communal systems.
Options include:
a. gas fired communal boilers
Considerations include: location and size of plant room, riser
locations, insulation of pipe runs in corridors, location and size of heat
interface unit (HIU) in each home, number and location of heat
meters. Refer to CIBSE/ADE ‘Heat Networks: Code of Practice for
the UK’ for good practice industry standards.
b. gas fired combined heat and power plant (CHP) – note: we
generally prefer to avoid CHP due to ongoing maintenance and
running costs.
Considerations include: size and density of development, sufficiency
of heat demand, combination of CHP and back-up gas boilers,
location and size of plant room, riser locations, insulation of pipe runs
in corridors, location and size of heat interface unit (HIU) in each
home, number and location of heat meters. Refer to CIBSE/ADE
‘Heat Networks: Code of Practice for the UK’ for good practice
industry standards.
c. connection to existing district heat network (where one exists
close to the development, the potential to connect is to be
investigated)
d. communal ASHP (must be highly efficient)
Considerations include: cost of running the system for residents, the
location and acoustic attenuation of external condensers, the location
and size of plant rooms, riser locations, insulation of pipe runs in
corridors, location and size of heat interface unit (HIU) in each home,
number and location of heat meters.
Natural ventilation or mixed mode:
• opening windows for purge ventilation, and
• trickle vents with extract fans in kitchens and bathrooms, for
background ventilation, or continuous MEV, or
• mechanical ventilation with heat recovery (as a more energy
efficient alternative for background ventilation).
Considerations include: location and size of MVHR unit and duct runs
inside dwellings, the level of air tightness (ensure a minimum of <3
3
2
m /h.m @50Pa), the need to specify heat recovery bypass for
summer, to ensure that fan noise is no more than 25 dB(A) in the
living space and bedrooms, and 35 dB(A) in the room containing the
MVHR fan unit, and the simplicity of controls for residents.
Roof-mounted photovoltaics
• photovoltaic panels (PV)
Considerations include: space for inverters, the need to avoid clashes
with soil vent pipes and other building services terminations and
architectural features at roof level, and ensure that panels are not
over shaded, even partially.

Mixture of dwelling types
Where a mixture of dwelling types are planned within a development, it may be appropriate to
adopt more than one of the solutions outlined above. This will form part of the project-specific
discussion.
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Annex C:

Typical tenure variations

To be added when standards agreed
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VIABILITY REPORT FOR THE REDEVELOPMENT OF
CRESSINGHAM GARDENS ESTATE
1. INTRODUCTION
The London Borough of Lambeth (the Council) has committed to a programme of estate regeneration
within the Borough to bring about long-term improvements to its housing stock and the quality of living
for its residents.
To bring about this change the Council has established Homes for Lambeth (HfL); an independent
company that is wholly owned by the Council. HfL will be responsible for actually implementing the
regeneration proposals currently being explored by the Council.
Under this arrangement HfL will operate as a separate commercial entity. It will have its own
governance and business planning processes. HfL will be responsible for raising the finances to fund the
proposed development proposals.
HfL will be able to raise funding outside of the existing Housing Revenue Account. Where properties
remain within the Council’s Housing Revenue Account, HfL will not be able to fund future management
and refurbishment costs of these homes that will remain the responsibility of the Council.
In terms of proposals for regeneration, the Council has been looking at viable options to refurbish and
extend the lifespan of existing stock to provide good quality housing to meet the needs of residents. It
has also been looking at areas within the Borough with development potential, including its own
estates, to bring forward additional housing in the Borough to help meet the growing number of
households in need of housing.
As part of this programme, the Council has identified the housing stock on the Cressingham Estate
(“the site”) as being in need of improvement and with the potential for delivering an up-lift in the
number of homes.
Airey Miller Partnership has been commissioned to complete financial analysis of the preliminary
options being considered by the Council and to report on the relative merits in financial terms of the
options being explored and to establish whether there could be an implementable proposition for HfL to
take on.
The scenarios tested have considered how by flexing some of the key priorities underpinning
regeneration on the estate, the capital cost, funding requirements and level of cross-subsidy generated
to fund additional regeneration objectives or affordable housing interlinks to bring about different
outcomes and risk profiles for HfL and the Council.
The purpose of this report is therefore to provide an overview of the financial viability of the site
summarising work to date.
The base options demonstrate that the some of the development options are viable, whilst others do
require modest adjustments to the Councils principle objectives and aspirations. Consequently, further
scenario testing will be undertaken to as more detailed design is progressed to present the Council and
HfL with a number of options to allow informed decisions to be made on how and where there is
flexibility in the proposed development strategy. These base options are presented in Section 4 of this
report.
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VIABILITY REPORT FOR THE REDEVELOPMENT OF
CRESSINGHAM GARDENS ESTATE
1.1

Delivery from the proposed options

The Council is considering four development options. These options have been produced as part of the
feasibility and massing exercise completed by Karthaus Design and summarised in the Cressingham
Gardens Summary Report dated March 2015:
-

Option 2 Small Partial Redevelopment and Infill
This scenario proposes:
— Retention of the majority of the estate and refurbishment costs to be borne by the Council
through the HRA.
— Development of a small number new homes on open space
Details of the Small Partial Redevelopment and Infill
— Demolition of 19 properties in Crosby
— Of which 7 tenants and 12 leaseholders/ freeholders
— Replaced with 38 new homes

-

Option 3 Partial Redevelopment and Infill
This scenario proposes:
— Retention of the majority of the estate and refurbishment costs to be borne by the Council
through the HRA.
— Development of an increased number new homes on open space
Details of the Partial Redevelopment and Infill option
— Demolition of 31 properties including Crosby
— Of which 17 tenants and 14 leaseholders/ freeholders
— Replaced with 51 new homes

-

Option 4 Significant Redevelopment
This scenario proposes:
— Redevelopment of part of the estate
— Provision of new homes, flats and houses
— Create a new landscaped area
— Refurbishment costs to be borne by the Council through the HRA.
Details of the Significant Redevelopment option
— Demolition of Crosby, Longford, Scarlette, Papworth and Chandler
— 121 homes demolished
— Of which 93 tenants and 28 leaseholders/ freeholders
— Replaced with 193 new homes

-

Option 5 Comprehensive Redevelopment
This scenario proposes:
— Redevelopment of the entire estate
— Provision of new homes, flats and houses (mix to be determined)
— Potential to retain / enhance available community space
— Create a new landscaped area
Details of the Comprehensive Redevelopment option
— Redevelopment of the entire estate
— Demolition of 306 homes of which 212 tenants and 94 leaseholders/ freeholders
— Provides circa 464 new homes (mix to be determined)
— Phased redevelopment (to be determined)
—
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VIABILITY REPORT FOR THE REDEVELOPMENT OF
CRESSINGHAM GARDENS ESTATE
1.2

Delivery Aspirations

Under all the base options, it is been assumed that the regeneration proposals will re-provide the
existing stock as far as practicable (re-providing the equivalent unit size mix as currently exists).
For the purpose of the modelling work, it is assumed that the development scenarios will be developed
in one continuous programme of works. Going forward, further detailed examination of the phasing will
be required.
A Right to Buy capital allocation of £1.68m is assumed for enabling and acquisitions. A Right to Buy
capital input is also assumed against 30% of the net gain affordable housing construction costs. This
assumes that the funding requirements can be satisfied by the Council.
Airey Miller is advised by the Council that it has set out clear minimum objectives for regeneration.
These are:
•

•
•

To re-provide homes for all those wishing to remain on an estate. For the purposes of the
estate regeneration this means:
o Re-providing existing tenants with an equivalent new home
o Re-providing 80% of leaseholders with an equivalent new home
To fix the rent for existing tenants to the equivalent of a social or target rent (i.e. homes at
council rent levels)
As a minimum, to ensure that the net gain additional new homes meet Council policy:
o Planning Policy requires a minimum of 40% affordable homes
o Tenancy Strategy requires that 1 and 2 bedroom properties be let at maximum of LHA
rates and family homes (3 bedrooms and larger) be let at target rents

The Council has also declared its aspirations as set out below:
Tenure of net gain homes
• 60% affordable
o made up from 100% Council Rent
• 40% private rent
Unit Size Mix
• 1 Bed
• 2 Bed
• 3 Bed
• 4 Bed

of net gain homes
– 15%
– 50%
– 25%
– 10%

Rents
• Net gain affordable homes to be provided at council rent levels (otherwise known as Target
Rent)
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VIABILITY REPORT FOR THE REDEVELOPMENT OF
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1.3

Programme and Decanting

The programme for the development options is based on a sequenced decant strategy that is aligned to
the construction programme. It is acknowledged that the Council may deviate from this timeline,
securing properties as and when they become available.
Broadly, development is proposed to take place in a continuous phase with site preparation concluding
in the first quarter of 2017. Construction and refurbishment work will commence in the second quarter
2017 with work taking approximately:
— Option 2 > 65 weeks
— Ooption 3 > 83 weeks
— Ooption 4 > 139 weeks
— Option 5 > 244 weeks
The delivery profile is illustrated below for the base options:
Option 2

Delivery Profile

Programme Construction Profile
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Option 3

Delivery Profile

Programme Construction Profile
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Option 4

Delivery Profile

Programme Construction Profile
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VIABILITY REPORT FOR THE REDEVELOPMENT OF
CRESSINGHAM GARDENS ESTATE
2. FINANCIAL VIABILITY ANALYSIS
The purpose of this financial viability analysis is to establish whether the options proposed to bring
about estate regeneration at Cressingham Gardens could be viable and deliverable, providing the
Council and HfL with an acceptable risk profile and a positive net present value (“NPV”1).
In terms of the financial structure, it is recognised that the Council is still considering a number of
different finance approaches. For the purpose of this analysis, the financial appraisal is operating a
prudential borrowing funding structure. In brief, this approach enables:
• Development finance cost to be rolled-up
• Facility covering total expenditure to be available for drawdown.
• Certainty on finance charges for borrowing term.
• Income commences upon occupation under PRS scenario. Private sales enable income to be
realised earlier through off-plan sales and earlier hand-over during construction.
To demonstrate the viability of the design options being considered, a number of financial models and
scenarios have been prepared and analysed to ensure that the financial parameters of the business
case are satisfied within an acceptable risk profile.
The outputs are based on a notional regeneration approach and was assessed to be viable when the
following criteria were achieved:
- A positive NPV greater than £0 is calculated.
- The ability of the project to be self-financing over the lifecycle of the scheme. Self-financing means
having the ability to service its operating costs beyond the construction phase.
The key data inputs of the assumed scenarios are demonstrated in the outputs reported in Section 4.
To ensure consistency across the analysis the following common data sets were applicable to all the
scenarios tested:
•

Finance Costs (annual rate)
o Loans at 3.58% pa (fixed)
o Commercial uplift 0.42% pa (fixed)

1

NPV is a measure of how profitable a future cashflow is by comparing the value of a pound today to the value of that pound at
a future point, taking inflation into account. If the NPV of a prospective project is positive, the project stands to provide an
increased return on investment and would be considered acceptable. However, if NPV is negative, the project probably should be
rejected because the cost of implementing will not be recovered in the future.
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VIABILITY REPORT FOR THE REDEVELOPMENT OF
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•

Private Sale
o Open Market Value

•

Assumed rents
o Private Rent (£pw)
Beds
1
£354.21
2
£453.96
3
£605.62
4
£757.29

£588.00 sqft

o

New Build Council Rent (£pw)
Beds
1
£204.08
2
£265.29
3
£144.00
4
£158.00
5
£166.00

o

Replaced Council
Beds
1
2
3
4
5

Rent (£pw)
£117.00
£135.00
£144.00
£158.00
£166.00

•

Assumed number of leaseholders remaining on estate:
o Remaining @ 80%
o Leaseholder Buy Out @ 20.00%

•

Percentage of gross rent assumed for capitalisation purposes:
Beds
Private
Replaced AH
New Build AH

1
71.25%
76.00%
80.75%

2
71.25%
76.00%
80.75%

3
71.25%
76.00%
80.75%

4
71.25% Gross:Net Rent
76.00% Gross:Net Rent
80.75% Gross:Net Rent
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VIABILITY REPORT FOR THE REDEVELOPMENT OF
CRESSINGHAM GARDENS ESTATE
3. BASE OPTION
A base option has been considered for each development proposal. The base option takes account of
the Council’s objectives and aspirations detailed earlier in this report and determines the extent to
which these ambitions can be achieved.
The base option delivers the following outcomes:
Option 2

Cressingham
Option 2

12
30%

Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

Commercial area

£2.6m
£19.9m
2043
NB Council Rent
(Net Gain)

10
24%

Achieved

NB Council Rent
(Net Gain)
Tenancy Strategy

7
18%

19
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

NB Discount Rent
(Net Gain)

Shared Equity (%
of Replaced
Leaseholders)

£2.3m
£57.6m
45%
£1.13m
£3.4m

Replaced Council
Rent (LBL/RP
Owned)

Grant Levels
Gross development value (60yr)
% Affordable housing on whole estate
Tenant and Leaseholder payments
Total costs (exc. Construction and Tenant and
Leaseholder costs)
Pre Finance NPV
Finance Cost
Breakeven achieved in (Post Finance Pre Tax)

Private Sale

Achieved

Private Rent

No. of dwellings proposed fits Karthaus design
(38)
No. of net gain dwellings
Housing Size Mix
Re-provide existing homes at Target Rent
Net gain homes meet Planning Policy (40%
affordable housing)
Net gain 1 and 2 bed affordable homes meet
Tenancy Strategy
Net gain 3 bed (or more) affordable homes meet
Tenancy Strategy
Net Gain Private delivered as Private Rent
Nil pump priming investment from LBL
Finance at Council Rate

11
28%
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Option 3

Pre Finance NPV
Finance Cost
Breakeven achieved in (Post Finance Pre Tax)

£1.27m
£27.74m
2019

Cressingham
Option 3

12
23%

Achieved

Commercial area

Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

NB Council Rent
(Net Gain)

11
21%

Achieved

NB Council Rent
(Net Gain)
Tenancy Strategy

17
33%

20
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

NB Discount Rent
(Net Gain)

Shared Equity (%
of Replaced
Leaseholders)

£2.49m
£65.26m
56%
£1.36m
£4.2m

Replaced Council
Rent (LBL/RP
Owned)

Grant Levels
Gross development value (60yr)
% Affordable housing on whole estate
Tenant and Leaseholder payments
Total costs (exc. Construction and Tenant and
Leaseholder costs)

Private Sale

Achieved

Private Rent

No. of dwellings proposed fits Karthaus design
(51)
No. of net gain dwellings
Housing Size Mix
Re-provide existing homes at Target Rent
Net gain homes meet Planning Policy (40%
affordable housing)
Net gain 1 and 2 bed affordable homes meet
Tenancy Strategy
Net gain 3 bed (or more) affordable homes meet
Tenancy Strategy
Net Gain Private delivered as Private Rent
Nil pump priming investment from LBL
Finance at Council Rate

12
23%
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Option 4

Pre Finance NPV
Finance Cost
Breakeven achieved in (Post Finance Pre Tax)

£3.15m
£106m
2020

Cressingham
Option 4

45
23%

Achieved

Commercial area

Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

NB Council Rent
(Net Gain)

22
11%

Achieved

NB Council Rent
(Net Gain)
Tenancy Strategy

93
48%

72
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

NB Discount Rent
(Net Gain)

Shared Equity (%
of Replaced
Leaseholders)

£4.64m
£246.3m
66%
£2.92m
£12.16m

Replaced Council
Rent (LBL/RP
Owned)

Grant Levels
Gross development value (60yr)
% Affordable housing on whole estate
Tenant and Leaseholder payments
Total costs (exc. Construction and Tenant and
Leaseholder costs)

Private Sale

Achieved

Private Rent

No. of dwellings proposed fits Karthaus design
(193)
No. of net gain dwellings
Housing Size Mix
Re-provide existing homes at Target Rent
Net gain homes meet Planning Policy (40%
affordable housing)
Net gain 1 and 2 bed affordable homes meet
Tenancy Strategy
Net gain 3 bed (or more) affordable homes meet
Tenancy Strategy
Net Gain Private delivered as Private Rent
Nil pump priming investment from LBL
Finance at Council Rate

35
18%
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Option 5
No. of dwellings proposed fits Karthaus design
(464)
No. of net gain dwellings
Housing Size Mix
Re-provide existing homes at Target Rent
Net gain homes meet Planning Policy (40%
affordable housing)
Net gain 1 and 2 bed affordable homes meet
Tenancy Strategy
Net gain 3 bed (or more) affordable homes meet
Tenancy Strategy
Net Gain Private delivered as Private Rent
Nil pump priming investment from LBL
Finance at Council Rate

Achieved

Grant Levels
Gross development value (60yr)
% Affordable housing on whole estate
Tenant and Leaseholder payments
Total costs (exc. Construction and Tenant and
Leaseholder costs)

£9.15m
£366.1m
62%
£9.5m
£27.1m

Pre Finance NPV
Finance Cost
Breakeven achieved in (Post Finance Pre Tax)

£824k
£242.9m
2022

Achieved
Achieved

75
16%

3%

Commercial area

212
46%

NB Council Rent
(Net Gain)

Shared Equity (%
of Replaced
Leaseholders)

88
19%

NB Council Rent
(Net Gain)
Tenancy Strategy

Replaced Council
Rent (LBL/RP
Owned)

15

NB Discount Rent
(Net Gain)

Private Sale

Flex – 85% sale / 15% PRS
Achieved
Achieved

Private Rent

Cressingham
Option 5

158
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

75
16%
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VIABILITY REPORT FOR THE REDEVELOPMENT OF
CRESSINGHAM GARDENS ESTATE
4. SCENARIO TESTING
It is recognised that it is preferable for the Council to achieve as many of its ambitions as possible,
within the most acceptable risk profile.
To assess and provide visibility of some of the potential options available to the Council to secure
improvements, Airey Miller Partnership has tested a number of viability scenarios. Using the base
option as the starting point, sequential alterations have been made to the principle assumptions to
capture and articulate the potential scope for enhancement.
In conducting these viability scenarios, three principle assumptions have been explored. These are
dwelling density, tenure of private net gain dwellings, and level of affordable rents.

4.1

Outcomes of Scenario Testing

The outputs are summarised over the following pages.
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Option 2
Option 2.1

Pre Finance NPV
Finance Cost
Breakeven achieved in (Post Finance Pre Tax)

£2.9m
£7.07m
2018

Cressingham
Option 2

Flex – 100% sale / 0% PRS
Achieved
Achieved

Commercial area

10
24%

Achieved

NB Council Rent
(Net Gain)

7
18%

Achieved

NB Council Rent
(Net Gain)
Tenancy Strategy

12
30%

19
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

NB Discount Rent
(Net Gain)

Shared Equity (%
of Replaced
Leaseholders)

£2.3m
£26.97m
46%
£1.13m
£3.09m

Replaced Council
Rent (LBL/RP
Owned)

Grant Levels
Gross development value (60yr)
% Affordable housing on whole estate
Tenant and Leaseholder payments
Total costs (exc. Construction and Tenant and
Leaseholder costs)

Private Sale

Achieved

Private Rent

No. of dwellings proposed fits Karthaus design
(38)
No. of net gain dwellings
Housing Size Mix
Re-provide existing homes at Target Rent
Net gain homes meet Planning Policy (40%
affordable housing)
Net gain 1 and 2 bed affordable homes meet
Tenancy Strategy
Net gain 3 bed (or more) affordable homes meet
Tenancy Strategy
Net Gain Private delivered as Private Rent
Nil pump priming investment from LBL
Finance at Council Rate

11
28%
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Option 3
Option 3.1

Pre Finance NPV
Finance Cost
Breakeven achieved in (Post Finance Pre Tax)

£1.6m
£17.3m
2019

Cressingham
Option 3

Flex – 100% sale / 0% PRS
Achieved
Achieved

Commercial area

11
21%

Achieved

NB Council Rent
(Net Gain)

17
33%

Achieved

NB Council Rent
(Net Gain)
Tenancy Strategy

12
23%

20
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

NB Discount Rent
(Net Gain)

Shared Equity (%
of Replaced
Leaseholders)

£2.49m
£55.7m
56%
£1.36m
£3.89m

Replaced Council
Rent (LBL/RP
Owned)

Grant Levels
Gross development value (60yr)
% Affordable housing on whole estate
Tenant and Leaseholder payments
Total costs (exc. Construction and Tenant and
Leaseholder costs)

Private Sale

Achieved

Private Rent

No. of dwellings proposed fits Karthaus design
(51)
No. of net gain dwellings
Housing Size Mix
Re-provide existing homes at Target Rent
Net gain homes meet Planning Policy (40%
affordable housing)
Net gain 1 and 2 bed affordable homes meet
Tenancy Strategy
Net gain 3 bed (or more) affordable homes meet
Tenancy Strategy
Net Gain Private delivered as Private Rent
Nil pump priming investment from LBL
Finance at Council Rate

12
23%
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Option 4
Option 4.1

Pre Finance NPV
Finance Cost
Breakeven achieved in (Post Finance Pre Tax)

£4.63m
£80.7m
2020

Cressingham
Option 4

Flex – 100% sale / 0% PRS
Achieved
Achieved

Commercial area

22
11%

Achieved

NB Council Rent
(Net Gain)

93
48%

Achieved

NB Council Rent
(Net Gain)
Tenancy Strategy

45
23%

72
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

NB Discount Rent
(Net Gain)

Shared Equity (%
of Replaced
Leaseholders)

£4.6m
£130.3m
66%
£2.92m
£10.9m

Replaced Council
Rent (LBL/RP
Owned)

Grant Levels
Gross development value (60yr)
% Affordable housing on whole estate
Tenant and Leaseholder payments
Total costs (exc. Construction and Tenant and
Leaseholder costs)

Private Sale

Achieved

Private Rent

No. of dwellings proposed fits Karthaus design
(193)
No. of net gain dwellings
Housing Size Mix
Re-provide existing homes at Target Rent
Net gain homes meet Planning Policy (40%
affordable housing)
Net gain 1 and 2 bed affordable homes meet
Tenancy Strategy
Net gain 3 bed (or more) affordable homes meet
Tenancy Strategy
Net Gain Private delivered as Private Rent
Nil pump priming investment from LBL
Finance at Council Rate

35
18%
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Option 5
Option 5.1
Achieved

Grant Levels
Gross development value (60yr)
% Affordable housing on whole estate
Tenant and Leaseholder payments
Total costs (exc. Construction and Tenant and
Leaseholder costs)

£9.1m
£329.8m
62%
£9.5m
£28.6m

Pre Finance NPV
Finance Cost
Breakeven achieved in (Post Finance Pre Tax)

£507k
£239.1m
2022

Achieved
Achieved

Commercial area

75
16%

Re
pla
Pri
ce
vat
Sh
d

75
16%

NB Council Rent
(Net Gain)

212
45%

NB Council Rent
(Net Gain)
Tenancy Strategy

104
22%

NB Discount Rent
(Net Gain)

Shared Equity (%
of Replaced
Leaseholders)

Flex – 100% sale / 0% PRS
Achieved
Achieved

Replaced Council
Rent (LBL/RP
Owned)

Cressingham
Option 5

158
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

Private Sale

Private Rent

No. of dwellings proposed fits Karthaus design
(464)
No. of net gain dwellings
Housing Size Mix
Re-provide existing homes at Target Rent
Net gain homes meet Planning Policy (40%
affordable housing)
Net gain 1 and 2 bed affordable homes meet
Tenancy Strategy
Net gain 3 bed (or more) affordable homes meet
Tenancy Strategy
Net Gain Private delivered as Private Rent
Nil pump priming investment from LBL
Finance at Council Rate
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VIABILITY REPORT FOR THE REDEVELOPMENT OF
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5. SUMMARY
Through our financial analysis of the four development options, it is evident that the Cressingham
Gardens Estate is viable for regeneration.
The base options presented recognise the key objectives of delivering within the principle policy
requirements of the Council and HfL.
The scenario testing then further demonstrates the scope for further refinement moving forward. Within
the scenario testing reported here, it is evident that there is sufficient scope to flex the base option to
achieve more of the Council’s aspirations or to achieve a greater NPV.
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Notes and Exclusions
Numerous input data remains to be refined by the client and other advisors, the current model output
is therefore not representative of the final scheme position.
- Indicated finance costs will not be accurate where the scheme does not reach a positive position.
- The finance structure is indicative and will need to be agreed with the eventual funder.
- This model has been prepared at an early stage in the project development based on limited
information; the results of the model may therefore change in line with scheme / financial
development. A further iteration of the model will be undertaken in due course.
- The gross and net rent cashflow is intended to be indicative only. A full business plan including major
repair and replacement should be produced to inform cashflow.
- Airey Miller accepts no liability for the accuracy of input data other than that provided by Airey Miller
Partnership. In particular, no liability is accepted in respect of values or income or
operational/management costs. At present, the model uses affordable values as advised by the Council
and those set out in the Local Housing Allowance for Inner South East London, June 2015. The Open
Market Sales and Rental Values reported to the Council are provided by Lambert Smith Hampton and
Hamptons International. These will need to be checked for a more location specific value weightings
going forward.
- Airey Miller Partnership accept no liability for user changes to the model, any proposed changes
should be referred to Airey Miller Partnership for checking.
- Airey Miller Partnership has produced its own Order of Costs to inform the cost assumptions. It is
intended that these OoC’s provide a consistent and up to date base date. The detail is based on the
previous design work and it is assumed that the design will work around the existing infrastructure
layout. If there is a need to re-route services etc. then this will incur additional cost.
- All figures reported are illustrative only. Cost and values will fluctuate during the development period
and it is recommended that the financial position is constantly monitored to ensure financial
performance is maintained.
- There may be minor discrepancies between the figures presented owing to rounding in the
calculations within the financial model.
- Funding for any refurbishment through the HRA is not considered as part of the financial viability
testing.
- The position does not reflect any proposed or emerging changes to the draft Housing Bill currently
being progressed by Government.
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VIABILITY REPORT FOR THE REFURBISHMENT OF
CRESSINGHAM GARDENS ESTATE
1. INTRODUCTION
The London Borough of Lambeth (the Council) has committed to a programme of estate regeneration
within the Borough to bring about long-term improvements to its housing stock and the quality of living
for its residents.
As part of this programme, the Council has identified the housing stock on the Cressingham Estate
(“the site”) as being in need of improvement or replacement.
Airey Miller Partnership has been commissioned to complete financial analysis of the preliminary
refurbishment options for consideration by the Council.
The design scenarios considered reflect the different development options for the estate. Where
properties are retained by the Council under the HRA, the Council is responsible for commissioning and
funding the refurbishment works.
The purpose of this report is therefore to provide an overview of the financial viability of the
refurbishment options arising from the wider estate regeneration proposals being explored.
This exercise of considering refurbishment of the estate as is a purely theoretical exercise. In practice,
estates within the HRA are financed centrally and are not considered on a stand alone basis. This
exercise has, however, been requested to consider whether (in theory) the Cressingham Gardens
estate could fund its own refurbishment.
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1.1

Delivery from the proposed options

Four refurbishment options are considered. These options have been produced as part of the feasibility
and massing exercise completed by Karthaus Design and summarised in the Cressingham Gardens
Summary Report dated March 2015. Resulting from these proposals is a number of scenarios where the
Council would retain stock under the HRA. These circumstances can be summarised as:
-

Option 1 Retention of Estate
This scenario proposes:
— Retention of entire estate
Details of the Retention option
— Refurbishment of the entire estate
— Refurbish 306 homes of which 212 tenants and 94 leaseholders/ freeholders

-

Option 2 Small Partial Redevelopment and Infill
This scenario proposes:
— Retention of the majority of the estate and refurbishment costs to be borne by the Council
through the HRA.
— Development of a small number new homes on open space
Details of the Small Partial Redevelopment and Infill
— Demolition of 19 properties in Crosby
— Of which 7 tenants and 12 leaseholders/ freeholders
— Retain 205 tenants and 82 leaseholders

-

Option 3 Partial Redevelopment and Infill
This scenario proposes:
— Retention of the majority of the estate and refurbishment costs to be borne by the Council
through the HRA.
— Development of an increased number new homes on open space
Details of the Partial Redevelopment and Infill option
— Demolition of 31 properties including Crosby
— Of which 17 tenants and 14 leaseholders/ freeholders
— Retain 195 tenants and 80 leaseholders

-

Option 4 Significant Redevelopment
This scenario proposes:
— Redevelopment of part of the estate
— Provision of new homes, flats and houses
— Create a new landscaped area
— Refurbishment costs to be borne by the Council through the HRA.
Details of the Significant Redevelopment option
— Demolition of Crosby, Longford, Scarlette, Papworth and Chandler
— 121 homes demolished
— Of which 93 tenants and 28 leaseholders/ freeholders
— Retain 119 tenants and 66 leaseholders
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1.2

Delivery Aspirations

The Council has identified a programme of works that is required over a ten-year investment scenario.
The works are to be phased in two broadly equivalent value packages to be completed in year 5 and
year 10.
In order to complete, this refurbishment the Council requires the retained stock to be able to support
the cost of the work in order for it to be financially viable.

1.3

Programme and Decanting

For the purpose of the assessment it is assumed that each phase of work will be completed in 12
months.
The scope of work may require some degree of decanting but at present the extent of this has not been
established.
It is acknowledged that the Council may deviate from the timeline assumed and undertake work as and
when properties become available for re-let for example.
Broadly, the refurbishment is proposed to take place in a continuous phase spanning 12 months during
2022 and 2027.
For Lease/Freeholders it is assumed that the cost of the work will be recovered in the preceding 5 years
after the final package of refurbishment work is complete.
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VIABILITY REPORT FOR THE REFURBISHMENT OF
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2. FINANCIAL VIABILITY ANALYSIS
The purpose of this financial viability analysis is to establish whether the options proposed to bring
about estate refurbishment at Cressingham Gardens are viable and deliverable, providing the Council
with an acceptable risk profile and a positive net present value (“NPV”1).
For the purpose of this analysis, the financial appraisal is operating a cumulative cashflow with finance
costs being charged on the annual profit and loss position.
The outputs are based on a notional refurbishment approach and is assessed to be viable when the
following criteria are achieved:
- A positive NPV greater than £0 is calculated.
- The ability of the project to be self-financing over the lifecycle of the scheme. Self-financing means
having the ability to service its operating costs beyond the construction phase.
The key data inputs of the assumed refurbishment scenarios are demonstrated in the outputs reported
in Section 4. To ensure consistency across the analysis the following common data sets were applicable
to all the scenarios tested:
•

Finance Costs (annual rate)
o HRA Loans at 5.57% pa (fixed)

1

NPV is a measure of how profitable a future cashflow is by comparing the value of a pound today to the value of that pound at
a future point, taking inflation into account. If the NPV of a prospective project is positive, the project stands to provide an
increased return on investment and would be considered acceptable. However, if NPV is negative, the project probably should be
rejected because the cost of implementing will not be recovered in the future.
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•

Assumed rents
o

Retained Council Rent (£pw) Beds
1
£94.62
2
£108.12
3
£124.43
4
£143.69
5
£157.34

•

A 4% rent reduction to accord with the July 2015 Budget has been included in the first 5 years.

•

Percentage of gross rent assumed for capitalisation purposes:
Beds
Affordable

•

1
33.12%

2
33.12%

3
33.12%

4
33.12% Gross:Net Rent

Leaseholder / Freeholder contributions to work:
o Assumed that cost of refurbishment work is recovered from final work package in year 10
over the preceding 5 years.
o Assumed that 80% of costs is recovered.
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3. BASE OPTION
A base option has been considered for each development proposal. The base option takes account of
the Council’s objectives and aspirations detailed earlier in this report and determines the extent to
which these ambitions can be achieved.
The base option delivers the following outcomes:
Option 1
No. of dwellings tenanted dwellings retained

212

No. of leaseholder and freeholders retained

94

Cost of phase 1 refurbishment
inflation)
Cost of phase 2 refurbishment
inflation)
Grant Levels
Total revenue value (30yr)
Tenant and Leaseholder payments
Peak capital requirement
Pre Finance NPV
Post Finance NPV
Finance Cost
Breakeven achieved in

work

(Inc.

£6m

work

(Inc.

£7.3m
£0
£18.62m
£3.27m
-£10.9m
-£566k
-£66.59m
£8.88m
N/A

Option 2
No. of dwellings tenanted dwellings retained

205

No. of leaseholder and freeholders retained

82

Cost of phase 1 refurbishment
inflation)
Cost of phase 2 refurbishment
inflation)
Grant Levels
Total revenue value (30yr)
Tenant and Leaseholder payments
Peak capital shortfall requirement
Pre Finance NPV
Post Finance NPV
Finance Cost
Breakeven achieved in

work

(Inc.

£5.63m

work

(Inc.

£6.85m
£0
£17.7m
£2.85m
-£10.1m
-£433k
-£60.6m
£8.04m
N/A
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Option 3

No. of dwellings tenanted dwellings retained

195

No. of leaseholder and freeholders retained

80

Cost of phase 1 refurbishment
inflation)
Cost of phase 2 refurbishment
inflation)
Grant Levels
Total revenue value (30yr)
Tenant and Leaseholder payments
Peak capital shortfall requirement
Pre Finance NPV
Post Finance NPV
Finance Cost
Breakeven achieved in

work

(Inc.

£5.39m

work

(Inc.

£6.56m
£0
£16.9m
£2.78m
-£9.7m
-£439k
-£58.5m
£7.7m
N/A

Option 4

No. of dwellings tenanted dwellings retained

119

No. of leaseholder and freeholders retained

66

Cost of phase 1 refurbishment
inflation)
Cost of phase 2 refurbishment
inflation)
Grant Levels
Total revenue value (30yr)
Tenant and Leaseholder payments
Peak capital shortfall requirement
Pre Finance NPV
Post Finance NPV
Finance Cost
Breakeven achieved in

work

(Inc.

£3.63m

work

(Inc.

£4.4m
£0
£11m
£2.3m
-£6.8m
-£438k
-£42m
£5.6m
N/A
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4. SUMMARY
Through our financial analysis of the Cressingham Gardens Estate, it would appear unviable under any
of the four options for the retained homes to be viable for refurbishment.
The base options presented recognise the key objectives of delivering within the principle policy
requirements of the Council; however, the retained stock does not generate the revenues required over
the 30 year period to fund the cost of the refurbishment work. Consequently, the Council would be
required to invest further capital, which under the HRA system would prove prohibitive.
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Notes and Exclusions
- Numerous input data remains to be refined by the client and other advisors, the current model output
is therefore not representative of the final scheme position.
- Indicated finance costs will not be accurate where the scheme does not reach a positive position.
- The finance structure is indicative and will need to be agreed with the eventual funder.
- This model has been prepared at an early stage in the project development based on limited
information; the results of the model may therefore change in line with scheme / financial
development. A further iteration of the model will be undertaken in due course.
- The gross and net rent cashflow is intended to be indicative only. A full business plan including major
repair and replacement should be produced to inform cashflow.
- Airey Miller accepts no liability for the accuracy of input data other than that provided by Airey Miller
Partnership. In particular, no liability is accepted in respect of values or income or
operational/management costs. At present, the model uses affordable values as advised by the Council
and those set out in the Local Housing Allowance for Inner South East London, June 2015. The Open
Market Sales and Rental Values reported to the Council are provided by Lambert Smith Hampton and
Hamptons International. These will need to be checked for a more location specific value weightings
going forward.
- Airey Miller Partnership accept no liability for user changes to the model, any proposed changes
should be referred to Airey Miller Partnership for checking.
- Airey Miller Partnership has produced its own Order of Costs to inform the cost assumptions. It is
intended that these OoC’s provide a consistent and up to date base date. The detail is based on the
previous design work and it is assumed that the design will work around the existing infrastructure
layout. If there is a need to re-route services etc. then this will incur additional cost.
- All figures reported are illustrative only. Cost and values will fluctuate during the development period
and it is recommended that the financial position is constantly monitored to ensure financial
performance is maintained.
- There may be minor discrepancies between the figures presented owing to rounding in the
calculations within the financial model.
- Funding for any refurbishment through the HRA is not considered as part of the financial viability
testing.
- The position does not reflect any proposed or emerging changes to the draft Housing Bill currently
being progressed by Government.
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Estate Regeneration Programme - Draft Financial Viability Appraisal - Version 03
Refurbishment Assumptions
Baseline

Cressingham
Opt 4

Cressingham Cresingham Opt Cressingham
Gardens Opt 1
2
Opt 3

1

2

3

4

0

0

0

0

£94.62
£108.12
£124.43
£143.69
£157.34

£94.62
£108.12
£124.43
£143.69
£157.34

£94.62
£108.12
£124.43
£143.69
£157.34

£94.62
£108.12
£124.43
£143.69
£157.34

3%

3%

3%

3%

66%

66%

66%

66%

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

Gross:Net Rent (Beds/dwelling)
1
2
3
4
5

33.12%
33.12%
33.12%
33.12%
0.00%

33.12%
33.12%
33.12%
33.12%
0.00%

33.12%
33.12%
33.12%
33.12%
0.00%

33.12%
33.12%
33.12%
33.12%
0.00%

Bedrooms
1
2
3
4
5

£94.62
£108.12
£124.43
£143.69
£157.34

£94.62
£108.12
£124.43
£143.69
£157.34

£94.62
£108.12
£124.43
£143.69
£157.34

£94.62
£108.12
£124.43
£143.69
£157.34

PA
3.00%
5.00%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
4.00%

PA
3.00%
5.00%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
4.00%

PA
3.00%
5.00%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
4.00%

PA
3.00%
5.00%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
2.20%
4.00%

Programme
Build Duration (wks)
Accommodation Split
Rents & Operational Allowances
Retained Council Housing
Gross rent per week
1
2
3
4
5
Voids
Management, lettings cost and debt
Maintenance costs
Realm management cost
Sink cost
Service charge cost
Council tax cost

Values
Retained Council Rented Stock

Residential build costs
Inflation
Private Rent
Private Sale
NB Council Rent (Net Gain)
Shared Equity (% of Replaced Leaseholders)
Retained Council Rented Stock
Income from car parking spaces
Non-Residential income
Capitalised Ground Rents
Other Income
Regeneration growth factor
HCA Grant / Investment
Spare
Spare
Residential build costs

Non Residential build costs
Professional Fees
Statutory costs
Community Investment
Other costs
AH Overheads
SPV Overheads
Developer's Management Fees
Sub Debt funding by LBL
Prelim fees

4.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
1.30%
1.30%
1.30%
0.00%
4.00%

4.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
1.30%
1.30%
1.30%
0.00%
4.00%

4.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
1.30%
1.30%
1.30%
0.00%
4.00%

4.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
1.30%
1.30%
1.30%
0.00%
4.00%

NPV Discount Factor

6.09%

6.09%

6.09%

6.09%

Inflation Included ?
NPV Cashflow Period (Years) ?

y
30.00

y
30.00

y
30.00

y
30.00

RTB buy back pot
Refurbishment Leaseholder Repayment

0%
80%

0%
80%

0%
80%

0%
80%

Refurbishment Works Costs
- Tenant Refurbishment and Improvement Works phase 1 yr 5
-Tenant Refurbishment and Improvement Works phase 2 yr10
- Lease /Freeholder Refurbishment and Improvement Works phase 1 yr 5
- Lease /Freeholder Refurbishment and Improvement Works phase 2 yr10

56%
56%
70%
70%

100%
100%
100%
100%

97%
97%
87%
87%

92%
92%
85%
85%

Cashflow

Leaseholder Cost Recovery

Refurbishment Works Costs £5,964,518.62

£9,865,636.20

£9,253,064.02 £8,866,176.32
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Estate Regeneration Programme - Draft
Financial Viability Appraisal - Version 02
Cressingham Gardens Opt 1

Cressingham Gardens Opt 1

Refs for residential build cost S Curves:

Cressingham Gardens Opt 1
Pre-start period
Cressingham Gardens Opt 1

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Signing the unconditional contract
Cressingham Gardens Opt 1

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Phase construction start date
Cressingham Gardens Opt 1

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Phase construction end date
Cressingham Gardens Opt 1

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Phase sales end date
Cressingham Gardens Opt 1

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Residential Construction period
Cressingham Gardens Opt 1

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Private Dwelling Sales (Off Plan Sales)
Cressingham Gardens Opt 1

Start
22/11/2015

End
31/12/2015

Qrtrs
0

Private Dwelling Sales (Post Completion Sales)
Cressingham Gardens Opt 1

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Staircasing Period
Cressingham Gardens Opt 1

Start
01/01/2016

End
20/12/2062

Qrtrs
188

Leaseholder Buy outs
Cressingham Gardens Opt 1

Start
02/11/2015

End
02/11/2015

Qrtrs
0

Consolidate Programme of Construction and Sales
Cressingham Gardens Opt 1

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

End date for overall development
Last sales date from last phase

Start
00/01/1900

End
00/01/1900

Qrtrs
0

Size (ft2)
538
753
926
1,066
1,206
538
850
1,001
1,141
1,281
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£Value ft2
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Zone
Development Phase

2
2

Inflation Included ?

y

INCOME
RESIDENTIAL INCOME
Private Rent
1 Bed Apartment
2 Bed Apartment
3 Bed Apartment
4 Bed Apartment
5 Bed Apartment
1 Bed House
2 Bed House
3 Bed House
4 Bed House
5 Bed House
Spare 1
Spare 2
Spare 3
Spare 4
Spare 5
Spare 6
Spare 7
Spare 8
Spare 9
Spare 10

60yr Total
Total NPV

Beds
1
2
3
4
4
1
2
3
4
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Nr
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total P/unit
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

0

Net Rent PA
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£2
£2
£2
£2
£2
£2
£2
£2
£2
£2

£0
£0

Private Sale
1 Bed Apartment

Nr
0

Size (ft2)
538

Value (£/ft2)
£0

2 Bed Apartment

0

753

£0

£0

3 Bed Apartment

0

926

£0

£0

4 Bed Apartment

0

1066

£0

£0

5 Bed Apartment

0

1206

£0

£0

1 Bed House

0

538

£0

£0

2 Bed House

0

850

£0

£0

3 Bed House

0

1001

£0

£0

4 Bed House

0

1141

£0

£0

5 Bed House

0

1281

£0

£0

Spare 1

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 2

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 3

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 4

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 5

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 6

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 7

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 8

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 9

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 10

0

0

£0

£0

Total Private Sale Income
NB Council Rent (Net Gain)
1 Bed Apartment
2 Bed Apartment
3 Bed Apartment
4 Bed Apartment
5 Bed Apartment
1 Bed House
2 Bed House
3 Bed House
4 Bed House
5 Bed House
Spare 1
Spare 2
Spare 3
Spare 4
Spare 5
Spare 6
Spare 7
Spare 8
Spare 9
Spare 10
Total Rent Income
60yr Total
Total NPV

0
Beds
1
2
3
4
4
1
2
3
4
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Nr
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
£0

£0
Size (ft2)
538
753
926
1,066
1,206
538
850
1,001
1,141
1,281
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£Value ft2
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Total P/unit
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£2
£2
£2
£2
£2
£2
£2
£2
£2
£2

£0
0

£0

Shared Equity (% of Replaced Leaseholders)
1 Bed Apartment

Nr
48

Value
£0

2 Bed Apartment

18

£0

£0

3 Bed Apartment

14

£0

£0

4 Bed Apartment

14

£0

£0

5 Bed Apartment

0

£0

£0

1 Bed House

0

£0

£0

2 Bed House

0

£0

£0

3 Bed House

0

£0

£0

4 Bed House

0

£0

£0

5 Bed House

0

£0

£0

Spare 1

0

£0

£0

Spare 2

0

£0

£0

Spare 3

0

£0

£0

Spare 4

0

£0

£0

Spare 5

0

£0

£0

Spare 6

0

£0

£0

Spare 7

0

£0

£0

Spare 8

0

£0

£0

Spare 9

0

£0

£0

Spare 10

0

£0

£0

Total Shared Ownership Income
Retained Council Rented Stock
1 Bed Apartment
2 Bed Apartment
3 Bed Apartment
4 Bed Apartment
5 Bed Apartment
1 Bed House
2 Bed House
3 Bed House
4 Bed House
5 Bed House
Spare 1
Spare 2
Spare 3
Spare 4
Spare 5
Spare 6
Spare 7
Spare 8
Spare 9
Spare 10
Total Social Rent Income

94
Beds
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Nr
54
104
50
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
212

Total
£0

£0
Size (ft2)
538
753
926
1,066
1,206
538
850
1,001
1,141
1,281
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£Value ft2
£3
£2
£2
£2
£0
£3
£2
£2
£2
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

60yr Total
Total NPV

212

NB Discount Rent (Net Gain)
1 Bed Apartment

Nr
0

Value
£0

2 Bed Apartment

0

3 Bed Apartment

Total P/unit
£62,741
£71,693
£82,507
£95,278
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0
Net Rent PA
£1,642
£1,876
£2,159
£2,493
£0
£1,642
£1,876
£2,159
£2,493
£0
£2
£2
£2
£2
£2
£2
£2
£2
£2
£2

£15,350,525
£6,521,368
Total
£0

Net Rent PA
£11,705

£0

£0

£15,312

0

£0

£0

£20,794

4 Bed Apartment

0

£0

£0

£26,277

5 Bed Apartment

0

£0

£0

£26,277

1 Bed House

0

£0

£0

£11,705

2 Bed House

0

£0

£0

£15,312

3 Bed House

0

£0

£0

£20,794

4 Bed House

0

£0

£0

£26,277

5 Bed House

0

£0

£0

£26,277

Spare 1

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 2

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 3

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 4

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 5

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 6

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 7

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 8

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 9

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 10

0

£0

£0

£0

Total Affordable Rent income

0

In Lieu s106 provision
- Total receipt in lieu

Nr
0

HCA Grant Income
- Council Rent
- Shared Ownership
Total HCA Grant Income

Nr
0
94

Receipt from Leaseholders / Freeholders
- Average staircase receipt from leaseholders offered S/O

Nr
0

Value
£0

- Average receipt from freeholders offered intermediate

0

£0

Nr
0
0
0
0

Value P/mth
£0
£0
£0

Car Parking Income
Private
Affordable
Other

£0

£0

Value
£0

Total
£0

£0

Value
£0
£0

Total
£0
£0
£0

£0

Total
£0

£0

£0

£0

Total
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

Non-Residential income
Non-residential 1
Non-residential 2
Non-residential 3
Non-residential 4
Non-residential 5

Net Area (ft2)
0
0
0
0
0
0

Value (£/ft2)
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Sold properties purchased for decanting leaseholders

0

Capitalised Ground Rents (on private sale apartments)
- Private apartments

0

Additional Income
RTB buy back pot
Refurbishment Leaseholder Repayment
Total Additional Income

0%
80%

Energy
Energy/ FIT's/ RHI

100%

Total
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

£588

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0
£3,269,309
£3,269,309

£3,269,309

£0

£0

£0

£0

of total income
of total income

of total income

Regeneration Factor (approximate)
(% based on private sales value)
Total Income

£18,619,833

EXPENDITURE
BUILD COSTS
Residential build costs
New Build Costs
- In Lieu Apartment
- In Lieu House
- Private Rent Apartments
- Private Rent Houses
- Private Sale Apartments
- Private Sale Houses
- Replaced Council Rent Apartments
- Replaced Council Rent Houses
- Shared Ownership Apartments
- Shared Ownership Houses
- NB Net Gain Discount Market Apartments
- NB Net Gain Discount Market Houses
- NB Net Gain Apartments
- NB Net Gain Houses

0
0
0
0
0
0
17,266
0
7,353
0
0
0
0
0

Other costs
Demolition Cost
Abnormals
Site Surveys
Legal fees
CFSH Level 5

Unit
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA

Input rate
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Total
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Rate
£0
0
£0
£0
£0

Total
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

1
0
0%
0%
1

Unit
nr
of total cost
of total cost
of total cost
of total cost

Sales upgrades
Wheelchair upgrades (10% of all units)

0
31

nr
nr

£0
£0

£0
£0

Surface car parking costs
Undercroft car parking costs
Basement car parking costs

0
0
0

nr
nr
nr

£0
£0
£0

£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

Total
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

£0

£0

Phase costs
£4,157,921
£5,058,747
£1,843,606
£2,243,029
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£13,303,303

£13,303,303

£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

Non-residential build costs
Non-residential 1
Non-residential 2
Non-residential 3
Non-residential 4
Non-residential 5

0
0
0
0
0
0

Contingency
Build costs (residential and non-residential)

Unit
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA

Rate
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

0%

on build costs

£0

100%
100%
100%
100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
135%

of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs

Total costs
£3,417,508
£3,417,508
£1,515,310
£1,515,310
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£9,865,636

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs

£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

COMMUNITY REGENERATION COSTS
Refurbishment Works Costs
- Tenant Refurbishment and Improvement Works phase 1 yr 5
-Tenant Refurbishment and Improvement Works phase 2 yr10
- Lease /Freeholder Refurbishment and Improvement Works phase 1 yr 5
- Lease /Freeholder Refurbishment and Improvement Works phase 2 yr10
- Spare 4
- Spare 5
- Spare 6
- Spare 7
- Spare 8
- Spare 9
Total direct funding
Other community investment costs
- Not used
- Not used
- Not used
- Not used
Total other costs

Payment Qtr
20
40
20
40
0
0
0
0
0
0

DECANTING AND DISTURBANCE PAYMENTS
Off-site renting and purchasing costs
Decanting to rented properties off-site (leaseholders)
Decanting to owned properties off-site

0
0

Unit
nr
nr

Tenant / leaseholder payments
Existing affordable homeloss and disturbance payments
Existing affordable disturbance payments for double decants at 25%
Leaseholders / freeholders disturbance payment

0
0
0

nr
nr
nr

Rate
£0
£0

£0
£0
£0

Total
£0
£0

£0
£0

£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

Leaseholder buy-out rate - includes statutory uplift

-94

nr

£0

£0

£0

Freeholder buy-out rate - includes statutory uplift

0

nr

£0

£0

£0

STATUTORY COSTS
Unit
S106 costs
S106 (new dwellings) - 1st payment represents 50%
S106 (new dwellings) - 2nd payment represents 50%
CIL costs
CIL (gross resi additional area) - 1st payment represents 50%
CIL (gross resi additional area) - 2nd payment represents 50%

Rate

Total

306

nr

£0

£0
£0

20,926

m2

£0

£0
£0
£0

£0

Total
£0
£0

£0

£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Professional Fees
Fee %
0.00%

Professional Fees

OTHER COSTS
VAT (to be advised)
Spare 2
Spare 3
Spare 4
Spare 5

Rate
£0

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

AH Overheads

1.50%

£0

SPV Overheads

2.00%

£3,269,309

£65,598

Developer's Management Fees

1.00%

£3,269,309

£32,799

Prelim Fees

0.00%

£0

£98,396

£98,396

£0

£0

£0

Total Expenditure

£

Scheme position - pre land payments and finance costs

£5,218,134

Ground Rent Land Payments
SDLT

0%

£0
£0

on land payments

Scheme position - post upfront land payments

LBL FUNDING

RTB receipts deployed for build

13,401,700

£5,218,134

01/01/2015

01/01/2016

01/01/2017

01/01/2018

01/01/2019

31/12/2015

31/12/2016

31/12/2017

31/12/2018

31/12/2019

0.00%

£0

GF revenue budgets

£0.00

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

Single Capital Pot

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

s106

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

HRA revenue budgets

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

Mayor Covenant 2011

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

Mayor Covenant 2015

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

Housing Zones

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

Scheme position - post funding streams

£5,218,133.50

Discount factor
Present value

Development Residual NPV (Pre Finance)

-£566,881

6.09%

0.01522
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Estate Regeneration Programme  Draft
Financial Viability Appraisal  Version 02
Cress 2

Cress 2

Refs for residential build cost S Curves:

Cress 2
Pre-start period
Cress 2

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Signing the unconditional contract
Cress 2

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Phase construction start date
Cress 2

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Phase construction end date
Cress 2

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Phase sales end date
Cress 2

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Residential Construction period
Cress 2

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Private Dwelling Sales (Off Plan Sales)
Cress 2

Start
22/11/2015

End
31/12/2015

Qrtrs
0

Private Dwelling Sales (Post Completion Sales)
Cress 2

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Staircasing Period
Cress 2

Start
01/01/2016

End
21/12/2056

Qrtrs
164

Leaseholder Buy outs
Cress 2

Start
02/11/2015

End
02/11/2015

Qrtrs
0

Consolidate Programme of Construction and Sales
Cress 2

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

End date for overall development
Last sales date from last phase

Start
00/01/1900

End
00/01/1900

Qrtrs
0

Size (ft2)
538
753
926
1,066
1,206
538
850
1,001
1,141
1,281
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£Value ft2
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Zone
Development Phase

3
3

Inflation Included ?

y

INCOME
RESIDENTIAL INCOME
Private Rent
1 Bed Apartment
2 Bed Apartment
3 Bed Apartment
4 Bed Apartment
5 Bed Apartment
1 Bed House
2 Bed House
3 Bed House
4 Bed House
5 Bed House
Spare 1
Spare 2
Spare 3
Spare 4
Spare 5
Spare 6
Spare 7
Spare 8
Spare 9
Spare 10

60yr Total
Total NPV

Beds
1
2
3
4
4
1
2
3
4
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Nr
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total P/unit
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

0

Net Rent PA
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£3
£3
£3
£3
£3
£3
£3
£3
£3
£3

£0
£0

Private Sale
1 Bed Apartment

Nr
0

Size (ft2)
538

Value (£/ft2)
£0

2 Bed Apartment

0

753

£0

£0

3 Bed Apartment

0

926

£0

£0

4 Bed Apartment

0

1066

£0

£0

5 Bed Apartment

0

1206

£0

£0

1 Bed House

0

538

£0

£0

2 Bed House

0

850

£0

£0

3 Bed House

0

1001

£0

£0

4 Bed House

0

1141

£0

£0

5 Bed House

0

1281

£0

£0

Spare 1

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 2

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 3

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 4

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 5

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 6

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 7

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 8

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 9

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 10

0

0

£0

£0

Total Private Sale Income
NB Council Rent (Net Gain)
1 Bed Apartment
2 Bed Apartment
3 Bed Apartment
4 Bed Apartment
5 Bed Apartment
1 Bed House
2 Bed House
3 Bed House
4 Bed House
5 Bed House
Spare 1
Spare 2
Spare 3
Spare 4
Spare 5
Spare 6
Spare 7
Spare 8
Spare 9
Spare 10
Total Rent Income
60yr Total
Total NPV

0
Beds
1
2
3
4
4
1
2
3
4
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Nr
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
£0

£0
Size (ft2)
538
753
926
1,066
1,206
538
850
1,001
1,141
1,281
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£Value ft2
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Total P/unit
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£3
£3
£3
£3
£3
£3
£3
£3
£3
£3

£0
0

£0

Shared Equity (% of Replaced Leaseholders)
1 Bed Apartment

Nr
45

Value
£0

2 Bed Apartment

15

£0

£0

3 Bed Apartment

11

£0

£0

4 Bed Apartment

11

£0

£0

5 Bed Apartment

0

£0

£0

1 Bed House

0

£0

£0

2 Bed House

0

£0

£0

3 Bed House

0

£0

£0

4 Bed House

0

£0

£0

5 Bed House

0

£0

£0

Spare 1

0

£0

£0

Spare 2

0

£0

£0

Spare 3

0

£0

£0

Spare 4

0

£0

£0

Spare 5

0

£0

£0

Spare 6

0

£0

£0

Spare 7

0

£0

£0

Spare 8

0

£0

£0

Spare 9

0

£0

£0

Spare 10

0

£0

£0

Total Shared Ownership Income
Retained Council Rented Stock
1 Bed Apartment
2 Bed Apartment
3 Bed Apartment
4 Bed Apartment
5 Bed Apartment
1 Bed House
2 Bed House
3 Bed House
4 Bed House
5 Bed House
Spare 1
Spare 2
Spare 3
Spare 4
Spare 5
Spare 6
Spare 7
Spare 8
Spare 9
Spare 10
Total Social Rent Income

82
Beds
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Nr
52
100
49
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
205

Total
£0

£0
Size (ft2)
538
753
926
1,066
1,206
538
850
1,001
1,141
1,281
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£Value ft2
£3
£2
£2
£2
£0
£3
£2
£2
£2
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

60yr Total
Total NPV

205

NB Discount Rent (Net Gain)
1 Bed Apartment

Nr
0

Value
£0

2 Bed Apartment

0

3 Bed Apartment

Total P/unit
£62,741
£71,693
£82,507
£95,278
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0
Net Rent PA
£1,642
£1,876
£2,159
£2,493
£0
£1,642
£1,876
£2,159
£2,493
£0
£3
£3
£3
£3
£3
£3
£3
£3
£3
£3

£14,855,765
£6,311,179
Total
£0

Net Rent PA
£11,705

£0

£0

£15,312

0

£0

£0

£20,794

4 Bed Apartment

0

£0

£0

£26,277

5 Bed Apartment

0

£0

£0

£26,277

1 Bed House

0

£0

£0

£11,705

2 Bed House

0

£0

£0

£15,312

3 Bed House

0

£0

£0

£20,794

4 Bed House

0

£0

£0

£26,277

5 Bed House

0

£0

£0

£26,277

Spare 1

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 2

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 3

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 4

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 5

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 6

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 7

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 8

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 9

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 10

0

£0

£0

£0

Total Affordable Rent income

0

In Lieu s106 provision
 Total receipt in lieu

Nr
0

HCA Grant Income
 Council Rent
 Shared Ownership
Total HCA Grant Income

Nr
0
82

Receipt from Leaseholders / Freeholders
 Average staircase receipt from leaseholders offered S/O

Nr
0

Value
£0

 Average receipt from freeholders offered intermediate

0

£0

Nr
0
0
0
0

Value P/mth
£0
£0
£0

Car Parking Income
Private
Affordable
Other

£0

£0

Value
£0

Total
£0

£0

Value
£0
£0

Total
£0
£0
£0

£0

Total
£0

£0

£0

£0

Total
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

NonResidential income
Nonresidential 1
Nonresidential 2
Nonresidential 3
Nonresidential 4
Nonresidential 5

Sold properties purchased for decanting leaseholders

Net Area (ft2)
0
0
0
0
0
0

Value (£/ft2)
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Total
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

0

£588

£0

£0

0

£0

£0

£0

£0
£2,851,950
£2,851,950

£2,851,950

£0

£0

£0

£0

Capitalised Ground Rents (on private sale apartments)
 Private apartments
Additional Income
RTB buy back pot
Refurbishment Leaseholder Repayment
Total Additional Income
Energy
Energy/ FIT's/ RHI
Regeneration Factor (approximate)
(% based on private sales value)
Total Income

0%
80%

8%

of total income
of total income

of total income

£17,707,715

EXPENDITURE
BUILD COSTS
Residential build costs
New Build Costs
 In Lieu Apartment
 In Lieu House
 Private Rent Apartments
 Private Rent Houses
 Private Sale Apartments
 Private Sale Houses
 Replaced Council Rent Apartments
 Replaced Council Rent Houses
 Shared Ownership Apartments
 Shared Ownership Houses
 NB Net Gain Discount Market Apartments
 NB Net Gain Discount Market Houses
 NB Net Gain Apartments
 NB Net Gain Houses

0
0
0
0
0
0
16,718
0
6,276
0
0
0
0
0

Other costs
Demolition Cost
Abnormals
Site Surveys
Legal fees
CFSH Level 5

1
0
0%
33%
1

Unit
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
Unit
nr
of total cost
of total cost
of total cost
of total cost

Input rate
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Total
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Rate
£0
0
£0
£0
£0

Total
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Sales upgrades
Wheelchair upgrades (10% of all units)

0
29

nr
nr

£0
£0

£0
£0

Surface car parking costs
Undercroft car parking costs
Basement car parking costs

0
0
0

nr
nr
nr

£0
£0
£0

£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

Total
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

£0

£0

Phase costs
£4,020,631
£4,891,713
£1,608,252
£1,956,685
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£12,477,281

£12,477,281

£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

Total
£0
£0

£0
£0

£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

Nonresidential build costs
Nonresidential 1
Nonresidential 2
Nonresidential 3
Nonresidential 4
Nonresidential 5

0
0
0
0
0
0

Contingency
Build costs (residential and nonresidential)

Unit
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA

Rate
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

0%

on build costs

£0

97%
97%
87%
87%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
126%

of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs

Total costs
£3,417,508
£3,417,508
£1,515,310
£1,515,310
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£9,865,636

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs

£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

COMMUNITY REGENERATION COSTS
Refurbishment Works Costs
 Tenant Refurbishment and Improvement Works phase 1 yr 5
Tenant Refurbishment and Improvement Works phase 2 yr10
 Lease /Freeholder Refurbishment and Improvement Works phase 1 yr 5
 Lease /Freeholder Refurbishment and Improvement Works phase 2 yr10
 Spare 4
 Spare 5
 Spare 6
 Spare 7
 Spare 8
 Spare 9
Total direct funding
Other community investment costs
 Not used
 Not used
 Not used
 Not used
Total other costs

Payment Qtr
20
40
20
40
0
0
0
0
0
0

DECANTING AND DISTURBANCE PAYMENTS
Offsite renting and purchasing costs
Decanting to rented properties offsite (leaseholders)
Decanting to owned properties offsite

0
0

Unit
nr
nr

Tenant / leaseholder payments
Existing affordable homeloss and disturbance payments
Existing affordable disturbance payments for double decants at 25%
Leaseholders / freeholders disturbance payment

0
0
0

nr
nr
nr

Rate
£0
£0

£0
£0
£0

Leaseholder buyout rate  includes statutory uplift

82

nr

£0

£0

£0

Freeholder buyout rate  includes statutory uplift

0

nr

£0

£0

£0

STATUTORY COSTS
Unit
S106 costs
S106 (new dwellings)  1st payment represents 50%
S106 (new dwellings)  2nd payment represents 50%
CIL costs
CIL (gross resi additional area)  1st payment represents 50%
CIL (gross resi additional area)  2nd payment represents 50%

Rate

Total

287

nr

£0

£0
£0

19,545

m2

£0

£0
£0
£0

£0

Total
£0
£0

£0

£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Professional Fees
Fee %
0.00%

Professional Fees

OTHER COSTS
VAT (to be advised)
Spare 2
Spare 3
Spare 4
Spare 5

Rate
£0

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

AH Overheads

1.50%

£0

SPV Overheads

2.00%

£2,851,950

£57,223

Developer's Management Fees

1.00%

£2,851,950

£28,612

Prelim Fees

0.00%

£0

£85,835

£85,835

£0

£0

£0

Total Expenditure

£

Scheme position  pre land payments and finance costs

£5,144,599

Ground Rent Land Payments
SDLT

0%

£0
£0

on land payments

Scheme position  post upfront land payments

LBL FUNDING

RTB receipts deployed for build

12,563,116

£5,144,599

01/01/2015

01/01/2016

01/01/2017

01/01/2018

01/01/2019

31/12/2015

31/12/2016

31/12/2017

31/12/2018

31/12/2019

0.00%

£0

GF revenue budgets

£0.00

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

Single Capital Pot

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

s106

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

HRA revenue budgets

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

Mayor Covenant 2011

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

Mayor Covenant 2015

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

Housing Zones

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

Scheme position  post funding streams

Discount factor
Present value

Development Residual NPV (Pre Finance)

£0
£5,144,598.70

£433,089

6.09%

0.01522

Appendix 43: 25 - Refurbishment - viability assessment - option 3
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Estate Regeneration Programme  Draft Financial
Viability Appraisal  Version 02
Cress 3

Cress 3

Refs for residential build cost S Curves:

Cress 3
Pre-start period
Cress 3

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Signing the unconditional contract
Cress 3

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Phase construction start date
Cress 3

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Phase construction end date
Cress 3

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Phase sales end date
Cress 3

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Residential Construction period
Cress 3

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Private Dwelling Sales (Off Plan Sales)
Cress 3

Start
22/11/2015

End
31/12/2015

Qrtrs
0

Private Dwelling Sales (Post Completion Sales)
Cress 3

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Staircasing Period
Cress 3

Start
01/01/2016

End
22/12/2055

Qrtrs
160

Leaseholder Buy outs
Cress 3

Start
02/11/2015

End
02/11/2015

Qrtrs
0

Consolidate Programme of Construction and Sales
Cress 3

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

End date for overall development
Last sales date from last phase

Start
00/01/1900

End
00/01/1900

Qrtrs
0

Size (ft2)
538
753
926
1,066
1,206
538
850
1,001
1,141
1,281
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£Value ft2
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Zone
Development Phase

4
4

Inflation Included ?

y

INCOME
RESIDENTIAL INCOME
Private Rent
1 Bed Apartment
2 Bed Apartment
3 Bed Apartment
4 Bed Apartment
5 Bed Apartment
1 Bed House
2 Bed House
3 Bed House
4 Bed House
5 Bed House
Spare 1
Spare 2
Spare 3
Spare 4
Spare 5
Spare 6
Spare 7
Spare 8
Spare 9
Spare 10

60yr Total
Total NPV

Beds
1
2
3
4
4
1
2
3
4
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Nr
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total P/unit
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

0

Net Rent PA
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£4
£4
£4
£4
£4
£4
£4
£4
£4
£4

£0
£0

Private Sale
1 Bed Apartment

Nr
0

Size (ft2)
538

Value (£/ft2)
£0

2 Bed Apartment

0

753

£0

£0

3 Bed Apartment

0

926

£0

£0

4 Bed Apartment

0

1066

£0

£0

5 Bed Apartment

0

1206

£0

£0

1 Bed House

0

538

£0

£0

2 Bed House

0

850

£0

£0

3 Bed House

0

1001

£0

£0

4 Bed House

0

1141

£0

£0

5 Bed House

0

1281

£0

£0

Spare 1

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 2

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 3

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 4

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 5

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 6

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 7

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 8

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 9

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 10

0

0

£0

£0

Total Private Sale Income
NB Council Rent (Net Gain)
1 Bed Apartment
2 Bed Apartment
3 Bed Apartment
4 Bed Apartment
5 Bed Apartment
1 Bed House
2 Bed House
3 Bed House
4 Bed House
5 Bed House
Spare 1
Spare 2
Spare 3
Spare 4
Spare 5
Spare 6
Spare 7
Spare 8
Spare 9
Spare 10
Total Rent Income
60yr Total
Total NPV

0
Beds
1
2
3
4
4
1
2
3
4
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Nr
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
£0

£0
Size (ft2)
538
753
926
1,066
1,206
538
850
1,001
1,141
1,281
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£Value ft2
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Total P/unit
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£4
£4
£4
£4
£4
£4
£4
£4
£4
£4

£0
0

£0

Shared Equity (% of Replaced Leaseholders)
1 Bed Apartment

Nr
43

Value
£0

2 Bed Apartment

15

£0

£0

3 Bed Apartment

11

£0

£0

4 Bed Apartment

11

£0

£0

5 Bed Apartment

0

£0

£0

1 Bed House

0

£0

£0

2 Bed House

0

£0

£0

3 Bed House

0

£0

£0

4 Bed House

0

£0

£0

5 Bed House

0

£0

£0

Spare 1

0

£0

£0

Spare 2

0

£0

£0

Spare 3

0

£0

£0

Spare 4

0

£0

£0

Spare 5

0

£0

£0

Spare 6

0

£0

£0

Spare 7

0

£0

£0

Spare 8

0

£0

£0

Spare 9

0

£0

£0

Spare 10

0

£0

£0

Total Shared Ownership Income
Retained Council Rented Stock
1 Bed Apartment
2 Bed Apartment
3 Bed Apartment
4 Bed Apartment
5 Bed Apartment
1 Bed House
2 Bed House
3 Bed House
4 Bed House
5 Bed House
Spare 1
Spare 2
Spare 3
Spare 4
Spare 5
Spare 6
Spare 7
Spare 8
Spare 9
Spare 10
Total Social Rent Income

80
Beds
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Nr
50
95
46
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
195

Total
£0

£0
Size (ft2)
538
753
926
1,066
1,206
538
850
1,001
1,141
1,281
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£Value ft2
£3
£2
£2
£2
£0
£3
£2
£2
£2
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

60yr Total
Total NPV

195

NB Discount Rent (Net Gain)
1 Bed Apartment

Nr
0

Value
£0

2 Bed Apartment

0

3 Bed Apartment

Total P/unit
£62,741
£71,693
£82,507
£95,278
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0
Net Rent PA
£1,642
£1,876
£2,159
£2,493
£0
£1,642
£1,876
£2,159
£2,493
£0
£4
£4
£4
£4
£4
£4
£4
£4
£4
£4

£14,124,298
£6,000,429
Total
£0

Net Rent PA
£11,705

£0

£0

£15,312

0

£0

£0

£20,794

4 Bed Apartment

0

£0

£0

£26,277

5 Bed Apartment

0

£0

£0

£26,277

1 Bed House

0

£0

£0

£11,705

2 Bed House

0

£0

£0

£15,312

3 Bed House

0

£0

£0

£20,794

4 Bed House

0

£0

£0

£26,277

5 Bed House

0

£0

£0

£26,277

Spare 1

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 2

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 3

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 4

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 5

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 6

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 7

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 8

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 9

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 10

0

£0

£0

£0

Total Affordable Rent income

0

In Lieu s106 provision
 Total receipt in lieu

Nr
0

HCA Grant Income
 Council Rent
 Shared Ownership
Total HCA Grant Income

Nr
0
80

Receipt from Leaseholders / Freeholders
 Average staircase receipt from leaseholders offered S/O

Nr
0

Value
£0

 Average receipt from freeholders offered intermediate

0

£0

Nr
0
0
0
0

Value P/mth
£0
£0
£0

Car Parking Income
Private
Affordable
Other

£0

£0

Value
£0

Total
£0

£0

Value
£0
£0

Total
£0
£0
£0

£0

Total
£0

£0

£0

£0

Total
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

NonResidential income
Nonresidential 1
Nonresidential 2
Nonresidential 3
Nonresidential 4
Nonresidential 5

Net Area (ft2)
0
0
0
0
0
0

Value (£/ft2)
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Sold properties purchased for decanting leaseholders

0

Capitalised Ground Rents (on private sale apartments)
 Private apartments

0

Additional Income
RTB buy back pot
Refurbishment Leaseholder Repayment
Total Additional Income
Energy
Energy/ FIT's/ RHI

0%
80%

11%

Total
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

£588

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0
£2,782,390
£2,782,390

£2,782,390

£0

£0

£0

£0

of total income
of total income

of total income

Regeneration Factor (approximate)
(% based on private sales value)
Total Income

£16,906,688

EXPENDITURE
BUILD COSTS
Residential build costs
New Build Costs
 In Lieu Apartment
 In Lieu House
 Private Rent Apartments
 Private Rent Houses
 Private Sale Apartments
 Private Sale Houses
 Replaced Council Rent Apartments
 Replaced Council Rent Houses
 Shared Ownership Apartments
 Shared Ownership Houses
 NB Net Gain Discount Market Apartments
 NB Net Gain Discount Market Houses
 NB Net Gain Apartments
 NB Net Gain Houses
Other costs
Demolition Cost
Abnormals
Site Surveys
Legal fees
CFSH Level 5

0
0
0
0
0
0
15,885
0
6,159
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0%
33%
1

Unit
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
Unit
nr
of total cost
of total cost
of total cost
of total cost

Input rate
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Total
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Rate
£0
0
£0
£0
£0

Total
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Sales upgrades
Wheelchair upgrades (10% of all units)

0
28

nr
nr

£0
£0

£0
£0

Surface car parking costs
Undercroft car parking costs
Basement car parking costs

0
0
0

nr
nr
nr

£0
£0
£0

£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

Total
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

£0

£0

Nonresidential build costs
Nonresidential 1
Nonresidential 2
Nonresidential 3
Nonresidential 4
Nonresidential 5

Contingency
Build costs (residential and nonresidential)

0
0
0
0
0
0

0%

Unit
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA

on build costs

Rate
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

COMMUNITY REGENERATION COSTS
Refurbishment Works Costs
 Tenant Refurbishment and Improvement Works phase 1 yr 5
Tenant Refurbishment and Improvement Works phase 2 yr10
 Lease /Freeholder Refurbishment and Improvement Works phase 1 yr 5
 Lease /Freeholder Refurbishment and Improvement Works phase 2 yr10
 Spare 4
 Spare 5
 Spare 6
 Spare 7
 Spare 8
 Spare 9
Total direct funding

Payment Qtr
20
40
20
40
0
0
0
0
0
0

Other community investment costs
 Not used
 Not used
 Not used
 Not used
Total other costs

92%
92%
85%
85%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
121%

of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs

Total costs
£3,417,508
£3,417,508
£1,515,310
£1,515,310
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£9,865,636

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs

£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Phase costs
£3,824,503
£4,653,092
£1,569,027
£1,908,961
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£11,955,583

£11,955,583

£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

Total
£0
£0

£0
£0

£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

DECANTING AND DISTURBANCE PAYMENTS
Offsite renting and purchasing costs
Decanting to rented properties offsite (leaseholders)
Decanting to owned properties offsite

0
0

Unit
nr
nr

Tenant / leaseholder payments
Existing affordable homeloss and disturbance payments
Existing affordable disturbance payments for double decants at 25%
Leaseholders / freeholders disturbance payment

0
0
0

nr
nr
nr

Rate
£0
£0

£0
£0
£0

Leaseholder buyout rate  includes statutory uplift

80

nr

£0

£0

£0

Freeholder buyout rate  includes statutory uplift

0

nr

£0

£0

£0

STATUTORY COSTS
Unit
S106 costs
S106 (new dwellings)  1st payment represents 50%
S106 (new dwellings)  2nd payment represents 50%
CIL costs
CIL (gross resi additional area)  1st payment represents 50%
CIL (gross resi additional area)  2nd payment represents 50%

Rate

Total

275

nr

£0

£0
£0

18,737

m2

£0

£0
£0
£0

£0

Total
£0
£0

£0

£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Professional Fees
Fee %
0.00%

Professional Fees

OTHER COSTS
VAT (to be advised)
Spare 2
Spare 3
Spare 4
Spare 5

Rate
£0

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

AH Overheads

1.50%

£0

SPV Overheads

2.00%

£2,782,390

£55,828

Developer's Management Fees

1.00%

£2,782,390

£27,914

Prelim Fees

0.00%

£0

£83,742

£83,742

£0

£0

£0

Total Expenditure

£

Scheme position  pre land payments and finance costs

£4,867,364

Ground Rent Land Payments
SDLT

0%

£0
£0

on land payments

Scheme position  post upfront land payments

LBL FUNDING

RTB receipts deployed for build

12,039,325

£4,867,364

01/01/2015

01/01/2016

01/01/2017

01/01/2018

01/01/2019

31/12/2015

31/12/2016

31/12/2017

31/12/2018

31/12/2019

0.00%

£0

GF revenue budgets

£0.00

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

Single Capital Pot

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

s106

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

HRA revenue budgets

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

Mayor Covenant 2011

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

Mayor Covenant 2015

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

Housing Zones

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

Scheme position  post funding streams

Discount factor
Present value

Development Residual NPV (Pre Finance)

£0
£4,867,363.55

£439,565

6.09%

0.01522

Appendix 43: 26 - Refurbishment - viability assessment - option 4
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Estate Regeneration Programme  Draft
Financial Viability Appraisal  Version 02
Cressingham Opt 4

Cressingham Opt 4

Refs for residential build cost S Curves:

Cressingham Opt 4
Pre-start period
Cressingham Opt 4

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Signing the unconditional contract
Cressingham Opt 4

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Phase construction start date
Cressingham Opt 4

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Phase construction end date
Cressingham Opt 4

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Phase sales end date
Cressingham Opt 4

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Residential Construction period
Cressingham Opt 4

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Private Dwelling Sales (Off Plan Sales)
Cressingham Opt 4

Start
22/11/2015

End
31/12/2015

Qrtrs
0

Private Dwelling Sales (Post Completion Sales)
Cressingham Opt 4

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

Staircasing Period
Cressingham Opt 4

Start
01/01/2016

End
23/12/2048

Qrtrs
132

Leaseholder Buy outs
Cressingham Opt 4

Start
02/11/2015

End
02/11/2015

Qrtrs
0

Consolidate Programme of Construction and Sales
Cressingham Opt 4

Start
01/01/2016

End
01/01/2016

Qrtrs
1

End date for overall development
Last sales date from last phase

Start
00/01/1900

End
00/01/1900

Qrtrs
0

Size (ft2)
538
753
926
1,066
1,206
538
850
1,001
1,141
1,281
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£Value ft2
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Zone
Development Phase

1
1

Inflation Included ?

y

INCOME
RESIDENTIAL INCOME
Private Rent
1 Bed Apartment
2 Bed Apartment
3 Bed Apartment
4 Bed Apartment
5 Bed Apartment
1 Bed House
2 Bed House
3 Bed House
4 Bed House
5 Bed House
Spare 1
Spare 2
Spare 3
Spare 4
Spare 5
Spare 6
Spare 7
Spare 8
Spare 9
Spare 10

60yr Total
Total NPV

Beds
1
2
3
4
4
1
2
3
4
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Nr
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total P/unit
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

0

Net Rent PA
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£1
£1
£1
£1
£1
£1
£1
£1
£1
£1

£0
£0

Private Sale
1 Bed Apartment

Nr
0

Size (ft2)
538

Value (£/ft2)
£0

2 Bed Apartment

0

753

£0

£0

3 Bed Apartment

0

926

£0

£0

4 Bed Apartment

0

1066

£0

£0

5 Bed Apartment

0

1206

£0

£0

1 Bed House

0

538

£0

£0

2 Bed House

0

850

£0

£0

3 Bed House

0

1001

£0

£0

4 Bed House

0

1141

£0

£0

5 Bed House

0

1281

£0

£0

Spare 1

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 2

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 3

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 4

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 5

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 6

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 7

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 8

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 9

0

0

£0

£0

Spare 10

0

0

£0

£0

Total Private Sale Income
NB Council Rent (Net Gain)
1 Bed Apartment
2 Bed Apartment
3 Bed Apartment
4 Bed Apartment
5 Bed Apartment
1 Bed House
2 Bed House
3 Bed House
4 Bed House
5 Bed House
Spare 1
Spare 2
Spare 3
Spare 4
Spare 5
Spare 6
Spare 7
Spare 8
Spare 9
Spare 10
Total Rent Income
60yr Total
Total NPV

0
Beds
1
2
3
4
4
1
2
3
4
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Nr
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
£0

£0
Size (ft2)
538
753
926
1,066
1,206
538
850
1,001
1,141
1,281
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£Value ft2
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Total P/unit
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£1
£1
£1
£1
£1
£1
£1
£1
£1
£1

£0
0

£0

Shared Equity (% of Replaced Leaseholders)
1 Bed Apartment

Nr
28

Value
£0

2 Bed Apartment

14

£0

£0

3 Bed Apartment

12

£0

£0

4 Bed Apartment

12

£0

£0

5 Bed Apartment

0

£0

£0

1 Bed House

0

£0

£0

2 Bed House

0

£0

£0

3 Bed House

0

£0

£0

4 Bed House

0

£0

£0

5 Bed House

0

£0

£0

Spare 1

0

£0

£0

Spare 2

0

£0

£0

Spare 3

0

£0

£0

Spare 4

0

£0

£0

Spare 5

0

£0

£0

Spare 6

0

£0

£0

Spare 7

0

£0

£0

Spare 8

0

£0

£0

Spare 9

0

£0

£0

Spare 10

0

£0

£0

Total Shared Ownership Income
Retained Council Rented Stock
1 Bed Apartment
2 Bed Apartment
3 Bed Apartment
4 Bed Apartment
5 Bed Apartment
1 Bed House
2 Bed House
3 Bed House
4 Bed House
5 Bed House
Spare 1
Spare 2
Spare 3
Spare 4
Spare 5
Spare 6
Spare 7
Spare 8
Spare 9
Spare 10
Total Social Rent Income

66
Beds
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Nr
22
65
29
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
119

Total
£0

£0
Size (ft2)
538
753
926
1,066
1,206
538
850
1,001
1,141
1,281
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£Value ft2
£3
£2
£2
£2
£0
£3
£2
£2
£2
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

60yr Total
Total NPV

119

NB Discount Rent (Net Gain)
1 Bed Apartment

Nr
0

Value
£0

2 Bed Apartment

0

3 Bed Apartment

Total P/unit
£62,741
£71,693
£82,507
£95,278
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0
Net Rent PA
£1,642
£1,876
£2,159
£2,493
£0
£1,642
£1,876
£2,159
£2,493
£0
£1
£1
£1
£1
£1
£1
£1
£1
£1
£1

£8,718,869
£3,704,040
Total
£0

Net Rent PA
£11,705

£0

£0

£15,312

0

£0

£0

£20,794

4 Bed Apartment

0

£0

£0

£26,277

5 Bed Apartment

0

£0

£0

£26,277

1 Bed House

0

£0

£0

£11,705

2 Bed House

0

£0

£0

£15,312

3 Bed House

0

£0

£0

£20,794

4 Bed House

0

£0

£0

£26,277

5 Bed House

0

£0

£0

£26,277

Spare 1

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 2

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 3

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 4

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 5

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 6

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 7

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 8

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 9

0

£0

£0

£0

Spare 10

0

£0

£0

£0

Total Affordable Rent income

0

In Lieu s106 provision
 Total receipt in lieu

Nr
0

HCA Grant Income
 Council Rent
 Shared Ownership
Total HCA Grant Income

Nr
0
66

Receipt from Leaseholders / Freeholders
 Average staircase receipt from leaseholders offered S/O

Nr
0

Value
£0

 Average receipt from freeholders offered intermediate

0

£0

Nr
0
0
0
0

Value P/mth
£0
£0
£0

Car Parking Income
Private
Affordable
Other

£0

£0

Value
£0

Total
£0

£0

Value
£0
£0

Total
£0
£0
£0

£0

Total
£0

£0

£0

£0

Total
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

NonResidential income
Nonresidential 1
Nonresidential 2
Nonresidential 3
Nonresidential 4
Nonresidential 5

Net Area (ft2)
0
0
0
0
0
0

Value (£/ft2)
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Sold properties purchased for decanting leaseholders

0

Capitalised Ground Rents (on private sale apartments)
 Private apartments

0

Additional Income
RTB buy back pot
Refurbishment Leaseholder Repayment
Total Additional Income

0%
80%

Energy
Energy/ FIT's/ RHI

42%

Total
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

£588

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0
£2,295,472
£2,295,472

£2,295,472

£0

£0

£0

£0

of total income
of total income

of total income

Regeneration Factor (approximate)
(% based on private sales value)
Total Income

£11,014,341

EXPENDITURE
BUILD COSTS
Residential build costs
New Build Costs
 In Lieu Apartment
 In Lieu House
 Private Rent Apartments
 Private Rent Houses
 Private Sale Apartments
 Private Sale Houses
 Replaced Council Rent Apartments
 Replaced Council Rent Houses
 Shared Ownership Apartments
 Shared Ownership Houses
 NB Net Gain Discount Market Apartments
 NB Net Gain Discount Market Houses
 NB Net Gain Apartments
 NB Net Gain Houses

0
0
0
0
0
0
9,931
0
5,412
0
0
0
0
0

Unit
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA

Other costs
Demolition Cost
Abnormals
Site Surveys
Legal fees
CFSH Level 5

1
0
0%
66%
1

Unit
nr
of total cost
of total cost
of total cost
of total cost

Input rate
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Total
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Rate
£0
0
£0
£0
£0

Total
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Sales upgrades
Wheelchair upgrades (10% of all units)

0
19

nr
nr

£0
£0

£0
£0

Surface car parking costs
Undercroft car parking costs
Basement car parking costs

0
0
0

nr
nr
nr

£0
£0
£0

£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

Total
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

£0

£0

Phase costs
£2,333,927
£2,839,579
£1,294,447
£1,574,893
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£8,042,847

£8,042,847

£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

Total
£0

£0

Nonresidential build costs
Nonresidential 1
Nonresidential 2
Nonresidential 3
Nonresidential 4
Nonresidential 5

0
0
0
0
0
0

Contingency
Build costs (residential and nonresidential)

Unit
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA
m2 GIA

Rate
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

0%

on build costs

£0

56%
56%
70%
70%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
82%

of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs

Total costs
£3,417,508
£3,417,508
£1,515,310
£1,515,310
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£9,865,636

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs
of total costs

£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

COMMUNITY REGENERATION COSTS
Refurbishment Works Costs
 Tenant Refurbishment and Improvement Works phase 1 yr 5
Tenant Refurbishment and Improvement Works phase 2 yr10
 Lease /Freeholder Refurbishment and Improvement Works phase 1 yr 5
 Lease /Freeholder Refurbishment and Improvement Works phase 2 yr10
 Spare 4
 Spare 5
 Spare 6
 Spare 7
 Spare 8
 Spare 9
Total direct funding
Other community investment costs
 Not used
 Not used
 Not used
 Not used
Total other costs

Payment Qtr
20
40
20
40
0
0
0
0
0
0

DECANTING AND DISTURBANCE PAYMENTS
Offsite renting and purchasing costs
Decanting to rented properties offsite (leaseholders)

0

Unit
nr

Rate
£0

Decanting to owned properties offsite
Tenant / leaseholder payments
Existing affordable homeloss and disturbance payments
Existing affordable disturbance payments for double decants at 25%
Leaseholders / freeholders disturbance payment

0

nr

£0

£0

£0

0
0
0

nr
nr
nr

£0
£0
£0

£0
£0
£0
£0

£0

Leaseholder buyout rate  includes statutory uplift

66

nr

£0

£0

£0

Freeholder buyout rate  includes statutory uplift

0

nr

£0

£0

£0

STATUTORY COSTS
Unit
S106 costs
S106 (new dwellings)  1st payment represents 50%
S106 (new dwellings)  2nd payment represents 50%
CIL costs
CIL (gross resi additional area)  1st payment represents 50%
CIL (gross resi additional area)  2nd payment represents 50%

Rate

Total

185

nr

£0

£0
£0

13,041

m2

£0

£0
£0
£0

£0

Total
£0
£0

£0

£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

Professional Fees
Fee %
0.00%

Professional Fees

OTHER COSTS
VAT (to be advised)
Spare 2
Spare 3
Spare 4
Spare 5

Rate
£0

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

AH Overheads

1.50%

£0

SPV Overheads

2.00%

£2,295,472

£46,058

Developer's Management Fees

1.00%

£2,295,472

£23,029

Prelim Fees

0.00%

£0

£69,087

£69,087

£0

£0

£0

Total Expenditure

£

Scheme position  pre land payments and finance costs

£2,902,408

Ground Rent Land Payments
SDLT

0%

£0
£0

on land payments

Scheme position  post upfront land payments

LBL FUNDING

RTB receipts deployed for build

8,111,934

£2,902,408

01/01/2015

01/01/2016

01/01/2017

01/01/2018

01/01/2019

31/12/2015

31/12/2016

31/12/2017

31/12/2018

31/12/2019

0.00%

£0

GF revenue budgets

£0.00

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

Single Capital Pot

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

s106

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

HRA revenue budgets

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

Mayor Covenant 2011

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

Mayor Covenant 2015

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

Housing Zones

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

Scheme position  post funding streams

Discount factor
Present value

Development Residual NPV (Pre Finance)

£0
£2,902,407.61

£438,304

6.09%

0.01522

Appendix 43: 27 - Refurbishment costs - Comparison between estimates
carried out by: Morrow for residents, I.Sayer's for Lambeth Council
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Cressingham Gardens - Comparison between estimates carried out by: Morrow for residents, I.Sayer's for Lambeth Living and Lambeth Q.S. section.
Morrow Value (£)

Drainage Survey & Repairs (this figure has been taken from the I.Sayer's estimate, Pg. 1)

£

41,000.00 £

41,000.00 £

-

Window repairs

£

296,332.00 £

235,000.00 -£

61,332.00 £

Window replacements

£

27,668.00 £

3,000,000.00 £

2,972,332.00 £

Roof ᴥᴥ (zinc including insulation, gutters inc. ply, 25% decking & joist)
replacement roofing

£

1,781,000.00 £

2,996,585.93 £

1,215,585.93 £

scaffolding for replacement roofing
temporary roof

£
£

377,400.00
303,600.00 £

not identified -£
263,609.64 -£

377,400.00 £
39,990.36 £

£

39,804.43 £

449,000.00 £

449,000.00 £

£

100,000.00 £

100,000.00 £

rounding-up figure (I.Sayer only)
Repairs to blocks (taken from/as I.Sayer report value)

£

I.Sayer Value (£)

Differences
Lambeth's Value (£)
(Morrow/I.Sayer)

Category

zero Drainage Survey & Repairs; these works (below ground drainage) were carried out by L.L. in 2014.

39,804.43
-

£

Externals Works (I.Sayer figure here is a 'say' one with absolutely no build-up, also
see their 'External Improvements' below)
4,500m² pavings slabs & various sub-bases
500m² asphalt & g.r.c. pavings to w'ways
walkways & car parks drainage repairs including to stacks

£
£
£

334,500.00
103,407.60
102,827.20

-£
-£
-£

334,500.00
103,407.60
102,827.20 £

balancing figure (because Morrow rounds up to £541,000)

£

265.20

-£

265.20

Internals (see sheet 2 for build-ups to 5 categories' totals below)
(Morrow amalgamates all; kitchens, bathrooms, heating, rewires & asbestos)
Kitchens
Bathrooms
Boilers/Heating
Rewires
Asbestos Removal
WC's
'Repairs'

£
289,491.00
£
207,239.00
£
342,802.00
£
192,387.00
£
64,201.00
not included separately
not included separately

£
£
£
£
-£
£
£

485,974.57
188,188.23
698,958.05
695,484.28
64,201.00
124,449.18
228,825.91

£
£
£
£
£
£

balancing figure (because Morrow rounds up to £1,100,000)
£
3,880.00
'Common Parts Upgrade' (= I.Sayer heading); Lambeth = for Communal Electrics only. not included separately £

'External Improvements'
rounding-up/arithmetical correction re: I.Sayer (final page)
De-cants

not included separately £
not applicable £
not included for

775,465.57
395,427.23
1,041,760.05
887,871.28
not included for
124,449.18
228,825.91

-£
1,338,163.20 £

669,081.60 £
38,955.98 £
not included for

669,081.60
38,955.98
n/a £

not included for

not included for

n/a £

Rainwater goods

not included for

not included for

n/a £

Underpinning

not included for

not included for

n/a £

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

4,917,000.00
824,000.00
5,741,000.00
already included
5,741,000.00
574,100.00
6,315,100.00
634,900.00
6,950,000.00
Morrow's Estimate

£
12,625,000.00
included in above sections
£
12,625,000.00
already included
£
12,625,000.00
£
1,265,000.00
£
13,890,000.00
included in above sections
£
13,890,000.00
I.Sayer Estimate

£
-£
£
£
£
£
-£
£

45,491.40 L.L. = competitively tendered rates based on quantities derived from Hunters' 2014 'Weathertight' survey = £49,583.63 (inc. 'Teleflex') less 9% OH & P as
this is added below = £4,094.23 from £49,585.63 = £45,491.40.
30,000.00 Lambeth = 6 of the 3 bed voids need windows x (7 windows x £500 av. (incl. unblocking, etc.) + patio door @ £1,500) = £30,000
ᴥᴥ - all 3 roof prices are for the replacement of the existing roof in its' current form.
2,230,693.81 Morrow's value is comprehensive = £1,781,000 but add, also, for temp. roofs at £303,600 and roof glazing at £131,456.25 as 'Weathertight' tender =
£2,216,056.25; L.L.'s'Weathertight' tender average unit cost = £11,222.22 x 205 roofs (not inc. 8 f'holds) = £2,300,000 + glazing a.b. £131,456.25 =
£2,431,456.25. Latter figure chosen here but this includes for OH&P which is also included below so deduct 9% OH&P = £200,762.44 from £2,431,456.25 =
£2,230,693.81.
349,095.00 Scaffold costs were arrived at by using an earlier, Hunter's estimate of £314,499.30 uplifted to the present by 11% (as Morrow did), rounded to nearest £.
281,160.44 Temporary roof costs were arrived at by using an earlier, Hunter's estimate uplifted to the present which (same as Morrow's figure) to come to £303,600.
Hunter's = £249,328.39 (before OH & P and uplift) so deduct 9% OH & P as LL add below = £22,439.56 from £303,600 = £281,160.44.
zero
392,716.00 This is for a multitude of repairs to cracks, concrete, bricks, etc. based on the TALL survey. I.Sayers estimate is based on it, Morrow's & L.L. £ is same as I.Sayer.
8% OH & P included sporadically by Sayer (totalling £31,284) so LL omitted this sum as our OH & P is added separately below. The I.Sayer figure includes
for £228,283.27 for internal repairs of which £140k is for dec's to 50 properties. The £88k residue = £416.43 per property such that the Lambeth sum for
'repairs' below is now omitted in lieu. However, the £140k includes for dec's to kitchens & bathrooms which were already allowed for within Mear's
rates for these sections. As such, deduct £500 x 50 properties for this (%'s not an issue as added separately below) = £25k.
723,690.00 The L.L. sum is derived from an L.L., estate-wide survey (in 2015) and uses rates based upon NHF rates and does not include for OH & P. The works
concerned are: re-building boundary walls, renewing boundary fencing, renewing asphalt to walkways & steps, p.c.c. paving and tarmaccing.
included above
included above
69,356.88 The L.L. figure here is for above ground foul/waste drainage and is derived from the tendered 'Weathertight' survey = £75,599 less 9% OH & P = £6,242.12
from £75,599 tender sum = £69,356.88
zero

£
435,706.70
£
204,901.01
£
429,465.79
£
342,377.46
£
103,635.73
£
32,200.00
included in 'repairs to blocks'
above
3,880.00
zero
1,338,163.20 £
121,360.00

Front Entrance Doors

sub-total:
Preliminaries
2nd sub-total:
Overheads and Profit (Lambeth = 9% = 6 + 3 as Mears 4 year contract tender)
3rd sub-total:
Professional Fees @ 10%
4th sub-total:
Contingency @ 10%*
Estimate Totals:

7,708,000.00
824,000.00
6,884,000.00
n/a
6,884,000.00
690,900.00
7,574,900.00
634,900.00
6,940,000.00
Total Differential

Comments

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

L.L. value = separate W.C. rate = as 4 year contract/Breyers = £700 each, to 3/4 beds only = 51 properties x 90% = 46 x £700.
L.L. value = tender re: estate repairs = £300/unit (not including OH&P, see/added at bottom) x 212 tenanted/voids = £63,600 but I.Sayer included £416.43
on average per property for this within their 'repairs to blocks' (above) figure (after exclusion of monies for decorations).
Lambeth = Spon's page 141 (elec. mains & boards to affordable apartments = all electrical works outside the properties and to include for estate lighting
etc) = £410 x 296 (all) properties = £121,360.

see external works, above
zero I.Sayer round-up on final page = £44,337 but arithmetical errors re: sums for 4P flat, 2P bungalow & 1P flat are (£5,381.02) wrong
42,000.00 De-cants = 212 x 10% = 21 x 8 weeks each x £500/week = £42,000.
122,565.96 L.L. value = Mears' 4 year contract rate, item 1.1A & 1.2c (1) [composite material + sidelight] = £537.57 x (212 tenanted & void {not the 9 freeholders} x 90%
) 191 nr + (75 leaseholders x 50%) 37 = 228 total = £122,565.96.
68,406.06 L.L. = received 2014 competitive tender of (£24,923.44 + £10,897.31 +£38,741.85) = £74,562.60 for gutters, downpipes & zinc cavity closer but this figure
included for OH & P which LL include for separately below = £6,156.55 from £74,562.60 = £68,406.06.
97,000.00 L.L. value = 6 to Crosby = 7 party/gable walls x 8m long + 6 prop's x 6 wide x 2 (front/back) sides = 128m x 1m deep = 128m² x Spon's page 169, (£380 + £75
re: 2m depth) = £58,240 ÷ 6 properties = £9,700 x 10 in total (i.e. + 4 more) = £97k.
6,121,822.24
1,002,178.05 Morrow % equates to 16.76% of works above, all rates lifted from Mears' tender for 4 year contract; see attached L.L. Preliminaries tab re: L.L. value.
7,124,000.29
641,160.03 Morrow & Lambeth = @ 9%, I.Sayer = @ 8% but Morrow & I.Sayer already included this in sections above.
7,765,160.31
776,516.03
8,541,676.35
854,167.63 Contingency percentage is higher than normal but, as there are a lot of unforeseeable aspects, it's acceptable.
9,395,843.98
Lambeth's Estimate

all costs exclude VAT (in all three estimates)
No allowance for: land purchase costs; finance & legal costs; planning/building
control/statutory fees and section 106 costs; costs re: contaminated soil removal and
diversion of services (I.Sayer report only); potential costs for replacement of
stairwell & front door canopies
Green-highlighted are items included for by Lambeth only; these are separate WC's, repairs,
common parts upgrades, de-cants, front doors, rainwater goods and underpinning. Also see
attached Prelim's tab where extra R.L.O., Project Manager, Senior Quantity Surveyor, Assistant
Site Agent, temporary heating and de-humidifiers are added by Lambeth.

* = Morrow's contingency is added to the first sub-total and fees. The latter comes to £6,315,100 which would mean that the contingency would be £631,510 but Morrow's
figure is £634,900.

Morrow's extrapolated rates and totals for Internal works (not easily identifiable on their estimate as all are lumped together)
Kitchens
Number of Properties

Bathrooms
Number of Properties

Boilers/Heating
Number of Properties

Rewires
Number of Properties

Asbestos Removal
Number of Properties

1 Bed & Bungalows
Mears' rate* + 9% OHP
£
1,143.60 £ 102.92 £

2 Bed
3 Bed
4 Bed
Disabled
as 1 Bed/Bungalows plus 30%
Total Mears' rate* + 9% OHP
Total Mears' rate* + 9% OHP
Total Mears' rate* + 9% OHP
Total
Total
1,246.52 £
1,261.50 £ 113.54 £ 1,375.04 £
1,261.50 £ 113.54 £ 1,375.04 £
1,327.00 £ 119.43 £ 1,446.43 £
1,246.52 £ 373.96 £ 1,620.48
106
40
34
25
12
£ 132,131.54
£ 55,001.40
£ 46,751.19
£ 36,160.75
£ 19,445.77

£

£

£

£

738.19 £

66.44 £

804.63 £
106
£ 85,290.47

1,372.06 £ 123.49 £

1,495.55 £
106
£ 158,527.81

759.49 £

267.00 £

68.35 £

827.84 £
106
£ 87,751.47

24.03 £

291.03 £
106
£ 30,849.18

878.19 £

79.04 £

957.23 £
40
£ 38,289.08

1,372.06 £ 123.49 £ 1,495.55 £
40
£ 59,821.82
818.61 £

267.00 £

73.67 £

892.28 £
40
£ 35,691.40

24.03 £

291.03 £
40
£ 11,641.20

1,105.69 £

99.51 £ 1,205.20 £
34
£ 40,976.87

1,572.42 £ 141.52 £ 1,713.94 £
34
£ 58,273.89
855.66 £

267.00 £

77.01 £

932.67 £
34
£ 31,710.76

24.03 £

291.03 £
34
£ 9,895.02

1,105.69 £

Overall Totals

£

289,490.66

99.51 £ 1,205.20 £
25
£ 30,130.05

804.63 £ 241.39 £ 1,046.02
12
£ 12,552.18

£

207,238.66

1,572.42 £ 141.52 £ 1,713.94 £
25
£ 42,848.45

1,495.55 £ 448.66 £ 1,944.21
12
£ 23,330.51

£

342,802.47

827.84 £ 248.35 £ 1,076.20
12
£ 12,914.37

£

192,386.72

£

64,201.22

892.43 £

267.00 £

80.32 £

972.75 £
25
£ 24,318.72

24.03 £

291.03 £
25
£ 7,275.75

291.03 £ 87.31 £

378.34
12
£ 4,540.07

Grand Total: £ 1,096,119.72

* = Morrow has allowed for only the following percentages of properties to have these works done to them: kitchens & bathrooms - 70%; heating - 50%; boilers - 30%; rewires - 60%; asbestos - surveys, 100% & removal, 30%.
and, so, the Mears' rates, above, have all been modified by being multiplied by these perecentages.

I.Sayer's extrapolated rates and totals for Internal works (not easily identifiable on their estimate as all are included together)
Kitchens
Number of Properties

Bathrooms
Number of Properties

1P Flat
Sayer's rate
£
1,500.00 £
8
£
12,000.00 £
£

WC
Number of Properties

Repairs
Number of Properties

1st sub-total:
Preliminaries @ 12.64%
2nd sub-total:
OH&P @ 8%
3rd sub-total:
Contingency @ 10%
Grand Total (Internals):
Common Parts Upgrade'
External Improvements
I.Sayer rounding-up £
I.Sayer arithmetical errors
I.Sayer Total (final page)

Overall Totals

Compound of I.S. %'s = 12.64%, 8% & 10% = 1.3381632
Prelim's, OHP & Contingency, Compound = add 33.81632%

£

579,500.00 £

775,465.57

1,500.00 £
94
141,000.00 £

1,500.00 £
2
3,000.00 £

1,500.00 £
2
3,000.00 £

1,500.00
91
136,500.00

£

295,500.00 £

395,427.23

3,000.00 £
8
24,000.00 £

3,500.00 £
94
329,000.00 £

3,500.00 £
2
7,000.00 £

4,500.00 £
2
9,000.00 £

4,500.00
91
409,500.00

£

778,500.00 £

1,041,760.05

£

3,250.00 £
8
26,000.00 £

3,250.00 £
94
305,500.00 £

3,250.00 £
2
6,500.00 £

3,500.00 £
2
7,000.00 £

3,500.00
91
318,500.00

£

663,500.00 £

887,871.28

£

-

-

£

1,000.00 £
2
2,000.00 £

1,000.00
91
91,000.00

£

93,000.00 £

124,449.18

£

171,000.00 £

228,825.91

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
1,216,512.00 £
121,651.20 £
add Contingency @ 10% £
£
-£
£

2,581,000.00 £
326,238.40
2,907,238.40
232,579.07
3,139,817.47
313,981.75
3,453,799.22
1,338,163.20
669,081.60
44,337.00
5,381.02
5,500,000.00

3,453,799.22

£
£

Rewires
Number of Properties

4P DB Flat 4P House/5P Mains/6P House
Sayer's rate
Sayer's rate
4,000.00 £
3,500.00
2
91
8,000.00 £
318,500.00

1,500.00 £
8
12,000.00 £

£
Boilers/Heating
Number of Properties

2P Bung/Flat
2P DB Flat
Sayer's rate
Sayer's rate
2,500.00 £
3,000.00 £
94
2
235,000.00 £
6,000.00 £

£

£

-

8

£
94

£

-

£
2

£

-

£

-

£
£

750.00 £
8
6,000.00 £

750.00 £
94
70,500.00 £

750.00 £
2
1,500.00 £

1,000.00 £
2
2,000.00 £

1,000.00
91
91,000.00

£

80,000.00 £

1,081,000.00 £

24,000.00 £

31,000.00 £

1,365,000.00

£ 1,000,000.00 £
126,400.00 £ 1,126,400.00 £
90,112.00 £
500,000 add Prelim's @ 12.64%
add OH&P @ 8%
(the sums of the 4P Flat, 2P Bungalow & 1P Flat are all wrong)

Lambeth's rates and totals for Internal works
Kitchens
Number of Properties

Bathrooms
Number of Properties

1 Bed & Bungalows
Mears' rate*
£
2,161.44
101
£
218,305.44
£
£

Boilers/Heating
Number of Properties

£
£

Rewires
Number of Properties

£
£

Asbestos Removal
Number of Properties

£
£

2 Bed
Mears' rate*
£
2,329.87
28
£
65,236.36

3 Bed
Mears' rate*
£
2,329.87
25
£
58,246.75

4 Bed
Disabled
Mears' rate* as 1 Bed/Bungalows plus 30%
Total
£
2,423.45 £
2,161.43 £ 648.43 £ 2,809.86
26
11
£
63,009.70
£ 30,908.45

Overall Totals

£

435,706.70

1,054.56 £
101
106,510.56 £

1,054.56 £
28
29,527.68 £

1,054.56 £
25
26,364.00 £

1,054.56 £
26
27,418.56

1,054.56 £ 316.37 £ 1,370.93
11
£ 15,080.21

£

204,901.01

2,156.70 £
101
217,826.70 £

2,156.70 £
28
60,387.60 £

2,156.70 £
25
53,917.50 £

2,557.43 £
26
66,493.18

2,156.70 £ 647.01 £ 2,803.71
11
£ 30,840.81

£

429,465.79

1,697.65 £
101
171,462.65 £

1,796.18 £
28
50,293.04 £

1,857.93 £
25
46,448.25 £

1,919.12 £
26
49,897.12

1,697.65 £ 509.30 £ 2,206.95
11
£ 24,276.40

£

342,377.46

533.38 £
101
53,871.38 £

533.38 £
28
14,934.64 £

533.38 £
25
13,334.50 £

533.38 £
26
13,867.88

£

103,635.73

533.38 £ 160.01 £

693.39
11
£ 7,627.33

Grand Total: £ 1,516,086.69
The number of properties included above is the total number of tenanted & void properties broken down by property size and then multiplied by 90% anticipated requirements as per current LHS trends (actual figures are 112, 31, 28, 29 & 12).
Kitchen values, above, are made up of tender items K1/2/3 + K4 to 11 inclusive = £1,633.71/£1,802.14/£1,895.72 + £527.73 (combined figure).
Bathroom values, above, are just tender item B1.
Boilers/Heating (full system including boiler), values above are either tender items FS3 or FS4 (5-7 radiators or 9-11 radiators).
Re-wire values, above, are made up of tender items E1/2/3/4 + E10a or 11a x 3 nr and E12 x 2 nr = £1,265.81/£1,364.34/£1,426.09/£1,487.38 (£60.90 x 3) + (£124.57 x 2).
Asbestos Removal value of £533.38 is made up of the following: items 2e, f & p and 9 (floor tiles, texture ceilings, flue and survey) = [16m² x £12 & £12.50 + £24.38 + £117] = £533.38.

Lambeth's Preliminaries

The rates below are taken from Mears 4 year, LHS contract,
(£6 - 9 million category)

Description

Total
Quantity Number of
Weeks

Contracts Manager
Project Manager
Senior Site Agent/Supervisor
Assistant Site Agent/General Foreman
Senior Resident Liaison Officer
Resident Liaison Officer
Senior Quantity Surveyor
Quantity Surveyor
Mechanical/Electrical Supervisor/Engineer
Health & Safety Supervisor/Inspector
Labourer/Hoist Operator
Driver/Labourer
Site Office (including furniture)
Canteen Unit
Drying Room
Storage Unit
Toilet Block
Single Portable Toilet
Delivery & Installation of Temporary Site Buildings (site office, canteen, dry
room, store, toilet block)
Removal & dismantling of Temporary Site Buildings (site office, canteen, dry
room, store, toilet block)
Photocopiers/Scanner/Printers/Sundries/Consumables
I.T. Equipment - Computers (desk & laptop, software charges)
Fixed Telecommunications
Mobile Phones
Power/Temporary Electrics/Generator/Fuel/Check Meter
Water (including Check Meter)
'Heras' Fencing (30 linear metres)
Site Security
Skips (7 cubic yards)
Small Plant & Tools & Transformers
Temporary heating to one property
Temporary dehumidifier to one property
Signage
Transport (inc. consideration of cycle usage, Congestion Charges & Parking)
CDM Preparation
Considerate Constructor Scheme ( Per Project )
Conditions surveys including photographic, video & written records
Other
Lambeth's Preliminaries Total:
Green-highlighted are items not included on Morrow's Preliminaries estimate
Blue-highlighted is where we increased a Mear's rate as was considered to be too low

Unit

Rate

week
week
week
week
week
week
week
week
week
day
week
week
week
week
week
week
week
week

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

2

Item

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1.5
1
1
2

104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104

1

104

286
1

104

Item
week
week
week
week
week
week
week
week
nr/week
week
week
week
Item
week
Item
Item
per property
week

0.4
0.4
1
1
0.5
1
0.4
1
0.2
0.05
1
1.5
1
1
1
3
1
1

104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104

1,621.40
1,321.03
1,157.10
994.89
866.31
794.43
1,523.18
1,323.59
1,207.84
368.00
466.78
516.85
32.00
30.00
30.00
12.00
35.00
21.98

Totals

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

67,450.24
54,954.85
120,338.40
103,468.56
45,048.12
82,620.72
63,364.29
137,653.36
25,123.07
1,913.60
48,545.12
80,628.60
3,328.00
3,120.00
3,120.00
3,744.00
3,640.00
2,285.92

£

280.00 £

560.00

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

280.00
18.00
32.00
28.00
18.00
8.50
30.00
600.00
6.80
36.00
64.00
500.00
10.00
550.00
45.00
100.00

£
560.00
£
1,872.00
£
3,328.00
£
2,912.00
£
£
1,872.00
£
884.00
£
3,120.00
£
£
93,600.00
£
707.20
£
3,744.00
£
13,312.00
£
500.00
£
1,040.00
£
£
550.00
£
12,870.00
£
10,400.00
£ 1,002,178.05

Cressingham Gardens - difference between Morrow's & Lambeth's figures
Drainage
Window Repairs
Window Replacements
Roof
Repairs to Blocks
External Works
Kitchens
Bathrooms
Boilers
Rewires
Asbestos Removal
Separate W.C.'s
Estate Repairs
'balancing figure'
'Common Parts Upgrade'
De-cants
Front Doors
Rainwater Goods
Underpinning
1st sub-total:
Preliminaries
2nd sub-total:
plus 9% OHP
3rd sub-total:
plus 10% Fees
4th sub-total:
plus 10% Contingency

-£
-£
£
£
-£
£
£
-£
£
£
£
£
£
-£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

41,000.00
250,840.60
2,332.00
398,949.25
56,284.00
252,046.88
146,215.70
2,337.99
86,663.79
149,990.46
39,434.73
32,200.00
3,880.00
121,360.00
42,000.00
122,565.96
68,406.06
97,000.00
1,204,822.24
178,178.05
1,383,000.29
641,160.03
2,024,160.32
202,416.03
2,226,576.35
219,267.63

Total difference:
£ 2,445,843.98
Morrows Estimate: £ 6,950,000.00
Lambeth's Estimate: £ 9,395,843.98
Green-highlighted are items not included on Morrow's Preliminaries estimate

Repairs to Blocks; I.Sayer's estimate, identification of the Internal Repairs within the overall total
I.Sayer Page Ref.
Address
5
2 Longford Walk
3/5 Longford Walk
6 Longford Walk
6
1 Scarlette Manor Way

7

8

8& 9
9

11

12

Item
Value
Multiple Total Value Relevant Prelim's % OH&P % Contingency %
(A) internal rear and flank walls
£
50.00
9
£
450.00
18%
8%
5%
(A) internal base of party wall shared
£
50.00
9
£
450.00
18%
8%
5%
(A) to front wall and ceiling in kitchen
£
50.00
9
£
450.00
18%
8%
5%
(A) ceilings throughout
£ 250.00
8
£
2,000.00
18%
8%
5%
(A) all affected internal walls
£ 500.00
8
£
4,000.00
18%
8%
5%
27 Scarlette Manor Way (A) to bathroom walls
£ 100.00
9
£
900.00
18%
8%
5%
3 Chandlers Way
(A) to all internal walls to remain
£ 250.00
5
£
1,250.00
18%
8%
5%
Decoration throughout
£ 2,800.00
5
£ 14,000.00
18%
8%
5%
9 Chandlers Way
Crack stitch in bathroom
£ 200.00
5
£
1,000.00
18%
8%
5%
2 Papworth Way
(A) ceiling for 1m next to lounge partition £
50.00
12
£
600.00
18%
8%
5%
(A) to hallway cupboard
£
50.00
12
£
600.00
18%
8%
5%
6 Hambridge Way
(A) to all internal wall
£ 200.00
7
£
1,400.00
18%
8%
5%
Decoration throughout
£ 2,800.00
7
£ 19,600.00
18%
8%
5%
1 Bodley Manor Way
(A) to 1m of ceiling in bedroom
£
50.00
13
£
650.00
18%
8%
5%
(A) to front wall in kitchen
£
50.00
13
£
650.00
18%
8%
5%
8 Bodley Manor Way
Redecorate internal wall throughout
£ 2,800.00
13
£ 36,400.00
18%
8%
5%
29 Bodley Manor Way (A) to flank wall in bathroom
£
50.00
13
£
650.00
18%
8%
5%
(A) to right corner of ceiling in bathroom
£
50.00
13
£
650.00
18%
8%
5%
16 Upgrove Manor Way (A) to all internal walls
£ 100.00
10
£
1,000.00
18%
8%
5%
Decoration throughout
£ 2,800.00
10
£ 28,000.00
18%
8%
5%
4 Ropers Walk
(A) to ceiling in hallway and kitchen
£
50.00
6
£
300.00
18%
8%
5%
(A) to front wall in kitchen
£
50.00
6
£
300.00
18%
8%
5%
(A) to rear wall in bedroom
£
50.00
6
£
300.00
18%
8%
5%
(A) to 1m of ceiling in bedroom
£
50.00
6
£
300.00
18%
8%
5%
1 Hardel Walk
(B) to front wall in entrance hall
£ 200.00
14
£
2,800.00
18%
8%
5%
(A) to front flank wall in kitchen
£
50.00
14
£
700.00
18%
8%
5%
34 Hardel Walk
(A) to front wall in kitchen
£
50.00
15
£
750.00
18%
8%
5%
(A) to ceiling below walkway
£
50.00
15
£
750.00
18%
8%
5%
(A) to rear wall in bedroom
£
50.00
15
£
750.00
18%
8%
5%
49 Hardel Walk
(A) to front wall in kitchen
£
50.00
15
£
750.00
18%
8%
5%
(A) to all rear walls in bedroom
£
50.00
15
£
750.00
18%
8%
5%
(A) to 1m of ceiling in bedroom
£
50.00
15
£
750.00
18%
8%
5%
122 Hardel Walk
(A) to all internal walls and ceilings
£ 150.00
15
£
2,250.00
18%
8%
5%
Decoration throughout
£ 2,800.00
15
£ 42,000.00
18%
8%
5%
Rotunta (Internal)
Replace worn kitchen units
£ 2,000.00
1
£
2,000.00
18%
8%
5%
Replace rotten timber post in ladies' WC
£ 100.00
1
£
100.00
18%
8%
5%
Repair toilet in men's WC
£ 250.00
1
£
250.00
18%
8%
5%
Test men's WC seals for water tightness
£ 100.00
1
£
100.00
18%
8%
5%
1st sub-total:
£ 170,600.00
Preliminaries @ 18%:
£ 30,708.00
2nd sub-total:
£ 201,308.00
Overheads & Profit @ 8%:
£ 16,104.64
3rd sub-total:
£ 217,412.64
Unmeasured/Contingency @ 5%:
£ 10,870.63
Internal Repairs within the overall £449k 'Repairs to Blocks' total:
£ 228,283.27
The sum of the 5 yellow-highlighted items above = £140,000 ÷ 50 properties = £2,800 per property
The residue = £88,283.27 ÷ 212 properties = £416.43

